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INTRODUCTION 
Aerial  cameras  can  be  classified  according  to  their  use,  into  two  main 
categories.  These  are  mapping  cameras  and  reconnaissance  cameras. 
Mapping  cameras  are  designed,  constructed  and  calibrated  to  give  an 
image  of  precisely  known  geometry.  The  interior  orientation  elements  (i.  e. 
the  principal  distance,  the  location  of  principal  point  and  the  lens  distortion 
characteristics)  of  each  individual  camera  are  determined  with  very  high  accuracy 
by  the  camera  calibration.  An  intra-lens  shutter  that  allows  simultaneous 
exposure  of  all  image  points  is  invariably  used.  Hence  measurements  made  on 
photographs  taken  with  such  a  camera  can  be  used  to  recover  accurately  the 
position,  heightsize  and  shape  of  any  ground  object  whose  image  has  been 
recorded.  In  other  words,  such  a  camera  satisfies  completely  the  projective 
relations  of  photogrammetry.  In  addition  to  this  requirement  for  high  geometric 
fidelity,  most  mapping  cameras  and  the  photography  taken  with  them  are  designed 
to  provide  a  favourable  base:  height  ratio  for  accurate  height  determination. 
By  contrast,  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  are  designed  on  simpler  lines 
and  with  very  different  objectives  in  mind.  The  elements  of  inner  orientation 
are  not  precisely  known  or  determined.  Instead,  the  foremost  requirements  of  a 
reconnaissance  camera  are  reliability  and  excellent  image  quality.  For  this 
latter  condition  to  be  satisfied,  the  highest  possible  performance  lenses  and 
films  are  used  to  give  high  image  resolution.  Consideration  of  geometric 
fidelity  of  the  image  are  secondary.  With  these  objectives  in  mind,  the  simple 
design,  the  reliability  and  the  wide  range  of  possible  exposure  times  make  the 2 
focal  plane  shutter  a  favourite  with  the  designers  of  the  reconnaissance  cameras. 
However,  the  sequential  operation  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  introduces  a  marked 
distortion  in  the  image  geometry. 
In  spite  of  the  geometric  distortions  inherent  in  reconnaissance  photography, 
factors  such  as  its  wide  availability  and  high  image  resolution  have  meant  that, 
on  occasions,  it  is  necessary  to  make  measurements  and  compile  maps  from  such 
photographs,  e.  g.  for  thematic  maps,  measurement  of  change,  map  revision, 
etc.  These  occasions  are  becoming  more  numerous  in  the  United  Kingdom  with 
the  release  of,  and  easy  access  to,  the  complete  reconnaissance  photography 
of  the  country  taken  by  the  R.  A.  F.  For  many  areas  and  purposes,  no  other 
photography  exists  and  users  have  no  option  but  to  attempt  to  use  it  for  mapping 
purposes.  However,  the  results  are  often  poor,  which  is  a  matter  of  frustration 
to  these  users.  One  of  the  major  difficulties  is  that  the  traditional  analogue 
methods  of  photography  do  not  provide  means  to  correct  for  the  geometric 
distortions  present  in  reconnaissance-frame  photography.  It  is  only  quite 
recently  with  the  widespread  availability  of,  and  easy  access  to,  electronic 
computers  that  it  has  been  possible  to  consider  the  use  of  analytical  methods 
to  solve  the  geometric  problems  of  this  photography.  WiWan  analytical  approach, 
I 
the  resuits  are  in  digital  form  which  is  not  too  useful  to  some  users.  However,  with 
the  advent  of  the  new  digitally-based  analytical  plotters,  computer-driven 
orthophotoscopes,  etc.  this  situation  will  certainly  change  in  future.  Therefore 
a  comprehensive  study  of  the  metric  aspects  of  reconnaissance  frame  photography 
is  timely  and  appropriate.  i 3 
The  alternative  strip  and  panoramic  types  of  reconnaissance  camera  have, 
in  fact,  already  been  analysed  and  photogrammetric  techniques  have  been 
devised  and  applied  to  photography  taken  with  them  (Case,  1966;  Konecny, 
1970;  Devenyi,  1971).  However,  to  the  author's  knowledge,  the  metric 
problems  associated  with  the  reconnaissance  frame  photography  have  not  been 
investigated. 
It  is  the  objective  of  this  thesis  to  analyse  the  metric  aspects  of  recon- 
naissance  frame  photography  and  to  devise  and  test  analytical  techniques  which 
allow  them  to  be  used  for  metric  purposes,  and,  in  particular,  for  mapping. 
This  report  on  the  work  carried  out  is  organised  along  the  following  lines. 
The  development  of  the  aerial  reconnaissance  camera  since  its  first  use  in  the 
First  World  War,  through  its  intensive  development  during  and  after  the  Second 
World  War  to  its  use  in  this  present  age  of  space  and  satellites  is  outlined  in 
Chapter  I.  Chapter  11  is  devoted  to  a  discussion  of  the  two  alternative  types 
of  reconnaissance  cameras  (strip  and  panoramic  cameras)  which  are  currently 
used  for  reconnaissance  purposes.  This  review  opens  the  way  to  a  detailed 
discussion  of  the  design,  construction  and  operational  characteristics  of  the 
reconnaissance  frame  camera  itself  in  Chapter  III  .  In  particular,  the  quality 
of  the  image  produced  by  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  is  analysed  and  compared 
to  that  obtained  from  metric  cameras.  The  thesis  then  proceeds  (in  Chapter  IV) 
to  a  detailed  analysis  of  the  geometry  of  the  reconnaissance  frame  photography. 
The  distortions  resulting  from  the  use  of  focal  plane  shutters  and  the  combined 
effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  and  image  motion  compensation  on  the  image 4 
geometry  are  thoroughly  investigated  in  this  Chapter.  The  analytical 
techniques  which  have  been  devised  or  adopted  by  the  author  for  use  with 
single  photographs  and  stereopairs  of  reconnaissance  frame  photographs  are 
derived  and  explained  in  Chapter  V.  To  test  their  validity,  experimental 
work  has  been  carried  out  on  reconnaissance  frame  photography  taken  with 
different  cameras  under  widely  differing  conditions.  An  account  of  the  methods 
used  and  the  preparation  for  these  tests  is  given  in  Chapter  VI  .  Computer 
programs  have  been  developed  specifically  for  the  processing  of  the  measured 
data.  These  are  outlined  in  Chapter  VII;  more  detailed  accounts,  flow  diagrams, 
listings  and  samples  of  input  and  output  data  for  the  programs  are  given  in 
Appendix  B.  The  results  of  the  two  main  programs  of  testing  are  given  in 
Chapter  VIII;  further  information,  including  vector  diagrams  of  the  planimetric 
and  height  residuals,  is  given  in  Appendix  C.  In  this  Chapter  (VIII)  the  results 
are  also  analysed  in  detail,  comparisons  are  made  as  to  the  effectiveness  of  the 
various  methods  used  and  with  the  results  recently  obtained  by  other  authors; 
especially  for  the  Skylab  S-190B  satellite  photography  which  become  available 
in  the  course  of  the  present  work.  The  closing  chapter  (IX)  summarises  the 
concluSlions  reached  through  this  research  work,  and  makes  recommendations 
for  future  work. CHAPTER  I 
History  and  Development  of 
Aerial  Reconnaissance 
Photography 6 
CHAPTER 
HISTORY  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF  AERIAL  RECONNAISSANCE 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
I.  I.  Introduction 
A  very  important  factor  in  planning  military  operations  is  a  knowledge  of 
what  the  enemy  or  potential  enemy  possesses  in  the  way  of  man-power,  weapons, 
material.  fortifications  and  other  resources  and  the  manner  and  position  in  which 
they  are  deployed.  The  knowledge  of  what  the  enemy  is  doing  beyond  the 
range  of  eyesight  is  generally  termed  intelligLnce  and  the  effort  to  obtain  this 
information  is  usually  known  as  reconnaissance.  Such  information  may  come 
from  prisoners,  spies,  patrols,  etc.;  this  type  of  source  has  been  and  is  still 
employed  extensively.  However,  with  the  growth  of  science  and  technology, 
instruments  have  been  devised  to  allow  the  information  to  be  gathered  in  other 
ways.  The  invention  of  the  optical  telescope  in  the  sixteenth  century  allowed 
military  commanders  to  extend  this  direct  observation  of  enemy  deployment  in 
the  battlefield  areas.  Since  then,  military  needs  have  a  strong  influence  on 
the  development  of  certain  types  of  optical  instrument,  these  requirements 
always  demanding  improvements  in  the  state-of  the-art,  backed  often  by 
substantial  financial  resources.  In  turn,  these  new  instruments  have  become 
available  to  non-military  users  for  peaceful  purposes. 
From  the  nineteenth  century  onwards,  two  major  developments  have 
extended  military  reconnaissance  capabilities  greatly.  The  first  is  the  develop- 
ment  of  various  types  of  air  vehicle,  starting  with  the  balloon,  and  the  second 
that  of  the  photogLaphic  camera  which  allows  a  permanent  and  more  complete 7 
record  of  a  scene  to  be  made,  thus  allowing  interpretation  by  military  personnel 
and  others  who  have  not  been  present  at  the  scene  its  elf.  With  the  invention 
of  the  aeroplane  in  the  first  decade  of  the  twentieth  century,  the  extent  of  this 
capability  has  rapidly  extended  to  country-wide  and  continent-wide  observations. 
Since  1960,  by  employing  spacecraft  and  modem  photographic  cameras,  man 
has  been  able  to  observe  the  entire  globe. 
1.2  Early-hListory  of  Aerial  Phot  gcaphy 
The  first  attempt  to  take  an  aerial  photograph  was  made  in  1858  by  the 
French  photographer,  Gespard  Nadar  (Heiman  1972).  Nadar  used  a  camera  to 
photograph  Paris  from  a  balloon  at  altitude  of  80  metres.  Balloon  photography 
then  extended  to  America  where,  for  example,  the  city  of  Boston  was  photographed 
by  J.  Black  in  1860  (Heiman  1972).  The  wet  plates  which  were  used  during  this 
period  were  replaced  in  1871  by  dry  gelatin  plates.  One  of  the  first  aerial 
photographers  to  use  this  type  of  plate  was  the  British  photographer  W.  B.  Woodbur 
who  designed  an  almost  automatic  system  of  balloon  photography  in  1877 
(Newhall  1969). 
Another  vehicle  that  was  used  to  carry  the  camera  in  the  early  days  of  air 
photography  was  the  kite.  To  raise  the  camera  to  greater  heights,  often  more 
than  one  kite  was  used.  In  1895,  for  example,  the  American  metrologist 
William  Eddy  used  six  to  nine  kites  to  lift  the  camera  to  a  height  of  1000  ft 
(300  m).  At  that  time,  the  German  army  attempted  to  use  rocket  photography. 
But  the  first  successful  flight  of  an  aircraft  was  that  by  the  Wright  brothers  which 
took  place  in  America  in  1903.  The  use  of  the  aircraft  as  a  camera  platform 8 
has  the  great  advantage  over  balloon,  kites  and  rockets  in  that  it  can  be  flown 
with  great  accuracy  at  specific  heights  over  any  specific  area.  Moreover, 
the  flight  is  relatively  steady  and  it  can  be  flown  at  a  constant  speed.  The 
development  of  aerial  photography  in  the  twentieth  century  spurred  on  by  two 
World  Wars,  numerous  smaller  wars  and  certain  periods  of  "cold"  war,  has 
been  quite  phenomenal  and  it  is  now  a  primary  method  of  reconnaissance  with 
enormous  data-gathering  capabilities.  A  short  review  of  this  development  is 
a  necessary  preliminary  to  set  the  work  reported  on  in  this  thesis  in  a  correct 
perspective. 
1.3  Photo  Reconnaissance  during  the  First  World  War 
The  use  of  aircraft  for  reconnaissance  started  at  the  end  of  the  first  decade 
of  the  twentieth  century.  During  the  period  1909-1914,  experimental  aerial 
photographic  flights  were  carried  out  in  many  countries.  The  British  Royal 
Flying  Corps  (R.  F.  C.  )-for  example,  started  their  experiments  in  1912  using 
commercially  available  cameras.  In  1913,  the  first  specially  designed  camera 
for  the  R.  F.  C.  was  built.  This  was  the  Watson  Air  Cameraffig.  1)  which  had 
af=6  in.  (15  cm)  lens  and  used  platesoF  12.5  x4  in  (31  x  10  cm)  (Laws  1959). 
In  1914,  the  Thornton-Pickard  Manufacturing  Co.  Ltd.  built  the  model  "A" 
air  camera  (Fig.  2)  for  the  R.  F.  C.  (Newhall  1969).  This  camera  comprised 
a  brass-bound  tapering  wooden  box,  a  focal  plane,  a  focal  plane  shutter  and 
a.  f=9  7/18  in.  (25  cm)  Zeiss  Tessar  lens.  It  utilised  4x5  in  (10  x  12.5  cm) 
plates  enclosed  in  ingenious  light-tight  paper  envelopes  which  were  inserted 
into  the  camera  one  after  the  other  by  hand. 0 
Fio.  1,  Watson  Ai,  C(iinerD 
Fig.  2  Type  "A" 
Camera 
Tke  importcnce  of  aerial  photography  rcp',  diy  increased  during 
the  7irst  World  'vVor.  Yhe  ormiez  ýoon  found  that  it  possible,  by  this  new 
mec,  "s,  to  obtain  information  on  41he  enemy's  man-,,  -ower,  of  troops, 
Weopons  cnd  defence  i,:  -tallation3  ir,  a  way  that  had  previ-,  usl,,,  been  impcssible. 
An  enormous  increastý  In  ti-i.,  (e-,  C-LI--C:  CS  (aircraft,  cýawaaras,  personnel,  processing 
fQciliti:  3s,  etc.  )  mode  for  aerial  recoriroi:,  ýnnce  tc)C";  -  place  and  a 
rapid  develcprioýnt  of  equipment  was  undertaken.  firsf  imn-Ovement  to  be 
made  to  the  Htlsl-,  Mode!  "A"  oir  -:  Gnera  %vas  tc  ýic4cý  c:  mcgo,  iný.  -.  A  dozen 
fresh  plates  were  staý:  ked  face  down  in  a  box  directly  over  tk.  p  focal  plane. 
The  plate  wat  slid  *.  n  a  frame  over  a  sccond  box 
-  i,  -&-)  whicý,  ;t  fell  by  gravity. 
The  plates  could  be  changed  only  wheti  the  ca:.  -e,  :i-,  vas  hal--ii  vertical  ly.  This 
version  was  introduc, 
-d  as  the  Model  "C"  camerc  and  vvas  F,:  )!  Iowed  by  the 
Model  "E",  which  was  of  similar  design  but  made  of  metal  instead  of  wood 
(Newhall  1969).  These  two  cameras  wpre  used  by  the  R,  F.  C,  thrnLJOhOut  the 
First  World  War.  ini;  ic.!  Iy  allot'  irýe.,,  e  cameras  \vere  hand-held  and  were 
operate6  manually  over  the  side  of  the  aircraft  either  obliquely  or  vertically. 10 
To  say  this  was  a  difficult  operation  is  an  understatement.  Hence,  the  R.  F.  C. 
asked  that  the  cameras  be  adapted  or  re-designed  for  remote  operation  from  a 
position  inside  the  aircraft  with  the  camera  axis  pointing  vertically  downwards. 
F.  C.  Laws  drew  up  specifications  for  a  camera  of  this  type  (designated  the  Model 
'!.  L:  after  its  designer)  which  was  equipped  with  af=6  in.  (15  cm)  lens  and 
would  use  4x5  in.  (10  x  12.5  cm)  plates. 
Laws  and  Moore-Brabazon  then  designed  the  "L.  B.  "  Type  Camera  (Fig.  3) 
which  initially  was  driven  by  an  external  propeller  and  later  by  an  electric 
motor,  and  which  could  be  equipped  with  alternative  lenses  of  5,8,14  and 
20  in.  (i.  e.  12.5,20,35  and  50  cm)  focal  length.  This  became  the  standard 
equipment  of  the  R.  F.  C.  (later  the  R.  A.  F.  )  from  1916  to  1925  (Laws  1959). 
The  Germans  started  the  war  with  better  preparation  and  equipment. 
Initially  a  3.5  x  4.5  in.  (9  x  12  cm)  plate  camera  fitted  with  a  f/4.5  Zeiss 
Tessar  lens  was  used.  However,  in  1915,  Oskar  Messter,  a  motion-picture 
pioneer,  designed  and  built  a  semi-automatic  roll  film  camera,  which  is,  in  a 
Fig.  3  L.  B.  camera general  sense,  the  prototype  of  all  modem  aerial  film  cameras.  A  total  of 
250  negatives,  each  4x4  in.  (10  x  10  cm)  could  be  taken  on  100  ft  (30  m)  of 
film  441  in.  (12  cm)  wide.  A  single  manual  operation  was  used  to  cock  the 
shutter  and  to  bring  fresh  film  into  position  for  the  next  exposure.  However, 
according  to  Williamson  (1945),  the  Germans  predominately  used  the  manually- 
operated  sliding-plate-changing  box  type  of  aerial  camera  throughout  the  war. 
In  the  period  up  to  1916,  the  Americans  used  a  Folmer-Schwing_  hand-held 
camera  with  12  plates  in  the  magazine  to  take  4x5  in.  (10  x  12.5  cm)  photo- 
graphs.  A  view-finder  with  cross-hairs  was  used  by  the  camera  operator  to  take 
photographs  of  the  prescribed  area.  Later  on,  when  the  Americans  entered  the 
war,  a  newK-1  camera  (Fig.  4)  went  into  production,  which  employed  af=  20  in. 
(50  cm)  lens  and  a  roll  of  film  9  in.  wide  (giving  7x  9  in  (18  x  23  cm)  format), 
which  allowed  75  photographs  to  be  taken  (Goddard  1969). 
1.4  DevelopLment  9during  the  Inter-War  Period 
At  the  end  of  the  First  World  War,  it  became  clear  to  the  various  air  forces 
Fig.  4  K-1  Camera concerned  that  they  should  be  re-equipped  with  new  reconnaissance  cameras 
and  other  ancilliary  equipment  based  on  the  mass  of  experience  gained  during 
the  war.  However,  the  actual  implementation  of  this  policy  proved  difficult 
in  the  poor  economic  circumstances  and  depression  period  of  the  1920's  and 
early  1930's.  Development  took  place  slowly  and  painfully. 
-￿ 
Fig.  5.  F8  Camera 
Fig.  6  F8  Camera  diagram 
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In  Britain,  it  was  realised  that  a  larger  format  than  the  standard  4x5  in. 
(10  x  12.5  cm)  size  used  in  al  I  the  cameras  from  the  "A"  to  the  "  L.  B.  "  was 
required.  Also  that  the  glass  plates  should  be  replaced  by  film  and  that  the 
camera  should  be  completely  automatic  in  operation.  The  result  was  the  F8 
camera,  (Fig.  5)  designed  originally  by  the  Instrument  Design  Establishment  at 
I 
Biggin  Hill,  but  finalised  into  a  prototype  by  the  Royal  Aircraft  Establishment 
(R.  A.  E.  )  at  Farnborough  (Laws  1959).  The  F8  camera  with  its  format  size  of 
81  x7  in.  (20  x  17.5  cm)  and  a  focal  plane  shutter  (Fig.  6)  was  first  produced  in 
1924.  But  not  more  than  thirty  (Laws  1959)  or  sixty  (Laws  1946)  of  these  cameras 
were  delivered  to  the  R.  A.  F.  before  the  Air  Ministry  authorities  decided  that 
the  F8  was  too  large,  too  heavy  and  too  expensive.  Instead,  instructions  were 
given  for  the  design  and  construction  of  a  camera  with  a  smaller  5x5  in.  (12.5  x 
12.5  cm)  format.  The  resulting  F24  camera  (Fig.  7)  was  designed  along  much  the 
some  lines  as  the  F8  and,  for  the  next  twenty  years,  it  was  a  standard  piece  of 
equipment  fitted  to  numerous  types  of  aircraft.  Indeed  it  is  still  in  use,  -e.  g. 
in  the  E.  S.  A.  Skylark  Earth  Resources  rocket  experiments  in  Argentina,  Sweden 
and  Australia  in  1972  and  1973  it  was  even  used  to  obtain  photography  from  space. 
The  range  of  lenses  which  were  developed  for  fitting  to  the  F24  ranged  from 
f=  31  in.  (8.25  cm)  through  6  in.  (15  cm),  8  in.  (20  cm),  14  in.  (35  cm), 
20  in.  (50  cm)  to  36  in.  (90  cm)  and  40  in.  (100  cm)  (Laws  1945;  Williamson 
1945). 
Developments  in  the  United  States  in  this  inter-war  period  took  place  along 
rather  different  lines,  a  colourful  and  non-technical  account  being  given  in 
Goddard's  book  (Goddard  1969).  First,  a  modified  version  of  the  wartime 
Folmer-Schwing  K-1  was  produced  as  the  K-2  in  1921.  Two  years  later,  the 14 
Fig.  7  F-2-4  Caa,.  cra  Fig.  8  K-3  Cometa 
completely  nev;  K-3  carnero  (Fig.  8)  was  completed,  designed  by  Lýermm 
Fairchild.  This  w,  ý-s  an  alectrically-driven  comera  which  featured  the 
intervalometer  and  a  between  the  lens  shutter.  The  K-3  camera  becao,  e  a 
standard  aerial  cornera  in  fhe  American  Army  and  Navy  Air  services  during  lhe 
inter-war  period,  cind  .,  us  used  both  for  mapping  and  reconnaissance  - 
Goddard  and  ',  Ibert  Stevens  alternated  as  Directors  of  Research  cnd  Develop- 
ment  for  Aerial  Pý-otoqrapl.  y  based  on  a  small  laboratory  at  Dayton,  Ohio, 
throughcut  the  inler-war  period.  Both  of  them  placed  a  special  emphas;,  on  th'- 
development  of,  vcý-y  length 
_. 
Saaeras-  not  initially  for  very  high 
altitude  operodior.  (+he  ceilings  of  aircraft  were  then  very  limited),  but  fo: 
long  range  -)b;  lque 
.,: 
ictography. 
I  9.7 
fý  60  in.  Camera 15 
There  is  a  photograph  of  an  experimental  camera  (Fig.  9)  equipped  with  f=  60  in. 
(150  cm)  dating  from  1925  (see  p.  371  of  Goddard's  book)  and  in  1926,  Goddard 
initiated  a  new  design  for  a-  f=  35  in.  (90  cm)  camera  which  was  built  by 
Eastman  Kodak.  The  loss  of  angular  coverage  was  of  course  severe  and,  to 
recover  this,  the  K-7  camera  was  built  by  Fairchild  in  1.926  using  9  in.  (23  cm) 
film  to  give  a9x  18  in.  (23  x  46  cm)  format,  the  camera  being  operated  with 
its  longer  side  cross-track  to  give  wider  coverage.  In  the  early  thirties,  Stevens 
made  many  very  high  altitude  flights  both  in  aircraft  and  in  balloons,  which 
resulted  in  much  development  of  pressurised  cabins,  oxygen  supplies,  long-range 
radio  links,  etc.  His  balloon  flights,  made  in  co-operation  with  the  National 
Geographic  Society,  culminated  in  1935  with  a  flight  which  reached  72,000  ft 
(22,000  m).  A  large  number  of  long-range  vertical  and  oblique  photographs 
resulted  from  these  flights,  many  taken  with  the  black  and  white  infra-red  films 
first  developed  by  Dr.  Mees  of  Kodak  specifically  for  these  missions  (Goddard 
1969). 
Goddard  also  pioneered  the  use  of  flash  powder  bombs  and  cartridges  from 
1925  onwards  which,  in  can  junction  with  specially  developed  shutters  triggered 
by  photo-electric  cells,  allowed  Light  reconnaissance  pLotogjap  s  to  be  taken. 
.L 
Developments  in  all  these  areas  was  hampered  by  lack  of  money  throughout 
the  period  of  the  Depression  but  as  prosperity  began  to  recover  and  war  approached, 
the  financial  stringency  eased  and  a  period  of  rapid  development  took  place. 
For  example,  in  1935,  the  Kodachrome  process  first  appeared  and  when  this 
could  not  be  adopted  to  aerial  photography,  Kodacolor  Aero  Reversal  films 
were  developed  between  1936  and  1939.  An  alternative  night  illumination. 16 
system  utilising  powerful  electrical  strobe  lamps  was  developed  by  Dr.  Edgerton 
of  M.  I  T.  and  work  befý,  an  on  a  shutterless  strip  .j  _Lamera 
which  would  overcome 
the  _'ifficultieý  in  nar!  3  photograph  from  a  !  ow-flying  fast  aircraft.  ,  jetting  i  sý 
This  ,  ins  based  on  c!  _, 
hufler!  ess  race-track  camera  developed  by  Del  Riccio  in 
California,  in  which  the  fllni  was  synchronised  electr;,:  rilly  to  travel  at  the  some 
speed  as  the  hors,  ýs,  ino!  ir.  -i  acrossa  1/4,000  in.  (0.006  mm)  slit  which  acted  as 
both  sh,.  jiter  and  ;  ens.  Tiis  iclec-  was  adapted  for  u!  e  ',  r,  ("-rcraft,  though  it  was 
not  until  well  into  ',  'Ior!  d  War  H  thot  all  the  diff;,:  ulties  were  solved  and  the 
striQ  comero  and  the  Iwii.  -lens  siereo  strip  camera  we-,  e  proauned  in  quantity. 
Fig.  "I'l 
K-17  Ca,  Týera 
In  para!  lel  witk  these  developrn,  ý,,  nts  came  avilc'le.  serie,;  )F  new  frame  cameras. 
The  K-17  (Fig.  10.1  was  produced  by  Fairchild  %votb  snveral  variants,  A,  B,  C  and 
D  which  could  be  us-.  d  for  n-rapping  and  for  reconnaissance  equipped  with  lenses, 
mostly  from  Bausch  and  Lamb,  from  the  famous  wide  angle  f=6  in.  (15  cm) 
Metrogon  to  af=  40  in.  (100  cm)  model.  The  K-Jýwas  a  long  focal  length 
camera,  the  K-19  a  speriai  night  reconnaissance  camera,  the  K-20  a  hand-held 
sr-,.  all-foimal-  (4  x5  in.,  10  x  12.5  cm)  camera,  efc.  The  contrast  with  the 17 
British  position  could  hardly  have  been  greater.  On  the  one  hand,  standard- 
isation  on  the  apparently  well-proven  small  format  F-24,  available  with  a  great 
number  of  lenses  of  different  focal  length;  on  the  other  a  large  number  of  newly 
developed,  partly  experimental  cameras  with  a  great  variety  of  formats,  often 
designed  for  specific  roles  and  purposes. 
1.5  Photo  Reconnaissance  during  the  Second  World  War 
This  topic  is  one  which  has  had  a  great  deal  of  coverage,  especially  in  a 
series  of  popular  books  (e.  g.  Babington-Smith  1957;  Heiman  197Z-  Goddard, 
1969;  Brookes  1975,  etc.  ).  However,  the  emphasis  in  these  is  on  the  aircraft 
and  the  personalities  involved,  the  applications  to  the  various  battlefields  and 
to  strategic  bombing  and  the  related  economic  aspects,  etc.  Much  less  information 
is  available  on  the  technical  aspects  of  cameras,  lenses,  emulsions,  etc.,  both 
because  of  wartime  security  and  the  fact  that  it  is  not  of  interest  to  the  general 
public  and  to  the  lay  reader. 
For  the  British  the  story  opened  disastrously  and  ended  well.  The  period 
1939-40  led  to  the  discovery  that  the  F-24  was  unsatisfactory  in  many  respects. 
It  had  been  designed  for  operation  from  maximum  altitudes  between  12,000  and 
20,000  ft  (4,000  to  6,000  m)  and  as  the  altitudes  of  operational  aircraft 
quickly  rose,  its  small  format  exacted  a  penalty  either  in  scale  or  resolution 
or  in  angular  coverage.  In  March  1940,  the  situation  was  partially  remedied  by 
bringing  back  into  service  the  F8  cameras,  including  fifteen  hastily  repatriated 
from  India  (Laws  1959).  Steps  were  taken  to  put  the  F8  camera  back  into 
production  (Oates  1943)  and  a  parallel  effort  was  made  by  the  R.  A.  E.  to 18 
produce  a  more  modern  camera  capable  of  opz;  ration  from  high  altitudes. 
Fig.  11  F52  Carr, 
--ra 
Fig.  12  F52  Cornarzi 
Diagral-, 
This  was  ;!  ie  F52  cornLý-,  -ra.  (Fig.  11)  the  prototype  of  which  was  pmduced  in 
the  quite  remarIkuble  E,.  ie  of  54  days  (Laws  1945).  It  had  a  8-1  x7  in.  (  20  x  4 
17.5  cm)  format  12)  and  was  normally  equipped  with  af=  36  in.  (90  crr) 
lens.  Manufacfý,  -ied  by  Williamson,  it  was  used  especially  from  fast,  specially 
developed  hi-k-aititude  ýPitfire  and  Mosquito  aircraft  which,  by  the  end  of 
the  war,  operated  frory,  ý;  ýiiudes  in  excess  of  40,000  ft  (12,000  m).  The  P21 
camera  continý  eci  t,  )  be  used  extensively  e.  g.  from  low  altitudes  and  as  a  ,,  ight 
camera  on  R.  A.  F.  `)on,  ber  aircraft.  It  was  also  mass-produced  in  the  U. 
--. 
A. 
as  the  K-24  and  supplied  to  all  the  Allied  countries  under  the  Lease-Lend 
programme.  A  survey  and  mapping  camera,  the  F49,  wit!  )  a9x9  in.  (23  x 
23  cm)  format  and  a6  in.  (15  cm)  with  wide-angle  lens  was  also  developed 
along  the  same  lines  as  the  F52  and  a  hybrid,  the.  F_83,  appeared  whicl,  utilked 19 
the  magazine,  body  and  format  of  the  F52  together  with  the  Ross  survey  lens 
(an  example  of  this  camera  is  in  the  possession  of  the  Department  of  Geography 
at  the  University  of  Glasgow). 
In  the  United  States,  the  new  designs  already  being  produced  experimentally 
in  the  period  prior  to  the  War  were  rapidly  developed  and  mass-produced  in  the 
typical  American  manner.  The  K-17,  K-18,  K-19,  K-20  etc.  were  used  widely. 
The  K-22  was  produced  both  by  Fairchild  and  the  Chicago  Aerial  Survey  Co.  as 
"  standard  day  reconnaissance  camera  with  a9x9  in.  (23  x  23  cm)  format  and 
"  range  of  lenses  from  the  f=6  in.  (15  cm)  model  to  the  f=  40  in.  (100  cm)  model 
00 
giving  a  range  of  angular  coverages  from  93  to  9 
Fig.  13  Sonne  S7 
Camera 
Fig.  14  Dr.  Baker  with  high 
altitude  Camera. 
While  these  cameras  were  the  principal  ones  used,  for  specialist  low-level 
work,  e.  g.  stereo-cover  of  invasion  beach  sites  both  in  France  and  in  the 
Pacific,  the  Sonne  strip  and  stereo-strip  ameras  (Fig.  13)  produced  by  the 
-.  g-- 
Chicago  Aerial  Survey  Co.  were  employed,  especially  by  the  U.  S.  Navy.  In 20 
1940,  a  development  was  initiated  which  was  to  have  far-reaching  consequences 
for  high-altitude  reconnaissance  work.  This  was  the  establishment  with  the  U.  S. 
A.  F.  supportof  the  Optical  Research  Laboratory  at  Harvard  University  under 
Dr.  James  Baker,  then  a  young  astronomer.  Work  started  on  a  series  of  advanced 
f=  40  -in.  (100  cm),  60  in.  (150  cm)  and  100  in.  (250  cm)  long  focal  length 
lenses  with  very  high  resolution  (Fig.  14).  The  40  in.  lens  was  used  in  the 
K-22  camera,  but  the  60  in.  lens  was  only  made  ready  in  1944  and  used  in 
Western  Europe  in  limited  quantities  (Goddard  1969).  The  lens  was  a  folded 
design  (in  the  form  of  a  U)  and  was  the  first  to  provide  automatic  compensation 
for  changes  in  air  temperature  and  pressure.  The  100  in.  lens  was  only  completed 
as  the  War  ended. 
On  the  German,  side,  there  was  little  use  of  high  speed  fighter  aircraft  for 
reconnaissance  and  twin-engined  bomber  aircraft  were  mostly  used.  These  were 
quite  suitable  for  the  Russian  front  until  late  in  the  War,  but  since  such  aircraft 
were  no  match  for  the  Allied  Spitfire  and  Mustang  fighters,  it  meant  that  little 
reconnaissance  of  Britain  and  other  heavily  defended  areas  took  place.  The 
Germans  did  convert  a  few  Junkers  86  aircraft  (Models  PI  and  P2)  to  high-flying 
operation  (40,000  ft),  but  it  appears  in  general  that  strategic  reconnaissance 
was  little  practised  (Brookes  1975).  The  main  cameras  used  were  the  Zeiss 
RB  series  with  20,50  and  75  cm  focal  lengths  and  the  unusually  large  30  x  30  in 
format. 
To  summarise  the  situation  at  the  end  of  World  War  11,  one  can  say  that, 
on  the  Allied  side,  high-performance  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  were  the 
norm.  While  a  range  of  lenses  had  been  developed  for  a  wide  variety  of  possible 
uses,  the  emphasis  was  on  photo  -reconnaissance  using  the  Spitfire,  Mosquito, 21 
P-51  Mustang  and  F-5  Lightning  which,  by  operating  at  altitudes  of  40,000  ft 
(12,000  rn),  offered  safety  From  enemy  fighter  aircraft  and  anti-aircraft  fire. 
Hence  long  fi,  cal  length,  narrow-ungled  lenses  were  standard  especially  for 
s'l-rateE;  ic  reconnaissince.  as  Jist*-nct  from  tactica-I  L,,.  )ttlef;  eld  missions. 
1.6  Developm--nts  Post  -\,;,  Ic.,  r  lu  Wor  11 
At  first,  de,,  ýOopmcr)tý  in  the  immediate  post-War  period  were  slow,  but 
with  the  onset  c-,  thp  Co'd  War  and  the  sudden  odveni  of  One  Korean  War, 
development  begon  opo,.;  e.  A-  f7rst,  American  -J,  ý,,  P..;  opments  were  concentrated 
on  f,  ame  cameras  w;  di  ;  t:  il  longer  focal  length  ienses.  The_K-30  camera  utilised 
the  B:;  ker  r'  =  100  in.  (250  cm)  I  ens  with  an  a  perturc  of  f/lO(Fiq-  15)  and  had  a 
format  ýize  of  9x  18  in.  M.  5  z,  -15  cm). 
Fig.  15.  The'f  =  100  in.  (250  crn)  lens  camera. 
When  installed  in  ar,  aircraft  flying  at  an  altirucic  c-f  5ru,  000  f,  (15,000  m)  it 
provideda  photo  scale  of  1/6000.  The  K-30  camera  was  equipped  with  a  focol 
plane  shutter  with  speedsvorying  from  1/100  to  1.11000  second.  The  relative!  y 
slow  shutter  speeds  Y.,  -,  -e  i1nevitcble  with  the  restricted  o;  )c-rtures  common  with 
these  Icng  focal  lengtk.  -,.  Such  cameras  were  physically  quite  enormous  and  very 
heavy  (Fig.  14).  This  did  not  trouble  the  Americans  with  their  giant  B-29 22 
Superfortress  and  B-36  high-altitude  bomber  aircraft.  However,  the  trend  was 
to  change  quite  rapidly  as  jet  aircraft  e.  g.  the  F-80  and  F-86  fighters  and  the 
B-47  and  B-52  bombers,  began  to  be  introduced  in  large  numbers.  These  could 
operate  at  still  greater  altitudes  and  much  higher  speeds  but,  apart  from  the 
B-52,  they  were  much  smaller  in  size  than  their  propeller-driven  predecessors. 
Nýw  cameras  to  take  care  of  these  new  operational  parameters  were  developed. 
Supersonic  aircraft  were  brought  into  service  so  that  still  newer  designs  were 
produced.  Specialist  photo  -re  connaisson  ce  aircraft  such  as  the  RF-101  Voodoo 
and  RF-4  Phantom  were  introduced.  With  the  development  of  anti-aircraft 
missiles,  operating  ceilings  increased  on  the  one  hand  while,  on  the  otherl 
many  reconnaissance  missions  were  conducted  at  high  speeds  and  at  very  low 
altitudes  to  avoid  radar,  gunfire  and  missiles. 
The  number  and  range  of  American  reconnaissance  cameras  developed  in 
the  1950's  and  1960's  is  quite  bewildering.  Attempting  to  isolate  a  few  main 
trends  during  this  period  ,  the  first  is  the  continued  development  of  ultra-long 
focal  lengthhigh  resolution  reconnaissance  cameras.  In  the  forefront  of  this 
development  was  the  Optical  Research  Laboratory,  previously  at  Harvard 
University,  but  later  transferred  to  Boston  University  under  the  direction  of 
Dr.  Duncan  Macdonald.  (Still  later,  when  the  USAF  cut  back  its  support 
for  the  laboratory,  the  famous  Itek  Corporation  was  formed  to  operate  it  as 
a  commercial  company.  )  The  Baker  f=  100  in.  (250  cm)  design  was  refined 
by  the  laboratory,  so  that  a  lighter  weight  version  was  produced,  but  focal 
lengths  increased  to  f=  240  in.  (610  cm),  again  on  a  large  9x  18  in.  (23  x 
46  cm)  rectangular  format  to  combat  lack  of  coverage  but  still  using  standard 
9  in.  (23  cm)  fi  Im. 23 
With  advent  of  the  Lockheed  U-2  and  the  Martin  B-57E  Canberra  ultra- 
high  altitude  (with  ceilings  in  excess  of  70,000  ft  (21  000  m))strategic  recon- 
naissance  aircraft,  ever-greater  performance  was  required  from  cameras,  lenses.. 
shutters  and  films.  The  testimony  of  Dr.  Alekseyevich,  the  Russian  recon- 
naissance  expert,  given  at  the  trial  of  Gary  Powers,  the  pilot  of  the  U-2  shot 
down  near  Sverdlovsk  in  1960  (and  recently  analysed  by  Brock  1976),  allows 
some  insight  into  the  performance  achieved.  This  particular  U-2  had  af=  36  in. 
(90  cm)  camera  (believed  to  have  been  built  by  Perkin-Elmer)  which  produced  a 
scale  of  1/22,000  from  H=  70,000  ft  (21,000  m).  To  give  relatively  wide- 
angle  coverage  with  this  lens,  the  camera  utilised  two  rolls  of  standard  91  in. 
(24  cm)  fi  Im  run  side  by  side  across  the  focal  plane  to  give  a  format  of  46  x 
0  46  cm  and  a  coverage  of  28  .  Seven  parallel  strips  were  taken  by  a  rotating 
lens  through  seven  glass  windows  in  the  body  of  the  plane.  This  appears  to 
indicate  the  use  of  a  horizontally  positioned  camera  axis  with  the  lens  and 
& 
mirror  rotating  as  a  unit.  Thus  the  total  lateral  cover  was  200  km.  No 
less  than  2,000  m  of  film  was  available  in  the  camera  magazine. 
Goddard  in  his  book  also  refers  to  the  development  of  reflective  mirror 
2P-IL'c-s  to  cut  down  the  size  and  weight  of  these  large  lenses  and  to  give 
relatively  wide  apertures  and  acceptable  exposure  times  at  long  focal  lengths. 
This  development  was  started  at  the  California  Institute  of  Technology  during 
the  Second  World  War  under  Dr.  Milliken.  The  resulting  cameras  did  not  go 
into  production  during  the  War  due  to  problems  with  the  mirror  tarnishing, 
especially  in  the  tropics,  and  to  problems  with  vibrations  associated  with 
propel  ler-driven  aircraft.  The  development  continued  later  at  the  Boston 
Optical  Research  Laboratory,  pnd  Baker  was  of  course  responsible  for  the 24 
optical  design  of  the  well7known  Baker-Nunn  satellite  tracking  cameras  which 
were  bui  It  in  the  earlyl  960's  and  uti  I  ise  ref  lective  mirror  optics.  One  may  assume 
that  American  ccjir,,  3ra-.  of  this  type  exist  for  use  in  aircraft.  Almost  ceri-jiriy,  the 
USAF  240  in.  camera  was  of  the  Cassagrain  reflective  mirror  type.  Ite"..  ment;  on 
that  they  had  built  af=  240  in.  (610  cm)  f/20  system  to  this  design  in  which  the 
front  mirror  was  locaied  only  40  in.  (100  cm)  from  the  focal  plane  (Itek 
Laboratories  1961).  The  best-known  of  such  cameras  are,  however,  the  range 
(TA-20  to  TA-1?  0)  developed  by  the  Cude  Delft  company  in  the  Netherlands 
with  focal  lengths  of  up  to  1.20  m  (Fig.  16). 
Fig.  16  Oude  Delft  TA-  series  Camera  Diagram 
.,  r,  Since  1960,  cparatinc  -NWdes  of  jet  reconnaissance  aircraft  have  grown  still 
greater,  the.  SR-71  being  capable  of  operating  at  H=I  00,000  to 
120,000  ft  (30,51')r)  to  36,500  m).  Furthermore,  since  1962,  Earth  -orbilling 
satellites  have  been  useSfor  strategic  photo-reconnaissance  (Klass  1971a). 
With  tnese,  t'n--  speeds  oF  Ihe  corne-ro  platforms  'nave  be--comne  still  grector 
(29,000  k.  p.  h.  v  3,000  k.  p.  h.  )  and  operating  altitudes  still  higher  (180  km 
and  upwards  v  30  km).  Thus  the  needs  for  longer  focal  lengths,  ever  shorter 25 
exposure  times  and  higher  film  resolution  (which  are  all  contradictory)  are, 
as  .  ever,  primary  requirements  for  strategic  reconnaissance.  Reportedly  , 
the  current  Lockheed  Big  Bird  recon?;  aissarice  ýrjte%ikes  se  a  Perkin-Elmer 
camera  of  f=8  ft(2.5  m)  whicl,  giv,  ý,;  ci  scale  of  1/65,  U00  frorr.  4=  180  km 
(Klass  1971b).  There  is  little  doubt  that  the  cameras  used  so  successfully  and 
reliably  in  the  various  N.  A.  S.  A.  projects  had  L--e-.  dwieloped  earlier  for 
military  reconnaissance  purposes.  Thus  the  film  camcro.  witli  radio-transmission 
used  in  1966  and  1967  in  the  Lunar  Orbiter  series  of  e>,  ploralory  satellites  had 
already  been  developed  for  the  Sarros  series  of  strategic  reconnaissance 
satellites  operated  from  1962  onward;  (Klass  197ta).  Also,  tho  film  cameras 
used  in  the  manneq  Apollo  lunar  missions  were  long  focal  length  military 
reconnaissance  cameras  -  the  Hyson  (later  Actron)  EA-74  frzlime  camera 
(Fig.  17)  and  the  Itek  KA-80  panoramic  camera  (Fig.  18).  Therefore  the 
civilian  N  A.  S.  A.  flights,  executed  in  the  full  glare  oF  Worla'  press  and 
television  coverage,  have  helped  greatly  in  lifting  the  curtain  on  various 
types  of  high  performance  reconnaissance  cameras,  which  would  otherwise  be 
little  known. 
Fig.  17  KA-74  Camera  in  Fig.  18  ltekýKA-80  Camera 
Apol  Io  Spacecraft  fitted  to  Apollo  Spacecraft 26 
Another  main  trend  in  the  United  States  developments  has  been  the  wide- 
spread  adoption  of  noramic  cameras.  Goddard  (p.  379)  assigns  their  intro- 
duction  to  aerial  reconnaissance  work  to  Philbrick,  a  U.  S.  A.  F.  officer  working 
at  the  Boston  Optical  Research  Laboratory.  He  modified  an  S7  strip  camera  to 
give  a9x  30  in.  (23  x  75  cm)  format  and  a  coverage  that,  from  a  flying  height 
I 
of  30,000  ft  (9,000  m)  over  New  England,  stretched  from  Portland  Maise  to 
New  England.  A  panoramic  camera  was  a  solution  to  solve  the  age-old  problem 
of  obtaining  large  scale  and  high  resolution  with  wide  angular  coverage.  This 
it  does  achieve  especially  since  the  long  focal  length  narrow-angle  lens  is 
used  on-axis  through  the  exposure.  However,  it  is  achieved  at  the  cost  of 
large  scale  changes  and  considerable  geometrical  distortion,  especially  towards 
the  edges  of  each  photograph. 
A  final  point  about  American  developments  has  been  the  introduction  of 
small,  remotely-controlled  drones  (or  remote  piloted  vehicles  (R.  P.  Vs)  such 
as  the  Ryan  Firebee  since  the  Vietnam  War.  These  generally  have  restrictions 
concerning  the  size  and  weight  of  the  cameras  which  can  be  installed  in  them. 
A  development  closely  associated  with  these  drones  has  been  that  the  photo- 
graphs  taken  by  cameras  on  board  these  vehicles  can  be  developed,  scanned 
electronically  and  transmitted  back  by.  Ladio  to  a  receiving  station,  so  that 
the  information  is  not  lost  if  the  drone  does  not  return  to'  its  base.  Parallel 
developments  have  taken  place  on  board  "search  and  find"  reconnaissance 
satellites  with  radio  transmission  to  an  Earth  station  (Klass  1971a)  and,  as 
mentioned  above,  the  technology  involved  is  known  from  the  highly  successful 
series  of  Lunar  Orbiter  satellites  of  N  A.  S.  A.  (Figs.  19  and  20). 27 
: 
Fiýj.  20  Lunar  Orbiter  Camera 
Fig.  19  Lunar  Orbiter  Spacecraft  Sys4l'-fil 
Placing  special  emphasis  on  American  work-  is  t,  stifiru'.  ýjlven  the  gia-it 
effort  and  great  variety  of  reconnnissance  camera  devr-!  oprr.  -nt  .,  ihich  has  takel, 
place  in  the  United  States.  In  the  ot,,  er  Western  Europeon  countries,  devtJopment 
has  been  on  an  altogether  more  mod'esf  but  still  significant  scale  and  has  been 
remarkably  successful  though  resirict-ýc  to  cc,  -fci;  -,  fir-ld,  -  In  ýritaln,  the 
traditional  reconnaissance  frame  co,  iiera  has  remained  thc  chief  type  and  a 
series  of  cameras  have  been  prccl,  -,,  -ed  on  the  staný,  ar.,,  '  7ý)  5  in.  (12.5  Cm', 
and  9  in.  (23  cm)  film  formats.  TIýz-  mair,  of  -1,0  rriýr.  c.  -meras  has  baen 
the  firm  of  Vinten,  especially  v,,  ih  the*,  ý  ý95  s,  r!  es  (Fig.  21)  ihough  Williamson 
has  also  produced  the  F  134  design 
. 
The  5  in 
. 
fi  Im  cameras  in  clude  'I  he  F  11 
of  Williamson  (Fig.  22),  the  ty  the  unusuai  F135  p,  -- 
690  of  Vintcn  and  (Fig.  23) 
of  A.  G.  I.  which  produces  two  side-by-side  photociraphs  looking  forward  and 
Fig.  21  Vinten  70  mm  Camera 
Fig.  22  Williamson  F1  17  Cam--,  -a 28 
backward  rather  like  a  stereo-strip  camera,  but  utilising  a  frame  format.  The 
ubiquitous  F52  has  been  replaced  first  by  the  F96  camera  and  then  by  the  A.  G.  I. 
F126  design  with  a  range  of  lenses  from  f=6  in.  (15  cm)  to  36  in.  (90  cm) 
Experimental  large-format  panoramic  cameras  have  been  developed  in  the  U.  K., 
e.  g.  the  Wi  II  iamson  F85  (Wi  II  iamson  1954),  but  they  do  not  appear  to  have 
entered  service.  However,  this  may  change  with  the  recent  introduction  of  the 
lype  750  camera  by  Vinten  which  may  be  regarded  as  a  scaled-down  version 
(using  70  mm  film)  of  the  Itek  KA-80  rotating  optical  bar  panoramic  camera 
used  in  the  Apollo  lunar  photographic  missions. 
Fig.  23  A.  G.  1.  F  135  Camera 
Fig.  24  Vinten  LOROP  design 
/ 29 
The  influence  of  American  development  (and  of  Brock  who  has  retumed  to 
Vinten  from  Itek)  may  also  be  noted  in  the  Vinten  LOROP  (long  range  oblique 
camera)  (Fig.  24)  proposal  discussed  in  Flight  International,  16  May  1974.  This 
also  bears  a  noticeable  resemblance  to  the  U-2  camera  arrangement  described 
by  Alekseyevich,  but  again  a  small-size  of  camera  (the  type  690  with  5  in. 
(12.5  cm)  film)  is  used,  fitted  with  a  Leitz  f=  24  in.  (60  cm)  f/4  lens. 
In  the  Netherlands,  as  already  mentioned,  the  outstanding  designs  are  the 
Oude  Delft  cameras  equipped  with  reffective  mirror  optics  which  appear  to 
have  had  widespread  use  in  N  A.  T.  O.  reconnaissance  aircraft.  But  70  mm 
film  frame  cameras  employing  lens  optics,  e.  g.  the  TA-7  (Fig.  25)  and  TA-8 
series,  have  also  been  developed  by  Oude  Delft.  French  development  appears 
to  have  followed  much  the  same  path  as  in  the  U.  K.  with  a  range  of  frame 
cameras  utilising  the  standard  70  mm,  5  in.  (12.5  cm)  and  9  in.  (23  cm) 
formats,  e.  g.  the  Omera  series  utilising  Matra-S.  F.  O.  M.  lenses.  In  West 
Germany,  the  large  format  23  x  23  cm  Type  HRb  cameras  (Fig.  26)  produced 
by  Zeiss  Oberkochen  appear  to  be  adapted  versions  of  the  well-known  RMK 
series  of  metric  cameras. 
Fig.  26  Zeiss  Oberkocken 
HRb  reconnaissance 
frame  Camera 
Fig.  25  Oude  Delft  TA-7  M  70  mm  Camera 30 
Having  quickly  sketched  the  history  and  development  of  aerial  reconnaissance 
cameras  and  photography,  it  is  profitable  to  consider  in  more  detail  some  of  the 
most  recent  developments  mentioned  above,  since  several  of  these  are  of 
particular  relevance  to  this  dissertation. 31 
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CHAPTER  11 
CONTINUOUS  STRIP  AND  PANORAMIC  CAMERAS 
2.1  Introduction 
Arising  from  the  previous  chapter,  it  can  be  seen  that  there  are  three  types 
oF  reconnaissance  camera:  - 
(i)  the  frame  typft_ 
(i  0  the  continuous  strip_Wt.  and 
the  panoramic  typt. 
In  this  chapter,  the  latter  two  types  will  be  discussed  in  some  detail.  They  have 
been  developed  more  recently  than  the  traditional  type  of  frame  camera  -  in 
the  case  of  the  continuous  strip  cameras  from  just  before  the  Second  World  War; 
in  the  case  of  the  panoramic  cameras  from  the  period  of  the  late  1950's  onwards. 
Although  this  thesis  is  concerned  primarily  with  frame-type  cameras,  some 
consideration  of  these  alternative  solutions  is  justified  both  on  the  grounds  Of 
completeness  and  also  so  that  the  comparisons  between  these  different  types, 
made  later  on,  can  be  better  understood  and  placed  in  a  correct  context.  In 
particular,  it  will  be  seen  that)while  the  continuous  strip  and  panoramic  cameras 
are  optimised  for  certain  roles  and  missions,  the  traditional  type  of  frame  camera 
has  been  developed  continuously  and  successfully  and  still  offers  considerable 
advantages  in  many  situations,  not  least  to  the  military  and  civilian  users. 
2.2  Image  Movement  Compensation 
One  of  the  major  problems  encountered  when  using  conventional  aerial 
cameras  to  obtain  photography  from  aircraft  flown  at  low-altitudes  and  at  high 33 
speed  is  that  the  distance  moved  by  the  image  on  the  focal  plane  during  the 
exposure  time  results  in  a  discernible  !  To  ,  ge  blur.  This  image  movement  is 
directly  proportional  to  the  craft  speed  and  the  exposure  time,  and  inversely 
proportional  to  the  flying  -height.  However,  even  if  a  high  speed  of  exposure 
can  be  employed,  the  image  motion  may  still  be  significant  when  the  camera 
is  installed  in  an  aircraft  flying  at  supersonic  speed  and  at  low  altitude. 
For  example,  an  aircraft  flying  at  Mach  1  (280  m/sec)  at  a  low  altitude  of 
200  ft  (60  m)  -  which  is  now  frequently  required  in  military  air  operations  - 
and  using  a  camera  with  af=  38  mm  lens,  would  certainly  produce  a  blurred 






Fig.  27  Image  motion  at  different  shutter  speeds 
Although  the  amount  of  blur  is  dependent  on  the  exposure  time,  it  can  be 
seen  that  no  practical  shutter  speed  would  eliminate  this  image  motion. 
At  first,  Ligh  altitude  photography  was  largely  free  from  such  troubles 
because  of  the  smaller  scale  and  lower  resolution.  But  as  camera  lenses  and 
films  have  improved  in  resolution.  and  aircraft  speeds  have  gone  up  (the  SR-71 
Shutter  Speed  (sed 34 
flies  at  3000  k.  p.  h.  -  nearly  800  m/sec),  image  blur  can  be  important  even 
from  high  altitudes.  With  the  advent  of  satellites  orbiting  at  29,000  k.  p.  h. 
8  km/sec,  and  the  use  of  high  resolution  cameras,  the  problem  is  sti  II  present. 
The  result  of  these  considerations  is  that  image  movement  compensation  (i.  m.  c.  ) 
is  fitted  to  virtually  all  reconnaissance  cameras  no  matter  which  principle  they 
are  based  upon.  In  principle,  this  can  be  done  by  moving  either  the  film  or 
the  lens,  the  other  component  remaining  fixed:  the  former  is  usually  the  more 
practical  method  (though  not  in  some  types  of  panoramic  camera).  An 
alternative  procedure  is  by  continuous  tilting  of  the  camera  during  exposure 
so  that  the  optical  axis  always  points  at  a  fixed  posilion  on  the  terrain;  as  will 
be  seen  later,  this  method  is  confined  however  to  cameras  with  narrow-angled 
lenses. 
2.3  Continuous  Strip  Cameras 
Quite  apart  from  the  modifications  to  cameras  and  to  procedures  to 
combat  image  motion,  special  continuous  strip  and  stereo  strip  cameras  have 
been  designed  specifically  for  low  altitude  photography  taken  from  a  high- 
speed  platform.  In  these  cameras,  the  film  is  continuously  in  motion  to 
compensate  for  image  movement  and  so  the  photography  taken  with  such 
cameras  exhibits  very  unusual  characteristics  both  for  measurement  and  inter- 
pretation. 
As  already  mentioned,  the  strip  camera  was  first  developed  by  Del  Riccioin 
the  United  States  at  the  request  of  Goddard  and  brought  into  service  during 
World  War  Il.  In  this  type  of  camera,  the  film  is  moved  continuously  post 




Fig.  28  Design  Concept  of  the  Continuous  Strip  Camera 
speed  of  the  film  is  proportional  to  and  synchronised  with  the  speed  of  the 
aircraft,  whtch  has  to  be  measured  and  fed  to  the  camera  film  advance  mech- 
anism.  The  slit  is  set  perpendicular  to  the  direction  of  flight  and  has  a  variable 
width  according  to  the  exposure  time  required.  Since  there  is  no  relative  image 
movement  during  exposure,  short  exposure  times  are  not  needed  to  stop  image 
motion  and  hence  a  very  narrow  slit  is  not  obligatory.  Exposure  may  also  be 
controlled  by  the  iris  diaphragm  of  the  lens.  However,  camera  stabilisation 
of  some  sort  is  usually  applied  to  the  strip  camera,  otherwise  the  rapid  changes 
in  tilts  likely  to  be  encountered  in  low  altitude-,  high-speed  flight  would 
result  in  double  imaging  or  gaps  in  coverage.  From  high  altitudes,  the  effects 
of  aircraft  roll  and  pitch  and  aircraft  vibration  are  magnified  greatly  and  so 
strip  cameras  are  seldom  employed  outside  the  low-level  role.  A  twin-lens* 
lype  of  strip  camera  has  also  been  produced  which  allows  stereo-photographs 
to  be  taken  and  used.  The  desired  stereobase  is  achieved  by  setting  the 36 
lenses  some  distance  apart  on  opposite  sides  of  the  slit  as  shown  in  Fig.  29. 
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Fig.  29  Continuous  Stereo  Strip  Camera  Diagram 
The  Sonne  S-7A  was  developed  during  Wnrld  War  11.  It  utilised  standard  9  in. 
(23  cm)  film  and  was  available  with  a  wide  range  of  lenses  from  f=3.5  in. 
(9  cm)  to  20  in.  (50  cm).  The  later  S-1  I  camera  was  first  used  in  1950  during 
the  Korean  War,  installed  in  the  RF-80  jet  aircraft.  The  KA-1  8A  Continuous 
Strip  Camera  illustrated  below  (Fig.  30  and  31)  dates  from  the  1960's. 
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Fig.  30  KA-18A  Strip  Camera  Diagram 37 
Fig.  31  KA-18A  Strip  Camera 
From  the  discussion  above,  it  can  be  readily  seen  that  the  practical 
utilisation  of  strip  and  stereo-strip  photography  will  involve  the  use  of  special 
instruments  and  procedures  which  are  very  different  to  those  available  and 
familiar  to  those  practising  photo-interpretation  and  photogrammetry  on  the 
traditional  type  of  frame  photography.  Special  offset  stereo-viewers  have  been 
developed  and  measurements  on  strip  photography  can  be  made  on  comparators 
for  later  reduction  by  analytical  methods.  However,  the  restriction  of  the 
strip  and  the  stereo  strip  cameras  to  low  level,  high  speed  missions  has  meant 
that  the  utilisation  of  the  resultant  photography  remains  a  specialist  activity 
restricted  to  a  very  small  group  of  military  users.  Certainly,  it  is  far  less 
likely  to  be  encountered  than  panoramic  and  frame  type  reconnaissance 
photography. 
2.4  Panoramic  Cameras 
Reconnaissance  photography  may  often  be  conducted  from  extremes  of 
high  and  low  altitude.  For  high  altitude  operation,  cameras  are  equipped  with 38 
long  focal  length  lenses  to  give  large-scale  high  resolution  photography.  In 
such  cases,  frame-type  cameras  have  very  small  angles  of  view  and  restricted 
areal  coverage.  In  order  to  overcome  this  difficulty,  often  several  such 
cameras  are  installed  in  a'fan  configuration  to  give  the  widest  possible  view 
across  the  direction  of  flight.  However,  the  installation  of  two  or  more  such 
large  cameras  (since  focal  length  may  be  from  24  in.  to  36  in.  (60  to  90  cm) 
with  large  format  sizes)  brings  problems  arising  from  their  volume  and  weight 
and  the  available  space  in  the  aircraft.  Furthermore,  the  problems  of  shutter 
synchronisation,  the  possibility  of  failure  of  one  camera,  the  difficulty  of 
handling  and  correlating  several  rolls  of  film  and  the  difficulties  of  installation 
and  maintenance  all  combine  to  make  multiple  camera  installations  undesirable. 
The  oblique  camera  axes  and  tilted  photographs  give  also  difficulties  with 
both  interpretation  and  mapping.  However,  for  many  years  there  was  no 
alternative  solution  and  much  of  the  R.  A.  F.  coverage  of  the  U.  K.  has  been 
carried  out  with  fans  of  two,  four  or  six  long  focal  length  cameras.  For  very 
low  altitudes,  the  matter  of  wide  angular  coverage  is  also  a  problem  even  with 
shorter  focus,  wider  angled  cameras  and  again,  the  use  of  fans  of  cameras 
often  carried  in  special  reconnaissance  pods  slung  below  the  aircraft  is  not 
uncommon,  especially  in  current  R.  A.  F.  practice. 
However,  the  p 
.  2goramic  camera  offers  an  alternative  to  multiple  frame 
camera  installations  and  is  now  in  quite  widespread  use,  especially  in 
American  military  reconnaissance  aircraft.  It  is  adaptable  to  high,  medium 
or  low  altitude  operation.  In  the  hiah-altitude  case,  large  scale  and  high 
resolution  results  from  the  use  of  a  long  focal  length  lens  while  wide  angular 
coverage  (which  can  be  from  horizon  -to  -horizon)  is  achieved  by  causing  the 39 
lens  to  rotate  and  so  scan  the  terrain  on  either  side  of  the  flight  line.  Usually 
the  high  altitude  panoramic  camera4,  like  their  frame  equivalents,  utilise 
large  width  film  and  formats.  Taken  in  conjunction  with  the  long  focal  length 
lenses,  they  are  comparatively  large  and  heavy  -  though  much  less  so  than 
a  corresponding  multiple  fan  configuration.  For  low  altitudes,  focal  lengths 
are  shorter,  smaller-width  film  is  employed  and  formats  are  smaller.  So  low 
altitude  panoramic  cameras  are  much  smaller  in  size  and  weight. 
The  basic  principle  of  panoramic  photography  is  shown  in  Fig.  32  below. 
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Fig.  32  Principle  of  Panoramic 
Photography 
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The  focal  plane  is  Circular  and  the 
lens  rotates  around  the  perspective 
Centre  to  give  a  wide  angular  coverage 
at  right  angles  (i.  e.  cross  track)  to  the 
flight  direction. 40 
Fig.  33  Panoramic  Distortion 
Considering  a  grid  of  unit-sized 
squares  laid  out  on  flat  terrain  the 
resultant  panoramic  photograph  will 
appear  as  in  Fig.  33.  This  shows 
the  so-called  'p-an-oramic 
-distortion'  which  results  from  the  cylindrical  focal 
plane  and  the  rotary  sweep  action  of  the  lens. 
Since  the  panoramic  camera  is  here 
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being  considered  for  aerial  photography, 
the  aircraFt  will  have  moved  forward 
during  the  sweep  time  of  the  lens. 
This  so-called  'sweep  distortion' 
(Fig.  34)  modifies  the  positions  given  by  the  panoramic  distortion. 
Still  further,  there  will  be  an  addi- 
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tional  displacement  of  the  positions 
of  the  imaged  points  due  to  the 
translation  of  the  lens  or  the  film 
Fig.  35  I.  KC  Distortion 
in  its  own  focal  plane  to  compensate 
for  image  motion  during  the  exposure  time  (Fig.  35).  This  is  usually  termed  the 
"IMC  distortion". 
The  combined  effect  of  all  three 
distortions  is  given  in  Fig.  36 
Fig.  36  Combined  Effect  of 
Panoramic,  Sweep  and  I.  KC.  Distortion 
Fig.  34  Sweep  Distortion 
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Although,  in  principle,  all  panoramic  cameras  produce  an  image  with  a 
geometry  and  distortion  pattern  as  shown  in  the  diagrams  (Fig.  32  to  36)  given 
above,  there  are  numerous  approaches  to  actually  realising  the  sweep  action 
in  the  camera.  In  the  late  1950's  and  early  1960's  when  American  manufacturers 
were  asked  to  submit  designs  for  panoramic  cameras,  almost  every  one  came  up 
with  a  different  design.  A  few  representative  examples  will  be  outlined  below. 
2.4.1  RotatiOg  Lens  Xpe  of  Panoramic  Camera 
This  design  corresponds  to  the  arrangement  already  described  (Fig.  32) 
above.  A  cylindrical  focal  plane  is  used,  the  film  being  stationary  during  the 
scan  (Fig.  37).  The  lens  is  rotated  about  its  rear  nodal  point.  Attached  to  it 
is  a  scanning  arm  at  the  end  of  %Wch  are  small  rollers  for  flattening  the  film 
and  a  slit  through  which  the  light  from  the  terrain  is  admitted  to  expose  an  image 
on  the  photographic  emulsion.  The  slit  must  of  course  cover  the  width  of  the 
film  which  is  being  exposed.  The  size  of  the  slit  in  the  direction  of  scan 
determines  the  length  of  exposure;  the  wider  the  slit,  the  longer  the  exposure. 
Obviously,  the  maximum  scan  which  can  be  obtained  by  this  design  will  be  less 
than  186o,  otherwise  the  lens  will  be  pointing  into  the  focal  plane.  This  simple 
arrangement  gives  excellent  resolution  and,  since  there  is  no  movement  of  the 
film  (as  in  the  other  types  to  be  discussed  below),  no  synchronisation  of  lens 
and  film  is  required.  When  used  with  long  focal  lengths  it  is  a  bulky  and  space- 
consuming  design.  However,  because  of  its  high  resolution  capability,  it  has 
been  used  for  a  large  number  of  medium  to  high  altitude  panoramic  cameras 




Fig.  38  Split  Scan  Rotating  Lens 
Fig.  37  Stationary  Film,  Rotating  Lens  Panoramic  Camera 
Panoramic  Camera 
variant  of  this  design  is  the  spLit-scan  typt  (Fig.  38)  in  which  two  lenses 
are  used,  the  one  pointing  to  the  left  and  the  other  to  the  right  of  the  flight 
track.  A  common  drive  system  ensures  simultaneous  left  and  right  scans. 
In  both  the  single  lens  and  split  scan  types,  because  of  the  impracticability 
of  moving  the  curved  film  plane  during  exposure  of  the  film,  image  movement 
compensation  is  normally  carried  out  by  moving  the  lens  or  lenses  in  the  direction 
of  flight.  During  the  non-imaging  part  of  the  cycle,  the  lens  or  lenses  return  to 
their  starting  position  (the  slit  being  capped).  While  this  is  taking  place,  fresh 
film  is  transported  into  position  for  the  next  exposure  to  be  made.  Inevitably, 
this  means  that  a  rather  slower  minimum  cycling  speed  results  as  compared  with 
alternative  designs. 
2.4.2  Rotating  Prism  Panoramic  Camera 
This  is  a  configuration  by  which  a  full  180-degree  or  greater  scan  can  be 
achieved.  As  shown  in  Fig.  39,  a  double-dove  prism  whose  diagonals  are 
aluminised  and  cemented  together  is  placed  in  front  of  the  stationary  lens  with 
its  vertical  axis.  This  prism  rotates  at  a  uniform  rate  through  90  degrees  for 43 
each  I  80-degree  scan.  The  film  passes  around  and  is  advanced  by  a  rotating 
drum  whose  rotation  must  be  accurately  co-ordinated  with  that  of  the  prism  in 
order  to  achieve  good  image  quaiity.  To  compensate  for  the  image  motion, 
the  lens  is  translated  longitudinally  at  a  continuously  varying  rate  during  the 
picture-taking  cycle.  This  arrangement  has  been  used  in  the  Fairchild  KA-60C 
and  KB-18A  cameras  designed  for  low-level  reconnaissance  photography.  Both 
employ  af=3  in.  (75  mm)  lens  and  a  70  mm  film  giving  a6x  24  cm  format. 
MOVING  70-  FILM 
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Fig.  39  Rotating  Prism  Panoramic  Camera 
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Fig.  40  Rotating  Prisrp 
Panoramic  Camera 
Perkin-Elmer 
An  alternative  arrangement  utilised  in  Perkin-Elmer  design  is  that  shown 
in  Fig.  40  in  which  the  optical  axis  is  turned  through  a  right  angle  and  the 
film  is  moved  in  a  plane  past  a  fixed  slit.  As  with  the  rotating  lens  type,  so 
the  rotating-prism  type  has  also  appeared  in  a  split-scan  version.  An  example 
is  the  Williamson  F85  (Fig.  41),  one  of  the  very  few  British  panoramic  camera 
designs.  This  utilises  two  f=  36  in.  (90  cm)  lenses,  each  of  which  has  a 44 
scanning  mirror  placed  in  front  of  it  (Fig.  42).  Again  the  film  is  advanced 
using  a  drum. 
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Fig.  41  Williamson  F85  Panoramic 
Camera  Design 
The  rotating-prism  type  of  panoramic  camera  has  the  feature  that  it  needs 
extremely  accurate  co-ordination  and  synchronisation  of  film  movement  and 
prism  rotation  to  realise  the  highest  resolution.  So  generally  the  design  is  not 
favoured  for  cameras  where  resolution  is  a  top  priority.  On  the  other  hand, 
it  gives  a  more  compact  design  than  the  rotating  lens  type  and  its  continuously 
spinning  prism  allows  a  very  rapid  series  of  photographs  to  be  taken  which  makes 
it  particularly  suitable  for  high-speed  low-level  operations  where  ultra-high 
resolution  is  not  the  highest  priority. 
2.4.3  Rotating  Optical-Bar  Panoramic  Camera 
I- 
This  design  (Fig.  43)  attempts  to  combine  the  high  resolution  inherent  in  the 
scanning  lens  type  with  the  need  for  rapid  cycling  speeds  in  high  speed  recon- 
naissance  aircraft,  which  will  occur  especially  when  the  angular  coverage  in 
the  direction  of  flight  is  restricted. 
Fig.  42  Williamson  F85 
Panoramic  Camera 45 
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Fig.  43  Rotating  Optical  Bar  Type  of 
Panoramic  Camera  Diagram 
Fig.  44  Itek  KA-80  Panoramic 
Camera 
The  main  part  of  the  optical  axis  is  placed  horizontally,  which  is  of  course 
advantageous  for  installation  in  an  aircraft,  if  a  long  focal  length  lens  is  used. 
Two  mirrors  are  used,  one  of  which  turns  the  optical  path  through  the  objective 
lens  itself,  the  other  turning  the  path  on  to  the  film.  The  whole  optical  bar 
consisting  of  the  lens  and  the  two  mirrors  rotates  continuously  around  the  optical 
axis  at  a  constant  speed  -  which  obviates  the  need  to  start  and  stop  the  rotating 
lens  and  allows  high  cycling  speeds  if  required. 
The  film  is  placed  on  a  cylindrical  focal  plane  concentric  with  the  optical 
axis.  Although  the  film  motion  across  the  focal  plane  is  intermittent,  usually 
the  film  supply  and  take-up  spools  revolve  continuously,  supplying  film  to  a 
series  of  sprung  rollers  which,  in  essence,  produce  a  buffer  store  of  film  ready 
for  use  in  the  next  exposure. 
The  design  is  obviously  more  complex  than  those  described  above.  The 
continuous  rotation  characteristics  of  lens  and  film  are  favourable  for  operation 
with  no  need  for  deceleration,  stopping  and  acceleration  of  lens  and  film  and 
with  minimum  power  requirement.  On  the  other  hand 
,  the  weight  is  unusually 
high  since  two  large  high  quality  mirrors  are  required.  Nevertheless,  this  design 46 
has  been  produced  as  the  Itek  KA-80  (Fig.  44)  with  af=  24  in.  (60  cm)  f/3.5 
Petzval  lens  using  5  in.  (12.5  cm)  film.  While  it  has  been  used  in  drones,  it 
has  attracted  a  great  deal  of  attention  through  its  use  on  certain  of  the  Apollo 
lunar  missions.  By  using  a  high  ly-corrected  large-aperture  lens  working  over  a 
small  angular  field  and  a  slow  very  high  resolution  film  (Kodak  3404),  the  truly 
remarkable  resolution  of  135  line  pairs,  /mm  at  low  contrast  has  been  achieved 
on-axis  and  108  line  pairs/mm  at  the  edge  of  the  field  (Brock  1976). 
The  same  philosophy  and  design  has  since  been  adopted  by  Vinten  whose 
new  Type  750  camera  (Fig.  45)  is  essentially  a  scaled-down  version  of  the  KA-80 
using  70  mm  film  and  af=3  in.  (75  mm)  f/2.8  lens  and  so  is  designed  specifically 
for  low-level  high-speed  flights. 
Fig.  45  Vinten  750  Panoramic 
Camera 
a  II 
Fig.  46  Operation  of  Vinten  Type  750  Panoramic  Camera 47 
Fig.  46  illustrates  the  operation  of  the  camera  -  The  magazine  has  a  film 
capacity  of  280  ft  (85  m)  which  gives  up  to  335  photographs.  The  maximum  framing 
rate  is  7.4  photographs  per  second  and,  with  a  10  percent  overlap,  the  film  capacity 
is  sufficient  For  8.7  miles  (14  km)  coverage  at  200  ft  (60  m)  altitude  and  speed  of 
1100  kmAr. 
2.5  Use  of  Panoramic  PhotoqLa 
. 
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WhIle  the  advantages  of  panoramic  photography  -  the  high  resolution  large- 
scale  photographs  and  the  wide-angle  cross-track  coverage  -  have  been  stressed,. 
there  are  also  disadvantages,  especially  from  the  point  of  view  of  the  users. 
M  geqLngLrical  Distortigo!  L 
The  first  difficulty  is  that  of  geometry.  Unlike  vertical  frame  photography, 
there  are  Xery  Large  scale  changes  from  the  central  part  of  each  panoramic  photo- 
graph  out  to  the  edges.  Along  with  this  comes  the  very  distorted  geometrical 
pattern  of  the  plan  detail  and  the  considerable  extent  of  the  dead  areas  resulting 
from  the  ultra-wide-angle  coverage.  Transformation  printers,  e.  g.  by  Itek, 
attempt  to  remove  the  scale  changes  and  distorted  geometry,  but  obviously  the 
rectified  photographs  cannot  have  the  same  quality  over  the  whole  format.  Also 
the  need  to  rectify  the  photography  incurs  a  considerable  delay  which  is  unaccept- 
able  in  many  military  operations. 
(ii)  Stereo  -view*!  ng 
The  geometrical  aspect  also  looms  large  with  the  very  small  base  :  height 
ratio  which  is  inherent  in  normal  panoramic  photography.  The  along-track  angular 
coverage  of  panoramic  photography  is  very  narrow  so  that  numerous  photographs 
have  to  be  taken  to  ensure  coverage  and  overlap.  Even  then,  only  a  poor  stereo- 48 
impression  can  be  obtained.  This  is  a  major  consideration  for  some  types  of 
photo  -interpretation  where  stereoscopic  viewing  of  objects  in  3-D  model 
is  a  requirement. 
To  improve  the  base  :  height  ratio  and  thus  to  improve  the  geometrical 
accuracy  and  the  stereo  -impression,  the  Itek  KA-80  camera  was  used  in  the 
Lunar  Apollo  mission  in  the  convergent  mode  (Fig.  47),  by  tilting  the  camera 
to  point  alternately  12.50  fore  and  aft. 
12 
Fig.  47  Convergent  mode  for  operation 
of  KA-80  Camera  in  Apollo 
This  imposes  an  additional  set  of  large  tilt  displacements  to  superimpose  on  the 
already  complicated  and  distorted  geometry  of  panoramic  photography  (Fig.  48). 
TM 
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Fig.  48  Diagram  showing  Forward  and  Backward  obliques  - 
Effect  on  unit-sized  grid  sq"uares. 
0' 49 
The  resulting  photographs  require  special,  complex  stereo-viewing  devices 
which  incorporate  separate  pancratic  y  ttems  to  allow  the  images  from  the  two 
. 
L_ 
photographs  to  be  presented  to  the  observer's  eyes  at  equal  scale.  Obviously, 
it  is  also  necessary  to  provide  Dove  p 
. 
Lisms  for  image  rotation  so  that  the  images 
can  also  be  presented  to  the  observer  with  epipolar  lines  parallel  to  the  observer's 
eye-base.  The  operation  of  such  complex  stereo-viewing  devices  needs  not 
inconsiderable  training  and  skills  on  the  part  of  the  interpreter. 
(iii)  Mensuration 
In  view  of  the  foregoing  discussion,  it  is  obvious  that  measurement  of  distances, 
areas  and  positions  on  panoramic  photography,  even  to  a  low  degree  of  accuracy, 
is  a  task  of  considerable  complexity,  not  readily  performed  by  the  majority  of 
users.  At  the  low  accuracy  end  of  the  spectrum,  special  monocular  panoramic 
mensuration  viewers  have  been  built,  e.  g.  by  Itek,  which  incorporate  purpose- 
built  analogue  computers  which  compensate  for  the  main  components  of  the 
geometrical  displacements  inherent  in  panoramic  photography.  Such  devices 
are  complex  and  expensive  and  yet,  since  they  are  monocular,  they  cannot  be 
used  to  give  measurements  of  height. 
For  more  accurate  planimetric  measurements  and  for  the  determination  of 
heights  even  to  a  limited  accuracy,  resort  has  to  be  made  to  complex  and 
enormously  expensive  analytical  plotters  such  as  the  OMI-Bendix  AS-I  I  series. 
These  machines  can  accommodate  the  long  focal  lengths  often  used  and  can  be 
programmed  to  deal  with  the  complex  geometrical  characteristics  of  panoramic 
photographs.  Also,  they  have  zoom  pancratic  systems  and  Dove  prisms  available 
to  cope,  under  computer  control,  with  the  difficult  stereo-viewing  of  panoramic 
photographs.  However,  only  a  very  few  of  the  AS-I  IB  series  of  analytical 50 
plotters  have  been  built  with  all  these  characteristics  and  these  are  located  almost 
entirely  in  the  Aerospace  and  Topographic  Centres  of  the  U.  S.  Defence  Mapping 
Agency.  The  photogrammetric  solutions  used  by  this  agency  for  measurements  of 
panoramic  photography  have  been  outlined  by  Mahoney  (1963)  and  by  Case  (1967). 
2.6  -  Comparison  of  Strip,  Panoramic  and  Frame  Cameras 
From  the  discussion  above,  it  can  be  seen  that,  while  strip  photography  and 
panoramic  photography  have  definite  and  undisputed  roles  to  play  in  reconnaissance 
photography,  they  are  not  useful  in  all  situations  and  circumstances,  nor  are  they 
acceptable  to  all  users.  The  traditional  type  of  reconnaissance  frame  camera 
is  still  widely  used,  even  by  the  American  military  services  who  have  been  the 
major  force  behind  the  development  of  strip  and  panoramic  cameras  and  photo- 
graphy.  For  many  tasks  the  frame  camera  has  great-  advantages  both  from  the 
operational  and  the  user's  points  of  view.  It  is,  however,  a  curious  feature  that 
the  metric  aspects  of  reconnaissance  frame  photography  have  received  little 
attention,  and,  as  far  as  the  present  writer  is  aware,  no  thorough  analysis  of 
this  subject  has  taken  place  or,  if  it  has,  it  has  not  been  published  -  perhaps 
for  reasons  of  military  security.  The  succeeding  chapters  will  analyse  the 
mechanical  and  optical  characteristics  of  reconnaissance  frame  cameras,  provide 
a  theory  for  the  geometrical  aspects  of  these  cameras  and  give  the  results  of  a 
series  of  tests  and  experiments  to  confirm  the  results  of  these  theoretical 
investigations. 51 
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CHAPTER  III 
THE  AERIAL  RECONNAISSANCE  FRAME  CAMERA 
1  Introduction 
In  this  chapter,  the  basic  construction  of  the  aerial  reconnaissance  frame 
camera  will  be  outlined.  The  characteristics  and  components  that  play  a  major 
role  in  the  image  quality  and  geometry  of  photographs  taken  with  such  a  camera 
will  be  discussed  in  more  detail. 
3.2  Basic  Design  of  the  Aerial  Frame  Cameras 
Fig.  49  shows  the  general  configuration  of  an  aerial  frame  camera 
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Fig.  49  Schematic  Diagram  of  an  aerial  frame  camera 
The  following  are  the  main  components  of  such  a  camera:  - 
(a)  Camera  body  including  the  camera  drive  mechanism  and 
electrical  supply, 
(b)  Film  magazine, 
(c)  Lens  cone, 53 
(d)  Lens  (or  mirror  optical  system), 
(e)  Image  motion  compensation  system, 
(f)  Shutter. 
Although  the  basic  construction  of  all  aerial  frame  cameras  is  similar,  those 
designed  for  reconnaissance  purposes  are  optimised  for  resolution  and  for  image 
quality,  whereas  those  built  for  mapping  applications  have  an  emphasis  on  stable 
and  calibrated  geometrical  characteristics.  In  turn,  this  leads  to  very  different 
characteristics  for  some  of  the  components  given  above,  in  particular  the  lens, 
shutter  and  image  movement  compensation  system. 
3.3  The  Camera  Body 
This  part  usually  houses  the  camera  drive  motor  and  mechanisms,  electrical 
power  supply  and  connections,  the  focal  plane  and  the  image  motion  compensation 
system.  The  film  magazine  fits  on  top  of  the  focal  plane  and  the  lens  cone,  shutter 
and  the  lens  itself  are  attached  to  the  underside  of  the  camera  body.  When  an 
aerial  camera  is  operated,  a  means  to  wind  the  shutter  and  to  advance  the  film 
for  the  next  exposure  is  required.  An  electric  motor  is  the  power  source  for  the 
entire  camera.  The  electric  motor  receives  current  from  the  aircraft  power 
supply,  and,  in  turn,  moves  the  cams,  gears  and  shafts  so  that  power  is  transmitted 
to  the  camera  shutter  and  to  the  film  magazine. 
Another  part  of  the  camera  body  is  the  focal  p  ane  which  may  have  a 
Le  .  9ister  glass  p  Late  to  support  the  film  and  to  ensure  that  it  lies  flat  in  the  focal 
plane.  The  register  glass  is  located  in  the  camera  body  with  its  surface  perpen- 
dicular  to  the  central  axis  of  the  lens. 54 
3.4  The  Film  Ma  azine 
For  most  aerial  cameras,  the  film  magazine  acts  as  a  light-tight  container 
for  the  film. 
The  alternative  glass  pLate  type  of  camera  has  a  (limited)  use  in  photogram- 
metric  work  where  very  high  precision  is  required.  However,  it  finds  no  place 
in  reconnaissance  operations,  where  there  are  no  requirements  for  high  metric 
accuracy  and  where  the  weight  and  bulk  of  the  plates  and  the  slow  cycling  speed 
are  unfavourable  characteristics.  Glass  plates  also  require  much  delicate  handling 
and  do  not  lend  themselves  to  fast  continuous  processing  as  can  be  carried  out  on 
films  for  reconnaissance  work. 
The  detachable  typg  of  magazine  is  that  mostly  used  in  reconnaissance 
cameras.  It  can  be  taken  as  a  unit  to  a  darkroom  for  loading  and  unloading  the 
supply  and  take-up  spools  which  actually  carry  the  film.  Since  the  magazine 
cannot  be  changed  in  most  reconnaissance  flights  (unlike  mapping  operations).  - 
the  capacity  of  an  individual  magazine  is  often  very  large.  The  film  length  depends 
on  the  base  thickness  but  with  the  advent  of  very  thin-based  polyester  films, 
lengths  of  several  hundred  metres  are  not  unknown  for  large  format  cameras  - 
the  extreme  of  2,000  metres  for  the  U-2  camera  has  already  been  mentioned. 
An  alternative  arrangement  is  to  use  film  cassettes  e.  g.  as  in  the  standard 
RAF  large  format  camera,  the  A.  G.  I.  F-126.  These  are  light-tight  units 
enclosing  the  supply  and  take-up  spools  which  are  quickly  detachable  from  the 
main  camera  body  which,  in  this  case,  contains  the  film  transport  mechanism 
and  film-flattening  mechanism.  The  cassettes  are  light-weight,  easy  to  handle 55 
and  to  change. 
A  third  possibility  which  has  been  tried  experimentally  in  reconnaissance 
cameras  is  to  use  cut-films  (Williamson  1957).  In  this  case,  individual  sheets  of 
70  mm  film  are  used  instead  of  a  roll  film,  giving  a  format  size  of  21x  24  in. 
(57  x  57  mm).  This  makes  it  easier  to  keep  the  films  perfectly  flat  and  free  from 
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curl.  It  also  has  the  advantage  that  the  selection  and  abstraction  of  any  individual 
photograph  is  much  more  rapid  (random  access)  than  having  to  use  a  spool-winder 
(serial  or  sequential  access).  No  problem  of  accelerating  and  decelerating  two 
heavy  spools  at  each  cycle  is  encountered,  and.  since  only  a  single  piece  of  film 
is  moved,  this  causes  a  considerable  saving  in  motor  power  in  automatic  cameras. 
Moreover,  the  stress  by  tension  and  the  resultant  differential  film  distortion 
encountered  during  the  processing  of  a  roll  of  film  is  eliminated.  The  lack  of 
development  of  this  apparently  attractive  idea  makes  one  speculate  on  the 
possible  reasons.  It  seems  probable  that  the  minimum  cycling  speed  is  quite  high, 
since  a  mechanism  not  too  dissimilar  to  that  required  to  change  glass  plates  is 
involved.  Fast  continuous  processing  machines  cannot  be  used  readily  either. 
These  two  reasons  may  have  played  a  part  in  the  idea  not  being  pursued  further 
for  reconnaissance  work. 
The  film  magazine  also  contains  a  means  for  holding  the  film  flat  in  the 
focal  plane  during  the  exposure.  Various  arrangements  are  encountered  - 
vacuum  flattening,  mechanical  flattening  by  pressure  plate,  etc.  The  vacuum 
flattenin  method  i  widely  used,  especially  with  metric  cameras;  for  examplet 
the  Wild  and  Zeiss  Oberkochen  mapping  cameras.  The  U.  S.  Air  Force  usually 
employs  vacuum  film  flattening  with  its  large  format  9x9  in  (23  x  23  cm) 56 
reconnaissance  cameras.  As  is  well-known,  British  mapping  cameras  (e.  g.  the 
Williamson  F-49  and  Watts  FX-105)  use  the  alternative  arrangement  of  mechanical 
flattenin  using  a  pressure  plate  and  register  glass.  The  some  system  is  employed 
in  large  format  British  reconnaissance  cameras.  In  the  F-126  camera,  the  film 
is  clamped  between  an  optically  flat  register  plate  and  a  spring-loaded  bac  kplate 
just  before  exposure.  Certain  American  smal  1-format  (5  in.  or  70  mm  film) 
cameras  use  a  similar  arrangement.  The  register  glass  (which  then  forms  part  of 
the  camera  body)  can  be  engraved  with  a  reseau  which  is,  of  course,  of  conside- 
rable  advantage  when  metric  aspects  of  reconnaissance  photography  are  being 
considered. 
In  the  case  of  many  small  format  (70  mm)  cameras,  e.  g.  the  British  A.  G.  I. 
F-135  camera,  the  narrow  film  is  held  flat  by  simply  being  tensioned  across  a 
spring  loaded  backplate.  As  in  vacuum  flattening  cameras,  no  reseau  will  be 
possible.  Since  imaqe  movement  compensation  systems  are  common  in  recon- 
naissance  cameras,  the  magazine  will  often  contain  a  special  motor  which  allows 
it  to  wind  the  film  during  each  exposure.  In  the  F-126  camera,  the  back  pressure  i 
plate,  the  film  and  the  register  glass  move  as  a  unit  for  image  movement  compen- 
sation  purposes. 
3.5  The  Lens  Cone 
The  purpose  of  the  lens  cone  is  to  exclude  light  from  striking  the  film  or 
plate  and  to  support  the  lens,  keeping  it  at  a  predetermined  distance  from  the 
focal  plane.  In  the  case  of  metric  cameras,  the  relationship  between  the  lens 
and  the  focal  plane  (inner  orientation)  is  accurately  determined  during  the 57 
process  of  camera  calibration.  The  position  of  the  principal  point  is  defined 
by  the  stationary  fiducial  marks  in  the  supporting  frame,  and  images  of  these 
fiducial  marks  are  formed  on  the  photograph  at  the  time  of  exposure.  In  most 
.  reconnaissance  cameras,  however,  the  image  frame  is  a  part  of  the  detachable 
film  magazine,  and  hence  no  fiducial  mark  images  are  available  on  the  photograph 
I 
to  locate  the  position  of  the  principal  point.  Some  cameras  are  designed  with 
interchangeable  lens  cones  to  suit  different  photographic  missions.  This  is 
applied  to  both  reconnaissance  and  mapping  cameras.  For  example,  the  A.  G.  I. 
F-126  reconnaissance  camera  can  be  fitted  with  f=  150  mm  (6  in.  ),  300  mm 
(12  in.  ),  600  mm  (24  in.  )  or  900  mm  (36  in.  )  lenses  in  interchangeable  lens 
cones,  while  the  Wild  RO-10  mapping  camera  has  three  interchangeable  lens 
cones  to  accommodate  lenses  of  f  88  mm  (31  in.  ),  152  mm  (6  in.  )  and  305  mm 
(12  in.  )  focal  lengths. 
3.6  Opical  Syltgm 
3.6.1  The  Lens 
The  function  of  the  lens  is,  of  course,  to  gather  the  bundle  of  light  rays 
for  each  of  an  infinite  number  of  points  on  the  terrain  and  to  bring  each  bundle 
to  focus  as  a  point  on  the  focal  plane.  When  a  lens  designer  is  undertaking  the 
design  of  a  lens  for  a  modern  aerial  camera,  he  must  consider  all  the  various 
aberrations  -  spherical  aberration,  coma,  astigmatism,  curvature  of  field  and 
chromatic  aberration  -  which  can  occur  in  any  lens. 
However,  an  individual  lens  can  only  be  corrected  for  certain  aberrations. 
If  these  are  removed  or  minimised,  the  other  aberrations  will  still  be  present. 
Normally,  lens  designers  have  to  use  a  number  of  lenses  or  lens  elements  to 58 
ensure  that  certain  aberrations  are  corrected  to  the  degree  that  may  be  required 
for  a  particular  application.  In  this  respect,  the  advent  of  electronic  computers 
has  allowed  lens  designers  to  consider  far  more  alternatives  and  to  make  modi- 
fications  much  more  readily  than  before.  Even  then,  some  sort  of  balance  or 
compromise  has  to  be  reached  regarding  these  lens  aberrations.  Sometimes  the 
aberrations  can  be  kept  small  at  the  cost  of  introducing  large  geometrical 
distortions.  If  this  results  in-an  improvement  in  performance  in  terms  of  resolutiont 
illumination  and  image  quality,  then  this  will  be  preferred  since  the  metric  aspects 
are  unimportant.  In  most  reconnaissance  camera  lenses,  geometric  lens  distortion 
can  be  expected  to  be  large  in  amount  and  sometimes  irregular  in  distribution. 
The  lenses  used  in  reconnaissance  cameras,  besides  exhibiting  comparatively 
large  radial  distortions  (Fig.  50  a)  often  exhibit  asymmetric  radial  distortions,  e.  g. 
quite  different  distortion  patterns  may  occur  along  different  radial  paths  from 
the  centre  of  the  photograph  (  Fig  50  b).  The  main  reason  for  this  phenomenon 
is  the  lack  of  precise  centering  of  the  lens  elements  when  assembling  the  lens. 
Usually  this  is  also  accompanied  by  tangential  distortions  (i.  e.  geometrical 
distortions  which  occur  tangentially  to  the  normal  radial  distortion)  (Fig.  50  c). 
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Fig.  50  Geometric  lens  distortions 59 
From  discussions  with  the  British  manufacturers  of  reconnaissance  cameras 
(Williamson,  A.  G.  I.  and  Vinten)  it  appears  that  since  there  are  no  special 
requirements  for  geometrical  fidelity  of  the  image  and  no  stringent  specifications 
to  be  met  in  this  respect,  thus  the  task  of  centering  the  lens  elements  is  under- 
taken  using  the  procedures  and  tolerances  for  "normal"  photographic  lenses.  On 
the  other  hand,  when  Professor  Petrie  raised  the  matter  with  Zeiss  Oberkochen, 
the  reply  was  that  Zeiss  assemble  the  lenses  for  their  reconnaissance  cameras  on 
the  same  jigs  and  using  the  same  procedures  as  for  their  metric  cameras  -  so,  in 
this  case,  asymmetric  and  tangential  distortions  are  low. 
It  is  obvious  that  such  considerations  play  a  most  important  part  when  trying 
to  consider  the  metric  potential  of  reconnaissance  cameras.  Only  a  systematic 
programme  of  calibrating  reconnaissance  cameras  will  elucidate  fully  the  extent 
of  the  problems.  In  the  case  of  the  particular  lenses  used  in  the  experimental 
part  of  the  present  investigation,  by  good  fortune,  these  exhibited  symmetric 
distortions  only.  Their  characteristics  will  be  discussed  in  some  detail  later  in 
Chapter  VI. 
3.6.2  Concentric  mirror  optics 
The  alternative  to  a  lens  producing  an  image  of  the  terrain  in  the  focal  plane 
is  to  use  concentric  mirror  opj:  ics.  As  mentioned  in  Chapter  1,  these  appear  to  have 
been  used  in  various  reconnaissance  frame  cameras.  Information  is  not  easily  found 
(nor  is  it  complete)  on  American  designs.  However,  much  fuller  information  has 
been  made  available  to  the  present  writer  by  the  Oude  Delft  company  in  the 
Netherlands,  which  has  produced  a  series  of  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  based i 
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on  concentric  mirror  optics  since  1957.  The  design  is  based  on  the  concentric 
mirror  arrangement  of  Bouwers.  In  this,  all  the  mirror  surfaces  are  spherical  and 
have  a  common  centre  of  curvature  located  in  the  centre  of  the  entrance  pupil 
(Fig.  51).  Any  line  passing  through  this  common  centre  may  be  considered  as 
an  optical  axis. 
Camera  systeem  Bouwers 
F=  120  cm 
30  cm 
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Fig.  51  Bouwers  Concentric  Mirror  System  applied  to  an  aerial  camera 
Consequently,  the  aberrations  are  reduced,  and  the  image  quality  should  be  high 
and  the  same  over  the  entire  field.  However,  the  focal  lane  is  also  curved  so 
that  the  film  is  forced  to  assume  a  spherical  shape  during  the  exposure.  Even 
if  implemented  perfectly,  this  has,  of  course,  considerable  implications  for  the 
geometry  of  the  negative  when  placed  flat  for  actual  use  in  a  viewing/measuring 
instrument.  In  practice,  one  might  expect  that  this  difficult  requirement  for 
flattening  film  to  a  spherical  shape  might  not  be  fulfilled  exactly,  in  which  case 
some  additional  and  unpredictable  film  distortions  may  result.  Due  to  the 61 
spherical  shape  of  the  focal  plane  and  the  possible  film  flattening  difficulties, 
the  Oude  Delft  cameras  all  use  narrow  width  (70  mm  or  5  in.  )  film.  Also, 
rather  remarkably,  focal  plane  shutters  are  used  which,  with  a  spherical  focal 
plane,  must  give  considerable  design  and  operational  problems.  Speeds  are 
high  (up  to  1/1,000  sec)  which,  in  conjunction  with  the  very  wide  apertures, 
will  reduce  image  blur  and  increase  resolution  to  a  high  level. 
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Fig.  52  Optical  arrangement  of  long-focus  Oude  Delft  Camera 
equipped  with  concentric  optics  and  right  angled  prism. 
As  can  be  seen  from  Fig.  52,  the  concentric  mirror  system  consists  of: 
(1)  a  spherical  concave  mirror, 
(2)  a  negative  meniscus  lens, 
(3)  a  doubling  colour  correcting  plate, 
(4)  a  vertical  plane  mirror, 
(5)  a  45  degree  plane  mirror  for  the  right-angle  models  and 
(6)  the  image  plane  having  a  slight  spherical  shape. 
As  mentioned  above,  very  wide  apertures  are  possible. 
In  the  Oude  Delft  series  these  range  from  f/0.8  in  the  shortest  (but  sti  II 
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long)  focal  length  (20  cm)  to  f,  /3.9  in  the  longest  focal  length  (1.20  m).  These 
permit  the  use  of  fine-grain  films  to  achieve  high  resolution  or  the  taking  of 
photographs  at  very  short  exposure  times  which  is  of  great  advantage  in  reducing 
image  blur  at  high  flying  speeds. 
TheOude  Delft  series  are  designed  mainly  for  medium  and  high  altitude 
operations  and  thus  are  equipped  with  mirror  systems  having  equivalent  focal 
lengths  of  20,30,60,90  and  120  cm  (The  TA-20,  TA-30,  TA-60,  TA-90  and 
TA-120  respectively).  The  TA-120  air  camera  (Fig.  53)  is  equipped  with 
250  ft  (80  m)  of  5  in.  (12.5  cm)  unperforated  film  to  produce  an  image  size 
of  4.5  x  4.5  in.  (I'l 
.5x 
11 
.5  cm).  Right-angle  models  have  been  produced 
(Fig.  52  and  53)  incorporating  an  additional  45  0  plane  mirror,  which  permits 
a  horizontal  position  of  the  rather  long  focal  length  camera  in  the  aircraft. 
3.6.3.  Lens  Resolution 
The  ability  of  an  image-forming  system  to  reproduce  detail  is  determined 
by  its  resolving_poýýer,  which  may  be  expressed  as  the  number  of  the  smallest 
Fig.  53  Oude  Delft  TA-120  Camera 63 
elements  per  unit  area  or  per  unit  length  that  can  be  resolved  in  the  photograph. 
The  lens  aberrations  which  have  already  been  mentioned  cannot  be  eliminated 
entirely  and  they  impose  several  limitations  on  the  lens  performance  and  its 
resolving  power. 
Even  with  an  ideal  aberration-free  and  distortion-free  lens,  which  is  also 
free,  of  all  the  imperfections  resulting  from  its  manufacture,  an  infinitely  great 
resolving  power  is  impossible  because  of  the  diffraction  phenomena.  Real  lenses 
always  have  finite  openings  and,  therefore,  they  always  produce  diffraction 
effects. 
Airy  (1834)  found  that  the  image  of  a  point  produced  by  an  ideal  lens  is  a 
bright  disc  of  a  measurable  dimension,  surrounded  by  an  infinite  number  of  rings 
The  size  of  this  disc  and  hence  the  resolving  power  of  the  lens  was  found  to  be 
dependent  on  the  wavelength  of  the  light  used  and  the  aperture  of  the  lens.  This 
is  expressed  by  the  diffraction  limiting  formula  (Shershen,  1958): 
r= 
MA  f 
.......  7T  d 
where-r  is  the  radius  of  the  Airy  disc,  or  simply  the  minimum  distance 
between  the  images  of  the  points  or  lines  that  may  be  distinguished 
separately; 
X  is  the  wavelength  of  the  light; 
tA  is  a  coefficient  to  indicate  the  amount  of  contrast 
is  the  diameter  of  the  entrance  pupil  of  the  lens; 
and  f  is  the  focal  length  of  the  lens.  Y/d  is  the  aperture  of  the  lens). 
This  formula  is  correct  only  for  an  ideal  aberration  free  lens.  The  reciprocal  of 64 
r  in  the  equation  gives  the  number  of  line  pairs  (1p)  resolved  per  millimetre 
(resolving  power)  Fig.  54  shows  graphically  the  resolution  in  line  pairs  per 
millimetre  obtainable  with  an  ideal  lens  of  variable  aperture. 
Fig.  54 
)  Variation  of  resolving  power 
with  the  lens  aperture  for  an 
ideal  lens. 
It  is  clear  that,  as  the  ideal  lens  is  stopped  down,  its  resolving  power  drops 
rapidly.  For  example,  aberration-free  f/4  lens  has  a  theoretical  resolution  of 
350  lp/mm,  whereas  stopped  down  to  f/16  its  resolving  power  would  drop  to 
85  lp/mm.  This  explains  why  wide-aperture  lenses  are  usually  preferred  in  the 
case  of  reconnaissance  photography. 
The  point  is  reinforced  by  the  fact  that  wide-aperture  lenses  also  allow 
shorter  exposure  times,  thereby  minimising  loss  of  resolution  caused  by  image 
motion  resulting  from  the  movement  of  the  camera-carrying  platform  (aircraft, 
satellite,  etc.  ).  However,  it  is  far  from  easy  to  manufacture  and  assemble  large 
aperture  lenses  for  the  very  large  focal  lengths  used  in  high-altitude  recon- 
naissance  work.  For  example,  to  achieve  an  aperture  of  f  /2  for  a  lens  of 
f=  24  in  (610  mm)  means  that  the  diameter  of  the  lens  elements  is  12  in  (305  mm)  . 
This  means  that  the  lens  elements  will  be  very  large  and  heavy  and  will  be  much 
more  difficult  to  manufacture,  handle  and  assemble.  In  turn,  they  will  also 
be  much  more  expensive  than  narrower  -a  pertu  re  lenses. 
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The  highest  figures  for  resolution  are  obtainable  on-axis,  i.  e.  around  the 
central  area  of  the  format.  However,  there  may  be  a  drastic  reduction  in 
resolution  towards  the  comers  of  the  photograph.  This  fall-off  in  resolution  is 
very  much  more  significant  with  the  super-wide-angle  and  wide-angle  lenses 
which  are  favouredfor  geometrical  reasons,  in  metric  cameras.  In  normal- 
angle  lenses,  however,  it  is  much  less  of  a  problem. 
To  determine  the  resolution  of  a  system  containing  several  components, 
such  as  lens,  film,  image  motion,  the  following  empirical  formula  (Shershen 
1958;  American  Society  of  Photogrammetry,  1966)  is  often  used: 
1/1Rs  =  'Al  +  'A2  +  'A3  +******..........  (2) 
where  Rs  is  the  resolution  of  the  system  and 
RI,  R2  etc.  are  the  limiting  resolutions  of  the  components.  However, 
the  resolving  power  of  the  lens  cannot  simply  be  determined  as  such  since, 
inevitably,  resolution  measurements  also  involve  a  target  and  an  emulsion.  Thus 
the  resolving  power  quoted  will  (or  should)  specify  the  target  used  e.  g.  high  or 
low  contrast  and  the  type  of  film  used. 
. 
However,  even  these  resolution  values  do  not  readily  point  out  the  factors 
responsible  for  favourable  or  unfavourable  system  performance.  Thus,  an 
alternative  statement  of  image  quality;  the  Modulation  Transfer  Function  QýýTF) 
is  now  preferred.  The  MTF  or  sinewave  response  is  a  curve  indicating  the  degree 
to  which  image  contrast  is  reduced  as  spatial  frequency  is  increased.  The 
MTF's  of  the  well-known  Wild  Aviogon  mapping  lens  and  the  Skylab  S-190B 
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Fig.  55  (a)  MTF  for  theAviogon  (b)  MTF  for  the  S-190B  Lens 
Lens  (Welander  1.968,  (Gimlett  1975,  Welch, 
Welch  1971)  1976). 
From  the  above,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  S-190B  lens  has  higher  MTF  values  at 
higher  spatial  frequencies  than  the  mapping  Aviogon  lens.  For  exampýe,  at 
the  modulation  of  40  percent,  the  Aviogon  lens  has  a  spatial  frequency  of  45 
cycles/mm  while  the  S-190B  lens  has  a  spatial  frequency  of  90  cycles/mm. 
Again  starting  from  spatial  frequency  of  30  cycles/mm,  the  MTF  curve  from  the 
Aviogon  lens  drops  rapidly  when  compared  with  that  of  the  ETC  lens.  This  is 
one  example  to  show  the  superiority  of  reconnaissance  lenses  over  metric 
lenses  in  terms  of  lens  quality. 
Individual  MTF  curves  can  be  produced  for  lens,  film,  image  motion  and 
other  relevant  variables  in  the  camera  system  and  a  single  MTF  value  for  the 
camera  system  could  be  obtained  by  multiplying  the  responses  of  the  appropriate 
lens,  film  and  other  curves,  frequency  by  frequency.  This  process  of  combining 
the  individual  MTF  curves  is  known  as  coscadin  . 
This  process  can  be  illustrated  by  Fig.  56.  The  former  (Fig.  56a)  shows  the 
individual  MTF  curves  for  the  Wild  Aviogon  lens,  the  Kodak  3400  film  and 
10jurn  of  image  motion  and  also  the  product  of  these  three  MTF's  which  is  the 
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system  MTF  (Welch  1970)  The  latter  (Fig.  56b)  shows  the  MTF  curves  for  the 
S-190B  lens,  the  3434  and  2430  Eastman  Kodak  films  employed  to  record  and 
duplicate  S-190B  photographs.  The  predicted  MTF's  obtained  by  cascading  the 
lens  MTF  with  the  MTF's  for  the  original  (3414)  and  (2430)  duplicating  films 
are  shown  in  Fig.  56c  (Welch  1976).  It  can  be  noticed  from  these  figures 
that  while  the  MTF  value  of  40  percent  for  the  S-190B  photograph  corresponds 
to  a  spatial  frequency  of  60  cycles/mm,  at  the  same  MTF  value  for  the  Aviogon 
system..  the  spatial  frequency  is  only  25  cycles/mm.  This  example  further 
emphasizes  the  point  that  final  MTF  value  of  the  total  system  in  reconnaissance 
photography  is  significantly  higher  than  that  produced  by  what  most  photogram- 
metrists  and  photo  -interpreters  would  regard  as  high-quality  mapping  or  metric 
photography. 
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Fig.  56 
(a)  MTF's  for  a  Wild  Aviogon  lens;  Kodak  3400  film;  10,  um  of  image 
motion,  and  the  total  MTF  of  the  system  (Welch  1971) 
(b)  MTF's  for  the  S-190B  lens;  the  Eastman  Kodak  3414  and  2430  films 
(Welch  1976) 
(c)  Total  MTF  for  second  generation  S-190B  photographs  (Welch  1976). 
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The  actual  resolution  of  the  photographic  system  (which  is  a  concept  more 
readily  understood  by  most  users)  can  be  predicted  by  intersecting  the  MTF  curve 
of  the  system,  excluding  the  film,  with  a  Threshold  Modulation  (TM)  curve 
which  is  a  graphical  plot  of  visually  determined  film  resolution  for  targets  of 
several  contrasts.  This  is  illustrated  by  Figs.  57  a  and  b  in  which  resolution 
values  for  the  photographic  systems  have  been  determined  for  each  of  the 
examples  given  above.  Again,  the  predicted  resolution  for  the  S-190B 
reconnaissance  system  exceeds  that  of  the  Aviogon  metric  system  (cf.  60-70 
lpr/mm  for  1 
.6:  I  target  contrast  v.  46  lpr/mm  for  2:  I  farget  contrast). 
q--y 
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Fig.  57  a.  Estimated  resolution  at  a  target  contrast  of  2:  I  for  the 
Aviogon  system  (Welch  1971). 
b.  Estimated  resolution  at  a  target  contrast  of  1.6  :1  for  the  S-190B 
system  (Welch  1976). 
3.7  Format  Size  and  Arrangement 
As  already  mentioned,  within  the  N.  A.  T.  O.  countries  the  film  widths  have 
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become  standardised  at  70  mm  ,5  in.  (12.5  cm)  and  9  in  (23  cm).  In  general, 69 
the  70  mm  width  is  used  for  low  altitude  reconnaissance  photography  where  demands 
for  resolution  are  lower  and  the  small  bulk  of  the  camera  allows  several  cameras 
to  be  used  in  a  fan  arrangement  which  is  frequently  a  requirement  to  achieve 
2angular  coverage.  The  wide  width  (23  cm  film  is  employed  mostly  at  high  and 
medium  altitudes  where  high  resolution  is  a  priority  and  the  intermediate  5  in. 
(12.5  cm)  width  is  employed  at  both  low  altitudes  (to  give  better  resolution  if 
required)  and  at  high  altitudes  where  it  is  more  economical  of  film  and  allows 
more  exposures,  though  at  the  cost  of  angular  coverage. 
Normally,  the  formats  used  with  these  films  are  square,  e.  g.  6x6  cm, 
11 
.5x  11.5  cm  and  23  x  23  cm,  but  there  are  some  interesting  departures  from 
this.  American  practice  with  many  high  altitude  reconnaissance  frame  cameras 
equipped  with  long  focal  length  narrow  angle  lenses  has  been  to  recover  angular 
coverage  by  using  rectangular  formats,  usually  9x  18  in.  (23  x  46  cm)  with  the 





Fig.  58  Rectangular  Format  Camera  operated  cross-track. 
This  format  was  first  used  in  the  K-7  camera  of  1926,  but  it  is  also  used  in  the 
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The  result  is  a  very  poor  baseAeight  ratio  caused  by  the  small  longitudinal  or 
iorward 
overlap  and  the  very  narrow  forward  angular  coverage,  which  gives  a 
poor  stereoscopic  impression  of  the  terrain. 
However,  it  is  also  possible  to  set  the  long  side  of  the  format  parallel  to 
the  flight  line,  in  which  case  the  base/beight  ratio  will  be  increased,  albeit 
at  the  cost  of  limited  lateral  coverage.  There  is  reason  to  believe  that  this  is 
in  fact  being  done  increasingly  to  achieve  good  stereoscopic  viewing  from  high 
altitude  aircraft  and  Earth-orbiting  spacecraft.  As  a  pointer  to  this,  the  Itek 
Company  announced  in  1974  that  it  would  build  the  so-called  Metritek  camera. 
This  will  be  available  with  a9x  18  in.  (23  x  46  cm)  format  and  with  alternative 
focal  lengths  of  f--  12  in.  (30  cm)  and  18  in.  (46  cm).  This  is  to  be  mounted  in 
a  four-engined,  ultra-high  altitude  version  of  the  Learjet,  capable  of  flying  at 
altitudes  greater  than  60,000  ft  (20,000  m).  The  some  camera  is  also  proposed 
for  the  Geosat  satellite  and  the  trial  flight  will  take  place  in  one  of  N  A.  S.  A's 
Shuttle  proving  flights  in  1980.  In  all  cases,  the  camera,  which  is  thought  to  be 
a  metric  version  of  a  military  reconnaissance  camera,  is  to  be  operated  with  its 71 
long  side  parallel  to  the  flight  line. 
3.8  Lmage  Movement  Comp2nsaCion  (LMC) 
An  important  factor  that  may  well  determine  the  resolution  of  the  photograph 
is  image  movement.  Any  movement  by  the  camera  system  during  the  exposure 
of  the  photographic  material  may  cause  a  degradation  of  the  image.  This  image 
degradation  depends  upon  several  factors  including  the  following: 
I.  Time  of  exposure. 
2.  Type  and  speed  of  movement. 
3.  Ground  resolution  of  the  camera  system. 
3.8.1.  Camera  movements 
The  camera  system  movements  may  be  classified  in  two  groups:  angular 
movement  and  linear  movement.  An  angular  movement  is  a  tilt  of  small  order 
resulting  from  aircraft  vibrations  and  aerodynamic  forces  acting  on  the  aircraft. 
A  linear  movement  is  the  forward,  backward  or  sideways  movement  of  the  image. 
The  main  item  is  the  rapid  forward  movement  of  the  aircraft,  but  smaller  linear 
movements  are  produced  by  aerodynamic  forces. 
At  the  low  altitudes  at  which  many  reconnaissance  aircraft  fly,  the  extent 
of  the  former  (angular)  movement  can  be  quite  discernible.  But  in  such  cases, 
the  photo  scale  is  large,  so  while  resolution  may  be  degraded  a  little,  it  takes 
place  without  any  serious  results  for  the  users.  However,  the  latter  (linear) 
movement  can  be  much  greater  in  overall  amount  with  more  serious  consequences 
for  the  user. 72 
3.8.2  The  Effects  of  Craft  Sp2ýd  Flying  Altitude  and  Exposure  Time  on 
Image  Movement 
With  a  forward  motion  of  the  aircraft  at  speed  V,  the  exposed  image  will 
move  on  the  focal  plane  at  a  speed  v  =LV.  During  the  exposure  time  te 
H 
the.  image  displacement  (dx)  on  the  focal  plane  will  be 
dx  =.  L 
-V-  te 
H 
Expressing  the  image  displacement  dx  in  Millimetres,  the  craft  speed  V  in 
km/b,  the  exposure  time  te  in  seconds,  the  camera  focal  length  in  millimetres 
and  the  flying  height  H  in  metres,  the  above  formula  can  be  written  as: 
dx  =  0.278 
.  -L  .V-  te  ................. 
(4) 
H 
Assuming  a  camera  focal  length  of  12  in.  (300  mm)  and  an  exposure  time  of 
1/500  second,  the  image  displacements  for  various  flying  altitudes  (H)  and 
craft  speeds  (V)  are  shown  in  Fig.  59 
Fig.  59  Variation  of  image  motion 
with  craft  speed  and 
flying  height. 
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It  is  clear  from  the  above  diagram  that  the  image  displacement  is  directly 
proportional  to  the  craft  speed  and  inversely  proportional  to  the  flying  height. 73 
For  example,  for  a  flying  height  of  2,000  m,  and  a  craft  speed  of  1,200  kmA, 
the  image  displacement  will  be  0.10  mm  which  is  a  considerable  image  blur. 
I 
But  such  a  craft  speed  at  even  lower  altitudes  is  often  met  in  reconnaissance 
conditions. 
However,  if  the  image  scale  (f/fl)  is  being  kept  constant,  the  exposure  time 
should  be  varied  inversely  as  the  speed  of  the  aircraft  ,  in  order  to  minimise  the 
image  motion.  This  is  illustrated  by  Fig.  60,  which  shows  obviously  that  the 
shorter  the  exposure  time,  the  less  the  image  motion.  This  is  of  course,  only 
possible  if  the  lens  aperture  can  be  widened  to  give  the  correct  exposure.  But 
even  then,  at  the  high  speeds  of  modem  reconnaissance  aircraft  and  of  Earth- 
orbiting  satellites,  the  image  motion  can  be  considerable  and  other  solutions 
have  to  be  found. 
Fig.  60  Variation  of  image 
motion  with  craft 
speed  and  exposure 
time. 
3.8.3  Image  Motion  Comp2.  nsation  (LMC)  as  a  means  of  maintaining  resolvi 
po!  ýLer. 
Many  modern  films  possess  high  speed  (in  exposure  terms)  but,  if  so,  this 
characteristic  is  achieved  at  the  cost  of  lower  resolution  than  can  be  got  from 
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fine  grained  slower  films.  When  image  motion  is  an  important  factor  as  in 
reconnaissance  work,  then  using  a  high-speed  film  in  conjunction  with  a  faster 
shutter  speed  often  produces  better  resolution  than  would  be  obtainable  on  a 
fine  grain  film  and  a  slow  shutter  speed.  The  needs  for  high  shutter  speeds  to 
stop  image  movement  and  the  needs  for  fine-grained  film  to  give  the  high 
resolution  necessary  in  reconnaissance  work  are  contradictory.  For  the  first  of 
these  two  requirements,  the  solution  has  been  to  incorporate  Image  Movement 
Compg_nsoflon  (LM_C)  in  the  camera.  IMC  was  first  used  shortly  after  the  Second 
World  War  when  cameras  had  to  be  installed  in  the  new  jet-aircraft  that  flew 
at  very  high  speed  and  low  altitudes. 
3.8.4.  IMC  Sys!  ems 
0 
There  are  two  main  IMC  systems  which  are  in  current  use  with  reconnaissance 
cameras. 
(a)  Movi  g  the  film  during  the  e  Po  re 
.! 
U 
Experience  has  shown  this  to  be  the  more  convenient  method  of  IMC  and  it 
is  that  commonly  used  in  most  reconnaissance  cameras. 
Fig.  61  IMC  by  moving  the 
film  in  the  flight 
direction. 
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The  technique  is  to  move  the  film  in  the  focal  plane  in  the  direction  of  flight  with 
speed  v=  V-L  to  achieve  zero  image  motion  (see  Fig.  61).  In  cameras  equipped 
H 
with  a  register  glass  pLate  and  a  pressure  plate,  e.  g.  the  F-126  camera,  the 
film  is  clamped  between  the  two  and  all  are  driven  by  the  IMC  motor.  The 
pressure  plate  is  lifted  immediately  after  exposure  and  returns  together  with  the 
register  glass  to  their  starting  positions  while  the  film  is  rapidly  wound  on  (Fig.  62). 
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Fig.  62  Moving  glass  plate  and  pressure  plate  to  achieve  IMC. 
An  alternative  to  thi's  is  to  dis  face  the  lens  in  a  direction  opposite  to  the  flight 
direction,  again  at  a  speed  of  v=V.  -L  .  However,  the  movement  of  the  lens  is 
H 
perhaps  more  difficult  to  achieve;  therefore  it  is  not  in  common  use  in  recon- 
naissance  frame  cameras.  As  noted  previously,  the  method  is  used  in  many 
panoramic  cameras  where  moving  the  film  in  a  curved  focal  plane  is  a  still  more 
difficult  proced6re. 
Rotating  the  camera: 
In  this  method,  the  optical  axis  points  towards  the  same  ground  point  through- 
out  the  duration  of  the  exposure.  This is  done  by  tilting  the  camera  in  the 
direction  shown  by  the  curved  arrow  in  Fig.  63.  In  this;  case,  the  image 
compensation  is  not  equal  over  the  whole  format.  While  the  compensation 76 
Fig.  63  IMC  by  tilting 
the  camera. 
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is  effective  around  the  point  A,  it  will  not  be  so  effective  towards  the  edges  of 
the  field  and  leads  to  a  residual  image  blur  which  will  be  discussed  in  more 
detail  in  the  next  chapter.  However,  it  is  the  only  method  of  implementing 
IMC  for  cameras  which  are  not  equipped  with  moving  film  capability. 
The  use  of  the  rotating  camera  system  is  however  limited  by  certain  factors: 
(i)  It  is  impracticable  to  use  this  system  with  a  wide-ancile  camera  since  the 
lack  of  image  compensation  at  the  edges  of  the  format  would  impair  the  image 
quality.  This  technique,  therefore,  is  only  applied  to  cameras  with  long  focal 
lengthst  narrow-angles  and  small  format  size  such  as  the  S-190B  camera  (f  = 
460  mm,  140  angular  coverage  and  format  size  =  115  x  115  mm)  used  in  the 
Skylab  spacecraft. 
(ii)  The  camera  rotation  has  to  be  synchronised  exactly  with  the  camera  shutter  in 
some  way.  Furthermore,  when  rotating  the  camera  in  its  mount,  a  smooth-acting 
mechanism  is  needed  which  will  produce  the  continuous  change  in  tilt  needed 
throughout  the  exposure.  If  this  is  not  achieved,  the  effect  is  similar  to  that  of 
a  camera  vibration.  Obviously  the  provision  of  this  mechanism  adds  weight  and 
requires  more  space  in  the  aircraft  or  spacecraft. 
An  alternative  method  of  achieving  IMC  which  has  been  tried  experimentally 77 
i is  to  rotate  a  sp-Le-ELIcally  configured  element  mounted  in  front  of  the  main  camera 
lens  (Shershen  1958),  see  Fig.  64. 
Fig.  64  Rotation  of  the  projection 
rays  by  means  of  an 








This  consists  of  two  elements,  a  fixed  element  and  a  rotating  one.  Again,  it  is 
impossible  to  produce  a  complete  displacement  over  the  whole  format  by  this 
method.  Moreover,  the  manufacture  and  assembly  of  these  extra  elements  is 
complex  and  their  effect  on  the  resolution  and  other  qualities  of  the  main  camera 
lens  may  be  to  lower  the  overall  performance,  so  it  is  not  used  in  current  aerial 
cameras. 
3.8.5  Accuracv  of  IMC 
Quite  apart  from  the  mechanical  aspects  of  ensuring  accurate  IMC,  it  is 
quite  essential  that  the  flying  height  (H)  and  the  speed  (V)  of  the  platform  carrying 
the  camera  be  measured  accurately.  In  practice  these  are  provided  by  the 
standard  aircraft  instruments;  the  Leýigbt  by  means  of  the  aircraft  (barometric) 
altimeter  and  the  ground  p2ed  by  pressure  -sensing  devices.  In  the  F-126  camera, 
the  speed  of  the  "IMC  motor"  is  controlled  by  a  closed-loop  electronic  device 
which  is  I  ocked  to  the  V/1-1  signýls  from  the  aircraft  navigational  system.  The 
accuracy  of  IMC  employed  in  this  camera  is  claimed  to  be  within  2  percent. 78 
3.9  Shutters 
I 
The  aerial  camera  shutter  is  one  of  the  main  components  of  the  aerial 
photographic  camera.  It  plays  the  role  of  preventing  light  from  striking  the  film 
emulsion  except  during  the  time  of  exposure. 
Two  types  of  shutter  are  used  in  modern  frame  cameras.  These  are  (1)  the 
intra-lens  shutters,  and  (2)  the  focal  plane  shutters. 
3.9.1  The  Intra-lens  Shutter 
The  intra-lens  or  between  -the  -lens  shutter,  as  its  name  indicates,  is  located 
in  the  air  space  between  the  elements  of  the  lens.  This  type  of  shutter  is  commonly 
used  in  mapping  cameras  and  in  certain  reconnaissance  frame  cameras.  The  common 
types  of  the  intra-lens  shutter  are  the  leaf  or  blade  type;  the  rotating  disc  type, 
and  the  louvre  shutter. 
Fig.  65  Leaf-type  shutter 
(a)  Half  open  position 
(b)  Closed  position. 
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The  leaf-tvpe  shutter  (Fig.  65)  is  composed  of  four  or  more  leaves  mounted 
on  pivots  and  spaced  around  the  periphery  of  the  diaphragm.  When  the  shutter 
is  tripped,  the  leaves  rotate  about  their  pivots  to  the  open  position,  remain  open 
for  the  required  exposure  time  and  then  close  up.  This  type  of  shutter  is  used  in 
some  American  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  (e.  g.  KA-3A  Fairchild  camera). 79 
Fig.  66 
Rotating-disc 
type  shutter. 
The  rotating_ýýisc  typg  shutter  (Fig.  66)  consists  of  a  series  of  continuously 
rotating  discs.  Each  disc  has  a  cutaway  section.  When  these  cutaways  mesh, 
they  form  an  open  aperture  which  allows  the  exposure  to  be  made.  The  spped 
of  rotation  of  the  disc  can  be  controlled  such  that  the  desired  exposure  times 
and  intervals  between  exposures  are  obtained.  This  type  of  shutter  is  very 
efficient  (up  to  90  per  cent  efficiency)  since  no  stopping  or  starting  of  the  parts 
is  required  as  with  the  other  types.  Certain  reconnaissance  cameras  such  as 
the  Zeiss HRb  and  some  American  cameras  (e.  g.  the  HR-233  camera)  are 
equipped  with  this  type  of  shutter. 
The  louvre  typýj  shutter  consists  of  a  row  of  thin  overlapping  blades  (Fig.  67) 
made  of  steel  or  a  light  alloy. 
Mill 
Fig.  67  Louvre-type  shutter.  (a)  Closed  position 
(b)  Open  position. 80 
The  blades  rotate  about  their  axes  by  about  180  degrees  during  the  exposure. 
When  the  blades  come  to  the  vertical  position  the  light  is  allowed  to  pass  through 
the  lens,  thereby  causing  an  exposure  to  be  made.  In  principle,  the  louvre- 
type  of  shutter  may  be  located  anywhere  in  the  optical  system,  bult  to  keep  down 
the  physical  size  of  the  shutter  it  is  usually  located  close  to  the  camera  lens. 
I 
In  certain  older  British  reconnaissance  cameras,  the  shutter  was  mounted  behind 
the  rear  lens  element,  while  in  the  large  German  and  Russian  cameras,  it  is 
mounted  between  the  elements  of  the  lens. 
Obviously,  there  must  be  a  considerable  number  of  blades  to  cover  the  entire 
lens  aperture.  When  all  the  blades  are  in  the  vertical  position,  their  thickness 
forms  an  area  which  substantially  reduces  the  light-gathering  area  of  the  lens 
aperture.  Therefore,  the  light  efficiency  of  this  shutter  only  approaches  45  to 
47  percent  (Shershen  1958).  Another  disadvantage  of  the  louvre-type  shutter 
is  that  it  adversely  affects  the  distribution  of  illumination  over  the  image  field, 
since  when  the  blades  are  in  a  vertical  position  they  tend  to  obstruct  the  oblique 
rays  which  have  entered  the  lens  from  reaching  the  focal  plane.  Therefore,  in 
practice  the  louvre-type  shutter  is  only  used  with  normal-angle  lens  recon- 
naissance  cameras.  From  the  geometrical  point  of  view,  it  can  be  considered 
together  with  the  other  intra-lens  shutters  detailed  above. 
3.9.2  The  Focal  Plane  Shutter 
It  is  thus  named  because  it  operates  close  to  the  focal  plane  of  the  camera. 
In  the  most  common  form  of  the  focal  plane  shutter,  the  main  component  is  a 
1:  tgýt-tight  curtain  in  which  there  is  a  slit  which  is  moved  rapidly  across  the 81 
focal  plane  to  allow  an  exposure  to  be  made.  The  curtain  is  usually  composed 
of  a  piece  of  rubberised  cloth,  wider  than  the  focal  plane  and  a  little  longer 
than  twice  the  frame  size.  The  curtain  is  attached  to  rollers,  one  at  each  end 
of  the  negative  area  (Fig.  68). 
Fig.  68  The  curtain-type 
focal  plane 
shutter. 
, lane 
A  tensioned  spring  is  used  to  wind  the  curtain  back  until  the  slit  is  clear 
of  the  frame  opening.  When  the  shutter  is  tripped,  the  slit  moves  across  the 
focal  plane  towards  the  op  posite  side  of  the  frame.  Hence  light  is  admitted 
through  the  slit  and  an  image  is  formed  on  the  film.  To  prevent  light  from 
striking  the  film  while  the  curtain  is  being  wound  back  to  the  starting  position, 
another  capping  curtain  is  located  in  front  of  the  shutter  curtain.  The  capping 
curtain  has  a  large  opening  to  prevent  capping  of  the  lens  during  the  exposure 
time.  Most  of  the  older  large-format  British  reconnaissance  cameras),  e.  g. 
F-8  and  F-52,  are  equipped  with  this  type  of  shutter. 
In  newer  designs  of  the  focal  plane  shutter,  the  necessity  for  a  capping 
curtain  during  rewinding  has  been  removed  by  making  the  curtain  travel  in 
opposite  directions  for  alternate  exposures.  This  bi-directional  design  also 
allows  room  for  the  blind  to  decelerate,  its  inertia  and  that  of  the  roller  being 82 
taken  up  and  stored  in  springs,  which  are  used  to  accelerate  it  at  the  beginning 
of  the  next  exposure.  The  exposure  duration  is  controlled  by  changing  the 
initial  tension  of  the  spring  or  by  changing  the  width  of  the  slit  itself.  A  typical 
example  is  the  focal  plane  shutter  used  with  the  F-126  reconnaissance  camera. 
An  alternative  design  which  has  only  recently  been  developed  is  the 
rotary  focal  p1lane  shutter  which  has  a  circular  disc  with  a  slit  across  its  centre 
that  sweeps  the  focal  plane  admitting  light  to  pass  to  the  film  during  the  time 
of  exposure  (Fig.  69). 






Fig.  69  Rotary  focal  plane 
shutter 
Fig.  70  Wedge-shaped  slit 
for  even  exposure 
However,  if  the  slit  width  was  kept  constant,  the  exposure  time  would  vary 
from  one  part  of  the  photograph  to  another,  due  to  the  quite  different  speed  of 
the  slit  at  different  radial  distances  from  its  centre  of  rotation.  Thus  there 
would  be  a  longer  exposure  at  short  radial  distances.  To  overcome  this  difficulty, 
the  slit  is  made  as  a  wedge  (Fig.  70)  thus  ensuring  an  even  exposure. 
This  most  interesting  design  has  the  great  advantage  that  it  can,  if  necessaryt 
be  run  continuously  so  that  there  is  no  starting  and  stopping,  no  acceleration  or 
deceleration,  no  change  of  direction  etc.  This  means  in  turn  that  power 83 
requirements  are  lessened,  that  very  high  cycling  speeds  are  possible  and  ultra- 
short  exposure  times  can  be  used.  In  the  case  of  the  Oude  Delft  TA-7  camera, 
the  speed  can  be  as  high  as  1/9,000  or  1/15,000  sec.  Even  with  a  low-level 
-  high  speed  aircraft  this  reduces  image  blur  to  a  minimum,  e.  g.  at  1,000  kmAr 
(280  m/sec),  an  exposure  time  of  1/9,000  sec  corresponds  to  a  movement  over 
the  ground  of  3  cm.  IMC  will  certainly  not  be  necessary  in  this  case. 
The  disadvantage  of  this  shutter  is  that  the  diameter  of  the  disc  must  exceed 
the  format  size  by  a  factor  of  more  than  two  as  a  complete  minimum.  This 
effectively  limits  the  use  of  the  shutter  to  very  small  formats  or  the  circular 
disc  will  become  impossibly  large.  Thus  its  main  application  is  to  small  format 
cameras  using  70  mm  film,  e.  g.  the  Oude  Delft  TA-7,  Williamson  F-134  and 
A.  G.  I.  F-139  Agiflite  cameras. 
Another  interesting  point  is  that  it  will  produce  a  quite  different  type  of 
geometrical  distortion  pattern  compared  with  that  of  the  usual  type  of  focal 
plane  shutter  with  the  slit  set  parallel  to  the  format  edges. 
3.9.3  Comparison  oF  Shutters 
From  the  design  point  of  view,  the  louvre-type  of  shutter  is  the  simplest 
of  the  intra-lens  type.  But,  as  already  mentioned,  the  efficiency  is  low  and 
the  illumination  is  reduced  towards  the  edges  of  the  field.  Hence  its  use  with 
reconnaissance  cameras  is  limited.  The  efficiency  of  the  blade  and  rotating 
disc  is  very  much  higher  (general  light  efficiency  ranges  from  80  to  85  percent) 
and  the  illumination  limitation  does  not  occur. 
Also  from  the  geometrical  point  of  view,  the  intra-lens  shutters  are  the 84 
most  accurate  type  of  shutters,  since  they  expose  all  image  points  simultaneously. 
Therefore,  this  type  of  shutter  is  the  standard  for  all  metric  cameras  and  they 
are  used  with  certain,  mainly  American  and  German,  reconnaissance  cameras 
derived  from  metric  cameras.  However,  their  use  with  long  focal  length 
lenses  is  limited.  For  a  lens  with  a  large  effective  aperture,  the  overall 
dimensions  of  the  aperture  increase  and  so  the  shutter  size  and  the  mass  of  the 
blades  increase  to  an  extent  that  makes  them  impractical  to  manufacture  and 
operate.  For  example,  the  leaf-  or  blade-type  of  between-the-lens  shutter 
would  require  great  spring  forces  for  their  operation.  In  order  to  operate  such 
a  shutter  across  a  lens  aperture  of  approximately  130  mm  to  obtain  an  exposure 
of  1/1000  second,  an  operating  spring  force  of  the  order  of  208  kg  would  be 
required. 
In  general,  the  focal  pLane  ty2e  of  shutter  is  the  most  simple and  effective 
for  reconnaissance  work,  both  in  principle  and  in  practice.  A  relatively  small 
force  is  needed  to  operate  its  springs.  A  wide  range  of  exposure  times  (up  to 
1/ý000  second)  can  be  achieved,  the  very  short  exposure  times  being  especially 
appropriate  to  reconnaissance  operations  carried  out  at  low  altitudes  and  high 
speeds.  The  light  efficiency  coefficient  is  also  high  and,  with  a  small  aperture, 
can  easily  exceed  90  percent.  The  simplicity  and  robustness  of  the  shutter  also 
make  it  extremely  reliable  with  a  high  time  between  failures  (HTBF)  even  in 
the  very  demanding  conditions  under  which  many  reconnaissance  cameras  are 
operated.  These  various  advantages  make  the  focal  plane  shutter  the  most 
favoured  type  when  designing  and  building  reconnaissance  frame  cameras. 
Furthermore,  as  mentioned  above,  with  the  long  focal  length  lenses  used  in  high 85 
altitude  operation,  if  a  wide  aperture  is  used  (as  is  desirable  to  achieve  short 
exposure  times  and  high  resolution),  it  becomes  impracticable  to  use  an  intra-lens 
shutter,  which  would  become  large,  heavy,  very  expensive  and  (possibly) 
hi  inefficient.  The  focal  plane  shutter  is  independent  of  aperture  size,  so  that  t  is 
difficulty  does  not  arise. 
However,  the  fundamental  principle  of  operation  of  focal  plane  shutters 
causes  significant  geometrical  distortions  of  the  aerial  photographic  image  from 
the  ideal  perspective  projection  on  which  most  pLotogrommetric  theory,,  methods 
and  instruments  are  based  -  though  this  was  not  appreciated  for  some  time.  For 
this  reason,  the  focal  plane  shutter  is  not  used  with  current  mapping  cameras. 
These  geometric  effects  have  been  a  limitation  in  the  use  of  photography  taken 
with  reconnaissance  cameras  in  that  distances,  areas,  positions,  heights,  etc. 
can  only  be  obtained  from  them  to  a  limited  degree  of  accuracy.  They  are  also 
of  a  nature  which  is  very  difficult  to  overcome  with  analogue-type  measuring 
equipment  or  devices.  It  is  only  with  the  advent  of  analytical  and  numerical 
methods  and,  in  particular,  the  more  convenient  computing  devices  that  have 
become  available  in  the  last  few  years,  that  practical  methods  of  overcoming 
these  difficulties  can  be  envisaged. 
3.10  Summary 
From  the  discussion  in  this  chapter  so  for,  it  can  be  seen  that  reconnaissance 
frame  cameras  are  designed  on  as  simple  a  basis  as  possible,  with  the  main  aims 
of  producing  cameras  able  to  operate  in  every  testing  conditions  both  in  the  air 
and  on  the  field,  yet  with  a  high  degree  of  reliability.  At  the  some  time,  the 
photography  must  be  of  the  highest  image  quality  and  resolution.  The  lenses  used 86 
are  therefore  designed  and  built  so  that  they  produce  images  of  this  type  without 
regard  to  any  lens  distortions  which  may  result.  Again,  this  demand  for  high 
resolution  images  meant  that  the  IMC  technique  is  employed  almost  invariably 
to  compensate  for  the  image  motion  caused  by  the  forward  craft  motion.  Another 
important  factor  that  helps  in  producing  the  high  quality  image  is  the  use  of  the 
focal  plane  shutter  which  has  given  high  efficiency,  excellent  reliability  and 
very  short  exposure  times,  again  at  the  cost  of  the  geometrical  qualities  of  the 
photograph. 
The  matter  of  the  geometrical  disturbances  of  photographs  taken  by  recon- 
naissance  cameras  will  be  investigated  thoroughly  in  this  thesis  both  from  the 
point  of  view  of  the  geometrical  theory  and  the  alternative  strategies  and 
methods  that  can  be  used  to  overcome  the  difficulties  that  occur.  Also  a  series 
of  experimental  tests  have  been  conducted  to  prove  the  effectivenes  of  the 
methods  proposed.  However,  before  reporting  on  these,  it  is  perhaps  appropriate 
to  conclude  this  chapter  on  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  by  including  three 
summary  tables  which  give  the  main  characteristics  of  representative  recon- 
naissance  cameras  which  are  in  current  use.  These  three  tables  cover  the  three 
standard  film  widths  used  in  N.  A.  T.  O.  reconnaissance  cameras,  but  show 
cameras  which  are  designed  for  quite  different  flying  heights  (low,  high  and 
orbital  altitudes);  for  operation  from  different  types  of  platform  (aircraft  v. 
satellite);  and  which  use  different  IMC  arrangements  (film  movement  v.  camera 
rotation). 87 
Table  I 
70  mm  Reconnaissance  Frame  Aerial  Cameras 
Camera  F-1  39 
I 
Type  360 
(F-95)  KA-72 
i' 
P-220  TA-7M 
Manufactur,  er  A.  G.  I.  Vinten  Fairchild  J.  A.  Maurer  N.  V.  Optische 
Inc.  Industrie 
Delft 
Primary  use  High  speed,  High  speed,  High  speed,  High  speed,  High  speed, 
low  altitude  low  altitude  low  altitude  low  altitude  low  altitude 
reconnais-  reconnais-  reconnais-  reconnais-  reconnais- 
sance  son  ce  sance  sance  sance 
Format  (cm)  5.7  x  5.7  5.7  x  5.7  5.7  x  5.7  5.7  x  5.7  5.7  x  5.7 
Cycle  time  Up  to  2  frameý  4&8  frame/  1 
. 
0,2.0,  0.2  1.5,2.5,4, 
(sec)  sec.  sec  4.0  6,9,15 
frame/sec. 
Film  length  7.5  33  5  15  33 
W 
FMC  type  -  -  moving  -  moving 
platen  fi  IM 
Angular  (i)  320  (i)  65'30'  M  740  110  (i)  740 
coverage  00  110  (ii)  410  (ii)  41'  (ii)  560 
(iii)  33'  (iii)  4EP 
(iv)  32'  (iv)  410 
(V)  21  '  (v)  320 
(vi)  110 
Shutter  type  focal  plane  focal  plane  intra-lens  focal  plane  focal  plane 
rotary  blade  endless  rotary  blade 
shutter  blind 
Shutter  speed  I  /1000  and  1/1000  1/500,  111900,0000 
(sec)  1/2000  1/1000  1/15000upon 
1/2000  request. 
Lens  (focal  (i)  I  OOMM  (i)  43mm  (i)  38mm  300  mm  (i)  35mm 
length)  (ii)  300mm  (ii)  75mm  (i  0  76mm  (i  i)  50mm 
(iii)  98mm  (iii)  62mm 
iv)  I  OOMM  Ov)  75mm 
V)  150mm 
ý 
(v)  I  00mm 
(vi)  300mm 88 
Table  2 
13  cm  Reconnaissance  Frame  Aerial  Cameras 
Camera  F-1  17  S-190B  KA-50A  TA-120  KS-25 
Manufacturer  Wi  II  iamson  Actron  ChicagoAerial  NY.  Optische  Fairchild 
Industry  Industrie, 
Delft. 
Primary  use  Reconnais-  Satellite  Reconnais-  Reconnaisr--  Reconnais- 
sance  san  ce  san  ce  sance 
Format  (CM)  11.5  x  11 
.5  11.5x  11.5  11.5x  11.5  11.5  x  11.5  11.5  x  11.5 
Cycle  time  0.8  2.4  max.  0.17  -  1.0 
(sec)  autos 
Film  length  16.5  60  30,76  83  76 
W 
FMC  type  -  rocking  moving  film  - 
camera 
Angular  410  6'  149  8'  1040  20'  50  100 
coverage 
Shutter  type  Twin  blade  focal  plane  focal  plane  focal  plane  focal  plane 
intra-lens  bidirectional 
Shutter  speed  1/60,1/125,  1/100,1/140  1/60  to  1/125  to  1/25  to 
(sec)  1/250,1/400  1/200  1/3000  1//1000  1//1000 
Lens  (focal  150mm  460mm  45mm  120mm  600mm 
length) 89 
Table  3 
24  cm  Reconnaissance  Frame  Aerial  Cameras 
Camera  F-126  KA-88A  KA-63A  HRb 
Manufacturer  A.  G.  I.  Hycon  Chicago  Aerial  Zeiss 
Industry  Oberkochen 
Prirriary  use  Medium/4iigh  High  altitude  Day  recon-  Day  recon- 
altitude  re-  recon-  naissance  naissance 
connaissance  naissance 
Format  (cm)  23  x  23  23  x  23  11  x  24  23  x  23 
Cycle  time  1.0  max  1.5-3.1  0.33  max  2.0 
(sec) 
Film  lengt[(m)  76  460  55  120  150 
FMC  type  moVing  rocking  moving 
platen  camera  platen 
Angular  (i)  740  121  30'  57'  (i)  740 
coverage  (i  0  410  (ii)  410 
(iii)  12a  30' 
Shutter  type  focal  plane  focal  plane  focal  plane  intra-lens 
bidirectional  mono-  (rotary  disc) 
directional 
Shutter  speed  1/250,1/500  1/500  to  1/500,1/1000  1/300  to 
(sec)  -  1/1000  1/2000  1/2000  1  A000 
Lens  (focal  0)  152mm  61.  Omm  1-55  mm  (i)  152mm 
length)  (ii)  305mm  vertical  (ii)  300mm 
2-80  mm  (iii)  600mm 
oblique 90 
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CHAPTER  IV 
GEOMETRIC  THEORY  OF  RECONNAISSANCE  FRAME  PHOTOGRAPHY 
TAKEN  WITH  FOCAL  PLANE  SHUTTERS 
4.1  Introduction  -  Geometrical  distortions  resulting  from  the  use  of  a  focal 
plane  shutter 
I 
From  the  discussion  in  Chapter  3,  it  can  be  seen  thatdue  to  its  simple 
design,  reliability  of  operation,  wide  range  of  exposure  speeds  and  high  efficiency, 
the  focal  plane  shutter  has  proven  to  be  the  most  suitable  shutter  for  use  in 
reconnaissance  frame  cameras.  However,  the  intra-lens  shutter  is  still  the  type 
invariably  employed  in  mapping  cameras.  The  reason  for  this  is  that,  on  opening, 
the  intra-lens  shutter  admits  light  to  all  parts  of  the  negative  at  one  instant  and 
similarlyit  cuts  off  the  light  from  the  whole  negative  at  the  moment  when  the 
exposure  is  completed.  This  mode  of  operation  allows  the  image  points  on  the 
negative  to  have  a  precisely  defined  relationship  with  all  the  object  points 
photographed.  This  is  the  well-known  perspective  projection  relationship  which 
is  the  basis  for  all  normal  photogrammetric  operations. 
By  contrast,  the  operation  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  causes  a  change  in 
the  simple  perspective  geometry  of  the  photographic  image,  since  it  does  not 
allow  the  exposure  of  the  whole  format  simultaneously.  However,  this  statement 
does  require  a  little  qualification.  IF  the  camera  is  stationary-,  relative  to  the 
object  during  exposure,  no  difference  in  the  normal  geometrical  relationships 
between  image  points,  perspective  centre  and  ground  points  will  result  from 
the  use  of  the  focal  plane  shutter.  These  will  be  identical  to  those  produced 92 
by  the  normal  between  -ther  lens  shutter.  But  as  soon  as  the  camera  platform  is 
movin  relative  to  the  object  (as  in  photography  taken  from  an  aircraft  or 
spacecraft)  then  considerable  departures  from  the  normal  perspective  geometry 
occur  when  a  focal  plane  shutter  is  used,  due  to  its  sequential  mode  of 
operation. 
4.2  Operation  of  the  Focal  Plane  Shutter 
This  will  be  considered  for  the  usual  type  of  slit  which  is  set  parallel  to 
two  sides  of  the  image  format  and  operated  with  a  parallel  motion.  Its 
sequential  operation  is  illustrated  by  Fig.  71  which  gives  a  cross-section  through 
the  lens,  the  shutter  and  the  image  plane.  The  corresponding  plan  view  of 
the  image  plane  (Fig.  72)  gives  the  sequence  of  events  for  the  exposure  of 
a  particular  point 
(i)  the  slit  approaches  the  object; 
(ii)  the  position  of  the  slit  just  before  the  opening  phase; 
(iii)  end  of  the  opening  phase; 
Ov)  end  of  the  wide-open  phase  and  start  of  the  closing  phase; 








Fig.  71  Operation  oF  the  Focal 
Plane  Shutter 
(v) 
H] 
Fig.  72  Sequence  of  events  for  the  exposure 
of  a  particular  point. 93 
From  this,  the  exposure  time  (te)  can  be  expressed  as: 
te  =W+  .......................... 
us 
where  W=  width  of  the  slit,  ý=  the  width  of  the  light  cone  intersected 
by  the  shutter  blind;  Us  =  slit  speed  at  the  time  of  exposure. 
Therefore,  the  effective  exposure  time  is  directly  proportional  to  the  width 
of  the  slit  and  is  inversely  proportional  to  the  slit  speed.  In  other  words,  the 
exposure  time  can  be  shortened  either  by  using  a  slit  of  smaller  width  or  by 
increasing  the  speed  of  movement  of  the  slit. 
4.3  Introduction  of  Movement  of  the  camera  platform  during  exposure 
1-1 
Fig.  73  Image  displacement  caused  by  craft  motion  00' 
due  to  the  focal  plane  shutter  operation. 
If  the  whole  format  is  exposed  while  the  camera  is  at  station  0  (as  with 
an  intra-lens  shutter),  then  the  perspective  geometry  of  the  image  will  not  be 
disturbed  (the  terrain  points  A  and  B  would  be  imaged  at  positions  a  and  b 94 
respectively  in  the  focal  plane).  In  the  case  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  (Fig.  73) 
the  slit  starts  from  the  position  where  the  image  point  a  is  recorded.  By  the 
time  the  slit  has  reached  the  position  W,  at  which  point  B  will  be  imaged,  the 
craft  will  have  moved  to  station  0'.  If  the  time  required  to  move  the  slit  from 
position  k  to  position  k'  is  equal  to  ti  (the  shutter  transit  time),  then  the  ground 
distance  00'  moved  by  the  craft  is  equal  to  Vti,  where  V  is  the  craft  speed. 
Due  to  this  motion  of  the  craft,  the  image  point  will  now  be  recorded  at  point 
W.  From  similar  triangles,  O'bb'  and  BOO'  it  can  be  seen  that  the  resulting  image 
displacement  (dx)  is  bb'  =I.  00'  where  s  is  the  scale  number.  This  leads  to  the 
7 
following  relationship 
v 
dxfp  =-.  ti 
s 
(6) 
Assuming  that  the  slit  speed  Us  is  constant  then 
t,  =  kki  09 
(7) 
us 
Substituting  forUs  from  equation  (5)  into  equation  (7),  we  get 
ti  ý-  AK 
-  te  .........................  (8) 
W  +j, 
In  practice,  however,  the  shutter  curtain  is  placed  so  near  to  the  focal 
plane  that  the  value  of  cý  can  be  considered  to  be  negligible  and  that  kk'  =  x'. 
Hence  equation  (8)  can  be  written  as: 
ti  te 
Substituting  in  equation  (6)  we  get 
dxfp  =v.  X, 
,  SW 
0  0.0.0  0.. 
te  .......... 
This  means  ,  in  simple  terms,  that  the  imaqe  has  been  compressed  along  the 95 
direction  of  flight  for  the  case  described  in  Fig.  73  -  as  compared  with  the 
normal  perspective  geometry.  No  displacement  takes  place  in  the  y-direction. 
However,  the  camera  can  be  mounted  in  the  aircraft  such  that  the  slit  may 
move  in  any  one  of  four  directions  relative  to  the  flight  direction.  An  appropriate 
photo-coordinate  system,  in  which  the  x-coordinate  axis  is  the  direction  of  the 
I 
shutter  slit  movement  and  the  y-coordinate  axis  is  set  90  degrees  counter- 
clockwise,  is  chosen  for  each  case  to  illustrate  the  resulting  displacement 
(Fig.  74). 
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Fig.  74  Displacement  due  to  the  focal  plane  shutter 
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If  the  shutter  is  moving  in  the  flight  direction  (case  (i)  ),  it  introduces  image 
enlargement  or  elongation  in  this  direction.  Thus,  in  each  case  when  the 
shutter  is  moving  parallel  to  the  flight  direction,  a  uniform  change  in  scale  in 
the  x-direction  is  produced. 
In  the  two  cases,  (iii)  and  Civ),  where  the  shutter  moves  across  the  flight 
direction.,  the  image  will  be  twisted  about  the  x-axis  of  the  photo-coordinate 
system  (see  Fig.  76).  It  can  also  be  noticed  that  in  all  cases  the  y-photoco- 
ordinates  are  not  affected  and  the  correct  scale  is  maintained  in  the  y-direction  - 96 
In  order  to  simplify  analysis,  let  the  distortion  be  expressed  as  a  function 
of  the  image  Position  relative  to  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph. 
Fig.  75  below  shows  this  situation  when  this  geometric  centre  point  p  (which 
acts  as  the  origin  of  the  photo-coordinate  system)  is  being  exposed  for  case  (i) 
above.  The  elongation  of  the  image  to  a'  and  b'  instead  of  a  and  b  can  also 
I 
be  seen. 
Fig.  75 
Exposure  of  the 
geometric  centre 
The  four  cases  W  to  Ov)  considered  above  can  now  be  replotted  to  produce  the 
following  diagrams  (Fig.  76). 
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Fig.  76  Displacement  of  image  due  to  focal  plane  shutter  (measured  from  the 
geometric  centre  of  the  photograph). 97 
For  the  case  where  the  shutter  is  moving  along  the  flight  direction,  the 
image  distortion  can  be  expressed  as: 
dx  =I.  te 
.x.......................  fp  sw 
x'i  being  the  x-photo-coordinate  of  the  image. 
VYhereas  dx  =V.  -Le  . 
Yi  .....................  (12)  fp  sW 
represents  the  distortion  when  the  shutter  is  moving  across  the  flight  direction. 
If  the  craft  is  assumed  to  be  moving  with  a  constant  velocity  during  the 
time  required  to  expose  the  whole  format,  then  the  term  -tA-  can  be 
W 
considered  as  a  constant  (k)  for  each  photograph.  Hence  the  formula  for  the 
distortion  can  be  written  as: 
dxfp  =k  x' 
1  .............................. 
(13) 
(if  the  shutter  is  moving  along  the  flight  direction)  or 
dxfp  =  kyj 
.................................. 
(14) 
(when  the  shutter  is  moving  across  the  flight  direction). 
However,  if  the  value  of  the  constant  (k)  is  known  for  the  photograph, 
then  the  image  coordinate  can  be  corrected  and  the  whole  photograph  will  then 
be  reduced  to  the  situation  which  would  occur  when  the  whole  photograph  is 
exposed  simultaneously  (see  Fig.  75). 
The  above  relations  hold  for  flat  terrain.  In  the  case  of  mountainous 
terrai  , 
however,  the  photo  scale  will  vary  with  the  height  (i  dh)  of  the  point 
considered  relative  to  the  average  terrain  height.  In  this  case,  the  scale  is 
given  as: 
I= 
sH  1dh 
Hence  the  image  displacement  due  to  the  focal  plane  shutter  in  hilly  terrain  is: 98 




X1  ...........  0  .......... 
(15) 
HtAw 
for  the  shutter  moving  along  the  flight  direction,  or 
dx  = 
Vf  ty  (16)  fp  ý  ±dh  W 
for  the  shutter  moving  acrossth,  e  flight  direction. 
1 
4.4  Rotary  Focal  Plane  Shutter 
In  this  type  of  shutter  (which  is  only  used  with  small-format  cameras)  the 
slit  performs  a  circular  motion.  In  this  case,  the  slit  speed  Psat  any  point  (i) 
along  the  slit  at  radial  distance  ri  from  the  centre  of  motion  (Fig.  77)  is  given 
by: 
--  Vs  =  la  ri  .......................... 
(17) 
where  the  angular  speed  of  the  slit  in  radians  per  second.  The  exposure 
time  (te)  is  given  as: 
WW 
eý  Sr................. 
(18) 
S 
t  ý-*  -q-  -T 
Hence  the  exposure  time  (te)  is  inversely  proportional  to  the  radial  distance  (r) 
and  is  directly  proportional  to  the  width  of  the  slit  (W). 
Fig.  77  Rotary  focal  plane  Fig.  78  Wedge-shaped  slit 
shutter 99 
Therefore  for  a  constant  slit  width',  the  exposure  time  for  points  along  the  slit 
will  depend  on  the  radial  distance  (r)  of  the  point  from  the  centre  of  rotation  0. 
The  exposure  time  could  be  constant  if  the  ratio 
N 
is  kept  constant  (i.  e. 
ri 
increasing  the  width  of  the  slit  (W)  as  the  radial  distance  (r)  is  increased). 
Týis  leads  to  the  use  of  a  wedge-shaped  slit  as  in  the  A.  G.  I.  F-139  camera 
(Fig.  78). 
Again,  as  in  the  parallel  motion  type  focal  plane  shutter,  the  image 
displacement  due  to  the  shutter  operation  is  given  by 
V 
dx  --  .t  fp  si 
But  in  this  case  the  slit  speed  is  not  constant  and  the  shutter  transit  time  (ti)  is 
given  by 
ti  xg  Ite  xi  I  ................  w  Wr 
,i 
Hence  dx 
v.  X1  .........  ... 
(20) 
fp  -  -i 
s  Wr. 
The  minus  sign  indicates  contraction  of  the  image. 
From  the  Fig.  77,  if  the  radial  distance  of  the  geometric  centre  (p)  from 
the  centre  of  rotation  of  the  slit  0  is  ro),  then  the  value  of  ri  for  any  point 
on  the  photo  is  given  by 




i+  ro) 
Substituting  for  ri  in  equation(20)  results  in 
X. 
dx  v2  (21) 
fp  S  ýe  12+ 
(y'i  +  r.  ) 
In  practice,  however,  the  slit  motion  is  mono-directional  and  the  format 100 




c  direction 
Fig.  79  The  four  possible  positions  of  the  rotary 
focal  plane  shutter. 
Using  a  similar  derivation,  the  image  displacement  for  each  of  the  other 
three  cases  can  be  expressed  as  follows: 
case  (b)  dxfp  v  Yi 
.  ..... 
(22) 
s 
(JJ  Yi 
2+  (ro  -x  )2 
x 
case  (c)  dxfp  +V  (23) 
s  (bi  x,  i2+ 
(ro  -  y'j) 
2 




G)l  vi2+  (ro  +  x,  i)2 
This  will  be  similar  to  the  distortion  caused  by  the  parallel  motion  focal 
plane  shutter,  derived  before,  if  the  values  of  x'  I  and  y,  are  neglibible  when 
compared  with  the  value  of  ro  (i.  e.  if  ro  is  infinitely  large  with  respect  to  x 
and  y'i).  In  this  case  the  displacement  will  be  - 
dx  V.  xi....................  (25) 
fp 
S  Oro 101 
or  dx 
vy 
fp  --I 
s  ro 
0  0...  *  o.  o 
(26) 
depending  on  the  position  of  the  format. 
4.5  Effect  of  Crab 
In  practice,  some  cases  will  arise  where,  due  to  side  winds,  if  the  craft 
is  heading  from  A  to  B  (Fig.  80  a)  it  actually  travels  along  A  C.  If  the  camera 
remains  aligned  with  the  longitudinal  axis  of  the  craft  (i.  e.  it  is  not  corrected), 
then  the  format  sides  are  no  longer  parallel  to  the  base  line.  The  angle  between 






ground  track 
C 
(a) 
Fig.  80  Crab 
VY 
c 
If  the  camera  is  equipped  with  a  parallel  motion  focal  plane  shutter,  the 
effect  of  the  crab  is  to  add  a  displacement  to  the  y-photo  -coordinate,  additional 
to  the  distortion  in  the  x-photo-coordinate  introduced  by  the  focal  plane  shutter. 
If  the  wind  speed  Vw  is  resolved  into  two  directions,  Vx  parallel  to  the  heading 
direction  and  Vy  perpendicular  to  it  (Fig.  80b),  then  the  image  displacements 
are  given  by: 
dx 
vt+  ýýX_ 






'Y  ti  ............................... 
(28) 
Figure  81  shows  the  displacement  for  all  the  possible  directions  of  the 
shutter  motion  relative  to  the  ground  track. 
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Fig.  81. 
Displacement  of  image  due  to  focal  plane  shutter  with 
additional  effect  of  crab  being  taken  into  account. 
However,  the  reconnaissance  camera  is  often  mounted  on  an  aircraft  with 
a  very  high  flight  speed,  in  which  case  the  effect  of  crab  is  negligible  and  the 
component  of  the  displacement  in  the  y-direction  is  insignificant. 
4.6  The  Effect  of  Image  Motion  Compensation  (IMC)  on  Image  Geometry 
As  previously  discussed  in  Chapter  111,  the  forward  motion  of  the  aircraft 
causes  an  image  motion,  given  by  the  relationship: 
dxi  f 
or  -K  .t......  *  ... 
(29) 
HV  te 
se 
It  has  also  been  shown  that  two  different  methods  can  be  employed  to  compensate 
for  the  image  motion  which  takes  place  during  the  exposure  time.  The  effects 
of  these  methods  will  be  discussed  below. 
4.6.1  The  Effect  of  using  Film  Movement  for  IMC 
If  the  film  is  moved  with  speed  Vf  in  the  flight  direction,  then  the  value 103 
of  the  geometric  blur  will  be 
dxi  (  fv  Vf  )t00...........  (30) 
e 
which  is  uniform  over  the  entire  aerial  film  for  flat  terrain,  vertical  photograph 
and  constant  flying  height  and  speed.  If  the  film  speed  is  equal  in  magnitude 
and  direction  to  the  image  speed, 
f  V,  during  the  exposure,  then  the  image  H 
motion  would  be  completely  eliminated  and  dxi  =0  .  In  this  case,  the  image 
'2  "11  coincide  with  the  image  a,,  and  object  A  will  have  a  sharp  non-distorted 
image  (Fig.  82). 
) 
If  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph  is  taken  as  the  origin  of  the 
photo  -coordinate  system,  then  there  will  be  no  image  distortion,  provided  the 
IMC  is  perfect.  The  only  effect  will  be  a  mislocation  of  the  principal  point. 
However,  this  can  be  taken  as  the  position  at  the  mid-point  of  the  exposure. 
AB 
Fig.  82  IMC  by  moving  the  film  in  the 
flight  direction 104 
4.6.2  Rotation  of  the  Camera  for  IMC 
The  second  method  which  is  based  on  a  rotation  of  the  bundle  of  projection 
rays  can  be  accomplished  by  rocking  the  entire  camera  about  an  axis  transverse 
to  the  flight  direction  (Fig.  83).  The  basic  formula  relating  the  image  position, 
xi,  on  the  photograph  and  the  angular  field  2P  is  given  by 
Xi  f  tan 
b2b, 
a C3 
01  0ý 
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Fig.  83  IMC  by  rocking  the 
entire  camera 
If  the  camera  is  tilted  through  an  angle  0,  the  angular  field  Pi  will  be  changed 
by  an  amount  d  pi.  Differentiating  the  basic  formula  (31)  one  gets 
dxi 
f2d.................  (32) 
COS  01 
It  is  clear  from  the  differential  formula  that  dxi  is  not  a  linear  function  of 
and  hence  the  image  motion  introduced  by  rocking  the  camera  is  not  uniform 
throughout  the  entire  field  of  view.  Therefore  it  will  be  impossible  to  compensate 
for  the  uniform  image  motion  over  the  entire  field  of  view  by  this  technique. 
From  Fig.  83  it  can  be  concluded  that,  if  the  image  motion  is  compensated 105 
for  at  the  centre  of  the  photograph,  there  will  still  be  residual  image  motion 
towards  the  edges. 
Referring  to  Fig.  84,  the  camera  is  tilted  such  that  the  geometric  centre, 
p,  of  the  photograph  is  compensated  for  image  motion  throughout  the  exposure 
time.  Point  a  is  used  to  determine  the  residual  image  movement  after  applying 
the  IMC. 
S 
Fig.  84  Applying  IMC 
for  the  geometric 
centre  throughout 
the  exposure. 
From  the  above  Fig.  84, 
tan  (c+0  1)  =  Vte  +  xa  H/T  (33) 
H 
tan  (C--  +  Vte  +  Xa 
Hf 
tan  (e  +  tan,  4-  +  tan  ................. 
(34) 
But  tan  (a  +  tan,,  =-  +  tan 
0  0..  *. 
(35) 
1-  tana_  tan  0 
Substituting  (35)  in(34),  results  in  the  expression 
tan,  --  +  tang  I  frin.  --  +  frin  0  1,141 
I-  tan  6  tang 
.  .  -..  p0..  0.000*o  %W%01 
. 106 
Vt  I  Substituting  the  values  ton  es  e,  tang  =-ýa-  and  tan  0XG  Tff 
in  equation  (36)  and  rearranging  the  resulting  formula  results  in 
Vt  x  Vt 
dx,  eaeI  xa  ............ 
(37) 
For  cameras  with  long  focal  length  the  term 
Vte  ) 
xa  in  equation  H 
(37)  is  very  small,  so  that  the  residual  displacement  is  insignificant.  This 
can  be  illustrated  by  a  numerical  example  applied  to  the  S190B  camera  (which 
has  a  149  angular  coverage).  In  this  case,  a  focal  plane  shutter  is  used  and 
the  exposure  time  (te)  in  formula  (37)  will  be  replaced  by  the  shutter  transit 
time  (ti)  using  the  relation  given  in  equation  (9).  The  following  data  can 
be  used:  f=  460  mm;  H=  435  km;  V=8  km/sec;  te  =  1/100  sec;  W=  10  mm; 
and  x.  =  55  mm  (edge  of  format).  Substituting  in  equation  (37)  the  residual 
distortion  wi  II  be  6  pm.  For  shorter  focal  lengths  e.  g.  300  mm  and  150  mm 
(i.  e.  angular  coverage  of  2do  and  360)  the  residual  distortion  will  be  1OPm 
and  20jum  respectively. 
This  is  why  this  technique  is  only  used  in  long-focal  length  aerial  cameras 
where  the  angular  field  of  view  does  not  exceed  25  degrees. 
4.6.3  Effect  of  Hilly  or  Mountainous  Terrain  on  the  Application  of  IMC 
The  analysis  of  the  effect  of  IMC  given  above  was  based  on  the  flat  terrain 
case.  Now,  the  case  of  hilly  or  mountainous  terrain  is  to  be  considered. 
(i)  Moving  Film  Technique 
The  first  case  to  be  considered  is  when  the  film  is  moved  in  the  flight 
direction  to  compensate  for  the  image  motion.  If  point  A  is  of  height  A 107 
above  the  average  terrain  height,  and  the  film  is  moved  to  compensate  motion 
at  the  geometric  centre  p  of  the  photograph,  then  the  case  will  be  illustrated 
by  Fig.  85  below. 
I 
Fig.  85  Moving  film 
technique  and 
mountainous  terrain 
Angles  9'  and  G  are  as  shown  in  Fig.  85 
.  From  Fig.  85 
tan  (+  6)  ý 
Vte  +  x.  (H  -  dh)/F 
.......... 
(38) 





(H  -  dh)  f 
But  tan  (=  -ton 
V+  tone 
.... 
(39) 
1-  tan  0'  tan  es 
Substituting  (39)  in(38) 
ton  01+  tanos  Vte 
I-  tong'  tan  e,  H-A 
X0 
............  (40) 
f 
Neglecting  higher  than  second-order  terms,  results  in 
tang'  +tans 
Vte 
+  xa 
H-Af 108 
But  tan  x', 
f 




Hence  xa+  Vte 
fH 
Vte 
+  xa 
H-Af 
I 
Rearranging  terms,  gives  the  relationship 
xa  =  dxcl  = 
dh  ) 
...........  (42) 
HH-  dh 
Similarly,  if  another  point  B  is  at  elevation  -  dh  (lower  than  the  average 
terrain  height)  the  image  displacement  after  compensating  the  motion  at  the 
geometric  centre  p  wi  II  be 
dxb 
f  Vte  (  -dh 
.................... 
(43) 
HH  +dh 
Example:  In  practice,  however,  this  effect  is  not  significant  as  can  be 
illustrated  by  the  following  example:  If  the  craft  is  flying  at  a  speed  of 
300  m/sec  (Mach  1)  at  a  height  of  3000  metres,  and  if  the  variation  in  the 
terrain  height  is  -1  600  metres  (i.  e.  2CP/o  of  the  flying  height  which  is 
considered  as  mountainous  terrain),  then  for  a  camera  with  focal  length  of 
300  mm  mounted  vertically  and  for  the  average  terrain  level  the  image  speed 
(V)  on  the  focal  plane  would  be 
fv 
300  x  300 
=  30  MM/Sec.  H  3000 
If  the  exposure  time  is  1/1000  second  then  the  image  movement  is  xim  ý- 
Vte  =  30jim.  If  a  i-  600  m  variation  in  terrain  height  is  considered,  then 
the  residual  image  motion  will  be 




30  +  600 
3000  T  600 
=  -5pm  for  the  point  below  the  average  terrain  height. 
or  +  7.5  pm  for  the  point  6bove  the  average  terrain  height. 
(ii)  Rotation  of  the  Camera 
The  other  case  to  be  considered  is  the  effect  of  mountainous  terrain  when 
rocking  the  camera  to  achieve  IMC.  Fig.  86  shows  the  effect  for  a  point  A 
of  height  dh  above  the  average  terrain  height.  Again,  the  geometric  centre 
of  the  photo,  p,  is  compensated  for  image  motion  throughout  the  exposure 
time. 
Fig.  86  Rotation  of  the 
camera  and 
mountainous  terrain 
From  the  above  Fig.  86 
tan 





+  Xa 
..  0.0  ...  0  ...  9.. 
(44) 
H-A 110 
But  tan  0'  +  49) 
tan  A1+  tan  6 
.......... 
(45) 
1  -tan  P'tane 
Therefore,  tan  +  tan  od  Vte 
+  XCI 
...... 
(46) 
1  -tan  P'tane  H-Af 
Neglecting  terms  of  second  and  higher  degree,  results  in  the  expression 
tan  +  tan  6 
Vte 
+  xa 
...........  *.  *  ..... 
(47) 
H  dh  f 
Substituting  for  tan  xg  a 
f 
and  tan  fS 
Vte 
H 
then  X1  a+ 
Vte  Vte 
+  xa 
....  (48) 
fH  IT--d  hf 
From  this  equation  the  image  displacement  will  be  expressed  as: 




H  -dh  H 
f  Vt  A 
dh 
dx  e  ................ 
(49) 
H  dý 
It  can  be  similarly  derived  that  for  a  point  of  height  -dh  (i.  e.  below  the 
average  terrain  height)  the  displacement  will  be: 
f  Vt  -dh  CX  e  I-H+  h)  ..  *  .....  000000.0..  (50) 
It  is  clear  from  these  equations  that  points  below  the  average  terrain  height 
will  have  smaller  displacements  than  those  above  the  average  terrain  height. 
4.6.4  IMC  for  Oblique  Photography 
Reconnaissance  frame  cameras  are  often  mounted  in  multiple  in  a  fan 
configuration  so  as  to  cover  a  wider  angle  of  field.  Normally  one  of  the 
cameras  is  mounted  in  a  vertical  position  and  the  others  would  be  oblique. ill 
(a)  In  the  base  of  lateral  (side)  oblique  photography,  the  optical  axis  is  tilted 
about  the  axis  of  flight  and  hence  the  image  will  no  longer  have  a  uniform  motion 
on  the  focal  plane  (Fig.  87). 
a 
Fig.  87  The  case  of  lateral 
oblique  photography 
The  image  speed,  v,  at  any  point  on  the  focal  plane  is  given  by  Vx  scale 
at  the  pointwhere  V  is  the  craft  speed. 
From  Fig.  87,  the  image  speeds  at  points  a,  b  (situated  at  the  format  edges) 
and  at  p  (the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph)  are  given  by: 
va 
00  V  fV  Cos  Cl 
.............. 
(51) 
00  H  Cos  A 
vp  PO  v  FV 
Cos  (cl+  A) 
........ 
(52) 
Up  H 
Vb  7  dO  VfV  cos  (a  +2.......  (53) 
Od  H  Cos  0 
The  conclusion  from  this  is  that  a  uniform  image  motion  on  the  focal  plane 
and  therefore  a  complete  IMC  over  the  whole  field  of  view  will  be  impossible. 112 
However,  the  film  can  be  moved  by  an  amount  vp  and  hence  motion  at  the 
central  point  of  the  format  can  be  completely  compensated.  In  this  case, 
other  points  on  the  focal  plane  wnuld  have  residual  image  motion  which  can 
be  derived  as  fo  I  lows: 
I 
(i)  The  residual  image  motion  at  point  a  is  given  as 
dxcl  =d  va  -  te  No  -  V;  p)  te  ..........  (54) 
Substituting  for  Va  and  VP  from  equation  (51)  and  (52),  then 
dx,  =fV  te  (  Cos  a- 
Cos  .........  (55)  ý 
H  os  9 
= 
fv 
te  ('-Os  Cl-  cOs  a  COS 
2+ 




2  (cos  aQ-  cos  9)  +  sin  a  sin  cos 
Cos  A 
=fV  te  (cos  a  sin 
2+ 
s-in  a  sin  0  cosp)/cos  P 
H 
=fV  te  (cos  01  sin  +  sin  Ck  cos 
H  Cos  p 
Hence  dx, 
fv 
te  tong  .  sin(ot+o) 
H 
Sincetano=  YO 
and  U+P  =0 
f 
then  dxcl  vty 
sin  0  .....................  (56)  Hea 
(ii)  or  if  we  consider  the  residual  image  motion  at  point  d 
dxd  =  (vp  -  Vd)  te  ......  0  ..............  0.0 
(57) 
and  substituting  for  Vp  and  vd  from  equations  (52)  and  (53)  respectively  we  get 
dxd  = 
fV 
te  (cos  (  CI+  cos  (  CI+  2  0) 
...... 
(58) 
H  Cos  A 113 
fv 
te  [cos  P(cos  acosg-  sin  a  sing)  -  cos  a  cos2p+  sin  a  sin  2,91 
/Cos  p 
=fv  t  OS2  Pcoscl-  sin  a  sing  coso  -  coscl(2  cos2p-  I)  FF  e 
[c 
+2  sin  a  sing  cos  P]  /cos  P 
=fv  t  -COS 
20 
cos  a+  cos  a+  sina  sin  0  cos  0]  /cos 
He 
fv 
t  cos  a+  cos  a  sin2  +  Cos  a+  sina  sin  P  cos  P]  /cos 
e 
sin  p  fy  tp 
we 
(cosp  )  [coscl 
sin  +sin  a  cos 
-fv  R-  te  tanpsin(a+p) 
In  this  case  tan  Yd 
f 
Hence  dxd  ýý 
teY  sin  6  ....  0  .......  O..  Q.  o  ....  (59)  Hd 
Hence  a  general  expression  for  the  residual  image  motion  at  any  point  i  is 
given  by 
dxi  =  -Y  t  Yj  sinG  .............................  (60)  He 
For  each  point,  the  sign  of  the  displacement  depends  on  the  sign  of  the 
y  -photo-coordinate. 
(b)  Another  case  to  be  considered  is  the  lonqitudinal  (forward)  oblique  in 
which  case  the  optical  axis  is  tilted  about  the  Y-axis  (Fig.  88). 114 
Fig.  88  The  case  of 
longitudinal  (forward) 
oblique  photography. 
Considering  the  image  point,  a,  the  image  motion  is  given  by 
Va  = 
fV  Cos  a  (61)  F  Cos  P 




[cos  9  cos  +  sin  E)  sin  9]  /cos 
f  ýý 
H 
[cos  9+  tan  p  sin  9] 
...... 
(62) 
But  in  this  case  tan  p=x  f 
Hence  vfV 
[cos  9  +-2ý-  sin  0] 
............. 
(63)  R-  f 
Again  at  p,  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph,  the  image  speed  will  be 
fV 
vP  cos  9  since  x  =0,.  Therefore,  if  the  film  is  moved  at  speed  f-K  cos  E) 
H 
the  residual  image  motion  at  any  point  on  the  photograph  will  be 
dxi  =f  -V  t  2E 




dxi  =ý 
te 
xi  sin  0 
..........  0  0.0  0..  *. 
(65) 
H 115 
Example:  A  numerical  example  will  illustrate  the  accuracy  of  IMC  at  the 
edges  of  the  format  when  applied  to  compensate  for  the  image  motion  at 
the  centre  of  the  photograph  (p  in  Fig-87  ).  A  camera  of  30  cm  (12  in.  ) 
focal  length  and  of  format  size  23  x  23  cm  (9  x9  in.  )  and  exposure  time 
1/500  sec  installed  in  a  craft  flying  at  an  altitude  of  3000  rn  with  a  speed 
of  300m/sec  would  have  residual  image  motion  of  at  the  edges  of  the  format 
(x  ýy=  115  mm)  for  the  corresponding  angle  of  tilt,  9,  as  shown  in  the 
Table  4  below. 
Table  4  Residual  image  motion  for  oblique  photography 
Tilt  angle  do  Residual  image  motion 
dxi  (pm) 
20  7.8 




However,  in  practice  at  such  flying  speed  the  shutter  speed  used  is 
usual  ly  not  less  than  1/1000  sec  and  the  residua  I  image  motion  wi  II  therefore 
be  less  than  half  the  values  given  in  this  table. 
4.7  The  Combined  Effect  of  the  Fncal  Plane  Shutter  and  IMC 
For  the  case  of  a  vertical  frame  camera  with  intra-lens  shutter,  the  image 
displacement  due  to  the  linear  motion  of  the  aircraft  during  exposure  is 
given  by 
dx.  =  -)ý  e 
te 
Is 116 
This  displacement  is  opposite  to  the  direction  of  flight.  However,  when  the 
IMC  is  applied  perfectly,  the  image  is  moved  by  the  same  displacement  in 
the  direction  of  flight,  hence 
dxlMC  Y  te 
s 
If  the  frame  camera  is  equipped  with  a  parallel-motion  focal  p  one  L 
shutte  ,  the  displacement  introduced  by  the  IMC  to  compensate  for  the  image 
motion  is  given  by 
dxjMC  =  -ýý  t. 
where  t.  is  the  shutter  transit  time  as  defined  before. 
-mL 
When  discussing  the  geometric  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter,  it  was 
deduced  that  the  image  distortion  due  to  the  focal  plane  shutter  is: 
dx  k  x'i  if  the  shutter  is  moving  parallel  to  the  flight  direction,  fp 
or  dx  fp  =  ky  Ii  if  the  shutter  is  moving  across  the  flight  direction. 
Normally  the  film  can  be  moved  such  that 
Y 
ti  =k  x'  or 
Vt  ky 
si7 
and,  in  this  case,  the  distortion  due  to  the  focal-plane  shutter  would  bp 
completely  eliminated  and  the  residual  distortion  Axi  will  be  zero.  If  the 
IMC  is  not  perfect,  then  the  residual  distortion  is 
A  xi  =  dx 
fp  -  dx  Imc 
(66) 
This  is  illustrated  by  Fig.  89  for  the  case  that 
dxjMC  >  dx 
fp 117 
V  CIO  r 
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ct  dd 
Image  position 
__Jor  normal  perspective 
geometry. 
cra 
Image  after  displacement 
-due  a  focal  plane 
shutter.  Y,  t. 
x  image  after  displacement 
due  to  imc. 
image  after  combined 
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-------effect  of  focal  plane 
h  utter  and  imc.  s 
-..  O.  Dir*ction  of  slit 
iv)  motion. 
Fig.  89  Combined  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC  on  image  geometry 
4.8  Effect  on  Relative  Orientation 
From  the  above  discussion,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  image  displacement 
caused  by  the  parallel-motion  focal  plane  shutter  (and  imperfect  IMC)  is  a 
change  in  scale  in  the  x-direction  only  i.  e.  only  x-parallax  is  introduced. 
This  means  that  the  relative  orientation  procedures  (empirical,  numerical  or 
analytical)  which  are  used  for  metric  photography  can  also  be  applied  to 
reconnaissance  frame  photography. 
This  x-parallax,  however,  will  cause  some  deformations  in  the  model 
coordinates.  Discussion  of  the  model  deformations  will  follow. 
4.9  Model  Deformations 
Reconnaissance  frame  photography  is  usually  taken  with  longitudinal 
overlap  of  up  to  60  per  cent  to  allow  stereoscopic  viewing  by  users.  Since 
this  thesis  is  concerned  with  metric  aspects  of  such  photography,  the  stereo- 
model  will  be  analysed  to  see  if  it  actually  represents  the  terrain  as  an  exact 
geometrical  model  and,  if  not,  whether  and  to  what  extent  it  departs 
significantly  from  this  model. 118 
The  departures  or  deformations  of  the  model  will  be  considered  for  the 
two  cases,  where 
I 
(a)  the  camera  is  equipped  with  a  parallel-motion  focal  plane  shutter 
and  no  IMC  is  used; 
(b)  there  is  residual  image  distortion  due  to  the  combined  effect  of  the 
I 
parallel-motion  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC. 
Flat  terrain  will  be  considered  since,  as  was  shown  in  the  previous  analysis, 
the  variations  in  terrain  height  have  no  significant  effect.  The  crab  effect  will 
also  be  neglected  for  the  same  reason. 
As  already  explained,  the  focal  plane  shutter  can  move  in  any  one  of  four 
different  directions  relative  to  the  direction  of  flight.  Each  of  these  four 
cases  will  be  considered. 
￿I. 
Fig.  90  Model  coordinates 
system 
Considering  a  right-handed  coordinate  system  in  which  the  origin  is 119 
located  at  the  left-hand  perspective  centre  (Fig.  90),  the  departures  dX, 
dY  and  dZ  in  the  model  coordinates  due  to  shifts  dx'  and  dx"  in  the  x-photo- 
coordinates  (x'  and  x")  can  be  derived.  By  definition,  the  parallax  p  is  given 
by 
xie  -  xi  ...  (67) 
The  residual  parallax  dp  due  to  the  shifts  dx'  and  dx"  is 
dp  =  dx"  -  dx  . 
........  0.0  0.0  ...  (68) 
Referring  to  Fig.  90,  from  similar  triangles  LMO"  and  O'O"B, 
Bf  z= 
................  (69) 
p 
Differentiating  this  equation  gives 
-B  f 
dZ  =  dp  ...............  0.00-9 
(70) 
.  .p2 
Substituting  for  Z=B  f/p  in  equation  (70)  results  in 
-Z  dZ  =  dp  ......................... 
(71) 
p 
Expressing  this  at  the  photo  scale  gives 
f  dZ  dp 
p 
or  dZ  =f  (dx'  -  dx  ")  ......  *  ....  0..  0.00. 
(72) 
p 
Again,  from  similar  triangles  SP'O'  and  EQU', 
X=X, 
z  (73)  T  *-***  ...................... 
The  differential  form  of  this  equation  is 
dX  =  x'  dZ  + 
1- 
dx  . 
..........  000*00 
(74) 
ff 
Substituting  for  dZ  from  equation  (71)  and  expressing  the  results  at  the  photo 
scale,  one  gets 
dX  =p  (dx'  -  dx")  +  dx  . 
.............. 
(75). 120 
Similarly,  Y  =Y'ý  f 
(76) 
the  derivative  of  which  is 
dY  =  y' 
dZ 
+Z  dy'  ............... 
(77) 
ff 
For  y'  =  y"  =y  (i.  e.  dy'  =  0),  substituting  for  dZ  from  equation  (71)  and 
expressing  the  result  at  the  photo  scale,  gives 
dY  =y  (dx'  -  dx")  ....  0.0.000.00...  0.. 
(78) 
P 
The  model  deformations  resulting  from  the  displacements  in  x-photo- 
coordinate,  caused  by  the  parallel-motion  focal  plane  shutter,  will  be 
determined  by  substituting  the  appropriate  values  in  equations  (72),  (75)  and 
(78).  It  should  be  noticed  that  the  yalue  of  x'  will  have  a  minus  sign  as  seen 
in  Fig.  90.  In  this  case,  p=  x"  -  (-x')  =  x"  +  x'. 
Mono  -D  irectiona  I  Focal  Plane  Shutter  movip  ,  q_i2  jh2  Direction  of  Flight: 
The  first  case  to  be  considered  is  the  one  where  the  shutter  moves  in  the 
same  direction  of  flight  in  each  of  the  two  consecutive  exposures.  In  this 
case,  the  image  will  be  elongate  in  each  of  the  two  overlapping  photographs. 
Substituting  for  dx'  =  -kx'  and  dx"  =  kx"  in  equations  (75),  (78)  and  (72) 
we  get: 
dX  =0....  0  ...  0  ...  0  .... 
(79) 
dY  =  -ky  ...............  000....  0  ... 
(80) 
dZ  =  -kf  ........................... 
Fig.  91  illustrates  the  model  deformations  for  this  case. 121 
dX-0 
x  dY--ky 
'E  y 
dZ-  -  kf 
Fig.  91  Model  deformations  for  case  (i) 
(ii)  hý2.  no-Directional  Focal_Plane  Shutter  moviU_pElainst  the  Direction  of 
EVAt 
In  this  case,  both  exposures  are  made  with  the  shutter  moving  against  the 
direction  of  Flight,  i.  e.  the  image  will  be  compressed  in  each  photograph.  The 
resulting  image  displacements  are  dx'  =  kx'  and  dx"  =  -kx".  Substituting  these 
values  in  the  equations  expressing  the  model  deformations,  we  get: 
dX  =00......  0000000000 
(82) 
dY  =  ky  (83) 
dZ  =  kf 
.......  o.  o.  o...  ooo 
(84) 
(See  Fig.  92)o 
dX=  o  dZ  kf 
dYz  ky 
Fig.  92  Model  deformations  for  case  (ii). 122 
(iii)  E-i-Directional  Shutter 
In  this  case,  the  shutter  moves  along  the  flight  direction  for  one  photograph 
and  opposite  to  the  flight  direction  for  the  alternate  exposure.  Hence,  the 
image  would  be  elongated  in  the  first  photograph  and  compressed  in  the 
sbcond  overlapping  photograph.  In  this  case  dx'  =  -kx'  and  dx"  =  -kx"  is 
substituted  in  the  formulae  for  the  model  deformation.  After  rearranging  the 
f,  )rmulae,  they  reduce  to 
dX  =  -2kx'+ 
2kx'  2 
--6*0*00*0*  ........... 
(85) 
p 
I  dY  =  ky  - 
2kx'y 
.....  0  ...  0.0.0  ...  0.. 
(86) 
p 
dZ  =  kf  - 




The  model  deformation  is  illustrated  by  Fig.  93. 
dX=-2k*'+  2k.?,  p  dZ  kf-2kfk/p 
dY  ý  it  y-  2kj(y/p 
Fig.  93  Model  deformations  for  case  (iii) 
(iv)  Mono  -D  irectiona  I  Focal  Plane_Shutter  movin,  Direction  of  9  across  the_ 
. ELab! 
The  shutter  moves  across  the  flight  direction  without  reversing  its  direction 
for  the  consecutive  exposure.  In  this  case,  dx'  =  ky  and  dx"  =  ky.  The  model 
deformations,  therefore,  are  given  as: 123 
dX  =  ky 
...  0..  0  ....  0.0  0.0  ......  0.0. 
(88) 
dY  =0.............................  (89) 
dZ  :  --  0  *es  ........  000  ......  0..  0.0..  00 
(90) 
, 




Fig.  94  Model  deformations  for  case  (iv) 
(v)  Bi  -D  irectiona  I_Fo  ca  I_P  lane  Shutter  movLnq_qcýoss  the  Direction  of  Fliaht 
The  shutter  moves  across  the  flight  direction,  reversing  its  direction  for 
the  alternate  exposure.  Now,  one  can  substitute  for  dx'  =  ky  and  dx"  =  -ky. 
The  resulting  model  deFormations  are: 
dX  =  ky  - 
2kx'  y 
-0  ........  0  ...  0..  0  .....  p 
(91) 
2  2k  dY  Y  =  ,  ....  0.0  ....  0  ....  0,0  0  ......  (92) 
p 
dZ  =  2fky  .............................. 
(93) 
p 
The  model  deformations  for  this  case  are  shown  in  Fig.  95. 
dXzky  -  2kWylp  dZ  =  2kfy/p 
4y  '  2ky5  p 
Fig.  95  Model  deformations  for  case  (v) 124 
Exam2les: 
A  numerical  example  will  give  some  idea  of  the  magnitude  of  the  errors 
in  the  model  coordinates  arising  from  the  effect  of  the  parallel-motion  focal 
plane  shutter  (a)  when  used  without  IMC  and  (b)  when  the  IMC  is  not 
absolutely  exact. 
(a)  No  IMC  employe 
As  a  numerical  example,  consider  a  camera  of  150  mm  focal  length  equipped 
with  a  focal  plane  shutter  of  speed  1/1000  sec,  with  the  width  of  slit  (W) 
equal  to  10  mm.  If  the  camera  is  carried  by  a  craft  flying  at  a  speed  of 
300m/sec,  and  at  an  altitude  of  6000  metres  then  the  factor  k  is  given  by 
V.  te 
sW 
=  300  x  1000  3 
, 
do-,  ooo  iooo  x  lo  4000 
Assuming  the  format  size  of  the  camera  to  be  230  mrn  x  230  mm  (9  x9  in.  )  and 
that  a  longitudinal  overlap  of  609/o  is  employed  then  the  values  of  the  discrepancies 
at  the  model  coordinates  due  to  the  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter,  computed 
at  a  point  of  image  coordinates  x=  115  mm,  y=  115  mm  (i.  e.  where  the 
effect  is  maximum)  are  given  in  Table  5,  both  at  image  scale  and  at  ground 
scale. 125  ' 
Table  5.  Numerical  values  of  model  deformations  caused  by 
the  focal  plane  shutter 
Case 
Discrepancies  at  image  scale 
(JUM) 
Discrepancies  at  ground  scale 
(m) 
Number 
dx  dy  dz  dX  dY  dZ 
(i)  -86  -112  -3.44 
_ 
-4.48 
(i  0  -  86  112  -  3.44  4.48 
(iii)  43  -129  -168  1.72  -5.16  -6.72 
Ov)  86  -  -  3.44  -  - 
(V)  -129  215  281  -5.16  8.60---  111.24 
(b)  Effect  d6e  to  incorrect  IMC: 
If  an  IMC  system  is  used,  with  an  error  of  5%  the  above  discrepancies 
would  reduce  to  the  values  given  in  Table  6. 
Table  6.  Numerical  values  of  model  deformations  for  an  IMC  with 
59/o  inaccuracy. 
Case 
N  b 
Discrepancies  at  image  scale 
I  (JUM) 
Discrepancies  at  ground  scale 
(m) 
um  er 
dx  dy  dz  dX  dY  dZ 
-4.30  -5.60  -0.17  -0.22 
4.30  5.60  -  0.17  0.22 
(iii)  2.10  -6.45  -8.40  0.08  -0.26  -0.34 
(iv)  4.30  -  -  0.17  -  - 
(V)  -6.45  10.75  14.05  -0.26  0.43  0.56 126 
It  can  be  concluded  from  the  above  tables  that  the  effect  of  the  parallel- 
motion  focal  plane  shutter  on  the  geometry  of  the  model  is  quite  significant  specially 
in  the  Y-direction  and  in  height.  The  most  serious  case,  however,  is  case  (v) 
when  the  shutter  moves  across  the  flight  direction  and  reverses  its  direction 
for  the  alternate  exposure.  When  IMC  is  employed,  the  magnitude  of  the  errors 
would  fall  to  insignificant  values  even  if  there  is  5%  inaccuracy. 
The  values  of  f,  p  and  k  in  equations  (79)  to  (93)  can  be  considered  as 
constants  for  any  model,  hence  the  deformations  which  have  been  derived  can 
be  summarised  in  the  following  formulae: 
dxi  =a0+  al  xi  Yi  +  '02  xi  +  a3  yi  +a4x,  2 
....  (94) 
dyi  =  bo  +  bl  xi  yi  +  b2  Yi  +  b3  2 
A  ........... 
(95) 
dzi  =  c.  +  C,  Xi  +  C2  yi  (96) 
After  a  conventional  relative  orientation,  the  model  deformations  can  be 
corrected  using  the  above  formulae. 
4.10  Conclusions 
The  reconnaissance  frame  camera,  when  equipped  with  a  parallel-motion 
focal  plane  shutter,  produces  an  image  distorted  in  the  x-photo  axis  only.  The 
only  situation  where  this  will  not  apply  will  occur  when  the  effect  of  crab  is 
significant  -  which  is  usually  not  the  case  in  reconnaissance  photography. 
If  the  IMC  technique  of  translating  the  film  in  the  flight  direction  is 
applied  to  a  vertical  reconnaissance  frame  camera  when  exposing  over  flat 
terrain,  the  image  motion  due  to  the  linear  craft  movement  during  exposure 127 
can  be  completely  eliminated.  Theoretical  investigations  showed  that  oblique 
photography  and  mountainous  terrain  have  insignificant  effects  on  the  accuracy 
of  IMC  system. 
However,  even  if  the  camera  is  equipped  with  focal  plane  shutter  and 
no  IMC  is  applied,  the  image  distortions  resulting  from  the  use  of  focal  plane 
shutters  can  be  computed.  Analytical  techniques  to  correct  for  this  distortion 
which  can  be  employed  in  utilising  reconnaissance  frame  photography  for 
photogrammetric  purposes  will  be  devised  and  discussed  in  the  next  chapter. 128 
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CHAPTER  V 
ANALYTICAL  TECHNIQUES  FOR  USE  WITH  RECONNAISSANCE  FRAME 
PHUTUGRAPHY 
5.1  Introduction  -  The  Use  of  Analytical  Techniques 
In  this  chapter,  various  possible  approaches  which  would  allow  relative 
orientation  and  the  formation  of  corrected  model  and  terrain  coordinates  are 
examined.  It  is  obvious  from  the  discussion  in  the  previous  chapter,  that  these 
operatinns  cannot  be  carried  out  in  a  conventional  analogue  type  of  stereo- 
plotting  machine,  since  these  instruments  are  not  equipped  with  devices  which 
can  compensate  for  the  type  of  displacements  produced  by  focal  plane  shutters. 
An  analytical  approach  to  the  problem  is  therefore  obligatory.  Thus  the  basic 
input  for  all  of  the  operations  mentioned  above  will  be  the  photo  or  image 
coordinates  as  measured  in  a  mono  -comparator  or  stereo  -comparator.  The 
techniques  which  have  been  devised  and  are  described  below  are,  of  course, 
equally  suitable  for  use  with  an  analytical  plotter. 
5.2  Lack  of  Knowledc  je  of  Inner0rientation 
In  order  to  reconstruct  the  bundle  of  rays  between  the  object  and  the  lens 
during  exposure  using  the  image  points,  the  main  elements  of  inner  orientation 
(i.  e.  the  principal  distance  and  the  position  of  the  principal  point)  must  be 
known.  As  has  already  been  mentioned,  the  pýincipal  point  nF  the  recon- 
naissance  frame  camera  cannot  be  precisely  located  since  there  are  no 
fiducial  marks  or  reseau  crosses.  On  the  othýr  hand,  the  clepmetric  centre 
of  the  photograph  can  be  defined  by  joining  the  opposite  corners  of  the  f,  ýrmat- 130 
The  effects  of  lack  of  knowledge  or  deviation  (dxo  and  dyp)  of  the  qeometric 
centre  from  the  principal  point  and  an  error  in  the  principal  diStance  (df)  on 
the  model  coordinates  have  been  investigated  by  Hadem  (1968),  and  the 
following  relations  were  derived-  I 
Z 
dZ  =U-f 
[(X 
-  B)  (dfl  -  dF2)  +B  dF,  -Z  (dxýl  -  dxP2)]  + 
Z2+  ( 
d02  - 
Y,  (X  -  B)  dW2  - 
ýýZ-  dY2 
BBB 
-XBB  dZ02 
...........  ........... 
(97) 
xZ 
dX  =i  dZ  -Tdf  +-  dxý, 
.  .......................  (98)  1f 
yy 






d  (ý  2+Zd  4)2 
+-!  dZo  (99)  -  (X  -  B)  dX2  -  dY02 
Z2 
where  dX,  dY,  dZ  are  displacements  in  the  model  coordinates  X,  Y  and  Z 
respectively,  due  to  errors  in  the  inner  orientation  elements;  d  632,  d  021 
dX2,  dY02,  dZo  2  are  errors  in  outer  orientation  elements  of  the  right-hand 
projector  caused  by  errors  in  the  inner  orientation  elements;  B  is  the  model  base; 
f  is  the  principal  distance;  the  terms  with  suffix  I  or  2  are  related  to  the  left 
hand  photograph  and  the  iright  hand  photograph  respectively;  S  is  the  ratio  of 
the  distance  from  the  left  projection  to  the  observed  point  in  relation  to  the 
distance  between  the  two  projections. 
For  vertical  photographs  and  flat  terrain,,  these  effects  will  be  insignificant 
and  can  be  compensated  by  performing  relative  and  absolute  orientations  (Helava, 131 
1963).  In  practice,  one  can  expect  to  encounter  tilted  photographs  and  hilly 
terrain  in  which  case  consideration  has  to  be  given  to  these  effects.  They  will, 
of  course,  be  still  more  significant  for  the  case  of  mountainous  terrain  and 
convergent  photography. 
The  new  analytical  technique  of  self  calibration,  using  additional  parameters, 
(Brown,  1976)  which  will  be  discussed  in  this  chapter  will  take  account  of  these 
errors. 
5.3  Corrections  to  Image  Coordinates 
Before  carrying  out  any  analytical  relative  orientation  and  absolute 
orientation,  usually  the  image  coordinates  are  corrected  for  distortions  resulting 
from  lens  distortion,  Earth's  curvature,  atmospheric  refraction  and  film  deformation. 
In  the  situation  being  considered  here  (that  of  a  parallel-motion  focal  plane 
shutter  with  no  IMC)  a  similar  procedure  can  be  followed.  The  displacements 
induced  by  the  focal  plane  shutter  can  be  computed  using  equations  (13)  or  (14) 
depending  on  the  direction  of  the  shutter  motion  relative  to  the  flight  direction. 
So  when  the  factor  K  -t-e-  is  computed  for  the  photograph,  the  image 
SW 
coordinates  of  any  point  on  the  photograph  can  be  corrected.  After  correcting 
the  image  coordinates  by  this  technique,  a  conventional  method  of  relative 
orientation  can  be  employed  followed  by  the  normal  absolute  orientation. 
The  advantage  of  this  technique  is  that  it  is  very  simple  and  follows  the 
some  procedures  as  are  used  with  metric  photography.  Also  the  number  of 
ground  control  points  needed  is  the  some  as  is  required  to  solve  a  conventional 
model.  The  additional  information  required  however,  is  to  know  the  direction 132 
of  the  shutter  motion  relative  to  the  flight  direction  for  each  photograph  being 
measured.  Unfortunately  this  information  is  seldom,  if  ever,  available. 
5.4  Tilt  Variations  during  Shutter  Transit  Times 
In  conventional  photogrammetric  work  using  metric  photography,  the  tilts 
present  during  exposure  and  derived  by  standard  orientation  techniques  are 
assumed  to  be  fixed.  Such  an  assumption  is  justified  with  metric  photographs 
taken  using  an  intra-lens  shutter  -  the  exposure  time  is  commonly  1/300  to 
11500  th  second  and  any  tilt  variation  in  this  short  time  period  will  be  negligible. 
With  a  focal  plane  shutter,  while  the  exposure  time  (te)  for  any  individual  image 
point  will  be  the  same,  the  transit  time  (ti)  of  the  shutter  across  the  focal  plane 
will  be  quite  different  -  perhaps  20  to  100  times  longer.  It  is  then  much  more 
difficult  to  assume  that  the  tilt  values  remain  constant,  in  which  case  a  quite 
different  situation  is  encountered  to  that  familiar  to  photogrammetrists  from 
their  use  of  standard  metric  photography.  One  has  instead  a  type  of  dynamic 
imaqin_q  system_  -  the  term  introduced  by  Case  (1967)  in  his  analysis  of  strip 
and  panoramic-  photography.  In  this  situation,  the  exposure  station  position 
and  the  camera  attitude  are  both  changing  while  the  shutter  is  in  motion  exposing 
the  whole  of  the  focal  plane.  Therefore  the  elements  of  exterior  orientation 
should  be  considered  as  varying  with  time. 
5.5  Possible  Analytical  Approaches 
With  regard  to  the  analytical  methods  which  might  be  applied  to  photography 
taken  with  a  focal  plane  shutter  with  no  IMC,  -two  basic  approaches  appear  to  be 
possible:  - 133 
(a)  2pqgq.  ýqs!  jjt_ictnZýpace  Intersection  Method 
The  first  is  to  resect  each  photoqraph  individually,  so  that  the  coordinates 
of  the  perspective  centre  and  the  tilts  present  at  exposure  may  be  derived.  This 
so-called  space  resection  technique  is  then  followed  by  a  space  intersection  in 
which  the  measured  image  coordinates,  the  now  known  coordinates  of  the 
perspective  centre  and  the  elements  of  orientation  from  the  two  photographs 
are  combined  to  give  model  -coordinates  or,  when  an  appropriate  number  of 
control  points  with  known  ground  coordinates  has  been  used,  terrain  coordinates. 
An  advantage  of  this  approach  is  that  it  more  readily  allows  the  derivation  of  the 
time-varying  orientation  parameters  discussed  above. 
AQc!  iy:  tic  I  Relative  and  Absolute  Orientation 
._a- 
The  second  approach  is  to  carry  out  a  conventional  analytical  relative  and 
absolute  orientation  as  used  with  normal  metric  photography.  Since  this  will 
produce  model  or  terrain  coordinates  which  are  displaced  or  deformed  compared 
with  what  they  should  be  (due  to  the  uncorrected  image  coordinates),  corrections 
must  then  be  applied  to  the  model  or  terrain  coordinates.  This  approach  has  the 
advantage  of  using  well-understood  and  well-known  computational  methods  (and 
readily-available  and  existing  computer  programs  (e.  g.  Methley,  1972)  ).  The 
deviations  of  the  transformed  ground  coordinates  from  the  given  values  can  be 
used  to  model  the  deformations  and  these  can  be  used  to  derive  correction 
e2rameter  (e.  g.  using  polynomials)  suitable  for  the  correction  of  any  other  points 
for  which  coordinates  are  required.  0 134 
5.6  Space  Resection/Space  Intersection  Method 
The  problem  of  resection  in  photogrammetry  is  defined  as  the  determination 
of  the  three  angular  and  three  linear  positions  of  a  single  photograph  (American 
Society  of  Photogrammetry,  1966),  based  on  the  known  positions  and  elevations 
of  at  least  three  non-linear  objects.  This  problem  has  been  treated  by  different 
authors  (e.  g.  Church,  1945;  Anderson,  1949;  Schmid,  1953). 
The  solution  adopted  here  is  the  one  by  Schmid  (1953,1955,1959)  which 
is  based  on  the  principle  of  collineErLity.  The  principle  of  collinearity  states 
that  every  object,  its  photographic  image  and  the  camera  exposure  station  must 
lie  on  a  common  straight  line.  This  method  allows  the  application  of  least 
squares  when  redundant  data  is  available  to  minimise  the  random  observational 
discrepancies,  and  is  easily  programmed  for  an  electronic  computer.  Moreover, 
the  time  factor  can  be  introduced  to  determine  the  exterior  orientation  elements 
of  the  exposure  station  corresponding  to  any  point  on  the  photograph. 
Nowadays,  space  resection  is  only  used  as  a  phase  preceding  the  bundle 
adjustment  in  analytical  aerotriangulation  as  e.  g.  in  the  National  Ocean  Survey's 
(NOS)  block  adjustment  procedure  to  provide  initial  approximations  for  the 
exterior  orientation  elements  of  each  photograph. 
5.6.1  $inqle  Photographs  -  Basic  Geometrical  Relationships 
For  the  normal  perspective  photograph  taken  with  a  metric  camera,  the 
relationship  between  the  object  and  image  in  space  can  be  expressed  by  the 
following  projective  relations: 135 
Xi  Xi  X0 
yA  yj  +  Yo  ...............  (100) 
Zi  JL  -'J  ZO  J 
where  Xi,  Y-1,  Zi  =  coordinates  of  the  object  point  in  a  fixed  exterior  Cartesian 
coordinate  system; 
xi,  yi  =  coordinates  of  the  image  point  in  the  photo-coordinate  system 
with  the  principal  point  as  origin  (for  reconnaissance  cameras, 
the  geometric  centre  determined  by  reference  to  the  frame 
corners  can  be  adopted  as  origin  without  much  effect); 
f=  camera  focal  length; 
A=  orthogonal  orientation  matrix  which  relates  the  photo  system 
to  the  exterior  coordinate  system  with  its  elements  formed  by 
the  three  rotational  angles  to,  (ý  and  9. 
Xo,  Yot  Zo  ý  coordinates  of  the  exposure  station  in  the  exterior  coordinate 
system. 
However,  the  projective  relationship  given  in  equation  (100)  is  also  applicable 
to  photography  taken  with  focal  plane  shutters.  In  this  case,  however,  the  focal 
plane  is  replaced  by  a  focal  line  of  width  defined  by  the  slit  width. 
As  has  been  mention  ed.  above,  for  a  single  photograph  thp  shutter  moves 
either  parallel  to  or  transverse  to  the  flight  direction.  Thus,  a  photo-coordinate 
system  will  be  considered  which  has  the  x-  and  y-axis  normal  to  and  along  the 
slit  line  respectively  (Fig.  96). 
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Fig.  96  Photo  -coordinate  system  with  origin  at  the  centre 
point  of  the  focal  line. 
(i)  The  origin  for  this  system  will  be  the.  centre  point  (i)  of  the  focal  line, 
which  can  be  defined  as  the  mid-point  of  the  slit  at  a  given  instant  of  time.  The 
projective  relations  would  be  given  as  follows  (Konecny,  1975): 
Xi  Cos  Oi  0  sin  Oi  0  Xoi 
Yi  ýi  010A.  Yi  +  Yoi 
Zij  -sin  e0  Cos  0  -V  zo.  ii  Cos  oi  I 
x.,  is  always  0  for  any  individual  focal  line  being  considered. 
where  9i  =  the  angle  formed  at  the  perspective  centre  by  points  p  and  i,  due  to  the 
movement  of  the  slit  from  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph  (p)  to  the 
point  (i)  (Fig.  97); 
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Xoi,  Yoi,  Zoi  are  the  coordinates  of  the  perspective  centre  in  the  exterior 
orientation  system  at  the  instant  at  which  the  image  point  i 
is  exposed;  and 
AI  is  the  orthogonal  transformation  matrix,  composed  of  the  rotation  elements 
Wi,  and  Vi  present  at  the  moment  of  exposure  of  point  i 
and  referred  to  the  instantaneous  projection  centre  (Xoi, 
Yoi,  Zoi),  and  relating  the  photo  system  to  the  ground  system. 
(2)  Therefore  if  the  origin  of  the  previous  photo  -coordinate  system  is  taken 
to  be  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph  (p)  (Fig.  98),  equation  (101)  will 
reduce  to  the  form: 
X,  Xi  Xoi 
y 
=XiA.  +  yoi  (102)  ý-x  Yi  yi 
I 
L----i  Z.  -f  Zo 
L-  ,I 
(a)  (b) 
Fig.  98  Photo  -coord  i  nate  system 
with  origin  at  the  geometric  centre  of 
the  photograph. 
The  corresponding  inverse  form  for  this  relation  will  be: 
Xi  Xi  -  Xoi 
T 
Yi  A,  Yi  -  Yoi  ........... 
(103) 
-f  Zi  -  zoi 
In  the  Space  Resection  phase,  the  position  and  attitude  of  the  exposure  station 
9 
for  each  photograph  will  be  determined.  If  these  elements  are  determined  for  the 138 
two  overlapping  photographs  and  are  substituted  in  equation  (102),  the  scale 
factors  (A)  can  be  determined  as  will  be  shown  later.  The  exterior  orientation 
elements,  the  scale  factor  and  the  measured  image  coordinates  will  be  used  in 
x 
the  Space  Intersection  phase  to  determine  the  ground  object  coordinates 
ryz] 
- 
5.6.2  Space  Resection  (point-by-point 
Due  to  the  operation  of  the  focal  plane  shutter,  the  exposure  station  is 
changing  its  position  and  attitude  while  the  negative  is  being  exposed.  Thereforer 
the  image  points  would  be  treated  individually  (i.  e.  for  each  point  on  the  photo 
the  corresponding  exposure  station  position  and  camera  attitude  is  to  be  determined). 
From  equation  (100),  the  following  collinearity  equations  can  be  derived: 
Xi 
c11  li  (xi  X'i)  +  1121  (yi  -  YOO  +'D13i  (Zi  ZOO 
a31i  Vi  XOO  +  a32i  Vi  -  Yoi)  +  a33i  (Z'  ZOO 
****  ... 
(104) 
Yi  =  -F 
a21i  (Xi  -  XO,  )  +  c122,  (yi  -  y0i)  +  a23i  (Z*i  -  ZOO 
a31i  (Xi  -  Xol)  +  a32i  (yi  -  Yoi)  +  a33i  (Zi  -  Z0i) 
where'  I  li,  '12i,  etc.  are  thee  I  ements  of  the  orthogonal  matrix  Ai* 
These  equations  can  be  linearised  by  Taylor's  series  and  can  be  written  in 
the  form: 
vxi 
2x-  x. 
+  (21n  x'  )  dYo  doi  +  1)  d(Vi  dv  +  (2  x' 
+  a(ji  ii  3X0  i) 
'dXoi  8Y0i 
3  x, 
+ 
oi 
dZoi  -  Ji 
=  (ý  yi  )  doi  +  (-ay-l)  dO  i+0Y,  )  dY  +  (3-  yi  )  dXo  +(3  yi  )  dYoi 
vyi  awi  joi  I  Dxoi  I  ay0i 
3  yi  +(  zoi 
dZo  i-Ki 
where  Vxi,  V 
Yi  are  corrections  to  the  measured  photo-coordinates; '139 
Jil  Ki  are  the  discrepancies  oF  the  measured  photo-coordinates  from  the 
values  computed  using  approximate  exterior  orientation  elements 
experienced  at  the  moment  of  exposure  of  the  point  centre; 
the  partial  derivatives  of  xi  and  yi  with  respect  to  the  unknown 
orientation  elements  are  also  evaluated  at  the  approximate  values 
of  the  exterior  orientation  elements. 
Now,  if  the  approximate  values  of  the  exterior  orientation  elements  corresponding 
to  the  exposure  of  the  central  point  of  the  photograph  (p)  are  given  by  13p,  Op, 
Xp,  XOPI  Yopr  Zo 
p  then  the  approximate  exterior  orientation  elements  Oi, 
(ti,  9  i,  Xoj,  Yoi,  and  Zo  i  corresponding  to  the  exposure  of  the  point  i  on  the 


















dYo  i 
dzoi 
(106) 
where  dl4i,  doi,  d)(i,  dXoi,  dYoi  and  dZoi  are  the  changes  in  the  exterior 
orientation  elements  from  their  position  at  which  point  (i)  is  exposed.  However, 
these  changes  are  functions  of  the  craft  speed  ,  V,  (with  components  Xoi,  'ýoi,  Zoi) 
and  the*  roll  (6ýi),  yaw  (ý-,  )and  pitch  (A 
i),  and  can  be  expressed  as  follows: 
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If  the  slit  velocity  is  given  by  Us,  assumed  to  be  constant,  then  the  time,  ti, 
for  photo  point  i,  measured  from  the  instant  at  which  the  central  point  of  the 
photograph  (p)  is  exposed  will  be: 
ti  = 
ii 
..  0.  *..  0....  0  ......  0  .... 
(108) 
us 
If  point  i  is  exposed  before  the  central  point  of  the  photograph  the  corresponding 
value  of  ti  will  be  negative. 
From  equation  (108)  it  is  clear  that  ti  can  be  considered  as  a  linear  function 
of  xi.  Thus  equation  (107)  can  be  written  in  the  following  form: 
dOi  ao  +  a,  xi 
d0i  bo  +  b,  xi 
dXi  =  co  +  Cl  Xi 
dXoi  =do+  di  xi 
00.0.  &.  00  (109) 
dYoi  =  eo  +  el  xi 
dZoi  =  fa  +fI  xi 
The  constants  ao,  bo 
-  .. 
fa  are  to  correct  for  the  approximate  values  of  the 
exterior  orientation  elements  corresponding  to  tLe  exposure  of  the  central  point 
of  the  photograph.  The  correction  values  of  equation  (109)  are  then  substituted 141 
in  equation  (105)  to  give: 
3x  i  ZXI  axi  vxi  =()  a￿  +(a 
x' 
)al  x-,  +  (2-x-1)  bo  +()  bl  x1+  Co  aw 
i  a(.  j  i  a(pi  3  (Pi  3)ZI 
ý  X.  Dxi  3  Xi  axi 
)  Cl  x  do  +  d,  x+  )e  )elxi  *oi 
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(ý-zoi)  f+  (FZ7  )fi  Xi  Ji 
vyi  :-  (ýYl)  a  +0y*'  )aIxi+Oyl  )  bo  +(",  )bx+  (gy,  )c 
aoi  0  ýoj  21(Pi  -ý  (Di  Ii  DA  0 
Z  Yi  13  Y.  )cx  +(u"I  )d 
a)t  iIib  x0i  0 
Iýy  Ia 
Yi-)  fo  +(I)F,  xI 
15  -zo  ia 
Zoi 
a  Y.  %  Y. 
(ay1  +  (ýX-ý)  d,  x,  eeX.  + 
oi  xo  9ý-ýOi  0 
DY0i 
-  K. 
Equation  (I  10)  contains  12  unknown  orientation  parameters  (aO  to  fI);  two  for  each 
orientation  element.  Since  each  observed  point  gives  a  set  of  two  equations  of 
the  form  (I  10)  then  for  a  single  photo,  a  minimum  number  of  six  full  control 
EaLnts  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z),  distributed  as  shown  in  Fig.  99,  are  needed  to 






0  Full  control 
Fig.  99  Ground  control  required  for  a  single  photograph. 
(a)  shutter  moving  parallel  to  the  flight  direction 
(b)  shutter  moving  across  the  flight  direýtion. 142 





be  reduced  due  to  the  fact  that  either  six  (case  a)  or  four  (case  b)  of  the  control 
points  will  be  common  to  the  two  photos.  Hence  for  case  (a)  the  number  of 
control  points  required  for  the  two  overlapping  photographs  will  be  8.  (known  in 
X,  Y  and  Z)  while  for  case  (b),  12  control  points  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z)  will 
be  required  (Fig.  100).  In  case  (b),  for  each  photograph,  there  will  be  three 
redundant  control  points  which  would  allow  the  use  of  the  least  square  method 
o.  o 
0"0  lo  IG  I  °I 
(a)  (b) 
Fig.  100  Ground  control  required  for  a  pair  of  overlapping 
photographs. 
of  adjustment.  Values  of  the  computed  parameters  would  be  used  to  determine 
new  correction  values  from  equation  (109).  The  new  values  for  changes  in 
orientation  elements  are  then  used  in  equation  (105),  to  determine  new  approximate 
values  for  the  orientation  elements  and  the  procedure  is  repeated.  Hence  an 
iterative  solution  will  finally  lead  to  the  exact  exterior  orientation  elements 
for  each  point  on  the  photograph,  determined  by  parameters  ao,  bo 
....  to  fl. 
The  previous  discussion  considered  the  cases  where  the  direction  of  the 
shutter  motion  is  know!  j.  In  many  cases,  the  direction  of  the  shutter  motion 
will  be  unknown  and  hence  a  method  must  be  devised  which  takes  account  of 
this. 
In  this  case,  we  will  adopt  the  photo-coordinate  system  used  for  case  (a) 143 
in  the  previous  discussion.  First,  let  us  assume  that  the  shutter  is  moving 
parallel  to  the  flight  direction.  The  time,  ti,  will  be  a  linear  function  of  the 
x-photo-coordinate.  The  corrections  to  the  exterior  orientation  elements  would 
be  expressed  as  in  equation  (109).  The  same  iterative  procedure  will  be  used 
to  determine  the  12  unknown  parameters  and  hence  the  values  of  the  exterior 
orientation  elements.  These  values  for  the  parameters  could  be  close  to  zero  if 
the  slit  movement  was  in  the  y-direction  or  values  which  are  more  substantial 
if  the  slit  movement  was  in  the  x-direction.  VAatever  the  values,  however,  they 
represent  the  starting  point  (the  initial  approximation)  for  the  solution  based  on 
the  assumption  that  slit  movement  was  in  the  y-direction.  Now,  the  corrections 
to  the  exterior  orientation  elements  would  be  given  as  linear  functions  of  the 
y-photo-coordinate  and  the  same  procedure  would  again  be  used  to  determine 
new  values  for  the  exterior  orientation  elements.  In  this  case,  the  same  number 
and  distribution  of  control  points  shown  in  Fig.  100  (b)  will  be  required. 
5.6.3.  Space  Intersection 
Given  the  image  coordinates  in  the  photo  system  and  the  orientation  elements 
being  derived  by  the  space  resection  solution,  the  projective  relationship  given 
in  equation  (102)  can  be  used  to  solve  the  ground  coordinates  (X,  Y  and  Z)  of 
the  object.  This  is  done  by  space  intersection  where  measurements  made  on  the 
two  oyerlapping  photographs  of  the  stereomodel  and  the  exterior  orientation 
elements  determined  by  the  space  resection  method  are  used  to  solve  the 
scale  factor. 
0 
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images  on  the  two  photographs  would  be  given  by: 
XI-  X0 
I 
Xi 
Yi  -  Yo  i'  Ai'  Yi  .......... 
Z.  =  Zo.  -f 
-IIiL 
and 
xi  -  x0i  xi 
Yi  -  Yo  j  i"  Ai"  Yi  ..............  (112) 
zi  -  Zoill 
r- 
where  the  terms  with  a  single  prime  correspond  to  one  photograph  (say  the  left- 
hand  photograp  )  and  the  terms  with  double  prime  correspond  to  the  other  Cright- 
hand  photograph). 
From  these  equations,  the  scale  factor  will  be  given  (Konecny,  1975): 
(Xoj"  -  Xoi')  Will  (zoi"  -  zoi,  )  U,  ............  (113) 
Uil  will  Uill  wi  I 
and  (Zo  zo  u 
1,  -  (Xo  i  X0  i')  Wi  (114) 
Uil  will  -  ui  Wi 
where  u  Xi 
Y'i  A,  '  Yi  ........................ 
(115) 
Wi  I  -f 
LJL  -1 
and  uAI  if  x  ............ 
(116) 
Yi  Yi 
W. 
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Substituting  for  the  scale  factor,  and  the  given  values  of  the  image  coordinates 
and  the  orientation  elements  in  equation  (I  11)  or  equation  (112),  the  ground 
coordinates 
ryZI 
of  the  object  in  question  can  be  determined. 
5.7  Space  Resection  with  Additional  Parameters 
One  of  the  main  problems  which  is  currently  under  investigation  by  photo- 
grammetrists  is  the  detection  and  elimination  of  systematic  errors  of  photogram- 
metric  image  or  model  coordinates.  The  most  direct  method  to  determine  and 
eliminate  systematic  errors  is  to  carry  out  comprehensive  system  calibrations  and 
then  subsequently  correct  the  image  and  model  coordinates. 
In  general,  the  calibration  of  the  photogrammetric  system  can  be  achieved 
by  use  of  a  test  field  in  whic6  signalised  ground  control  points  are  used.  The 
test  field  calibration  is  only  used  for  metric  cameras  where  accurate  determination 
of  the  systematic  errors  in  the  photogrammetric  data  is  required.  In  this  method, 
however,  additional  flights  and  measuring  effort  is  required. 
More  recently  another  approach  has  been  adopted  -  that  of  self- 
calibration  in  which  no  prior  system  calibration  is  carried  out,  the  calibration 
being  achieved  by  suitable  procedures  while  forming  the  model  itself.  This 
has  been  applied  particularly  to  aerial  triangulation  using  the  bundle  method, 
especially  by  Brown  (1976)  and  by  Bauer  and  Muller  (1972).  The  principle 
of  the  self-calibration  method  is  to  add  corrections  to  the  measured  image 
coordinates  so  that  the  projective  rela  tions  defined  in  equation  (100)  are 
adhered  to.  The  correction  parameters  are  selected  such  that  they  model  and 
IP 
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in  fact  been  used  successfully  even  when  a  prior  calibration  has  been  carried 
out,  as  the  method  shows  up  systematic  errors  whose  existence  had  previously 
been  unsuspected  or  overlooked  during  the  calibration  stage. 
Since  photography  taken  with  reconnaissance  cameras  equipped  with  focal 
plane  shutters  is  taken  with  a  totally  uncalibrated  system  and  one  which  has 
dynamic  imaqinq  characteristics,  the  additional  parameter  method  appeared 
to  be  an  obvious  one  to  experiment  with  in  the  context  of  this  photography. 
The  solution  for  the  additional  parameters  is  carried  out  during  the  space 
resection  phase,  in  other  words,  they  are  solved  simultaneously  with  the 
camera  exterior  orientation  elements.  The  space  intersection  phase  is  then 
carried  out  using  the  corrected  image  coordinates. 
The  following  error  model  has  been  chosen  (Brown,  1976,  Ebner,  1976)  to 
be  applied  as  a  solution  for  reconnaissance  frame  photography. 
Ax  =  (],  x  +  a2y 
,+ 
blxy  +  b2xy  2+  bäx  2y 




+d  1  **** 
(117) 
Ay  =  -aly  +a  2ý  +  bey  +  b5xy  2+ 
b6x  2y 




These  equations  are  based  on  systematic  errors  due  to  film  deformation 
and  radial  distortion  of  the  image  caused  by  earth  curvature,  atmospheric 
refraction  or  lens  distoTtion. 
e.  g.  the  term  aI  corrects  for  change  in  image  scale, 
the  term  a2  corrects  for  rotation  of  the  photograph  , 
the  b-terms  are  to  correct  for  film  deformation, 
the  c-terms  are  to  correct  for  radial  dis!  ortion, 
the  d-terms  are  to  correct  the  position  of  the  principal  point. 147 
It  can  be  seen  that  the  a-terms  correct  for  displacements  similar  to  those 
caused  by  the  focal  plane  shutter  derived  in  chapter  IV.  The  term  a  corrects 
for  the  distortion  (elongation  or  compression)  caused  by  the  focal  plane  shutter 
when  it  is  moving  parallel  to  the  direction  of  flight,  and  for  the  scale  change 
caused  by  a  lack  of  knowledge  of  the  principal  distance  (f).  The  term  a, 
4 
corrects  for  the  distortion  induced  by  the  focal  plane  shutter  when  it  is  moving 
across  the  direction  of  flight.  Again,  since  there  are  no  fiducial  marks  or  reseau 
crosses  on  the  reconnaissance  photograph,  the  addition  of  the  b-terms  to  the 
error  model  will  be  the  only  means  to  correct  for  film  deformation.  Also,  since 
the  principal  point  cannot  be  exactly  located,  corrections  for  lens  distortion 
would  be  referred  to  an  erroneous  principal  point  (the  geometric  centre  of  the 
photograph),  hence  additional  parameters  (the  c-terms)  for  radial  distortion  are 
needed;  and  the  addition  of  constant  terms  (the  d-terms)  to  correct  for  the 
position  of  the  principal  point  will  be  essential. 
The  first  group  contains  only  two  terms  (a 
I  and  a  2)  and  since  each  control 
point  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z)  wi  II  give  two  equations  of  the  form  (117),  then 
only  one  full  control  point  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z)  in  addition  to  the  three 
full  control  points  that  are  needed  to  solve  for  the  six  exterior  orientation 
elements  of  the  camera,  should  be  available  for  each  single  photo  (Fig.  101). 
In  this  case  there  will  be  two  redundant  control  points  when  the  stereomodel 
is  considered  (Fig.  101  c). 
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000  00  00 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
Fig.  101  Ground  control  required  for  the  first  group. 
(a)  Single  photo  -  ground  control  to  solve  for  the  six  exterior  orientation 
elements. 
(b)  Single  photo  -  ground  control  to  solve  for  the  six  exterior  orientation 
elements  and  the  a-terms. 
(c)  Two  overlapping  photographs. 
When  group  two  (the  b-terms)  is  added  to  the  error  model,  the  number  of  ground 
control  points  required  for  a  single  photo  will  be  seven,  known  in  X,  Yand  Z. 
Considering  a  stereo  model,  only  two  full  control  points  are  to  be  added  (Fig.  102), 
and  one  redundant  control  point  per  single  photo  will  be  available. 
o0 
00  00 
Fig.  102  Ground  control  required 
for  the  first  three  groups 
00  00 
0000 
Fig.  103  Ground  control  required 
for  the  four  groups 
The  addition  of  Sroup  three  (the  c-terms)  to  the,  error  model  will  raise  the  number 149 
of  unknown  parameters  to  sixteen  (including  the  six  exterior  orientation  elements) 
and  hence  eight  control  points  as  those  given  in  Fig.  102  will  be  sufficient  for 
the  solution.  Now,  when  the  fourth  c1roup,  (the  d-terms)  is  added  to  the  error 
model,  one  more  control  point  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z)  for  each  single  photo 
will  be  required,  making  the  total  number  of  control  points  required  per  single 
photo  as  nine,  or  twelve  for  the  two  overlapping  photos  (Fig.  103). 
Very  high  correlation  between  the  parameters  is  a  serious  problem  and  would 
probably  lead  to  an  unstable  solution.  To  avoid  this  correlation,  it  can  be 
tested  by  the  correlation  matrix  generated  from  the  covariance  matrix.  The 
most  ineffective  parameters,  having  high  correlations  with  others,  could  then 
be  excluded  from  the  error  model. 
5.8  Conventional  Analytical  Relative  and  Absolute  Orientation  followed  b 
a  Polynomial  Adjustment  to  correct  Terrain  Coordinates 
This  alternative  approach  has  been  mentioned  in  the  Introduction  to  this 
Chapter.  Unlike  the  previous  methods,  no  attempt  is  made  to  introduce  corrections 
to  the  measured  image  coordinates.  Instead,  these  are  simply  accepted  and  the 
normal  procedure  of  analytical  relative  and  absolute  orientation  is  carried  out. 
In  computing  the  relative  orientation  and  forming  the  model  coordinates, 
different  procedures  may  be  used  depending  on  the  mathematical  approach. 
The  method  used  here  is  based  on  the  principle  that  when  two  photographs  are 
in  correct  relative  orientation,  rays  from  corresponding  image  points  intersect; 
the  two  corresponding  image  points  and  the  two  projection  centres  lie  on  these 
9 
intersecting  rays  and  must  lie  in  one  plane.  The  method  is  explained  in  detail 150 
by  Methley  (1972).  This  method  is  chosen  mainly  because  a  computer  program 
developed  by  Methley  (1972)  is  available  for  use. 
The  model  coordinates  formed  after  relative.  orientation*  are  then  transferred 
to  terrain  coordinates  after  solving  for  the  seven  orientation  elements  A, 




will  be  given  later  in  Chapter  VII  when  describing  the  computer  program. 
The  deviations  of  the  computed  terrain  coordinates  from  the  given 
coordinates  of  the  control  points  will  then  be  reduced  by  means  of  polynomials. 
Taking  a  ground  coordinate  system  with  the  X-  and  Y-axis  along  and  across 
the  flight  direction  respectively,  the  displacements  of  the  terrain  coordinates 
are  given  by  the  following  differential  equations  (Hallert,  1960)  which  are 
well  known  in  photogrammetry: 
dX  =  dX  -1  dZo  - 
Xy  dW  +( 
X2 
+  H)  dý  Yd 
JXO  0-H0  -9- 
dx-, 




fp  f 
y2  XY 
dY  =  dY  dZ  +  (H  +  ý-)  d  LJ 
0+  -H  dýo  -Xd  (119) 
0H0 






dý  d  ýA 
Bo-B0B0 
(t  t-) 
0B0 
dximc  -  dxfp  )  H2 
Bf  ....................... 
(120) 
where  the  terms  between  large  brackets  are  added  due  to  the  effect  of  parallel 
motion  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC  (Konecny,  1975),  this  term  will  be 
zero  for  perfect  IMC, 
dX  =  displacement  along  the  flight  dirAt  ion, 
dY  =displacement  transverse  to  the  flight  direction, 151 
dZ  =  displacement  in  height, 
H=  flying  height  above  ground, 
base  of  photography 
and  dWo,  d4)0,  djtol  dXo,  dYo,  dZo  are  the  changes  in  the  exterior 
orientation  elements.  For  this  type  of  photography,  these  changes  are  functions 




20  and 
x 
0, 
Yor  Zo  respectively)  and  the  roll  (60),  yaw  (60)  and  pitch  ()ýO)  and 
changes  in  roll  (60),  yaw  (ý)O)  and  pitch  (  y'*O).  These  can  be  expressed  as 
follows: 
dXo  =  tA 




dYo  =  tii'o  2  +  Iti  y0 
dZ0  =t2+1t?  i0100..........  (121) 
dWo  ý  t16  +It?  010 
d(Po  :  Fz  tjýo  +  It?,  4; 
10 
iko 
+  t? 
.. 
M0t1  90 
Assuming  the  slit  velocity  to  be  constant,  the  time  (ti)  will  be  a  linear  function 
of  the  x-photo  -coord  i  note  when  the  shutter  is  moving  parallel  to  the  flight 
direction.  Hence  the  above  relations  can  be  expressed  as  follows: 
dX  =a+aIX+a2X2 
dYo  =  bo  +bIX+  b2  X2 
dZo  =  co  +  cl  X+  cý  X2 
(122) 
Cont'd) 152 
d00  =  do  +  d,  X  -f-  d2  X2 
.....  (122) 
d00  =  eo  +  el  X  +  e2  X2 
dX  ()  =  fo  +f1X  +  f2  X2 
in  which  the  terms  aO  -  fo  refer  to  corrections  to  the  orientation  elements  at 
'the  time  of  exposing  the  central  point  of  the  photograph,  the  terms  a]  -fI 
refer  to  the  craft  speed,  roll,  yaw  and  pitch,  and  the  terms  a2  -  f2  refer  to 
changes  in  the  craft  speed,  roll,  yaw  and  pitch. 
Substituting  equation  system  (122)  into  equations  (118),  (119)  and  (120) 
produces  the  displacements  dX  in  the  flight  direction,  dY  transverse  to  the 
flight  direction  and  dZ  in  height  respectively: 
dX=AO+AIX  +  A2  X2  +  BOY  +  B,  XY  +  B2  X2Y......  (123) 
1 
dY=CO  +CIX  +C  2X 
2+  DOY  +  DIXY  +  D2  X2y 
EOY  2+  El  Xy2  +E2  X2y2  ..........  (124) 
dZ  =  A3  +  A4X  +A5  X2  +B3Y+B4  XY  +  B5X2y  ""' 
(125) 
where  the.  A-terms,  represent  the  effect  of  changes  in  d(Po,  dXo  and  dZo,  and 
the  combined  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC  on  the  image  coordinates; 
the  B-terms  represent  the  effects  of  changes  in  dwo  and  d  )to;  the  C-terms 
represent  the  effect  of  changes  in  dYoj,  d(jo  and  d>( 
0; 
the  D-terms  represent 
the  effect  of  changes  in  dZo  and  d(%  while  the  E-terms  represent  the  effect 
of  changes  in  dQ0  separately. 
Equations  (123),  (124)  and  (125)  can  be  rearranged  and  written  in  the 
following  forms: 153 
dX  =  ao  +  ajX  +a  2y  +a  3XY  +  a4ý 
2+ 
a5  X2y  .......  (126) 
dY  =  ýo  +  bjX  +  b2Y  +  b3XY  +  b4X2  +  b5X  2y 
+b  6y 
2+  b7Y2X  +  b8X  2y2 
....  0,  (127) 
2  X2y  dZ  =  co  +c  IX  +  c2y  +  c3XY  +  c4ý  +  c5  ....... 
(128) 
It  should  be  noticed  that  the  polynomial  coefficients  used  in  these  equations 
are  not  those  used  in  equation  system  (117). 
It  is  clear  that  six  control  points  known  in  X-direction,  nine  in  the  Y- 
direction  and  six  in  height  (Z)  should  be  available  within  the  model  area  to 
solve  the  equations. 
If  the  shutter  is  moving  across  the  flight  direction  the  changes  in  the 
exterior  orientation  elements  would  similarly  be  expressed  as  functions  of  the 
Y-ground  coordinates  and  the  same  analysis  would  result  in  the  following  equations: 
dX  =  Ao  +  A1X  +  A2Y  +  A3XY  +  A4X2  +  A5X  2y 
+  A6Y  2+  A7Xy2  +  A8X2  y2...  0..  e*  ...  o,.  * 
(129) 
dY  =  Bo  +  BIX  +  B2Y  +  B3XY  +  B4Y  2+  B5  y2X  ....... 
(130) 
dZ  =  Co  +C  1X  +  C2Y  +  C3XY  +  C4X  2+C 
5X 
2y 
+  C6Y  2+C7  Xy  2+C8X  2y2 
................. 
(131) 
A  combination  of  the  two  cases  would  lead  to  a  general  solution  expressed 
by  the  following  equations: 
dX  =A0+AIX+  A2Y  +  A3XY  +  A4X2  +  A5  X2y 
+  A6Y2  +  A7  Xy2  +A8  x2y2  ............... 
(132) 154 
dY  =  Bo  +  BlX  B2y  +  B3Xy  +  B4X2  +  B5  X2y 





dZ  =  Co  +  C1X  +  C2ý  +  C3Xý  +  C4X  2+C5  X2y 
C  6y 
2+  C7Xy2  +  C8X2y2  ................ 
(134) 
A  solution  of  the  general  case  equations  requires  a  minimum  of  nine  ground 
control  points  known  in  X,  Y  and  Z. 
5.9  Comparison  between  the  Three  Techniques 
After  describing  the  three  different  approaches  (Space  Resect  i  on/S  pace 
Intersection;  Space  Resection  with  Additional  Parameters;  Polynomial  Adjustment 
of  Derived  terrain  coordinates)  which  are  suggested  to  treat  the  metric  problem 
of  the  reconnaissance  frame  photography,  a  comparison  between  the  different 
techniques  will  follow. 
The  polynomial  adjustmen  technique  seems  to  be  the  simplest  to  implement 
since  it  involves  direct  conventional  relative  and  absolute  orientation  methods 
followed  by  an  adjustment  that  can  easily  be  programmed.  Hence  it  can  be 
easily  utilised  by  most  photogrammetrists  and  they  would  not  encounter  compu- 
tational  problems  which  are  novel  or  unfamiliar  to  them. 
The  other  two  methods  are  very  much  alike  from  point  of  view  of  mathematical 
formulation.  In  the  first  (Space  Resection/Space  Intersection)  method,  parameters 
involving  a  time  factor  are  added  to  the  observation  equations  derived  from  the 
collinearity  equations.  In  the  other  (Space  Resection  with  Additional  Parameters) 
an  error  model  is  also  added  to  the  observation  equations.  Therefore,  the 155 
mathematical  formulation  is  similar  for  the  two  methods  and  a  single  program 
can  be  developed  to  apply  the  two  techniques.  As  has  already  been  mentioned, 
a  problem  to  be  encountered  when  using  the  Additional  Parameters  is  that  of 
high  correlation  between  the  parameters  which  may  give  an  unstable  solution. 
To  apply  each  technique  fully,  the  number  of  ground  control  points  required 
for  a  single  pair  oF  photographs  is  given  in  Table  7  below. 
Space  Resection/  Space  Resection 
Polynomial 
Adjustment  of  Method  Space  with  Additional 
derived  terrain  Intersection  Parameters 
coordinates 
No.  of  ground 
controls 
(known  inX,  Y,  Z)  8-  12  12  9 
for  a  pair  of 
overlapping 
photographs 
Table  7  Ground  control  required  for  the  different  techniques. 
If  the  direction  of  the  shutter  motion  is  known,  then  the  Space  Resection/Space 
Intersection  solution  will  require  only  8  control  points  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z) 
and  that  would  be  the  minimum  required.  If  a  general  case  is  to  be  used  then 
the  Polynomial  Adjustment  method  would  require  9  control  points  (known  in  X, 
Y  and  Z)  and  that  will  be  the  minimum  required. 
These  techniques,  however,  should  be  tested  using  practical  data  in  order 
to  evaluate  their  effects.  The  work  associated  with  these  tests  will  be 
discussed  in  the  chapters  which  follow. 156 
CHAPTER  VI 
Experimental  Tests  -  Procedures,  Characteristics 
of  the  Photography  and  Provision  of  the  Contra  I 
points  for  the  Test  Fields 157 
CHAPTER  VI 
EXPERIMENTAL  TESTS  -  PROCEDURES,  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE 
--  PHOTOGRAPHY  AND  PROVISION  OF  THE  CONTROL  POINTS  FOR 
THE  TEST  FIELDS 
6.1  Introduction 
The  quality  of  the  high  resolution  photography  produced  by  the  reconnaissance 
frame  camera  was  discussed  in  Chapter  Ill.  The  theoretical  investigations  in 
Chapters  IV  and  V  showed  that  this  type  of  photography  can  be  corrected 
analytically  in  various  ways  to  allow  useful  metric  measurements  to  be  made. 
However,  the  validity  of  these  analytical  techniques  must  be  established  by 
suitably  designed  experimental  tests. 
I  Test  pro  cedu  res 
The  procedures  used  in  this  case  are  to  make  measurements  on  different 
types  of  reconnaissance  frame  photography  taken  over  test  fields  with  numerous 
suitably  positioned  ground  points  whose  coordinates  are  already  known.  Using 
certain  of  these  as  control  points  for  absolute  orientation,  the  analytical 
techniques  are  then  applied  to  the  measured  photo-coordinates  to  produce  the 
terrain  coordinates  for  all  the  points  in  the  test  field.  The  next  step  is  to  compare 
the  photogrammetrically-derived  coordinates  with  the  known  coordinates  of  these 
points  and  to  compute  the  discrepancies  between  the  two  sets  of  coordinates. 
Finally,  an  analysis  of  the  residual  errors  is  conducted  to  establish  the  extent  and 
nature  (i.  e.  whether  systematic,  random,  etc.  )  of  these  erors  and  to  make 
comparisons  of  the  various  procedures  which  have  been  applied,  with  a  view  to 11 
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establishing  which  are  the  most  satisfactory  for  use  with  reconnaissance  frame 
photography. 
The  tests  have  been  carried  out  with  two  quite  different  cameras  with  totally 
different  operational  characteristics  -  the  one,  A.  G.  I.  F-126  camera  equipped 
with  a  wide-angle  lens  and  having  a  format  of  23  x  23  cm,  the  other  the  Actron 
KA-74  camera  in  its  S-190B  modified  space-hardened  form  with  a  narrow-angle 
lens  and  a  format  of  11  .5x  11.5  cm.  The  two  cameras  have  also  been  used  with 
quite  different  IMC  characteristics,  the  Ff.  '  126  with  the  moving  film  technique, 
the  S-190B  camera  by  rocking  the  camera  during  exposure.  Furthermore,  the 
photography  taken  with  these  cameras  has  been  taken  at  opposite  ends  of  the 
operational  spectrum.  The  F-1  26  photography  was  produced  at  comparatively 
large  scales  (1/20,000  and  1/40,000  scale)  from  an  aircraft;  the  S-190B  photo- 
graphs  are  ultra  small  scale  (1/950,000  scale)  taken  from  a  fast  moving  Earth- 
orbiting  satellite.  By  utilising  such  very  different  parameters  in  the  two  sets  of 
test  photographs,  it  should  be  possible  to  indicate  the  range  of  application  of 
the  techniques  which  have  been  devised  in  Chapter  V  for  use  with  reconnaissance 
frame  photngraphy. 
6.2  The  S-190B  Photography  Tes 
6.2.1  Introduction 
The  manned  Skylab  project  was  planned  and  implemented  by  the  U.  S.  National 
Aeronautical  and  Space  Administration  (NASA),  the  satellite  or  space  station 
being  launched  into  a  circular  orbit  of  435  kmabove  the  Earth  on  May  14,1973. 
Six  optical  and  electronic  remote  sensing  systems  or  devices  were  mounted  in  tl-e 159 
satellite  for  the  Skylab  Earth  observational  programme.  These  systems  formed 
the  Earth  Resources  Experiment  Package  (EREP)  and  comprised  the  following:  - 
(i)  Multispectral  photographic  camera  (S-190A) 
(ii)  Earth  Terrain  Camera  (S-190B) 
(iii)  Infrared  Spectrometer  (S-191) 
(iv)  Multispectral  Scanner  (S-192) 
(V)  Microwave  Radiometer  (Scatterometer  and  Altimeter,  S-193) 
(vi)  L-Band  Radiometer  (S-194). 
The  photographic  components  of  EREP  are  the  first  two  items  listed.  The 
objective  of  these  two  cameras  was  to  photograph  various  parts  of  the  Earth's 
surface  (exhibiting  very  different  terrain  characteristics)  over  the  whole  spectral 
range  for  which  photographic  emulsions  are  available,  i.  e.  from  the  blue  end  of 
the  visible  part  of  the  spectrum  to  the  near-infrared.  High  resolution  photography 
with  sufficient  spectral  definition  was  required  to  simplify  the  work  of  specialists 
in  interpreting  and  analysing  the  photography. 
The  first  item  is  the  S-190A  multispectral  photoqraphic  system.  It  consists 
of  six  Itek  70  mm  film  cameras  each  with  its  optical  system,  shutter  and  film 
transport  assembly,  but  sharing  a  common  mount  or  platform  and  synchronised 
so  that  all  six  shutters  are  operated  simultaneously.  The  focal  length  of  each 
camera  is  6  in.  (152  mm),  giving  a  negative  scale  of  1:  2,850,000.  The  image 
format  is  57  x  57  mm  so  that  the  ground  coverage  produced  by  a  single  frame  is 
163  km  square.  The  second  part  of  the  photographic  system  is  the  S-190B  Earth 
Terrain  Camera  (ETC)  used  in  the  test  work  in  this  project. 160 
6.2.2  The  S-190B  Camera 
The  S-190B  camera  (Fig.  104)  was  built  by  Actron  Industries,  Inc.,  under 
contract  to  NASA  (McLaurin,  1972).  The  body  of  the  camera  is  a  modified 
Hycon  KA-74  reconnaissance  camera  equipped  with  a  bi-directional  focal  plane 
shutter  and  vacuum  film  flattening.  IMC  is  achieved  by  rocking  the  entire 
camera  in  its  mount  during  the  exposure.  This  allows  the  use  of  quite  long  shutter 
speeds  (1/100,1/140,1/200  sec)  which  allows  finer  grained,  higher  resolution 
film  to  be  used  than  might  be  expected  from  a  fast-moving  satellite.  This  IMC 
system  can  be  set  to  operate  within  a  range  of  0  to  25  mrad/sec  (in  the  case  of 
Skylab,  the  actual  angular  rotation  rate  used  was  18  mrad/sec),  The  camera 
was  equipped  with  a  lens  having  a  focal  length  of  18  in  (460  mm),  a  maximum 
aperture  of  f/4  and  a  maximum  radial  distortion  of  t  10  jum.  The  format  size  of 
11.5  x  11  .5  cm.  at  the  Skylab  altitude  (H  =  435  km)  covers  a  terrain  area  of 
109  x  109  km  at  the  scale  of  1/945,600. 
Fig.  104  The  S-190B 
Skylab  Camera 
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The  S-190B  camera  was  to  provide  high  resolution  colour,  colour  infrared 
or  monochrome  photography  within  the  field  of  view  of  the  smaller  scale,  lower 
resolution  S-190A  cameras.  The  three  Kodak  films  used  with  the  S-190B  camera 
are  given  in  Table  8  below. 
Type  Description 
Wavelength 
(U  M) 
SO-242  High  resolution  colour  0.4  to  0.7 
EK  3414  High  resolution  Panchromatic  0.5  to  0.7 
EK  3443  Colour  infrared  (i.  e.  false  colour)  0.5  to  0.88 
Table  8.  Films  used  with  the  S-190B  camera 
Estimates  of  the  ground  resolutions  obtainable  by  each  of  these  films  were  made 
by  Actron  using  computer  simulations  which  modelled  the  IMC  system,  the 
altitude  error  rates  of  the  spacecraft,  the  lens  characteristics,  the  shutter  speed 
and  the  film  and  filter  characteristics.  These  resolution  values  are  shown  in 
Table  9,  for  each  of  the  three  possible  shutter  speeds. 162 
Case  Film 
Shutter  speed 
(seC) 
Ground  resolution 
(High  contrast 
1000:  1)  (M/1p) 
Ground  resolution 
(Low  contrast 






3443  1/100  21  39  24 
2  3443  1/200  21  38  25 
3  3443  1/500  21  38  25 
4  3414  1/100  8  15  63 
5  3414  1/200  6  11  86 
6  3414  11500  5  10  94 
7  SO-242  1/100  12  22  43 
8  SO-242  1/200  11  20  47 
9  SO-242  1/500  11  20  47 
Table  9.  Predicted  on-axis  ETC  resolution  (McLaurin,  1972) 
This  table  shows  that  the  expected  low  contrast  ground  resolution  from 
the  S-190B  camera  would  lie  in  the  range  from  10  to  39  metres  per  optical  line 
pair.  As  would  be  expected,  the  highest  resolution  would  be  from  the  black  and 
white  3414  film  and  the  lowest  from  the  false  cdour  3443  emulsion.  It  should  be 
n,  )ted  that  a  new  colour  infrared  (i.  e.  false  colour)  SO-131  film  with  greatly 
improved  image  structure  properties  was  actually  used  instead  of  the  type  3443 
originally  planned  and  used  in  the  predictiins  given  above. 
Welch  (1976)  determined  the  MTF's  for  second  generation  S-190B 
photographs  by  cascading  the  lens  MTF  with  the  appropriate  MTFs  for  the 
original  and  duplicating  films  (Fig.  105).  The  duplicating  films  used  to  make 
the  copies  were  type  2430  for  the  black  and  white  photographs  and  type  2447  for 
9 
the  colour  and  false-colour  photographs.  Resolution  figures  were  then  determined 163 
at  1.6  :I  contrast  ratio  from  the  intersection  of  the  MTF's  within  the  threshold 
modulation  range  of  5  to  10  percent  (Welch,  1976).  The  on-axis  resolution 
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Fig.  105  Predicted  MTFs  for  second- 
generation  S-190B  photographs  obtained 
by  cascading  the  lens  MTF  with  the 
appropriate  MTF's  for  the  original  and 
duplicating  films  (Welch,  1976). 
Fig.  106  Resolution  estimate  for 
low-contrast  (1 
.6: 
1)  targets 
(Welch,  1976). 
Film/Ouplicating  Resolution  estimates  (1pr/mm)  Ground  resolution 
film  for  1 
.6:  I  target  contrast  (m) 
3414/2430  60-70  15 
SO  -242/2447  35  25 
SO  -  131/2447  30  30 
Table  10.  Resolution  estimates  for  second  -generation  S-190B 
phot,  )graphs  (Welch,  1976) 
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It  can  be  seen  from  this  table  and  Table  9  that  the  ground  resolution  values  of  the 
the  S-190B  photographs  agree  well  with  the  predicted  resolution  values  (e.  g.  the 
predicted  ground  resolution  for  the  SO-242  true  colour  film  ranges  from  20  to 
22  metres,  and  the  ground  resolution  for  the  second  generation  photos  is  found  to 
be  25  metres).  The  small  difference  however,  may  be  due  to  the  fact  that 
duplicating  films  were  not  used  when  predicting  the  resolution  in  the  first  case. 
Turning  to  the  metric  aspects  of  the  S-190B  camera  McLaurin,  in  his  paper 
(1972),  described  the  design  of  the  S-190B  camera  as  follows:  -  "The  design  of  the 
S-190B  will  limit  its  applications.  First,  the  S-190B  is  not  a  metric  camera  in 
the  photogrammetric  sense.  Because  the  image  frame  is  a  part  of  the  removable 
film  magazine  and  because  of  the  use  of  the  focal  plane  shutter.,  the  geometric 
quality  ,f  the  photograph  is  limited.  The  principal  point  cannot  be  precisely 
located,  and  therefore  analytical  applications  will  be  limited.  The  S-190B  has 
a  limited  field  of  view,  14  degrees.  When  the  camera  is  operated  for  60  percent 
oyerlap,  the  base-height  ratio  is  only  0.10;  thus  the  use  of  the  S-190B  for 
stereoscopic  height  determination  will  be  especially  limited.  "  All  of  these 
points  shall  of  course  be  tested  in  the  course  of  the  experimental  work  carried 
out  with  the  S-190B  photographs.  As  will  be  seen  later,  there  are,  in  fact, 
metric  possibilities  with  this  type  of  camera  and  photographs. 
6.2.3  Photoqraphy 
The  photography  used  in  the  tests  consisted  of  a  strip  of  three  photographs 
exposed  on  the  SO-242  high  resolution  colour  film.  Second  generation  film 
transparencies  made  from  the  original  film  were  used  in  the  actual  test.  These, 165 
together  with  the  small  scale  maps  covering  the  area,  were  very  kindly  made 
available  by  Professor  R.  Welch  of  the  University  of  Georgia,  U.  S.  A.  (who 
is  a  Glasgow  graduate).  The  three  photographs  used  -  nos.  01334/5/6  -  formed 
two  stereomodels  with  a  60  percent  longitudinal  overlap.  Fig.  107  shows  the 
ground  coverage  of  the  central  photograph  (01335).  The  photographs  have  good 
illumination  and  high  resolution  throughout  the  format.  No  clouds  were  present 
nor  was  there  an  excessive  amount  of  haze  so  that  the  observation  conditions 
were  good. 
I 
Fig.  107  Photo  No.  01335 166 
6.2.4  Test  Area  and  Ground  Control 
The  area  covered  by  the  photography  was  the  central  part  of  the  State  of 
Illinois  in  the  U.  S.  A.  This.  area  extends  from  39030'  N  to  40045'N  in  latitude 
and  from  88015'W  to  9000'W  in  longitude  as  shown  in  Fig.  108 
Fig.  108  Geographical  boundaries 
of  the  S-190B  test  area 
The  small-scale  map  coverage  for  the  area  comprised  33  maps  at  11*24,000 
scale  and  25  1/62,500  scale.  All  these  maps  had  been  produced  by  the  U.  S. 
Geological  Survey  (U.  S.  G.  S.  ),  being  plotted  on  a  Polyconic  projection  and 
compiled  to  U.  S.  National  Map  Accuracy  Standards. 
Mirror  stereoscopes  were  used  to  select  and  identify  suitable  control  and 
check  points  on  the  Skylab  photography  which  could  also  be  accurately  located 
on  these  maps.  Road  intersections  were  found  to  be  the  most  suitable  points  and 
a  series  of  these  were  selected  to  give  a  set  of  control  and  check  points  which 
were  fairly  evenly  distributed  over  the  stereomodel.  A  careful  sketch  was  made 
for  each  point  so  that  it  could  be  identified  easily  when  measuring  its  phot')- 
cnordinates.  A  Hoag  streit  coordinatograph  of  0.1  mm  scaling  resolution  was 167 
used  to  measure  the  positions  of  98  ground  control  points  (of  which  14  points 
were  in  the  common  area  between  the  two  models).  The  measurement  of  position 
was  performed  three  times  for  each  point.  The  mean  measured  rectangular 
coordinates  (in  mm)  were  then  transformed  to  geographical  coordinates  by  direct 
linear  interpolation  between  the  ticks  at  2'30"  intervals  of  latitude  and  longitude 
on  the  1/24,000  scale  maps  or  5'0"  intervals  on  the  1/62,500  scale  maps. 
According  to  the  U.  S.  National  Map  Accuracy  Standards,  the  accuracy 
of  these  points  is  t  0.3  mm  on  the  map  scale.  Therefore,  points  measured  on 
the  11'24,000  scale  maps  will  have  an  accuracy  of  17.2  metres  on  the  ground, 
and  points  measured  on  the  1/62,500  scale  maps  will  have  an  accuracy  of 
t  18.75  metres  on  the  ground. 
For  model  01334/5,10  points  were  measured  on  the  11*24,000  scale  maps 
and  50  points  were  measured  on  the  1/62,500  scale  maps.  For  model  01335/6, 
22  points  were  measured  on  the  IA4,000  scale  maps  and  30  points  were  measured 
on  the  1/62,500  scale  maps.  The  elevations  of  the  points  used  were  the  spot 
height  values  on  the  printed  map  sheets  given  to  the  nearest  foot  (0.3  m). 
6.3  The  F-126  Photography  Test 
The  second  practical  test  was  carried  out  using  photography  produced  by 
A.  G.  I.  F-126  reconnaissance  camera.  The  photography  was  flown  specifically 
for  the  purposes  of  the  test:  the  cooperation  of  the  Royal  Aircraft  Establishment 
(R.  A.  E.  )  in  providing  the  material  is  gratefully  acknowledged. 
6.3.1  The  F-126  Camera  0 
As  mentioned  previously,  the  F-126  camera  (Fig.  109)  is  the  standard  R.  A.  F. 168 
medium  to  high-level  reconnaissance  frame  camera.  Like  the  S-190B  ,  the 
F-126  camera  is  equipped  with  a  bi-directional  fcal  plane  shutter  for  fast 
cycling.  The  slit  has  variable  width  to  provide  speeds  of  1/250,1/500,  and 
1/1000  second.  IMC  is  achieved  by  moving  the  film,  the  glass  register  plate 
and  the  pressure  plate  as  a  single  unit  in  the  flight  direction.  The  accuracy  of 
the  IMC  system  is  estimated  by  the  manufacturers  to  be  !_2  percent  of  the  V/H 
signal  fr,  )m  the  aircraft  navigational  system. 
Fig.  109  The  F-126  Camera 
Four  lenses  of  different  focal  lengths  are  available:  6  in.  (150  mm),  Zeiss 
Oberkochen  Topogon  lens;  12  in.  (300  mm),  24  in.  (600  mm)  and  36  in.  (900  mm). 
Wray  lenses.  The  actual  ph-,  t,  graphy  used  in  the  test  was  taken  using  a  wide 
angle  Topogon  f/5.6  lens  )f  150  mm  f,  )cal  length. 169 
6.3.2  The  Zeiss  Oberkochen  Topogon  Lens 
The  Topogon  wide  angle  lens  was  designed  by  Richter  and  has  been  developed 
steadily  from  the  first  version  which  appeared  in  the  Zeiss P-10  aerial  camera 
in  1934.  It  has  been  used  in  various  cameras  since  then  and  has  als,  )  been 
adnpted  f,  )r  use  in  various  instruments  such  as  rectifiers,  stere,  )-plotting  machines, 
etc.  The  lens  is  of  a  symmetric  design  with  two  identical  lens  components  on 
either  side  of  the  diaphragm  (Fig.  I  10). 









Fig.  III  Topogon  f/6.3  Radial  Distortion  (Hollert,  1960) 170 
As  is  well  known,  it  has  very  marked  and  distinctive  radial  distortion  pattern, 
e.  g.  that  of  the  f/6.3  camera  version  is  shown  in  Fig.  III. 
The  lens  has  been  used  both  in  metric  and  reconnaissance  cameras.  Its  heavy 
distortion  pattern  needs  elimination  when  photogrammetric  measurements  are  to 
be  made.  Initially,  this  was  done  in  analogue  stereo-plotting  machines  by  one  of 
several  methods:  (i)  using  a  lens  of  identical  characteristics  in  each  of  the  plotting 
cameras  (i.  e.  the  Porro-Koppe  principle)  e.  g.  as  used  in  the  Stereoplanigraph; 
(ii)  by  eliminating  the  distortion  during  production  of  the  diapositives,  e.  g.  in 
a  projection  printer  for  Multiplex  work;  or  (iii)  by  the  use  of  compensating  plates,, 
or  cams  in  the  stereo  -p  lo  tter.,  e.  g.  as  in  the  Wild  and  Galileo  mechanical 
projection  machines. 
The  four-element  Topogen  shown  above  was  designed  for  objects  located  at 
infinity  e.  g.  for  aerial  cameras.  1hus  it  was  not  directly  usable  with  rectifiers. 
So  a  modified  version  of  the  Topogon  lens  was  developed  for  such  purposes  which 
has  a  thick  plane  parallel  plate  added  on  either  side  of  the  lens.  This  is  the 
original  f/6.3  Topogon  V  design  (Fig.  112a). 
Fig.  112  (b)  Topogon  V  f/6.3  lens 
Fig.  112  (a)  Topogon  V  f/6.3  lens 171 
When  this  improved  lens  was  later  adapted  for  use  with  aerial  cameras  in  the 
1950's,  only  the  glass  plate  between  the  lens  and  f"T  was  retained  (Fig.  112  b). 
This  special  Topogon  V  mapping  lens  had  a  very  small  radial  distortion  -ý6.  um 
at  focal  length  of  100  mm  (See  Fig.  113).  (Richter,  1956). 
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Fig.  113  Radial  distortion  for  the  Topogon  V  f/6.3  (Richter,  1956) 
The  Topogon  lens  used  with  the  F-126  camera,  however,  is  a  new  model 
modified  from  the  standard  Topogon.  Its  characteristics  have  been  specified 
by  R.  A.  E.  to  be  optimised  for  reconnaissance  purposes  and  so  it  has  been 
redesigned  accordingly.  A  computer  print-out  )f  the  radial  distortion  curve 
of  this  lens  has  been  provided  by  Zeiss  Oberkochen  (Fig.  114).  This  curve 
has  been  replotted  on  the  basis  of  providing  symmetrical  dist-Irtion  curve.  This 
was  achieved  by  selecting  a  focal  length  value  such  that  the  maximum  positive 
distortion  value  is  equal  in  magnitude  to  the  maximum  negative  distortion  value 
(Fig.  115).  It  can  be  seen  from  this,  that  the  geometric  radial  distortion  of  this 
lens  is  very  significant  (up  to  '1134  umýand  far  from  distortion  -free. 172 
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Fig.  114  Radial  distortion  curve  of  the  F-I  26  Topogon 






Fig.  115  Symmetrical  Distortion  curve  of  the  F-126 
Topogon  6  in.  (150  mm)  lens. 
Figs.  116  and  117  show  the  tangential  and  radial  MTF  values  of  the  Topogon 
lens  for  spatial  frequencies  of  5  cycles/mm,  10  cycles/mm  and  20  cycles/mm  as 173 
a  function  of  the  field  angle,  as  provided  by  Zeiss  Oberkochen.  For  all 
frequencies,  the  radial  and  tangential  MTF  values  on-axis  are  greater  than 
0.7.  However,  degradation  of  the  MTF  with  growing  field  angle  can  be  noticed. 
1.1 
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Fig.  116  Tangential  MTF for  the  Fig.  117  Radial  MTF  for  the 
F-126  Topogon  lens.  F-I  26  Topogon  lens 
The  R.  A.  E.  also  provided  the  on-axis  MTF  of  the  Zeiss  Topogon  lens  and 
the  Threshold  Modulation  of  the  film  test  (Ilford  5-M).  These  were  plotted  on 
a  log-log  graph  paper  (Fig.  118)  with  the  MTF  of  the  Zeiss  lens  being  translated 
to  a  response  of  33  percent  (which  is  equivalent  to  a  contrast  ratio  of  2:  1)  and  to 
23  percent  (equivalent  to  1.6:  1  contrast).  The  intersections  of  the  MTF  curves 
with  the  TM  curve  give  the  on-axis  estimated  resolution  of  the  F-126  photographic 
system  as  32  lp/mm  and  25  lp/mm  respectively. 
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Fig.  118  Estimated  on-axis 
resolution  of  the 
F-126  photographic 
system. 
1.  he  estimated  on-axis  ground  resolution  at  1/20,000  and  1/40,000  scale  is 
given  in  Table  11  . 
Photo  scale 
Ground  resolution  Ground  resolution 
I 
(2:  1  contrast)  (1 
.6:  I  contrast) 
m  m 
11'20,000  0.625  0.800 
1/40,000 
1 
1.250  1.600 
Table  I  I.  Estimated  on-axis  Ground  Resolutions 
6.3.3  The  Photography  and  the  Test  Area 
The  photographs  were  taken  on  I  Iford  black  and  white  panchromatic  film, 
the  original  negative  film  being  supplied  by  the  R.  A.  E.  to  the  Department  of 
Geography,  University  of  Glasgow  whose  photographers  produced  film  diapositives 
on  stable  polyster  film.  The  photography  was  taken  over  two  different  areas  located 
along  the  South  coast  of  England. 
(i)  One  strip  was  flown  over  Worthin  at  an  altitude  of  10,000  ft  (3,000  m) 
to  give  a  scale  of  1/20,000.  (ii)  The  other  strip  was  flown  over  Southampton 175 
at  an  altitude  of  20,000  ft  (6,000  m)  providing  a  scale  of  1/40,000.  Originally 
it  was  intended  to  fly  both  areas  at  the  latter  scale  but,  due  to  the  weather 
conditions  prevailing  at  the  time  of  flight,  this  was  not  possible.  The 
photographs  were  taken  on  19th  May,  1977  over  Southampton  and  on  20th  May, 
1977  for  the  Worthing  area. 
Two  models,  one  from  each  area,  were  selected  for  the  purposes  of  the  test 
(Figs.  119  and  120).  The  models  were  chosen  such  that  the  area  under  test  would 
be  covered  by  1/1 
,  250  Ordnance  Survey  (0.  S.  )  plans  to  provide  ground  control 
of  a  sufficient  accuracy  for  test  purposes.  The  geographical  boundaries  of  the 
chosen  models  were  as  follows:  Worthing  model:  00  21.5'  W  to  00  24.5'  W  and 
5do  48.5'  N  to  560  51.5'N;  Southampton  model:  10  23'  W  to  10  30'  W  and 
5do  53'  N  to  500  57'  N.  Their  location  is  shown  in  Fig.  121  and  Fig,  122. 
The  photographs  used  in  the  test  were  of  good  quality  overall  with  good 
contrast  and  high  resolution,  especially  in  the  centre  of  the  format.  However, 
although  the  illumination  was  good  at  the  centre  of  the  photographs,  it  was 
poor  towards  the  edges  with  a  marked  fall  off  in  the  corners. 176 
Fig.  119  F-126  (IIZ,  ),  000  scule)  photopaph  showing  Worthing  model 177 
Fig.  120  F-126  (1/40,000  scalo)  photograph  showing  Southampton  mod-I 178 
.  Fig.  121  Geographical 
boundaries  of  Worthing  model 
6.3.4  Ground  Control 
Fig.  122  Geographical  boundaries  of 
Southampton  model. 
When  the  experiment  was  being  designed,  the  intention  was  to  use  O.  S. 
traverse  and  revision  points  (which  were  available  at  the  local  Ordnance  Survey 
Office)  as  control  and  check  points.  The  estimated  accuracy  of  these  points  is 
0.01  m.  Unfortunately,  many  of  these  points  were  found  to  be  located  at  positions 
which  were  either  difficult  to  observe  on  the  photos  due  to  poor  illumination  or 
shadow,  or  else  considerable  changes  had  taken  place  in  the  area  which  meant 
that  the  points  had  either  been  destroyed  or  could  not  be  identified.  Hence  it 
was  decided  to  select  points  on  the  photos  and  to  measure  their  National  Grid 
coordinates  from  the  0.  S.  1/1  250  plans  covering  the  test  areas.  The  procedures 
used  for  this  task  were  similar  to  those  used  for  provision  of  test  points  for  the 
S-190B  photographs.  However,  it  was  not  possible  to  find  points  that  could  be 
used  as  full  control  points,  hence  the  points  used  are  divided  into  separate 
planimetric  and  height  control  points. 
For  elanimetry,  the  points  of  intersection  of  fences  or  walls  or  the  corners 
of  fields  which  appeared  to  be  well  defined  on  the  photographs  which  could  be 
I  31W 
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measured  reliably  on  the  plan  were  selected.  The  positions  of  these  points  were 
measured  with  reference  to  the  nearest  National  Grid  intersections  given  on  the 
sheet.  A  glass  measuring  magnifier  that  allows  measurement  to  an  accuracy  of 
0.1  mm  was  used.  Each  point  was  measured  several  times  and  the  mean  of 
these  measurements  was  adopted.  This  work  was  out  on  stable  base  materials 
at  the  O.  S.  local  offices  (at  Worthing  and  at  Southampton);  the  excellent 
cooperation  of  the  O.  S.  personnel  is  gratefully  acknowledged. 
The  accuracy  (standard  deviation)  of  the  planimetry  shown  on  0.  S.  1/1  250 
scale  plan  is  ý  0.4  metre  (Harley,  1975).  This  represents  20jum  at  the  photo 
scale  of  1/20,000  (Worthing  model)  and  1.0jum  at  the  photo  scale  of  1/40,000 
(Southampton  model). 
6.4  Measurement  of  Photo-coordinates 
Since  the  highest  possible  accuracy  in  the  measured  photo-coordinates  was 
required  for  the  analytical  procedures  being  employed,  a  high  precision  stereo 
comparator  was  used  for  the  measurements.  Since  the  Department  of  Geography 
at  Glasgow  does  not  possess  such  a  device,  the  measurements  were  made  on  the 
new  Zeiss  Jena  Stecometer  stereo  -com  pa  rotor  belonging  to  the  Department  of 
Civil  Engineering  of  the  City  University  of  London. 
The  Stecometer  measures  the  x-coordinate  of  the  left  hand  photograph  (x') 
and  the  y-coordinate  of  the  right  hand  photograph  (y")  together  with  the 
parallaxes  in  x  and  y  i.  e.  px  and  py  (see  Fig.  123). 180 
Fig.  123  Stecometer 
measuring  system 
Since  the  measuring  ranges  in  the  x'  and  y"  directions  are  0  to  280  mm,  the 
two  different  formats  of  the  test  photographs  were  easily  accommodated.  The 
film  transparencies  were  clamped  to  the  holders  by  means  of  swivel  brackets. 
Glass  cover  plates  were  used  to  ensure  the  flatness  of  the  transparencies  and 
to  keep  them  from  sliding  about.  The  values  of  x,  y"  ,  px  and  py  were  measured 
with  a  resolution  of  2jim  using  rotary  shaft  encoders  attached  to  the  lead  screws 
which  are  used  as  driving  agents.  The  measured  values  were  automatically 
recorded  in  digital  form  on  punched  paper  tape  using  a  Facit  4070  punch  and 
in  printed  form  using  a  teleprinter. 
In  metric  mapping  cameras,  the  fiducial  marks  defining  the  principal  point 
are  located  (i)  in  the  corners  of  the  camera  focal  plane,  (ii)  at  the  midpoints  of 
the  sides  of  the  focal  plane  or  (iii)  the  principal  points  are  marked  directly  on 
the  register  glass  (in  the  case  of  reseau  cameras).  The  marks  are  normally  a 
part  of  the  focal  plane  and  thus  remain  in  a  fixed  position  relative  to  the 
camera  lens.  This  is  not,  however,  the  situation  with  the  reconnaissance 
cameras  used  which  were  never  designed  with  metric  applications  in  mind. 181 
In  the  case  of  the  S-190B  camera  the  image  frame  is  a  part  of  the  removable 
film  magazine  and  hence  even  this  is  not  in  a  fixed  position  relative  to  the  camera 
lens.  However,  the  S-190B  camera  has  a  series  of  holes  drilled  around  the 
perimeter  of  the  image  frame.  These  holes  created  photographic  images  having 
an  approximate  diameter  of  330)jm.  Four  holes  situated  at  the  four  corners  of 
the  frame  were  selected  to  serve  as  fiducial  marks  (Fig.  124).  The  measuring 
mark  was  centred  in  each  of  the  circular  holes.  The  photo  -coord  i  notes  for  each 
of  the  fiducial  holes  were  then  recorded  to  determine  the  coordinates  of  the 
geometric  centre.  Thus  the  S-190B  data  was  made  available  for  processing 
and  analysis. 
Because  of  the  very  small  scale  of  the  photos  (1/945,600),  attempts  were 
made  to  use  the  highest  possible  magnification  in  the  comparator  (14  X),  but 
it  proved  difficult  to  observe  due  to  poor  resolution  of  the  measured  points  at  i 
this  setting.  The  magnification  was  therefore  reduced  to  9.6  x  which  gave  an 
acceptable  compromise  between  resolution  and  magnification.  No  special 
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Fig.  124  The  Photo- 
coordinate  system  and 
the  Fiducial  holes 182 
difficulty  arose  in  measuring  the  photo  -coordinates  of  the  control  and  check 
points  since  they  were  well  defined  and  the  sketch  describing  each  point  was 
clear.  Two  sets  of  observations  were  performed  for  each  point  and  the  mean 
was  taken. 
In  the  case  of  the  F-1  26  photography,  the  only  means  of  determining  the 
geometric  centre  was  by  joining  the  opposite  corners  of  the  format.  Although 
the  corners  themselves  were  not  well  defined  due  to  poor  illumination  in 
the  corners,  they  werb"'treated  as  being  fiducial  marks  and  the  intersection  of 
their  diagonals  gave  the  geometric  centre.  The  coordinates  of  this  centre  were 
set  to  zero  during  measurements  and  coordinates  for  all  test  points  were  referred 
to  this  as  origin.  The  measurements  were  performed  twice  for  each  point.  No 
special  problems  arose  during  the  measurement  of  points  lying  in  the  central  part 
of  the  model;  however,  the  poor  illumination  towards  the  edges  of  the  format 
led  to  difficulties  in  observing  some  points.  Again  the  magnification  used  was 
9.6  x  which  was  high  enough  to  allow  optimum  identification  and  observation  of 
the  control  points  on  this  photography. 
To  apply  the  analytical  techniques  developed  in  Chapter  V,  the  processing 
of  the  data  measured  on  the  stereo  -comparator  will  involve  much  computation. 
The  most  favourable  approach  obviously  is  the  use  of  the  electronic  computer; 
indeed,  without  its  use,  the  new  procedures  would  be  impracticable  to  implement. 
The  computer  programs  developed  to  test  the  measured  data  will  be  discussed 
and  described  in  the  chapter  which  follows  (i.  e.  Chapter  VII).  The  results  of 
the  tests  and  the  analysis  of  results  will  be  given  in  Chapter  VIII 
. 183 
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CHAPTER  Vil 
THE  COMPUTER  PROGRAMS 
7.1.  Introduction 
The  invention  and  development  of  the  electronic  computer  over  the  lost 
three  decades  has  made  it  possible  to  solve  complex  problems  in  a  fraction  of 
a  second,  which  would  otherwise  need  days  for  a  manual  solution.  This  has 
led  to  the  great  expansion  of  analytical  methods  in  photogrammetry  and,  in 
the  particular  context  of  this  thesis,  allows  practical  implementation  of  the 
techniques  and  procedures  described  in  Chapter  V.  The  following  computer 
programs  have  been  developed  by  the  author  for  this  purpose: 
Program  (A):  to  correct  the  imS!  92  ccLordinates  for  lens  distortion, 
atmospheric  refraction,  Earth  curvature  and  the  effect  of  focal  plane  shutter 
and  IMC; 
(ii)  Program  (Q:  to  transform  model  coordinates  to  around  coordinates 
using  conventional  absolute  orientation  and  polynomial  adjustment; 
(iii)  Program  (D):  to  determine_the  exterior  orientation  elements  of 
the  camera  either  by:  conventional  resection  in  space,  or  by  using  additional 
parameters;  or  by  point-by-point  resection,  and  to  determine  the  object 
coordinates  by  intersection; 
(iv)  Programs  (F)  and  (G):  to  transforal  g.  ýogLqpIfi  q  coordinates  to  a 
local  rectangular  Secant  Plane  System  and  Universal  Transverse  Mercator 
System  respectively; 
(v)  Program  (E):  to  plot  the  residual  cliscreecTSits  in  d  1.  t 
_pjqa. 
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in  the  form  of  vector  diagrams; 
(vi)  Proqram  B:  is  a  program  for  analytical  relative  orientation  already 
developed  by  Mr.  B.  D.  F.  Methley. 
These  various  programs  have  been  employed  in  the  sequence  illustrated  by 
the  flow  diagram  shown  below. 
Geographic  coordinates 
of  control  and  check 
Pr2gram  (F 
Transformation  of 
Geographic  coordinates 
to  Secand  Plane  Svstem 
Measurement  of 




P  "oram  (A) 




Proqram  (B) 
Analytical  relative 
orientation 
I 
Program  (C) 
Absolute  orientation 
and  polynomial  Program  (E) 
adjustment  Plot  vectors 
I  of  residuals 
Proarom  (G) 
Transformation  of 
Geographic  coordinates 
to  U.  T.  M.  system 
Program  (D) 
Space  Resection/ 
Intersection 
The  basic  characteristics  of  each  of  these  programs  are  given  in  this 
chapter.  For  detailed  descriptions  and  listings  of  each  program  see  Appendix  B. 
As  will  be  seen,  all  of  the  programs  are  written  in  Algol  60,  which  is  the 186 
language  which  has  been  used  for  all  large  photogrammetric  programs  (digital 
terrain  models,  aerial  triangulation  block  adjustment,  parallax  heighting,  etc.  ) 
developed  in  the  Department  of  Geography  over  the  last  decade. 
7.2  Program  (A)  -  Image  Coordinates  Refinement 
7.2.1  Function  of  the  program: 
The  function  of  this  program  is  to  correct  the  image  coordinates  observed 
on  a  stereo  -comparator,  for  the  following  effects: 
(i)  radial  lens  distortion; 
(ii)  atmospheric  refraction; 
(iii)  Earth  curvature;  and 
(iv)  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC. 
7.2.2  Mathematical  Basis 
The  corrections  for  lens  distortion,  atmospheric  refraction  and  Earth 
curvature  have  been  dealt  with  elsewhere  in  photogrammetry.  However,  the 
particular  methods  of  correction  used  in  this  program  are  given  below  for 
reference  purposes. 
In  all  cases,  the  radial  distance,  r,  of  the  image  point  from  the  geometric 
centre  is  given  by 
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rýx  +y  ............................. 
(135) 
where  x  and  y  are  the  image  coordinates  with  reference  to  the  geometric  centre 
as  origin.  If  the  radial  distortion  is  dr,  then  the  corrected  image  coordinates 
are  given  by: 187 
xc  =  x(I  -  dr/r)  ............  *.  00..  (136) 
yc  =  y(I  -  dr/r) 
(i)  Radial  lens  distortion 
....  S  ""  ""  ""  "  "SS.  "S..  "  (137) 
The  method  used  in  this  program  for  the  lens  distortion  correction  is  to 
fit  a  polynomial  to  the  distortion  curve.  The  method  is  especially  well  suited 
for  analytical  photogrammetric  calculations  using  a  computer  (Wolf,  1974). 
The  polynomial  is  specified  by  the  following  equation 
dr  =  kor  +  kjr3  +  k2r5  +  k3r  7 
.............  (138) 
where  the  four  coefficients  ko  -  k3  define  the  shape  of  the  curve.  They  are 
determined  through  a  least  squares  curve-fitting  computation  which  matches 
a  curve  to  known  radial  distortions  at  varying  radial  distances  as  determined 
through  camera  calibration.  Once  the  k  values  have  been  determined,  the 
radial  lens  distortion  for  any  value  of  r  may  be  calculated  by  substituting  into 
equation  (138).  The  corrected  image  coordinates  can  be  determined  by  sub- 
stituting  the  corresponding  radial  distortion  in  equations  (136)  and  (137). 
(ii)  Atmospheric  refraction 
The  correction  for  this  radial  distortion  is  given  in  the  1966  edition  of 
the  American  Manual  of  Photogrommetry  as: 
dr  =  K.  (r  +r  3A2) 
........................... 
(139) 
K.,  the  constant  for  atmospheric  refraction,  is  given  by: 
Ka  = 
2410  H_ 
_ 
2410  h(  h])x 
10-6  .. 
(140) 
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where  H  is  the  absolute  flying  height  in  km  and  h  is  terrain  height  in  km. 188 
The  formula  was  originally  derived  by  Bertram  (1965)  who  based  it  on  the  1959 
ARDC  model  atmosphere. 
Again  the  substitution  of  dr  in  equations  (136)  and  (137)  gives  the 
corrected  image  coordinates. 
(M)  Earth  curvature 
The  radial  displacement  due  to  Earth  curvature  is  given  by: 
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in  whi  ch  R  is  the  radius  of  the  Earth  in  km, 
H  is  the  flying  height  above  ground  in  km, 
f  is  the  focal  length  in  mm  and 
r  is  the  radial  distance  to  the  image  point  from  the  principal 
point  (in  mm). 
The  formula  is  based  on  the  assumption  that  the  photography  is  vertical. 
(iv)  Focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC 
The  mathematical  basis  for  these  corrections  is  given  in  Chapter  IV 
(section  4.3)  and  the  combined  effect  of  both  corrections  is  given  in  the  same 
Chapter  (section  4.7). 
7.2.3  Flexibility  and  Limitations 
The  program  can  correct  the  coordinates  of  any  number  of  image 
points,  the  only  limiting  factor  being  the  storage  capacity  of  the  computer 
used.  In  fact,  the  ICL  2980  computer  has  a  very  large  store  capacity  compared 
to  the  requirements  of  the  comparatively  small  programs  developed  for  the 
current  work. 189 
The  image  coordinates  measured  on  each  of  the  pair  of  overlapping  photographs 
are  used  as  input  data,  so  that  the  output  data  can  be  used  directly  to  form  a 
model,  either  through  relative  orientation,  or  by  the  space  resection  and 
intersection  technique. 
The  corrections  to  the  image  coordinates,  which  are  mentioned  above,  may 
be  applied  either  separately,  or  in  any  of  the  possible  combinations.  Hence, 
the  program  may.  be  used  not  only  to  correct  data  from  reconnaissance  photo- 
graphy,  but  also  to  correct  more  conventional  photogrammetric  data,  where 
the  effect  of  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC  is  not  present. 
7.3  Prooram  (B)  -  Analytical  Relative  Orientation 
This  program  establishes  the  relative  orientation  of  a  pair  of  overlapping 
photographs  which  have  been  observed  in  a  stereo  comparator  and  calculates  the 
model  coordinates  of  all  the  measured  image  points.  This  forms  a  very  important 
phase  of  the  polynomial  adjustment  solution.  Output  from  the  program  (model 
coordinates)  is  used  directly  as  input  data  for  the  absolute  orientation  and 
polynomial  adjustment  program  (C). 
The  program  was  originally  developed  and  fully  described  by  Mr.  B.  D.  F. 
Methley,  Department  of  Geography  at  the  University  of  Glasgow  (1972).  The 
program  was  slightly  modified  by  the  present  author  in  the  course  of  being 
transferred  from  the  ICL  1906A  computer  of  the  University  of  Nottingham  to  the 
ICL  2980  computer  of  the  Regional  Computing  Centre  in  Edinburgh. 190 
7.4  Program  (C)  -  Absolute  Orientation  and  Polynomial  Adiustment 
7.4.1.  Introduction 
This  program  carries  out  two  functions.  Firstly,  it  transforms  the  model 
coordinates  to  qround  coordinates  through  an  analytical  absolute  orientation 
procedure.  Then  it  applies  a  polynomial  adjustmen  to  the  computed  ground 
coordinates  in  order  to  fit  them  to  known  values.  Finally,  the  results  are 
analysed  by  a  comparison  of  the  photogrammetrically  derived  coordinates  with 
the  known  terrain  coordinates  of  the  check  points  and  the  determination  of  the 
root  mean  square  errors  of  the  discrepancies  between  these  two  sets  of  coordinates. 
7.4.2  Mathematical  Basis 
(a)  Absolute  Orientation 
The  relation  between  a  model  coordinate  system  and  a  ground  coordinate 
system  is  given  by  the  following  set  of  equations. 
xi  xi  x0 
Yi  A  Yi  +  Yo  .....  (142) 
zi  Z,  z0 
in  which  Xi,  Yi,  Zi  are  the  ground  coordinates  of  point  i, 
xi,  yi,  zi  are  the  model  coordinates  of  point  i, 
x  is  the  scale  factor, 
Xor  Yo,  Zo  are  the  shifts  to  the  origin  of  the  model  system, 
A  is  the  orthogonal  matrix  containing  three  rotations  XI  , 
J  and  JC. 191 
These  are  non-linear  equations,  including  seven  unknown  independent  orientation 
parameters  namely:  A,  I'L  ,f,  K,  Xo,  Yo  and  Z0.  Since  the  equations  are 
non-linear,  the  solution  for  the  seven  orientation  parameters  is  based  on  a 
set  of  initial  approximations  which  are  corrected  iteratively  until  the  corrections 
are  of  insignificant  value. 
The  corrections  dil,  df  ,  dlO,  d  A,  dXo,  dYo  and  dZo  to  the  approximate 
valuesilat  lat  )Oat  Aa,  Xoa  ,  Yoa  and  Zo.  are  obtained  by  solving  the 
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In  this  set  of  equations,  Vx,  Vx,  Vz  are  the  corrections  to  the  transformed 
coordinates.  Terms  with  suffix  a  are  approximate  values,  and  the  values  of 
El,  E2,  E3  are  given  by: 
El  x 
E2  AaY.....................  (144) 
E3  z 
The  initial  approximations  by  which  the  iterations  start  are  given  as  follows: 
JXa  =  0;  fa= 192 
arctan  (  (Y2  -  yl)  /  ('2  xl)  )-  arctan  (  (Y2  -  yl)  /  (X2  -  Xl) 
(X2  -  Xl)  2+  (y  2  YI)  2]  1 
................  (145) 
. 
(x2  _  XJ)2  +  (Y2  -  yl)2 
where  (X 
I,  Y)  and  (X  2'  Yý  are  the  ground  coordinates  of  two  plan  control 
points  selected  to  give  the  best  approximation  for  1,:  ý,  andA;  and  (xj,  yj) 
and  (X21  Yý  are  their  model  coordinates.  If  the,  number  of  observation 
equations  used  to  solve  the  set  of  equations  (143)  exceeds  seven,  then  a  least 
squares  solution  is  necessary.  In  this  case,  a  matrix  of  coefficients  is  formed. 
This  contains  seven  columns  and  (2m  +  n)  rows,  where  m  is  the  number  of  plan 
control  points  and  n  is  the  number  of  height  control  points.  If  this  matrix  is 
D,  the  normal  equation  matrix  N  can  be  obtained  by  multiplying  D  by  its 
transpose,  DT.  If  the  vector  of  corrections  to  the  transformed  coordinates  is 
denoted  by  P,  then  the  vector  X  of  the  unknown  corrections  to  the  orientation 
elements  is  given  by: 
X=  N-1  DT  P 
............  0  ............ 
(146) 
These  corrections  are  then  used  to  find  new  values  for  the  orientation  elements 
CS  follows: 
x  ON  dX 
0 
Xoa 
YON  dYO  +  Yoa 
ZON  dZ 
0  zoo 
L-  -i  L  -J  L  -1  AN  =  dA+Xa 
AN  =  dA  .  Ac,  00  (147) 193 
where  terms  with  suffix  N  are  the  new  orientation  elements  and  dA  is  given  as: 
dP  -dj 
dA  -d)O  Id  fL 
d  -dA  I 
And  so  the  iteration  is  continued  until  the  corrections  become  insignificant. 
(b)  Polynomial  Adjustment 
The  first  step  in  the  polynomial  adjustment  phase  is  to  determine  the 
discrepancies  between  the  photogrammetrically-derived  ground  coordinates  and 
the  known  ground  coordinates  of  the  control  points.  These  discrepancies  are 
used  to  determine  the  polynomial  coefficients  in  the  series  of  equations  (132), 
(133)  and  (134),  given  in  Chapter  V.  When  these  polynomial  parameters  are 
determined,  corrections  based  on  them  can  be  applied  to  all  other  points  measured 
in  the  model.  In  each  of  the  equations  mentioned,  there  are  nine  unknown  Para- 
meters.  These  can  be  determined  if  nine  plan  control  points  and  nine  height 
control  points  are  available.  Any  redundant  control  point  would  allow  the  use 
of  a  least  squares  solution. 
(c)  Accuracy  of  Results 
The  root  mean  square  errors  of  the  residuals  in  X,  Y  and  Z  can  be  determined 
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where  m=  root  mean  square  error 
u  =residual  discrepancy 
n  ::  number  of  points  being  tested 194 
u=  the  minimum  number  required  to  obtain  a  solution. 
The  accuracy  of  height  in  photo  scale  is  determined  by  computing  the  corres- 
ponding  residual  parallax  from  the  relation: 
dp  =B. 
f0............ 
0.0  .......... 
(149) 
H2 
where  B  is  the  air  base, 
H  is  the  flying  height,  and 
f  is  the  camera  principal  distance. 
7.4.3.  Flexibility  and  Limitations 
If  the  polynomial  adjustment  is  not  required,  the  program  may  be  stopped 
directly  after  transforming  the  model  coordinates  to  the  ground  coordinates.  In 
this  case,  the  results  after  the  absolute  orientation  would  be  printed  out,  together 
with  the  root  mean  square  errors  of  the  discrepancies. 
A  least  squares  method  is  used  in  both:  the  transformation  and  the  polynomial 
adjustment  phases,  hence  the  number  of  ground  control  points  is  only  limited  by 
the  computer's  storage  capacity. 
If  the  number  of-wound  control  points  available  is  not  sufficient  to  solve  for 
all  the  polynomial  parameters,  then  some  of  the  parameters  may  be  omitted,  so 
that  a  limited  adjustment  can  be  applied  with  the  available  control.  Again,  if 
the  effects  of  the  individual  parameters  on  the  adjustment  are  to  be  compared,  the 
parameters  may  be  reduced  one  by  one  with  each  successive  adjustment. 
A  numbering  system  is  designed  to  suit  the  different  types  of  points  in  the  model. 
This  numbering  system  should  be  followed  and  used  carefully. 
The  first  two  plan  control  points.  in  the  input  data  should  be  selected  as  those 195 
which  would  give  good  approximations  for  1ý  and  A,  the  azimuth  and  scale 
parameters  respectively. 
7.5  Program  (D)  -  Seqce  Resection  /In  terse  ction 
7.5.1  Introduction 
The  first  function  of  this  program  is  to  determine  the  exterior  orientation 
elements  of  the  camera.  This  is  then  followed  by  a  determination  of  the  ground 
coordinates  of  objects  within  the  model,  by  means  of  an  intersection  of  rays. 
7.5.2  Mathematical  Basis 
As  already  outlined  in  Chapter  V,  the  basic  theory  of  the  general  resection 
problem  is  based  on  the  collinearity  principle  specifying  that  each  image,  its 
object  and  the  perspective  centre  of  the  camera  lie  on  a  common  straight  line. 
(i)  Conventional  Space  Resection 
For  the  conventional  case,  the  linearised  collinearity  equations  are  given 
by  equations  (105)  in  Chapter  V.  These  equations  can  be  rewritten  in  matrix 
form  as  follows: 
Dj  X,  -L  ............  0  ......... 
(150) 






x  T=  [d&3  dl  d)t  dXo  dYo  dZo]  I 
and  P12  P22-  ........  o 
(151) 
P13  P23 
DT 
P14  P24 
P15  P25 
P16  P26 
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where  the  p-terms  are  coefficients  derived  from  the  partial  derivatives.  These 
coefficients  are  defined  in  Appendix  A.  All  other  terms  are  defined  in  Chapter  V 
(section  5.6.1). 
Equations  (150)  can  be  solved,  using  least  squares,  to  give  the  unknown 
corrections  for  the  orientation  elements: 
X=  (DT  DDTL.........................  (152) 
11 
(ii)  Additional  parameters 
When  the  error  model  given  by  equation  (117)  is  added  to  the  observation 
equations,  they  can  be  written  as: 
V  =D1x  D2x 
2- 
L....................  (153) 
or 
V  =  DX-L  ......  0  ....  0..  0  ....  0  ......  *.. 
(154) 
in  which  D 
2X2  is  the  error  model  such  that: 
D= 
2 
y  xy  x  1  x2y  xy 
20  00  xr 
2 
xr 
5  1.0  0' 
x0  -Y  00  xy 
22 
xy  xy 
25 
I 
yr  yr  0  1.0 
and  XT=  [a 
ab  bb  b  b  b  c  dd  (155)  c 
1 
2  ,  12  2  3  5  4  6  l  12  2 
Again,  using  least  squares,  the  solution  is  given  by 
TT  (D  D)  DL.........................  (156) 
(iii)  Point  by  p2int  Space  Resection 
The  exterior  orientation  elements  corresponding  to  each  point  in  the  photograph 
are  expressed  as  functions  of  the  photo  -coord  i  notes  of  the  point  as  given  in 
equation  0  09).  The  observation  equations  for  this  case  are  given  by  equation;  (I  10). 197 
These  can  also  be  written  in  the  following  matrix  form: 
V=DIxI+D3x 
3- 
L  .................... 
(157) 
or 
DX-L  .......  ,  .........  6.6  .........  0..  (158) 
In  this  equation,  D1  is  given  in  equation  (151)  and  D2  "2  xiDI  (see  Chapter  V, 
section5.6.2  ).  The  least  squares  solution  for  equation  (158)  would  give 
(D  T 
D)  -1  DTL..........................  (159) 
(iv)  Space  Intersection 
Having  determined  the  exterior  orientation  elements  of  the  camera,  from 
either  of  the  above  equations,  it  becomes  necessary  to  consider  the  scale  factor 
appropriate  for  two  overlapping  photographs.  This  scale  factor  may  be  determined 
using  either  equation  (113)  or  (114).  The  ground  coordinates  X,  Y  and  Z  of  any 
object  can  thus  be  determined  by  substituting  the  exterior  orientation  elements 
of  the  camera,  the  scale  factor  and  the  image  coordinates  of  the  object  in 
equation  (I  11)  or  equation  (112). 
Accuracy  of  the  Results 
The  formula  for  the  root  mean  square  errors  of  the  discrepancies  given  in 
equation  (148)  is  used  to  analyse  the  results  in  this  program.  Equation  (149) 
is  also  used  to  compute  the  residual  x-parallax  corresponding  to  the  residual  of 
the  computed  height. 
7.5.3  Flexibility  and  Limitations 
The  least  squares  method  is  used  in  solving  the  observation  equations,  hence 
the  number  oF  ground  control  points  is  only  limited  by  the  computer's  storage 198 
capacity.  The  minimum  number  of  ground  control  points  is,  however,  determined 
by  the  type  of  resection  solution;  in  other  words,  the  number  of  unknown  parameters 
involved  in  the  computations. 
The  number  of  models  which  may  be  tested  is  also  limited  only  by  the  computer 
storage  available. 
If 
_ground 
coordinates  of  points  outside  the  model  area  are  given,  and  these 
points  are  measured  monocularly  they  can  be  used  in  the  resection  phase  to  give 
a  better  determination  of  the  exterior  orientation  elements  of  the  camera  since  the 
ground  control  will  cover  a  larger  area  in  this  case. 
A  conventional  resection  solution  can  be  handled  by  the  program,  hence 
a  conventional  photogrammetric  model  could  be  formed  and  tested.  In  this  case, 
the  camera's  relative  orientation  parameters  determined  by  this  solution  are  printed 
as  output  and  could  be  used  as  preliminary  values  in  a  bundle  block  adjustment 
program  . 
To  apply  any  of  the  space  resection  solutions  (conventional  space  resection, 
additional  parameters  or  point-by-point  space  resection),  it  is  only  required  to 
input  the  appropriate  tag  and  the  number  of  unknown  parameters. 
In  the  case  of  space  resection  with  additional  parameters,  the  parameters  are 
divided  into  four  groups,  added  one  by  one  to  the  observation  equations.  This is 
done  by  choosing  the  appropriate  value  of  X,  the  number  of  unknown  parameters 
in  each  case. 
The  point-by-point  space  resection  can  be  applied  in  either  x-  or  y-direction 
depending  on  the  direction  of  the  shutter  motion,  if  it  is  known.  Otherwise  a 
general  case  can  be  applied.  Again,  this  is  achieved  by  indicating  the  appropriate 
tog. 199 
Although  it  is  not  common  that  the  two  overlapping  exposures  are  taken  by 
quite  different  cameras  if  this  did  occur,  it  could  be  coped  with  by  the  program 
since  the  resections  are  determined  quite  separately  for  each  photograph. 
Since  the  program  would  normally  only  be  used  for  test  purposes,  the  ground 
coordinates  should  be  given  for  all  test  points. 
The  maximum  number  of  iterations  needed  is  left  to  the  user's  choice.  However, 
if  the  corrections  to  each  of  the  camera  rotation  elements  and  to  the  camera 
translation  elements  are  less  than  0.00001  radian  and  0.00001  metre  respectively, 
then  these  will  be  suitable  criteria  to  stop  the  computation. 
7.6  Program  (E  -  Plot  of  Discrepancies 
7.6.1  Introduction 
The  function  of  this  program  is  to  plot  the  discrepancies  in  plan  and  height 
of  all  the  test  points. 
Subroutines  provided  by  the  GHOST  Graphical  Output  System  are  used  to 
generate  the  graphical  output  using  the  CIL  (Computer  Instrumentation  Limited) 
Model  6011  plotter.  A  short  program,  written  in  Delft  Algol  for  use  on  the 
IBM  370/158  computer  at  the  Edinburgh  Regional  Computing  Centre,  is  used  to 
call  these  routines.  The  scales  at  which  the  plots  have  been  generated  are 
1/580,000  for  the  Skylab  models,  and  1/58,000  and  1/26,300  for  the  Southampton 
and  Worthing  models  of  the  F-126  photography  respectively. 200 
7.7 
-Prociram 
(F  -  Transformation  of  Geoqraphic  Coordinates  to  Secant  Plane 
Coordinate  System 
7.7.1  Introduction 
In  order  to  apply  analytical  photogrommetric  techniques,  it  is  necessary  to 
transform  the  geographical  ground  coordinates  of  the  test  points,  extracted  from 
the  available  maps,  to  a  three-dimensional  orthogonal  system.  The  function  of 
this  program  is  to  transform  the  geographic  coordinates  of  the  test  points  measured 
on  the  1/24,000  and  1/62,500  scale  maps  for  the  Skylab  test  to  a  local  rectangular 
secant  plane  coordinate  system. 
7.7.2  Mathematical  Basis 
The  secant  plane  coordinate  system  is  a  local  three-dimensional  Cartesian 
coordinate  system.  In  this  system,  the  X  and  Y  are  comparable  to  horizontal  grid 
coordinates  and  the  Z  is  equivalent  to  the  combination  of  elevation  and  Earth 
curvature  in  which  case  the  image  coordinates  need  not  be  corrected  for  Earth 
curvature  (Harris  et  al.,  1962). 
The  first  step  of  the  transformation  is  to  transform  the  ceographic  positions 
and  elevations  of  the  test  points  to  a  geocentric  coordinate  system  (Fig.  125)  as 
fo  II  ows: 
xG  1-  (N  +  h)  cos  4  sin  X 
............... 
(160) 
YG  =  (N  +  h)  cos  t  cos  X 
...........  *  .... 
(161) 
ZG  = 
[N  (I  -e 
2) 
+  h]  sin  ................ 
(162) 
in  which 201 
j  and  A  are  the  latitude  and  longitude  of  the  point,  respectively; 
e  is  the  ellipsoid  -eccentricit 
h  is  the  elevation  of  the  point  above  the  ellipsoid,  and 
N  is  the  radius  of  curvature  of  the  ellipsgýid  at  right  angles  to  the  meridian 
(or  the  length  of  the  ellipsoid  normal  through  4  and  X,  terminating  at  the 
minor  axis). 
ZO 
Fig.  125  XG  YG  ZG 
Geocentric  System 
x 
6 
To  rotate  the  geocentric  system  about  the  intersection  of  the  polar  axis  and 
the  normal  of  the  ellipsoid  through  the  secant  plane  origin,  the  X-Y  plane  is 
translated  to  this  point  by  adding  (No  e2  sin  ý 
0) 
to  the  ZG  coordinate  (see 
Fig.  126),  where  No  is  the  length  of  the  normal  through  the  secant  plane  origin: 
[N  (I  -e 
2) 
+  h]  sin+  +  No  e2  sin  ý0..........  (163) 202 
Fig.  126  Geometric 
elements  used  in  the 
x  secant  plane  transformation 
The  modified  geocentric  system  is  then  rotated  to  make  the  Z-axis  coincide 
with  the  origin  normal,  with  the  Y-axis  indicating  north,  and  the  X-axis  indicating 
east: 
x  cos  Ao 
Y  sin  sin 
z  Cos  sin 
Since  the  Z-coordinate  will  bc 
-  sin  0xG 
-  sin  0 
Cos  A0  Cos  0 
YG  (164) 
Cos  Cos  ý  sin  Zý 
too  large  for  practical  computations,  the  X-Y 
plane  oF  the  rotated  system  is  then  translated  along  the  Z-axis  to  a  "secant 
position".  The  magnitude  of  the  translation  is  arbitrarily  chosen  as  the  length 
of  the  origin  normal  reduced  down  to  the  nearest  10,000  metres.  After  this 
translation,  the  coordinates  are  in  the  secant  plane  system  to  be  used  in 
photogrammetric  computations. 
In  order  to  check  the  validity  of  this  transformation,  the  inverse  transform 
of  the  secant  plane  system  must  be  considered  -  This  starts  by  translating  the  X-Y 203 
plane  back  to  the  intersection  of  the  ellipsoid  normal  and  the  polar  axis,  followed 
by  the  rotation  back  into  the  modified  geocentric  system: 
xG  Cos  -sin  sin  Cos  sin  x 
yG  -s  in  ýo  -sin  40  Cos 
0  cos  40  Cos  XO  Y  (165) 
z 
Gj  L0  Cos  ý0  sin  40z 
The  longitude  is  computed  from  equations  (160)  and  (161): 
tan-  V 
G/YG 
) 
...............................  (166) 
1 
and  also  tan- 
Iz/  (X2  +  y2  .................. 
(167) 
GGG 
Using  an  iterative  procedure  to  solve  equations  (163)  and  (167)  for  the  latitude 
of  the  point,  a  number  of  two  or  three  iterations  would  be  quite  sufficient.  After 
computing  the  latitude  of  the  point  the  elevation,  h,  may  be  computed  from 
equation  (160)  or  equation  (161): 
(X  cos  e  s'n  X)  - 
or  (Y 
G 
/cos  ý  cos  A)  -N..................  (168) 
7.8  Proqram  (G  -  Transformation  of  Geographic  coordinates  to  U.  T.  M 
Coordinates 
7.8.1.  Introduction 
A  commonly-used  alternative  rectangular  coordinate  system  ,  used  in 
conjunction  with  analytical  photogrammetric  techniques,  is  the  U.  T.  M.  system. 
The  function  of  program  (G)  is  to  transform  geographic  coordinates  of  the  test 
points  used  for  the  Skylab  test  to  the  U.  T.  M.  system.  The  objective  is  to  compare 204 
the  results  obtained  when  using  thig  system  and  the  secant  plane  rectangular 
system,  explained  above,  especially  with  regard  to  the  effect  of  Earth  curvature. 
7.8.2  Mathematical  Basis 
The  equations  of  the  transformation  of  geographic  positions  to  U.  T.  M. 
coordinates  are  given  as  follows  (Department  of  the  Army,  1958): 
N  (1)  +  (10p  2+  (III)p  4+A6  (169) 
E  (IV)p  +  (V)p  3+B5+ 
FE  ................. 
(170) 
in  which 
0.0001  aX  from  central  meridian  .................... 
(171) 
central  meridian  6x  (Zone  number)  -  183 
22 
v  =a/(I-e  sin 
I=  6367399-689  scale 
radians  -  sin  +  cos  4  10-6 
[5104.57388 
-  Cos 
2ý  (21.73607  -  0.11422  cos 
2+  )] 
- 
(172) 
=v  sin  cos  sin 
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B5=p5  (sin  51"v 
Cos 
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120  22  20 
-  58e'  sin  0  scale  10 
......... 
(178) 205 
In  the  above  equations: 
N=  grid  Northing  coordinate 
E=  grid  Easting  coordinate 
FE  =  False  Easting  =  500,000  metres 
scale=  0.9996 
a=  semi-major  axis 
semi-minor  axis 
e=  ellipsoid  eccentricity 
e'=  la 
22 
e2  2 
(bý-e 
The  constants  in  these  equations  are  based  on  the  parameters  of  the  Clarke 
Spheroid  1866. 
7.9  Conclusions 
It  is  obvious  that  the  test  work  carried  out  would  have  been  impossible  without 
the  availability  of  a  computer.  Therefore,  considerable  effort  and  time  were 
expanded  in  developing  and  preparing  the  computer  programs  described  in 
-  this  Chapter.  Nevertheless,  much  experience  has  been  gained  in  a  field  which 
was  previously  unfamiliar  to  the  author.  The  present  programs  were  satisfactory 
for  the  purposes  of  the  author's  experimental  work  but  no  doubt  could  be  made  more 
efficient  and  quicker  in  operation.  However,  this  would  mean  the  expenditure 
of  much  more  effort  and  time  than  was  available  during  the  present  work. 
Efforts  were  made  to  check  the  programs  by  using  suitable  data  and  results 
available  from  other  projects  and  publications.  Thus  the  absolute  orientation 
program  (C)  was  checked  using  data  from  the  Durban  test  models  provided  by 206 
Mr.  B.  D.  F.  Methley.  Data  extracted  from  Keller's  report  on  Skylab  photography 
(Keller,  1975)  were  used  to  check  the  Space  Resection  program  (D).  The  inverse 
version  of  program  (F)  was  used  to  check  the  transformation  of  geographic  co- 
ordinates  to  rectangular  plane  coordinates.  Program  (G)  was  checked  by  data 
from  the  Clarke  Spheroid  (1866)  Tables. 
The  results  of  the  actual  tests  on  the  measured  S-190B  and  F-126  reconnais- 
sonce  frame  photography  are  given  and  analysed  in  the  next  Chapter. 207 
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CHAPTER  VIII 
RESULTS  OF  THE  EXPERIMENTAL  TESTS 
8.1  Introduction 
The  flow  diagram  shown  on  page  185  in  Chapter  VI  I  shows  two  different 
procedures  for  the  data  processing.  In  each  case,  however,  the  image  coordinates 
were  first  corrected  for  the  various  image  distortions  (lens  distortion,  Earth 
curvature  and  atmospheric  refraction),  where  applicable,  using  program  A. 
The  Addendum  to  LEC/ASD  Technical  Memo  No.  TM73-002  issued  on  July  11, 
1974,  indicated  that  the  S-190B  camera  lens  distortion  to  be  insignificant 
(maximum  radial  distortion  =  110 
um)  (Keller,  1975),  so  no  correction  was  made 
for  the  S-190B  photography.  In  the  case  of  the  F-126  photography,  the  lens 
distortion  curve  shown  in  Fig.  115  was  used  to  correct  the  image  coordinates  of 
the  F-126  photography.  Also  the  distortion  due  to  atmospheric  refraction  at 
camera  altitudes  above  40  miles  (64  km)  is  relatively  negligible,  hence  no 
attempt  was  made  to  correct  this  for  the  S-190B  photography  (flying  altitude 
435  km).  The  output  from  program  A  will  then  go  through  the  following  processes. 
1.  Corrected  image  coordinates  were  used  as  input  to  the  analytical  relative 
orientation  proqrarn  developed  by  Mr.  B.  D.  F.  Methley  (program  B),  to  form  the 
model  coordinates  which  were  then  transformed  to  ground  coordinates  using  the 
(i)  analytical  absolute  orientation  and  (ii)  the  p2lynomial  adjustment  proqram 
(program  C). 
11.  The  same  corrected  image  coordinates  were  also  used  as  input  data  for 
the  Space  resection/space  intersection  Program  (program  D),  in  which  the  exterior 209 
orientation  elements  were  determined.  These  elements  were  determined  using 
either  (i)  conventional  space  resection,  (ii)  the  additional  parameters  method 
or  (iii)  the  point-by-point  space  resection  technique.  Ground  coordinates  were 
then  determined  by  intersection  in  space. 
In  all  these  tests,  the  ground  coordinates  were  obtained  by  measurements  on 
existing  maps,  and  in  the  case  of  the  S-190B  photography  were  then  transformed 
to  rectangular  coordinates  (either  UTM,  or  secant  plane  coordinates).  Discrepancies 
between  computed  ground  coordinates  and  their  known  values  were  determined. 
These  were  then  used  to  determine  the  root  mean  square  errors  (RMSE's)  of  the 
residuals  at  the  check  points  and  were  also  plotted  as  vectors  to  analyse  the 
results  and  see  if  any  residual  systematic  errors  could  be  identified. 
For  simple  identification  purposes  the  different  techniques  were  given 
appropriate  symbols  as  shown  in  Table  12. 
Table  12 
Technique  Symbol 
Group  I 
(i)  Conventional  absolute  orientation  uncorrected 
terrain  coordinates 
(ii)  Polynomial  adjustment  of  terrain  coordinates 
using  6  polynomial  parameters  1(6) 
11 
7  11  11 
1(7) 
8  11  1  11  1(8) 
9  1(9) 210 
Table  12  (continued) 
Technique  Symbol 
Group  11 
(i)  Conventional  single  photo  resection  followed 
by  space  intersection 
11  W 
(ii)  Space  resection  with  additional  parameters: 
using  2  parameters  (a-terms)  11(2) 
if  8  11  (a-  and  b-terms)  11(8) 
10  if  (a-,  b-  and  c-terms)  11(10) 
12  If  (a-,  b-,  c-  and  d-terms)  11(12) 
(iii)  Point  by  point  space  resection/space  intersection  11(iii)  j 
8.2  S-190B  Test  Results 
As  has  already  been  mentioned,  two  models  (01334/5  and  01335/6)  were  avail- 
able  for  test. 
In  all  the  tests  the  ground  coordinates  of  the  test  points,  measured  from 
1/24,000  or  1/62,500  maps  were  used  as  known  values.  With  the  exception  of 
one  test,  all  ground  coordinates  are  given  in  the  secant  plane  coordinate  system. 
Whenever  such  a  coordinate  system  is  used,  the  correction  to  image  coordinates 
for  Earth  curvature  is  unnecessary,  since  the  transformation  accounts  for  the  curvature 
of  the  Earth  (Harris  et  al.,  1962). 
All  the  ground  control  points  are  full  control  (given  in  X,  Y  and  Z  coordinates). 
The  root  mean  square  errors  (RMSE's)  of  the  residuals  of  the  computed  ground 
coordinates  from  the  known  values  were  determined. 211 
3.2.1  Results 
The  tests  performed  were  divided  into  two  groups  according  to  the  technique 
used.  This  will  make  it  easy  to  compare  the  effects  of  the  different  techniques. 
Group  I  (i) 
Conventional  absolute  orientation  was  carried  out  for  models  01334/5  and 
01335/6  (4  and  6)  as  follows: 
(a)  using  four  control  point  at  the  corners  of  each  model, 
(b)  using  twenty  control  points,  evenly  distributed  throughout  each  model, 
(c)  using  twenty  control  point  (same  as  case  (b  ))  with  the  ground  coordinates 
given  in  UTM  system, 
(d)  using  all  the  test  points  as  co  trol. 
The  RMSE's  were  determined  from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  (at 
all  the  test  points  for  case  (d)  )  and  are  shown  in  Table  13, 
where  mx  =  RMSE  of  residuals  in  X, 
my  =  RMSE  of  residuals  in  Y, 
m  PI 
=  RMSE  of  residuals  in  plan 
(=ýMx  z+Myz) 
mz  =  RMSE  oF  residuals  in  height, 
Flying  height. 212 
Table  13 




Model  No.  01334/5  Model  No.  01335/6 
No.  of  No.  of  m  m  9  m  P  M  ) 
No  of  No.  of  m  )  my  mp  m 
control  check  (m)  (  )  (M  (M  control  check  n  (m  m)  M)  (m 
points  points  (.  um)  (Jim)  (;  im)  (O/Cji)  points  points  ýjm)  (,  um)  (um)  (9/61-1) 
4  56  16.1  26.5  31.0  102.7  4  48  26.3  14  .5  30.0  95.6 
17  28  33  0.24  28  15  32  0.22 
20  40  16.5  17.4  24.0  90.4  20  32  20.8  13.3  24.7  60.9 
17  18  25  0.21  22  1.4 
1 
26  0.14 
20  40  16.9  17.4  24.3  98.6  20  32  21.0  16.8  26.9  63.9 
18  18  26  0.23  22  18  -  28  0.15 
60  60  15.9  18.1  24.1  79.2  52  52  18.4  14.7  23.6  57.2 
17  19  25  0.18  19  15  25  0.13 
Model  01334/5 
The  results  from  the  use  of  4  control  points  (case  (a)  )  gave  the  errors 
mx,  my  and  mz  to  be  ý  16.1,126.5  and 
1102.7 
m  respectively.  The  use  of 
additional  control  points,  20  in  all  (case  (b)  )  resulted  in  no  improvement  in  mx 
but  a  considerable  improvement  in  my  and  mz.  Them 
y 
figure  improved  from  i"  26.5m 
to  117.4  metres  (a  30%  improvement)  and  the  -mz 
from  ý  102.7m  to  :ý  90.4m  (a 
12%  improvement).  In  case  (d)  where  all  the  available  terrain  points  were  used 
as  control,  there  was  no  further  improvement  in  the  y  coordinates  (my  +  18.  Im) 
but  there  was  a  further  improvement  in  the  z  of  1219/6  (mz  =t  79.2m). 
Model  01335/6 
With  this  model,  the  results  were  rather  different.  With  4  control  points 
(case  (a)  ),  the  errors  mx,  my  and  mz  were 
ý  26.3m,  ý  14.5m  and  95.6m 
respectively.  Thus  the  errors  in  x  and  in  y  were  interchanged.  When  20  points 213 
were  used  as  con  trol  (case  (b)  )  the  mx  improved  25%  to  1'  20.8m  and  the  my 
improved  hardly  at  all  to  i-  13.3m.  The  heights  showed  a  dramatic  improvement 
mz  =  i*  60.9m  (a  359/6  improvement).  In  case  (d)  when  all  the  available  points 
were  used  as  control,  there  were  only  small  improvements  in  the  figures  for 
Mx,  my  and  mz. 
It  is  very  difficult  to  account  for  the  initial  discrepancies  between  the 
two  models  when  only  four  controls  were  used.  One  may  suggest  that  errors  in 
only  one  control  point  in  either  model  may  be  the  reason  for  when  20  controls 
were  used,  the  figures  for  each  model  immediately  showed  a  closer  agreement 
in  x  and  y. 
Case  (6)  model  01334/5  16.5  17.4  90.4 
model  01835/6  20.8  13.3  60.9 
When  all  points  were  used  (d),  the  agreement  in  x  and  y  stayed  much  the  same 
but  the  z  improved  in  both  models. 
Case  W  model  01334/5  15.9  18.1  79.2 
model  01335/6  18.4  14.7  57.2 
Taking,  the  average  for  the  two  models  give3:  - 
Case  (a)  (4  points)  21.2  20.5  99.2 
Case  (b)  (20  points)  18.7  15.3  75.6 
Case  (d)  (All  points)  17.2  16.8  68.2 
From  the  vector  diagram  of  position  errors,  shown  in  Appendix  C  it  can 
be  seen  thatp  for  both  models,  the  patterns  of  the  errors  show  a  systematic 
tendency  for  each  group  of  points  whose  ground  coordinates  were  measured 
from  the  same  map.  In  this  context,  it  must  be  remembered  that  the  final 214 
residuals  obtained  will  be  dependent  on  the  accuracy  of  the  control  used.  This 
may  account  for  the  fact  that  the  results  obtained  for  model  01335/6  in  which 
only  61%  of  the  test  points  were  measured  from  the  smaller  scale  1/62,500  maps, 
are  better  than  those  obtained  for  model  01334/5  with  83%  of  its  test  points 
measured  from  thel/62,500  scale  maps.  As  can  be  seen  from  inspection  of  the 
other  vector  diagrams,  this  tendency  for  a  systematic  pattern  of  errors  in  groups 
occurs  for  all  the  testsmade.  The  size  and  pattern  of  these  errors  are,  however, 
not  so  large  as  to  invalidate  the  results  of  the  tests. 
When  the  vector  diagrams  of  the  heiqht  errors  were  examined  (see  Appendix  C) 
the  errors  were  noticed  to  be  systematic  along  the  axis  transverse  to  the  flight 
direction  (Y-axis).  It  was  initially  suspected  that  these  systematic  errors  were 
associated  with  Earth  curvature.  For  this  reason,  the  test  was  re-run  using  U.  T.  M. 
coordinate  values,  with  the  image  coordinates  being  corrected  for  Earth  curvature 
effect.  Results  of  this  test  are  given  in  the  above  Table  13(c).  The  results  are 
virtually  the  some  as  those  obtained  using  secant  plane  coordinates  for  the  model 
01334/5  and  a  little  worse  for  the  model  01335/6,  the  small  deterioration  being 
due  possibly  to  the  assumption  that  the  photography  was  truely  vertical,  as  far 
as  correction  for  Earth  curvature  is  concerned.  The  outcome  of  the  investigation 
was  that  no  source  for  the  small  systematic  errors  in  height  could  be  identified. 
Again  they  are  not  of  such  a  magnitude  that  they  are  significant  for  the  results 
of  the  tests. 
Summarising  the  results  of  the  tests  of  Group  I  (i),  one  can  say  that  the  use  of 
increasing  numbers  of  control  points  gave,  as  might  be  expected,  better  results. 
Especially,  the  increase  from  4  to  20  points  gave  markedly  improved  results  both 215 
in  planimetry  but  more  especially  in  height.  All  the  remaining  tests  which  follow 
have  been  carried  out  using  20  control  points  in  each  model,  with  40  and  32  check 
points  available  respectively  in  the  two  models.  Thus  the  same  data  in  respect  of 
measured  plate  coordinates,  control  points  and  test  points  has  been  input  for  all 
the  other  techniques  investigated  in  this  study. 
Group  I  (ii) 
16,17,18,19  -  Conventional  absolute  orientation  followed  by  polynomial 
adjustment  of  six,  seven,  eight  and  nine  parameters  respectively  was  carried  out 
for  the  two  models  using  the  twenty  control  points.  The  RMSE's  were  determined 
from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and  are  shown  in  Table  14. 
Table  14 
Model  No.  01334/5  Model  No.  01335/6 
N  o.  of  check  points  40  No.  of  check  points=32 
m  x  m  m  PI  m  z  m  x  M.  pi  m  mz 
W  (Z  W  W  m)  (Z  (m)  W 
FI  (Jim)  fium)  Oum)  (/c)oH)  (um)  Ojm)  (Pm)  (%oH) 
16 
16.4  16.7  23.4  85.9  15.6  12.6  20.0  55.9 
17  18  25  0.20  16  13  21  0.13 
17  15.3  17.2  23.0  90.4  14.1  12.6  18.9  58.6 
16  18  24  0.21  15  13  20  0.13 
18  15.9  17.4  23.6  85.9  14.1  13.3  19.4  58.0 
17  18  25  0.20  15  14  21  0.13 
19 
=17.5 
15.8  23.6  91.2  14.4  13.6  19.8  57.8 
18 18  17 1 17  25  0.21  15  14  21  0.13 
The  general  trend  of  the  results  is  that  the  use  oF  the  six  polynomial  terms 
I  x"  y"  xyj,  x 
2, 
Y2)  is  a  fairly  effective  method  of  acheiving  a  good  fit  to 
the  control.  The  figures  for  the  two  models.  - 216 
mx  my  mz 
model  01334/5  16.4  16.7  85.9 
model  01335/6  15.6  12.6  55.9 
mean  16.0  14.6  70.9 
are  of  the  same  general  order  as  (but  slightly  improved  on)  those  achieved  using 
20  control  points  without  a  polynomial  correction  (Group  I(i)  case  (d)  ).  The 
tendency  for  the  my  and  mZ  figures  to  be  much  better  in  the  second  model  than 
the  first  continues  to  be  present. 
When  higher  order  polynomials  are  used,  there  is  no  discernible  improvement 
in  the  results  which  points  to  the  affectiveness  of  the  six  originally  selected 
parameters.  This  also  means  that  the  use  of  and  need  for  additional  control 
points  does  not  bring  about  any  worthwhile  improvement  in  results. 
The  vector  diagrams  show  the  same  tendency  for  the  groups  oF  points 
associated  with  the  same  map  sheet  to  exhibit  the  slightly  systematic  pattern 
of  error  first  noted  in  the  Group  I  (i)  tests. 
Conventional  absolute  orientation  followed  by  25?  lynomial  adjustmen  was 
also  carried  out  for  the  two  models  using  all  the  test  point  as  control  points. 
The  RMSE's  were  determined  from  the  residuals  at  the  test  points  and  are  shown 
in  Table  15. 
Table  15 
Model  No.  01334/5 
No.  of  test  points  =  60 
Model  No.  01335/6 
No.  of  test  points  =  52 
m  x  m  y  MPI  m  z  m  x  m  mpl  M  z 
(m)  (m)  (m)  (m)  (m)  (j  (m)  (m) 
(um)  (jum)  (,  um)  (YooH)  ()i  M)  (ju  M)  (Jum)  (%oH) 
16  15.2  16.9  22.7  92.3  15.6  14.5  21.3  59.4 




18.0.  23.9  92.4  14.4  14.7  20.6  61.3 
17  19  25  0.21  15  16  22  0.14 217 
This  also  does  not  show  any  improvement  in  results  than  when  only  the  20  points 
were  used. 
Group  11 
The  second  group  of  tests  comprise  those  which  use  the  space  resection/space 
intersection  procedure  as  the  basis  for  converting  the  measured  image  coordinates 
to  the  final  terrain  coordinates. 
11  (i)  Conventional  space  resection/space  intersection  was  carried  out  for  the 
two  models  using,  as  in  the  previous  case,  twenty  control  points.  The  RMSE's 
were  determined  from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and  are  shown  in 
Table  16. 
Table  16 
Model  No.  01334/5 
No.  of  check  points  =  40 
Model  No.  01335/6 
No.  of  check  points  32 
m A  mM 









(um)  (um)  (Pm)  (%ol-l)  (um)  (Jim)  (um)  (%oH) 
17.5  20.2  26.7  158.0  20.1  20.1  28.4  130.3 
18  21  28  0.36  21  21  30  0.30 
Corrections  were  made  to  the  plate  coordinates  only.  In  all  respects  the  results 
were  markedly  poorer  with  this  method  compared  with  any  other.  This  may  be 
explained  by  the  fact  that  the  space  resection  oF  each  individual  photograph 
was  carried  out  with  control  only  in  the  overlap  area,  resulting  in  a  weak 
determination  of  the  orientation  parameters.  Control  points  located  across  the 
full  extent  of  the  photograph  would  have  provided  a  better  solution.  Another 
possible  reason  for  the  poor  results  was  that  a  single  perspective  centre, 218 
corresponding  to  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph,  was  assumed  for  the 
whole  of  each  photograph.  The  intersections  to  give  terrain  coordinates  of  the 
test  points  were  then  calculated  on  this  assumption.  However,  strictly  speaking 
this  is  not  true  since  the  camera  is  equipped  with  a  focal  plane  shutter  where 
the  perspective  centre  changes  in  position  during  the  exposure.  This  may  be 
a  significant  point  given  the  high  speed  of  a  satellite  (ca.  8  km/second)  over 
the  terrain.  Thus  for  a  single  exposure  during  a  typical  shutter  transit  time  of 
1/10  sec,  the  satellite  (and  the  perspective  centre)  will  move  through  a  distance 
of  800  metres  or  400  metres  on  either  side  of  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photo- 
graph. 
The  next  two  methods  in  which  the  space  resection/i  n  terse  ction  method  is 
modified  to  use  (i)  additional  parameters  and  (ii)  the  point-by-point  computational 
method  have  been  devised  to  overcome  this  particular  difficulty  (as  well  as  others). 
Group  11  (ii)  -  Space  resection  with  additional  parameter  was  carried  out  for 
the  two  models  using  the  some  twenty  control  points.  The  RMSE's  were  determined 
from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and  are  given  in  Table  17. 219 
Table  17 
(D 
Model  No.  01334/5 
No.  of  check  points  -=  40 
Model  No.  01335/6 
No.  of  check  points  =  32 
m  m  y  m-  m  z  m  x  m-  m  PI  M  z  W  (M3  (m)  W  (mý  W  H 
I 
(Pm)  Ojm)  (Lim)  (0/oc  H)  (Prn)  (Pm)  (Pm)  (0/o  oH) 
11  (2)  15.3  16.1  22.2  93.8  16.1  11.9  20.0  65.8 
16  17  23  0.22  17  13  21  0.15 
11(8)  17.1  16.3  23.6  99.1  15.0  11.8  19.1  87.0 
18  17  25  0.23  16  13  20  0.20 
11  (10)  16.6  16.2  23.2  106.2  14.9  13.1  19.8  69.8 
17  17  25  0.24  16  14  21  0.16 
11(12)  -18.5  16.8  24.9  66.9  19.6  12.8  23.4  49.0 
20  18  26  0.15  21  14  25  0.11 
The  improvement  in  the  results  with  the  use  of  first  two  additional  parameters 
(the  a-terms)  is  quite  dramatic,  especially  in  height.  The  a-terms  represent 
principally  the  change  in  the  image  scale  caused  by  the  use  of  an  incorrect  or 
unknown  principal  distance.  They  also  model  the  affine  change  in  scale  produced 
by  the  focal  plane  shutter  -  In  the  light  of  the  analysis  previously  conducted 
in  Chapter  IV,  this  is  less  likely  to  be  the  source  of  error. 
The  use  of  further  additional  parameters  in  the  form  of  the  b-terms  (8  parameters) 
and  the  c-terms  (10  parameters)  does  not  cause  any  significant  change  in  the  figures 
for  mx  and  my,  but  they  do  cause  the  errors  in  height  to  grow  significantly  larger. 
This  may  well  be  due  to  correlation  between  these  parameters,  or  that  they  are 
insignificant,  in  which  case  they  wi  II  change  the  accuracy  of  the  model,  a  problem 
already  raised  by  Ebner  (1976). 
However,  when  the  d-terms  which  model  the  position  of  the  principal  point 
are  used  a  quite  emphatic  improvement  takes  place  in  the  heights  with  mz=±  66.9  m 220 
and  149.  Om  in  the  two  models.  Again  there  is  a  slight  deterioration  in  the 
results  for  mx  and  my. 
The  effect  of  the  error  (dx 
p) 
in  the  position  of  the  principal  point  on  the 
height  is  given  as  (Hadem,  1968): 
dZ  = 
H2 
dx  P2  -  dx 
PI  Bf 
where  dZ  =  error  in  height  caused  by  errors  dx  PI  and  dx  P2  in  positions  of  left 
hand  and  right  hand  principal  points, 
H=  flying  height  above  terrain 
principal  distance  and 
B  =air  base. 
Thus  for  narrow  angle  photography  where  the  B/ii  ratio  is  small  (0.10  for  the 
S-190B  photography),  the  height  error  caused  by  the  error  in  the  position  of  the 
principal  point  will  be  significantly  large  as  compared  with  the  super-wide-angle 
photography  and  its  larger  B/N  ratio  (1 
. 
0).  This  is  illustrated  by  these  two 
cases  shown  in  Fig.  127  (a)  and  (b).  For  the  same  flying  height  and  principal 
distance,  the  error  in  height  caused  by  error  in  principal  point  for  case  (b)  is 
10  times  larger  than  that  for  case  (a). 





Group  11  (iii) 
_Point-by-point 
space  resection/space  intersection  was  carried 
out  for  the  two  models  using  the  twenty  control  points.  The  RMSE's  were  determined 
from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and  are  given  in  Table  18. 
Table  1.8 
Model  No.  01334/5 
No.  of  check  points  =  40 
Model  No.  01335/6 
No.  of  check  points  =  32 
mx  my  mpl  mz  mx  my  mpl  mz 
(m).  WWW  W  W  W  W 
(pm)  (ju  M)  (Jim)  (%oH)  I  (p  m)  Oum)  Gim)  (9/61-1) 
14.7  15.2  21.2  66.2  20.8  15.9  26.2  83.4 
16  16  22  0.15  22  17  28  0.19 
The  results  from  this  method  are  quite  peculiar  and  disturbing  in  that  model 
No.  01334/5  gave  better  results  than  modelNo.  01335/6  which  is  quite  the 
opposite  to  the  results  obtained  from  all  the  other  methods  and  tests  given  above. 
Results  for  model  No.  01334/5  were  significantly  improved  from  that  when  the 
conventional  resection  method  was  used.  (mx  from  1:  17.5m  to  +  14.7m,  my 
from  ý  20.2m  to  "  15.2m  and  m  from  1:  158.  Om  to 
t  66.2m).  The  improvement 
z 
in  results  for  model  no.  01335/6  is  only  noticeable  for  my  and  mz  (M 
y 
from 
1:  20.1  m  to  115.9m 
and  mz  from  '1  130.3m  to  ý  83m). 
A  considerable  time  has  been  spent  on  checking  the  input  data,  the  programs 
etc.  and  in  re-running  the  programs  to  try  and  locate  any  error  which  could  have 
occurred  which  could  cause  the  results  for  the  second  model  (01335/6)  to  be  much 
poorer  than  the  first  (01334/5)  -  but  unfortunately  without  change  in  the  results. 
Certainly  one  would  expect  this  methdd  of  point-by-point  space  resection/space 
intersection  to  be  an  effective  method  of  dealing  with  the  time-varying  parameters 222 
such  as  the  camera  rotations  which  are  inherent  in  the  operation  of  a  camera 
equipped  with  a  focal  plane  shutter.  In  fact  the  results  from  the  first  model  show 
the  method  is  just  as  effective  as  the  use  of  additional  parameters  (Group  11  (ii) 
and  more  effective  than  the  use  of  polynomials  (Group  I  (ii)  )  to  warp  out  the  terrain 
coordinates.  It  is  frustrating  not  to  have  this  confirmed  by  the  second  model  and 
to  be  unable  to  find  any  reason  for  the  anomalous  results  of  this  model. 
8.3  Analysis  of  the  S-190B  Test  Results 
Before  discussing  the  results  shown  above,  it  should  be  mentioned  here,  again, 
that  the  scale  of  this  photography  is  1/945,600  and  the  B/1-1  ratio  is  0.10.  The 
accuracy  of  the  ground  control  is  between  10-20pm  at  the  photo  scale  and  the 
estimated  ground  resolution  is  30  metres. 
8.3.1  Planimetric  Accurac 
Attempting  an  overall  assessment  of  the  planimetric  results,  one  notices 
immediately  that  the  special  techniques  devised  in  this  study  to  treat  this  type  of 
photography  all  improved  the  accuracy  of  the  planimetric  coordinates  significantly. 
Figs.  128  and  129  enable  a  graphical  comparison  of  the  results  using  the  different 
techniques  to  be  made.  The  polynomial  adjustment  method  (16,17,18  and  19) 
and  the  additional  parameters  technique  (112,118,  HIO  and  1112)  gave  a  planimetric 
accuracy  (mpl)  between  ý  20  -25  jum  at  the  photo  scale  for  both  models.  Ihe 
some  result  was  also  achieved  with  the  point-by-point  resection  intersection 
method  (11  (iii)  )  but  for  the  first  model  only.  Hence  all  of  these  techniques  are 
effective  in  improving  the  accuracy  of  the  planimetric  accuracy,  significantly. 
Comparing  the  effects  of  the  different  polynomials,  it  is  clear  that  the  first 223 
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six  parameters  (16)  (see  equations  132  and  133)  are  the  most  effective  on  the 
two  models;  the  difference  using  higher-order  polynomials  G7,18  and  19)  did 
not  exceed  I  um  at  the  photo  scale,  which  is  totally  insignificant. 
As  far  as  the  additional  parameters  method  is  concerned,  the  first  group 
using  the  a-terms  in  equation  117  are  the  most  effective  when  testing  model 
No.  01334/5.  These  are  the  terms  that  correct  for  the  scale  change  of  the 
photography,  most  usually  caused  by  inaccuracy  in  the  principal  distance.  The 
addition  of  the  second  group  a18)  which  corrects  for  the  film  deformation  (the 
b-terms  in  equation  117)  did  not  improve  the  accuracy  obtained  by  the  first 
group  to  any  significant  extent.  The  same  remarks  can  be  made  regarding  the 
addition  of  the  third  group  (1110)  which  corrects  for  radial  distortion.  The  addition 
of  the  fourth  group  (the  d-terms  in  equation  117)  in  fact  makes  the  planimetric 
accuracy  slightly  worse  (ca.  Um),  again  relative  to  the  accuracy  obtained  by 
the  first  group. 
Ca  palison  with  other  tests  from  Skylab  photo  aphy 
The  planimetric  results  obtained  here  can  be  compared  directly  with  those 
obtained  by  Keller  (1976)  when  he  applied  an  aerotriangulation  test,  using  the 
N.  O.  S.  least  squares  bundle  adjustment  method  on  a  strip  of  the  S-190B  photo- 
graphy  taken  over  North  Carolina,  U.  S.  A.  and  measured  with  a  stereo  comparator. 
Keller  utilised  as  control  and  check  points  positions  extracted  from  1/24,000  scale 
maps,  and  obtained  a  planimetry  accuracy  (mpl)of  tl6pm  at  the  photo  scale. 
These  results  are  a  little  better  than  the  20  to  22jum  obtained  in  the  present  series 
of  tests.  It  is  difficult  to  account  for  these  differences.  However,  the  N  O.  S. 
method  is  a  particularly  rigorous  method  of  adjustment,  starting  with  the  refinement 225 
of  images  and  followed  by  a  three-photo  orientation  phase  in  which  a  geometric 
fitting  of  the  adjacent  photographs  is  carried  out,  and  any  points  exhibiting 
excessively  large  discrepancies  are  discarded  and  re-measured.  This  is  then  followed 
by  a  polynomial  adjustment  of  the  strip  to  provide  provisional  terrain  coordinates 
and  finally  by  the  bundle  adjustment  itself,  which  gives  a  simultaneous  solution 
of  the  absolute  orientation  of  all  the  photographs  and  the  final  object  coordinates. 
Obviously  it  proved  in  this  case  to  be  very  effective  method  in  detecting  blunders, 
refining  image  coordinates  and  in  compensating  for  systematic  errors. 
The  only  other  published  results  (Stewar 
, 
1975)  from  the  Skylab  flights  utilised 
the  70mm  format  S-190A  multi-spectral  photography.  Although  the  S-190A  camera 
has  shorter  focal  length  (f  =  152  mm),  -  hence  producing  smaller  scale  (1/2,850,000) 
photography  -  it  is  a  metric  camera  and  was  equipped  with  an  intra-lens  shutter. 
The  base:  height  ratio  is  0.19.  Stewart  used  the  Stuttgart  Adjustment  Program  PAT-M 
(which  is  a  method  based  on  the  use  of  independent  models)  to  adjust  the  model 
coordinates  to  the  ground  control  points.  The  ground  control  for  this  Canadian  test 
was  extracted  from  1/50,000  scale  maps.  A  summary  of  the  results  is  given  in  um 
in  the  plane  of  the  negative  for  the  purposes  of  comparison  with  the  S-190B  tests. 
In  all  cases,  only  4  control  points  have  been  used,  but  with  a  large  number  of 
cýeck  points  (58  to  87). 
(i)  Two  Black  and  White  Models  :  No.  of  Check  points  mx  my  mpl 
jum  jum  jum 
Ist  model  58  161  30  1  34 
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(ii)  Two  Colour  Models: 
Ist  model  64  31  30 
1 
42, 
2nd  model  87 
1 
20  24  31 226 
It  has  already  been  mentioned  that  the  S-190A  camera  is  a  metric  camera 
where  an  intra-lens  shutter  that  allows  simultaneous  exposure  is  used  and  no 
problem  of  positioning  the  principal  point  is  encountered.  Thus  it  can  be  concluded 
that  the  results  obtained  by  Stewart  from  the  S-190A  photography  (30  -  40jum) 
are  markedly  inferior  to  those  obtained  from  the  S-190B  photography  both  in  the 
current  research  and  by  Keller  (1975). 
Overall  it  may  be  assumed  that  the  results  obtained  for  planimetry  in  the 
present  test  are  reasonably  satisfactory.  The  figures  of  20  to  25  m  (corresponding 
to  20  -  25  jum)  must  be  considered  in  the  context  of  the  circumstances  prevailing 
in  the  test.  The  ground  resolution  of  the  S-190B  colour  photography  is  estimated 
at  30  m  and  the  accuracy  of  the  untargeted  test  points  is  estimated  to  be  between 
7  pm  and  20,  pm  at  the  photo  scale.  Also  the  radial  lens  distortion  (I  10  jum 
maximum)  has  not  been  corrected.  Thus  the  results  obtained  (while  not  quite  as 
good  as  those  of  Keller)  appear  to  be  reliable  and  acceptable  and  would  not 
indicate  any  other  significant  source  of  errors.  This  tends  to  support  strongly 
the  conclusion  reached  after  the  geometric  analysis  in  Chapter  IV  that,  with 
accurate  IMC,  the  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  is  insignificant,  at  least  as 
for  as  planimetric  accuracy  is  copcerned. 
Possible  Mapphjg.  5.  qqIes 
Another  s  pecial  point  for  discussion  is  the  question  of  the  mapping  scale 
which  might  be  attempted  from  this  type  of  photography.  The  NATO  standard 
specifications  for  topographic  maps  at  1/600,000  and  larger  stipulate  a  standard 
error  of  m  131 
=-ý  0.3  mm  (Petrie,  1974)..  On  this  basis,  the  planimetric  detail 
I 227 
accuracy  has  been  plotted  for  different  map  scales  between  1/50,000  and 
1/250,000  (Fig.  132). 
map 
Kom 
Fig.  132.  Planimetric 
Detail  Accuracy 
at  different 
scales 
From  Fig.  132  it  can  be  seen  that  the  planimetric  accuracy  obtained  from 
the  S-190B  photography  in  the  tests  conducted  above  would  allow  its  use  for 
purely  planimetric  mapping  at  1/100,000  scale  and  smaller  quite  satisfactorily. 
The  main  difficulty  would  stem  not  from  the  accuracy  stand  point  but  from  the 
question  as  to  whether  the  resolution  figures  of  30  m  would  allow  the  detection 
and  identification  of  some  of  the  detail  normally  included  in  a  topographic  map 
at  this  scale.  Thus  the  present  series  of  tests  have  an  importance  as  pointers  to  the 
possible  performance  of  the  two  metric  cameras  -  the  Itek  LFC  and  the  Zeiss 
RMK  30/123,  both  equipped  with  f=  30  cm  lenses  -  which  will  be  orbited  by 
NASA  and  ESA  respectively  using  the  Space  Shuttle  in  1980/81.  In  the  case  of 
the  VC  camera,  the  scale  will  be  1/11,000,000  (H  =  300  km)  and  for  the  Zeiss 
I 
the  scale  will  be  1/1,000,000  (H  =  300  km).  So  the  scales  are  of  the  same  order  as 
those  of  the  S-190B;  albeit  the  base:  height  ratios  will  be  greater  due  to  the  use 
of  larger-format  cameras. 228 
8.3.2  Heiqht  Accurac 
One  of  the  major  Factors  affecting  the  height  accuracy  will  be  the  B/H 
ratio.  While  variations  of  angular  field  would  not  significantly  affect  the  plani- 
metric  errors  (Stark,  1976),  the  errors  in  height  increase  with  decreasing  angular 
field.  One  method  of  predicting  the  height  accuracy  to  be  expected  from  a 
particular  series  of  tests  is  to  use  the  general  Parallax-heiqht  formula: 
H'  dp 
f.  B/Ii 
where  dh  =  error  in  height 
dp  =  residual  parallax 
air  base 
H=  flying  height. 
If  one  estimates  the  precision  of  the  parallax  measurements  (dp)  to  be  5,  um  (which 
could  result  from  observational  errors,  uncompensated  radial  lens  distortion  and 
film  deformation  and  errors  in  ground  control),  the  corresponding  height  error  (mz) 
on  the  ground  for  the  S-190B  photography  (B/Ii  =  0.10,  H=  435  km,  f=  460  mm) 
would  be  148 
metres  or  '10.11  %vH 
. 
Another  method  of  predicting  height  accuracy  is  the  theoretical  model  devised 
by  Stark  (1976): 
2=1 
mz  b2 
2  f2  -  mk 
where  mz  =  height  accuracy 
b  photo  base, 
fý  principal  distance 
'k  2--  standard  deviation  of  image  coordinates,  assumed  as  5  pm. 229 
Stark  based  his  more  sophisticated  theoretical  model  on  the  angular  coverage 
of  the  camera  and  the  B/H  ratio.  Fig.  133  shows  the  height  accuracy  prediction 
as  obtained  by  Stark  (1976),  for  a  format  size  of  23  x  23  cm  and  f=  70  mm  to 
f=  305  mm.  This  has  been  extended  to  f.  =  460  mm,  where  the  expected  height 
error  (mh)  is  found  to  be  -1  35.4jum  (i'  33  metres),  or  0.080/oH. 
E 
m.  ) 
Fig.  133  Theoretical  height 
accuracy  mz  (Stark,  1976) 
extended  to  include 
f=  460  mm. 
If  the  format  size  is  reduced  to  115  x  115mm  as  in  the  case  of  the  S-190B 
photography,  the  expected  height  error  wi  II  be  ±  66  metres  (or  0.150/ooH). 
The  results  of  the  present  series  of  tests  show  extremely  favourable  results 
in  heights.  Taking  the  mean  (mz)  for  both  models  gives  the  following  results: 
Test  m.  (metres) 
Group  I 
Conventional  Abs.  Orientation  case  (a)  4  control  points  99.2 
1 
11  11  case  (b)  20  control  points  -175.6 
If  is  If  case  (d)  all  control  points  +68.2 230 
Test  mz  (metres) 
Group  I  (i) 
Conventional  Abs.  Orientation,  polynomial  adi.  (16)  6  terms  -170.9 
It  If  11  11  (17)  7  terms  -174.5 
If  11  to  If  (18)  8  terms  '172.0 
(19)  9  terms  1-74.5 
Group  11  (ii) 
Space  Res.  /Space  Inters.  ,  Add.  parameters  (11  (2))  a-terms  79.8 
11  11  11  If  If  If  (11(8))  a+b  terms  -193.0 
is  If  It  11  11  If  (1100))  a+b+c  terms  88.0 
No  11  If  If  of 
I 
+b+  +d  t  (I  I  (12))  +58  0  c  erms  a  . 
Group  II  (iii) 
Point-by-point  Space  Res.  /Space  Intersection  74.8 
Obviously  all  the  methods  were  effective  in  reducing  the  height  errors  to 
those  predicted  For  the  S-190B  photography.  The  use  of  20  control  points  does, 
of  course,  have  the  effect  of  ensuring  that  none  of  the  check  points  lie  too  for 
away  from  control,  so  allowing  the  polynomial  method  and  the  additional 
parameters  method  to  be  used  in  an  effective  way. 
The  major  difficulty  in  coming  to  a  definite  conclusion  as  to  which  approach 
is  to  be  preferred  lies  in  the  significantly  different  results  between  the  two  models 
tested,  the  first  model  having  the  much  larger  errors  in  each  case,  except  in  the 
i  point-by-point  space  rese  ct  ion/l  n  terse  ct  ion  method. 231 
gqmpqLrison  N%ith  other  tests  from  Skylab  Photography 
E 
Again  only  a  few  practical  tests  have  been  carried  out  on  the  Skylab 
photography  that  could  show  its  height  accuracy.  Mott  (1975)  adjusted  a  strip 
of  S-190B  photography  on  a  total  of  20  points,  achieving  a  RMSE  of 
tII  I  metres 
(0.25  9/ool-1).  Unfortunately,  when  attempting  to  contour  a  single  model  gross 
discrepancies  of  up  to  2000  metres  were  found.  Although  believing  that  this 
discrepancy  is  due  to  the  distortion  caused  by  the  focal  plane  shutter,  Mott  makes 
no  attempt  to  provide  an  explanation.  From  the  results  obtained  by  Keller  (1975) 
when  testing  a  strip  of  S-190B  photography,  the  RMSE  of  discrepancies  in  height 
at  check  points  (14  check  points)  is  t  114.39  metres  (0.250/60H)  which  is  similar 
to  that  of  Mott.  The  results  from  the  various  methods  utilised  in  the  present 
series  of  tests  are  a  significant  improvement  on  those  of  Mott  and  Keller.  Of 
course,  both  of  these  were  carried  out  on  a  strip  of  aerial  triangulation  which, 
however  well  adjusted,  cannot  be  expected  to  produce  the  results  achieved 
from  individual  models  with  large  numbers  of  control  points. 
Turning  to  the  S-190A  multi-spectral  photography,  Mott  adjusted  a  strip  on  to 
16  height  control  points  obtaining  a  RMSE  of 
t  117  metres  in  h.  eight  (0.25/ocH). 
The  RMSE  in  height,  determined  by  Stewar  (1975)  when  testing  the  S-190A 
photography,  was  '172  metres  (0.16%oH).  Again  al  I  these  resu  Its  (except  the 
single  model  tested  by  Mott)  show  that  height  accuracy  between  0.15'YOOH  to 
0.250/ooH  could  be  obtained  from  the  two  very  different  types  of  Skylab  photo- 
graphy. 
One  must  also  mention  the  work  by  Welch  and  Lo  (1977)  who  have  tested 
S-190B  photography  using  parallax  heighting  methods  and  a  specially  constructed 232 
zoom  height  finder  (resolution  I  pm)  for  the  measurements.  They  extracted  the 
ground  coordinates  of  the  test  points  from  the  11'24,000  and  1/62,500  maps  and 
used  the  method  of  Methley  (1970)  for  the  adjustment  of  the  crude  heights.  A 
polynomial  adjustment  using  5  to  9  control  points  was  used  to  obtain  RMSE's  of 
1:  500  metres  to  i*  675  metres(I.  03%oH  to  1.55/ooH).  Even  allowing  for  the 
limitations  of  the  parallax  method,  this  appears  to  be  an  unexpectedly  poor  result. 
Welch  and  Lo  concluded  that  the  reason  was  the  weak  B/H  ratio  (0.10)  and  the 
effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter.  However,  this  is  thrown  into  question  by 
whole  series  of  results  quoted  above.  Certainly  the  theoretical  analysis  of  the 
effects  of  the  shutter  carried  out  in  Chapter  IV,  supported  by  the  practical  tests 
whose  results  are  given  in  this  Chapter  (0.22YooH  to  0.24/61-1,  using  conventional 
absolute  orientation  with  4  ground  control  points)  do  not  offer  a  great  deal  of 
support  to  their  suggestion. 
There  is  little  doubt  however  that,  unlike  the  planimetry,  the  heights  as 
measured  on  the  S-190B  are  in  no  way  useful  to  even  the  smallest  scale  topographic 
mapping.  As  Petrie  (1974)  has  pointed  out  contour  intervals  of  20  to  25  metres 
are  not  uncommon  even  in  small-scale  series  and  there  is  no  hope  of  reaching 
such  figures  with  photography  of  the  S-190B  type.  A  more  definite  answer  as 
to  the  possibilities  of  heighting  and  contouring  from  metric  space  photography 
will  come  from  the  NASA-LFC  and  ESA-Zeiss  RMK  flights  made  with  the  space 
Shuttle  in  1980  and  1981.  These  have  the  more  favourable  baseAeight  ratios 
required  for  the  task,  but  even  then  it  is  doubtful  if  the  required  accuracies 
can  be  reached. 233 
8.4  The  F-126  Test  Results 
The  tests  performed  on  the  Southampton  model  (model  5),  which  is  formed  by 
a  pair  of  photographs  at  1/40,000  scale,  and  on  the  Worthing  model  (model  7), 
which  is  formed  by  a  pair  of  photographs  at  1/20,000  scale,  are  also  divided  into 
groups  according  to  the  technique  applied. 
The  symbols  that  differentiated  one  solution  from  another  in  the  S-190B  test 
(given  in  Table  12)  have  also  been  used  here.  In  all  the  tests,  the  ground 
coordinates  of  the  test  points,  measured  from  1/1  250O.  S.  plans,  were  used  as 
known  values. 
8.4.1  Results: 
Group 
I  Conventional  absolute  orientation  was  carried  out  for  models  (5)  and  (7) 
as  fo  I  lows: 
hLocLeL  C51  U  /6tO-,.  9Q.  0 
-a  vallo) 
(a)  using  four  plan  control  points  and  six  height  control  p2ints 
using  ten  planimetric  control  p-  ht  control  e2ints 
. 
2:  ints  and  fourteen  heig 
ý  ýo  ý  q.  1 
-(Z) 
I  Vý  0,  ý  ýO  j  sa  Le) 
(c)  using  four  plan  control  points  and  four  height  control  points, 
(d)  using  fourteen  plan  control  points  and  fourteen  height  control  e2ints. 
The  RMSE's  were  determined  from  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and 
are  shown  in  Table  19. 234 
Table  19 
.  1. 
Model 
No.  of 
control  points 
No.  of 









No.  plan  I  height  plan  I  height  (um)  (Jim)  (jum)  Mai) 
a)  4  6  13  23  1.073  1.030  1.487  2.510 
5  27  26  37  0.411 
b)  10  14  7  15  1.071  0.969  1.446  2.238 
27  24  36  0.367 
C)  4  4  25  24  0.688  0.854  1.097  1.009 
7  34  43  55  0.331 
d)  15  14  14  14  0.695  0.783  1.046  0.666 
1  1  1  1-  1  1  35  39  1  52  10.219 
Model  (5) 
The  results  from  the  use  of  4  plan  control  points  and  6  height  control  points 
gave  the  errors  mx,  my  and  mZ  to  be  11.073,  t  1.030  and  1  2.510m  respectively. 
The  use  of  additional  control  points,  10  in  plan  and  14  in  height,  resulted  in  no 
significant  improvement  in  plan  or  height. 
Model  (7) 
Using  4  plan  and  4  height  control  points,  the  errors  mx,  my  and  mz  were 
ý  0.688,  '10.854  and  11009m  respectively.  When  the  number  of  control  points 
was  increased  to  14  in  plan  and  14  in  height,  the  errors  for  mx,  my  and  mz  were 
ý  0.695,  -10.783  and 
ý  0.666m  respectively.  This  shows  no  improvement  in  mx, 
but  considerable  improvement  in  my  and  mz  are  noticeable  (12%  in  y  and  11%  in 
Z). 
Looking  at  both  sets  of  results,  one  notices  immediately  the  difference 
between  the  two  models.  Reduced  to  micrometres  (jum)  in  the  negative,  the 
1/40,000  scale  model  has  the  noticeably  lower  planimetric,  errors.  This  could  be 
the  result  of  errors  in  the  coordinates  of  the  test  points  used  (estimated  at  mpl= 235 
±  0.6  m)  which  would  be  felt  more  strongly  on  the  larger  scale  (1/20,000  scale) 
photography.  On  the  other  hand,  the  height  errors  reduced  to  9/ooH  for  purposes 
of  comparison  are  much  lower  for  the  larger  scale  photography.  It  is,  however, 
difficult  to  give  any  good  reason  for  this  result. 
Group  I  (ii 
16,17,18,19  --  Conventional  absolute  orientation  followed  by  polynomial 
adjustment  was  carried  out  for  the  two  models.  The  RMSE's  were  determined  from 
residuals  at  the  check  points  only  and  are  shown  in  Table  20. 
Table  20 
D 
Model  No.  5 
No.  of  control  points:  plan  10 
height=  14 
No.  of  check  points:  plan  =7 
height  =  15 
Model  No.  7 
No.  of  control  points:  plan  =  15 
height  =  14 
No.  of  check  points:  plan  =  14 
height  =  14 
-C  mx  m  --  mI  *'  m  z  m  x  m  m  PI  m  z 
W  M  (m  13  (m)  (m)  H  H  (m) 
I 
(sim)  (Jim)  Oum)  (%ol-l)  (Jim)  (Jim)  (Jim)  (9/oo  H) 
16  0.558  0.574  0.800  1.769  0.484  0.572  0.749  0.589 
14  14  20  0.293  24  29  37  0.194 
17  0.591  0.678  0.899  1.677  0.469  0.572  0.739  0.578 
15  17  23  0.275  23  29  37  0.190 
18  1.192  1.056  1.592  1.542  0.471  0.577  0.745  0.572 
30  26  39  0.253  24  2929  37  0.188 
19  0.953  0.899  1.310  1.537  0.486  0.578  0.755  0.680 
24  22  33  0.252  24  29  37  0.224 
22  As  with  the  S-190B  the  first  six  polynomial  terms  (1,  x,  y,  xy,  x,  y)  are 
the  most  effective  terms  in  adjusting  the  models  to  the  ground  control  points.  The 
errors  in  the  check  points  for  the  two  models  are: 236 
mxmm 
Model  (5)  0.558  0.5Y4  I.  h9 
Model  (7)  0.484  0.572  0.589 
They  are  very  much  improved  on  those  achieved  using  the  same  number  of  control 
points  and  applying  an  absolute  orientation  without  polynomial  adjustment.  The 
tendency  for  the  planimetric  errors  to  be  smaller  in  terms  of  jim  in  the  negative 
on  the  smaller-scale  photography  was  still  quite  marked  at  this  stage. 
The  use  of  higher  order  polynomials  gave  slightly  better  results  in  height  (z) 
and  no  improvement  in  mx  and  m  Y' 
In  fact  for  the  smaller-scale  model,  the 
errors  mx  and  my  were  even  larger  when  further  polynomials  were  added  to  the 
first  six. 
Overall  the  results  of  the  test  show  the  effectiveness  of  introducing  polynomials 
to  correct  for  both  planimetric  and  height  errors.  In  the  very  broadest  terms, 
they  tend  to  confirm  the  results  of  the  S-190B  tests. 
Group  11 
It  has  already  been  mentioned  that  no  full  control  points  (withx,  y  and  z 
coordinates)  were  available  in  either  of  the  two  models.  This  would,  of  course, 
be  needed  to  solve  the  space  resection  problem  and  hence  to  test  techniques 
based  on  this  solution.  However,  use  was  made  of  the  ground  coordinates  of  the 
test  points  determined  by  the  polynomial  adjustment  in  the  first  group  to  carry 
out  the  tests  in  Group  11  .  Since  the  larger  scale  Worthing  model  (model  7)  is 
the  one  in  which  sufficient  tests  points  were  available,  it  was  used  to  carry 
out  tests  in  this  group  . 
(i  Conventional  Space  Resection/  5pace  intersection  was  carried  out  for 
model  (7)  as  follows: 237 
(a)  Using  27  full  control  points  with  their  heights  taken  from  the  1/1,250 
plans  and  their  planimetric  coordinates  as  derived  from  the  polynomial  adjustment 
technique  in  the  previous  group.  In  this  case,  the  points  whose  planimetric  pgaltions 
were  measured  from  the  1/1  250  0.  S.  plans  (29  points)  were  used  as  check  points. 
(b)  using  29  full  control  point  with  their  planimetric  coordinates  measured 
on  the  1/1  250  plans  and  their  heights  as  derived  from  the  polynomial  adjustment 
technique.  The  points  whose  heights  were  taken  from  the  1/1  250  plans  (27  points) 
were  used  as  check  points. 
The  RMSE's  of  the  residuals  at  the  check  points  are  shown  in  Table  21. 
Table  21 
No.  of 
full 
No.  of  check 
points  MX  m  MPI  mz 
control 
points  plan  height 
W 







27  29  0.646  0.776  1.01  - 
32  39  50 
29  -  27  -  -  -  1.087 
1  1  1  1  0.358 
Applying  the  conventional  space  resection  technique,  the  results  in  x  and  y 
are  not  very  difFerent  from  those  using  conventional  absolute  orientation  without 
polynomial  correction  (Group  1)  but  mz  is  rather  less  accurate  (mz  =t1.087m) 
Again,  this  could  be  due  to  the  fact  that  a  common  perspective  centre 
corresponding  to  the  geometric  centre  of  the  photograph  was  assumed,  while  it 
is  actually  changing  position  during  the  exposure  time.  Also  the  fact  that  the 
height  values  of  the  check  points  were  not  derived  from  ground  measurement  must 
have  some  significance. 238 
11  (ii)  Space  Resection  with  additional  parameters  was  again  carried  out  for 
model  (7),  only  using  the  same  control  and  check  points  as  in  Group  11  (i)  (a) 
and  (b).  The  results  are  shown  in  Table  22  below. 
Table  22 
(a)  No.  of  full  control  points  =  27 
No.  of  plan  check  points  =  29 
(b)  No.  of  full  control  points  29 
No.  of  height  check  points  27 
mx  m  MPI  mz 
(M)  (M)  (M)  (M) 
(Jim)  (Pm)  (Jim)  (%oH) 
11  (2)  0.597  0.677  0.903  0.841 
30  34  45  0.277 
11  (8)  0.682  0.631  0.929  0.806 
34  31  46  0.265 
11  (10)  0.551  0.784  0.958  0.828 
27  39  48  0.272 
11  (12)  0.570  0.806  0.987  0.744 
1  29  40  49  0.248 
It  is  noticed  that  the  results  were  improved  than  when  coriventional  space  resection 
was  applied.  The  improvement  was  quite  small  in  planimetry,  but  very  considerable 
in  height.  The  first  group  of  the  additional  parameters  (the  a-terms)  which  corrects 
for  the  change  in  image  scale  gave  the  best  results  in  x  and  y  (mx  =10.597m, 
my  =*0.677m).  The  use  of  the  other  additional  parameters  resulted  in  very 
slightly  worse  results.  In  height  a  steady  improvement  was,  in  general,  observed 
as  the  additional  groups  were  included  (giving  mz  =t0,744m). 
11  (iii)  Point-by-point  space  resectionApace  intersection  was  carried  out  for 
model  (7)  using  the  some  control  and  check  points  for  cases  11  (i)  (a)  and  11  (i) 239 
The  RMSE's  of  the  discrepancies  at  the  check  points  were  determined  and  are 
shown  in  Table  23. 
Table  23 
No.  of 
full 
No.  of  check 









points  plan  height  (PM)  (lim)  (PM)  (%oH) 
27  29  -  0.636  0.781  1.01 
31  39  50 
29  -  27  -  -  -  0.713 
1  1  1  1  1  1  1  0.234 
Compared  with  the  conventional  space  resection/space  intersection  method, 
the  results  of  this  test  show  no  improvement  in  x  and  y,  while  a  considerable 
improvement  in  z  is  noticeable  (from  mz  =11.087  to  mz  =ý0.713m). 
These  results  are  shown  in  graphical  form  (Figs.  134  to  137)  to  allow  comparison 
between  the  different  techniques.  The  residuals  for  I  (a)  and  1'(9)  tests  in  planimetry 
and  height  are  shown  in  vector  forms  in  Appendix  C. 
8.5  Analysis  of  the  F-126  Test  Results 
As  has  already  been  mentioned,  the  accuracy  (mpl)  of  the  test  points  used  is 
0.6  metre  on  the  ground.  The  photo  scale  of  the  Worthing  model  (model  7)  is 
1/20,000  and  the  scale  of  the  Southampton  model  (model  5)  is  1/40,000.  The 
BM  ratio  for  both  models  is  0.47.  The  estimated  on-axis  resolution  of  the  F-126 
photographic  sYstem  is  25  -  32  lp/mm  at  1.6:  1  and  2:  1  contrast. 
8.5.1  Planimetric  Accurac 
The  conventional  absolute  orientation  solution,  using  four  planimetric  control 
points  (plus  four  height  control  points  for  model  (7)  and  six  height  control  points 240 
for  mode  1  (5)  )  gave  RMS  E  of  37  pm  for  the  sma  II  sca  Ie  mode  1  (5)  and  55  Pm  for 
the  larger  scale  model  (7)  as  shown  in  Table  19.  This  again  is  within  the  expected 
accuracy  taking  into  account  the  accuracy  of  the  control  used,  the  estimated 
resolution  and  the  erroneous  position  of  the  principal  point  (taken  as  the  geometric 
centre)  with  considerable  radial  lens  distortion  (up  to  ý-  135  pm)  to  be  corrected. 
When  the  number  of  control  points  was  increased  and  a  least  squares  method 
was  used  in  solving  the  absolute  orientation  problem,  not  much  improvement  was 
acquired  (RMSE  at  check  points  was  improved  to  36  pm  for  model  (5)  and  to  52pm 
for  model  (7)  ). 
However,  when  the  polynomial  adjustment  was  applied,  a  considerable 
improvement  was  achieved.  The  RMSE  of  the  check  points  was  reduced  to  20  jum 
for  model  (5)  and  to  37pm  for  model  (7).  This  means  an  improvement  of  339/6 
and  45%  in  the  planimetric  accuracy  was  obtained  for  the  two  models.  The  most 
effective  of  the  polynomial  parameters  are  the  firtt  six  parameters  (see  equations 
132  and  133). 
It  is  from  the  point  of  view  of  the  type  of  ground  control  required  that  the 
polynomial  adjustment  technique  can  be  considered  to  be  more  useful  than  the 
other  techniques  based  on  a  space  resection  solution.  This  is  because  full  control 
points  (known  in  X,  Y  and  Z)  are  required  to  implement  the  resection  techniques. 
Hence  the  tests  in  Groupil  (i,  ii,  iii)were  carried  out  with  control  points  whose 
planimetric  coordinates  in  one  case,  and  height  coordinates  in  the  other,  were 
given  by  the  polynomial  adjustment  solution.  These  tests  were  applied  to  model  (7) 
to  compare  the  effects  of  the  techniques  themselves.  In  all  casest  the  planimetric 
accuracy  (RMSE)  is  between  45  -  50  pm at  the  photo  scale.  Most  effective  is  the 241 
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first  group  of  the  additional  parameters  that  corrects  for  the  affine  scale  change. 
8.5.2  Height  Accuracy 
It  has  already  been  stated  that  the  BM  ratio  is  the  most  important  factor 
affecting  the  height  accuracy.  As  shown  in  Table  19  a  conventional  absolute 
orientation  gave  RMSE's  of  1.009  metres  and  2.51  metres  for  models  (7)  and  (5) 
respectively.  These  correspond  to  residual  parallax  of  23  pm  for  model  (7)  and 
29pm  for  model  (5)  which  is  again  an  acceptable  accuracy  when  considering  the 
inexact  positioning  of  the  principal  point  and  the  observational  errors  of  untargeted 
points. 
When  the  polynomial  Odiustment  was  applied  the  height  accuracy  was  improved 
to  0.259/ool-l  (18pm  residual  parallax  for  model  (5))and  to  0.190/oCH  (13  pm  residual 
parallax  for  model  (7)). 
Again,  the  objective  of  the  tests  carried  out  in  Group  11  (i,  ii,  iii)  is  to  compare 
the  capabilities  of  the  space  resection/Intersection  techniques.  This  comparison  is 
clearly  illustrated  by  Fig.  135.  From  this  figure  it  can  be  seen  that  the  point  by 
point  space  resection/Antersection  techniques  is  the  most  effective  (RMSE  = 
0.234/61-1)  followed  by  the  additional  parameters  when  the  terms  of  group  four  (1112) 
which  correct  for  the  position  of  the  principal  point,  were  added  to  the  error  model 
(RMS  E=0.248  O/ool-l). 
The  vector  maps  of  height  errors  were  plotted  and  are  shown  in  Appendix  C. 
From  these  maps,  it  can  be  seen  that  systematic  height  residuals,  parabolic  in  Y, 
are  shown.  These  systematic  height  deformations  are  broadly  similar  to  those  that 
arose  when  testing  the  S-190B  photography.  These  are  shown  in  Fig.  138  and  139 
for  the  different  pattern  of  control. 243 
Fig.  138  Height  errors  using  four  Fig.  139  Height  errors  using  14  control 
control  points  at  the  corners  of  the  model.  points  distributed  throughout  the  model 
Investigations  showed  that  these  systematic  errors  in  height  were  not  caused 
by  the  focal  plane  shutter,  since  the  height  errors  resulting  from  the  effects  of  the 
focal  plane  shutter  have  a  quite  different  pattern  as  shown  in  Chapter  IV.  It  is 
striking  that  the  same  model  deformations  were  obtained  byWiser,  Liege  and 
Ackermann  (1976)  when'testing  conventional  wide-angle  and  super-wide  angle 
photography  flown  over  Oberschwaben  in  West  Germany.  These,  shown  in 
Figs.  140  and  141,  were  obtained  when  using  the  maximum  control  in  the  block 
adjustment. 
Tj..  -  - 
Fig.  141  Height  errors  for  super  wide 
angle  photography  (Wiser  et  al.  ,  1976) 
The  conclusion  reached  by  Wiser  et  al.  was  that  these  systematic  height  errors 
were  caused  by  the  camera/flight  system  since  they  go  clearly  with  the  flight 
direction. 
Fig.  140  Height  errors  for  wide-angle 
photography  (Wiser,  et  al_.,  1976) 244 
Summarising  the  F-126  tests,  they  demonstrate  (within  certain  limitations) 
the  effectiveness  of  the  techniques  used  in  this  study,  but  the  results  achieved  do 
not  approach  those  which  might  be  expected  with  a  wide-angle  metric  camera  of 
similar  characteristics.  A  limitation  to  the  whole  series  of  F-126  tests  has  been 
the  quality  and  pattern  of  ground  control  available  in  the  two  test  areas.  The 
planimetric  accuracy  of  the  ground  and  check  control  points  was  estimated  to  be 
i-  0.6  metres  and  this  figure  was  approached  in  most  of  the  tests  carried  out.  The 
lack  of  points  with  full  ground  control  (X,  Y  andZ  coordinates)  resulted  in  limitations 
in  testing  the  effectiveness  of  the  point-by-point  space  resection/space  intersection 
methods  of  Group  11. 
However,  even  within  all  these  limitations,  the  results  obtained  are  not 
unpromising.  Unlike  the  Skylab  photography,  no  other  results  with  aircraft- 
borne  reconnaissance  cameras  equipped  with  focal  plane  shutters,  have  been  published 
which  can  be  used  for  comparison.  Obviously,  further  tests  are  required  using 
photography  taken  with  varying  parameters  of  flying  height,  focal  length,  B/ii 
ratio,  etc.  and  over  test,  areas  of  higher  quality  than  used  in  the  present  series. 
But  even  the  presentresults  show  that  measurements  and  mapping  data  of  a  very 
useful  kind  can  be  obtained  from  aircraft  reconnaissance  photography  -  which 
is  very  widely  available.  With  the  increasing  use  of  analytical  methods  based 
on  computer  solutions,  this  is  certainly  of  interest  to  military  organisations  and 
to  field  scientists  who  may  not  require  the  highest  accuracies  demanded  by 
government  and  private  mapping  agencies. 245 
8.6  Conclusions 
From  the  results  of  the  two  tests,  carried  out  on  the  S-190B  Skylab  photography 
and  the  F-126  reconnaissance  photography,  it  can  be  seen  that  the  results  of  the 
former  are  very  much  more  satisfactory  than  the  latter,  both  in  planimetry  and 
height.  This  may  be  explained  by  the  fact  that  the  satellite  which  carried  the 
S-190D  camera  is  a  much  more  stable  camera  platform  than  the  aircraft  that 
carried  the  F-126.  None  of  the  atmospheric  turbulence  experienced  with  air- 
craft  at  low  and  medium  altitudes  is  present  in  space.  Thus  the  time-varying  tilts 
A  ch  can  be  expected  to  be  encountered  with  a  focal-plane  shutter  will  be  a 
minimum  with  the  satellite-borne  camera  and  a  maximum  with  the  aircraft-borne 
camera. 
It  can  also  be  concluded  that  the  satellite-borne  S-190B  photography,  with 
the  effects  of  its  focal  plane  shutter  effectively  compensated  by  IMC,  can  be 
treated  in  the  same  way  as  conventional  photography.  Applying  a  conventional 
absolute  orientation,  using  only  four  control  points,  the  planimetric  accuracy 
achieved  (RMSE  at  check  points)  would  be  around 
ý  30  metres  at  the  ground  scale. 
This  corresponds  to  -10.3  mm  residual  error  on  the  map  of  1/100,000  scale.  Hence 
the  S-190B  photography,  treated  as  conventional  photography,  could  be  used  to 
plot  planimetric  detail  at  the  scale  of  1/100,000  with  just  sufficient  accuracy 
to  meet  mapping  specifications  and  at  smaller  scales,  such  as  1/250,000  and 
11500,000  with  more  than  adequate  accuracy. 
If,  however,  more  control  points  were  available,  then  using  the  techniques 
tested  in  this  study  it  is  possible  to  obtain  an  accuracy  of 
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planimetric  mapping  (e.  g.  orthophotomapping)  at  1/100,000  scale  could  be 
conducted  with  more  than  sufflicient  accuracy  0:  0.2  mm  at  the  map). 
The  height  accuracy  oF  the  S-1  90B  photography  is  largely  limited  by  the 
small  B/H  ratio  (0.10).  Again,  analytical  techniques  could  improve  the  RMSE 
at  the  check  points  from  about 
ý  100  metres  (0.2,3/ooH)  to  an  accuracy  of  -150  - 
60  metres.  However,  this  indicates  likely  contour  intervals  of  150  to  200  metres 
(3  x  mz)  which  come  nowhere  near  satisfying  the  needs  of  small-scale  topographic 
series  (20  to  50  metres).  Obviously,  one  must  await  the  advent  of  the  satellite 
photography  of  the  Space  Shuttle  scheduled  for  the  early  1980's  before  a  definite 
opinion  can  be  given  aý  to  the  usefulness  of  heighting  and  contouring  from  space 
photography. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  F-126  photography  gave  planimetric  accuracies  of 
11.03 
metres  and  1:  0.85  metres  for  the  photo  scales  of  1/40,000  and  1/20,000 
respectively,  when  conventional  absolute  orientation  was  applied  without  further 
adjustment.  Applying  the  polynomial  adjustment  techniques,  these  results  could 
be  improved  to  t  0.80  metres  (1/40,000  scale  photography)  and  '10.74  metres 
(1/20,000  scale  photography),  corresponding  to  0.08mm  at  1/10,000  scale. 
Thus  these  photos  could  be  used  to  plot  details  for  1/10,000  scale  maps,  or  for 
mapping  at  115,000  scale  still  with  acceptable  results  (0.15  -  0.16  mm  at  the 
map  scale).  Obviously  no  one  is  going  to  advocate  using  a  reconnaissance  camera 
for  mapping  purposes  in  place  of  a  metric  camera,  but  the  situation  certainly  does 
arise  when  reconnaissance  photography  is  the  only  type  available.  The  possibility 
of  using  such  reconnaissance  photography  for  map  revision  purposes  is  an  obvious 
application  to  the  mapping  field  and  the  production  of  planimetric  maps  and 
orthophotographs,  for  field  scientists  is  another.  On  the  basis  of  -the  present 247 
limited  series  of  tests,  the  results  should  be  quite  acceptable. 
Turning  to  the  matter  of  heights  and  contours,  the  RMSE's  are  improved 
from  11.009  metre  (0.339/ooH)  to  10.572  metre  (0.1880/61-1)  for  the  large  sca  Ie 
photography  (model  7)  and  6om  '12.510  metre  (0.411  9/61-1)  to  i-  1.537  metre 
(0.2529/61-1)  for  the  smaller  scale  photography  (model  5).  Adopting  the  usual 
yardstick  that  the  minimum  contour  interval  possible  is  from  3.3  to  5x  the  spot 
heighting  accuracy,  the  1/20,000  scale  reconnaissance  photography  could  be 
used  to  plot  contours  at  2  to  2.5  metres  interval  with  sufficient  accuracy;  and 
the  1/40,000  scale  reconnaissance  photography  would  allow  contouring  at  5  to 
7.5  metres  contour  interval.  For  many  purposes,  such  intervals  would  provide 
topographic  information  which  is  of  a  satisfactory  and  adequate  nature  to  many 
users. 248 
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CHAPTER  IX 
CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS  FOR  FUTURE  WORK 
9.1  Some  General  Conclusions 
Since  a  detailed  discussion  of  the  results  of  the  experimental  tests  has  been 
conducted  in  the  previous  chapter,  it  is  not  necessary  to  repeat  these  or 
summarise  them  here.  However,  it  is  appropriate  in  this  final  chapter  to  try 
and  correlate  some  conclusions  of  a  general  nature  in  the  light  of  the  work 
carried  out  for  this  thesis. 
(i)  The  first  is  that  to  confirm  the  view  that  the  suality  of  much  reconnaissance 
photography  is  of  a  high-order  and  therefore  of  especial  interest  to  those 
photogrammetrists  and  cartographers  engaged  in  the  production  of  very  small- 
scale  base  maps  e.  g.  from  earth-orbiting  satellites  or  very  high  flying  aircraft. 
(ii)  It  is  possible  to  extract  metric  information  of  a  sufficient  standard  of 
accuracy  to'be  useful  to  a  wide  spectrum  of  users  from  military  users  through 
eorth-scientists  to  topographic  mapping  agencies.  The  information  may  be 
produced  in  the  form  of  a  graphic  line  map  of  the  traditional  type;  in  digital 
form.  in  orthophotographic  form,  etc.  However,  it  is  necessary  that  the  initial 
measurements  be  made  digitally  to  allow  analytical  technique  of  the  type 
devised  and  tested  in  this  present  work  to  be  used  successfully.  From  the 
analysis  conducted  in  this  thesis,  analogue  methods  appear  to  have  very 
little  promise  for  the  generation  of  topographic  information  from  reconnaissance 
photography.  It  is  only  with  the  increasing  use  of  and  present  and  future 
possibilities  of  implementing  digital,  numerical  and  analytical  techniques  via 250 
computers  that  reconnaissance  frame  photography  can  now  be  seriously 
considered  for  the  production  of  such  information. 
(Ili)  The  analysis  of  the  effects  of  the  focal  plane  shutter  has  shown  that 
these  can  be  modelled  mathematically  in  a  convenient  way  which  allows 
practical  methods  of  eliminating  them  to  be  devised.  Three  promising 
methods  are  those  of  polynomial  corrections  to  model  coordinates,  the  -use 
of  the  additional  parameters  method  with  plate  or  photo-coordinates  and 
the  point-by-point  space  resection/space  intersection  method. 
(iv)  Of  special  importance  in  the  context  of  reconaaissance  frame  photography 
is  the  advent  of  image  movement  compensation  (I.  M.  C.  )  which  is  now 
widely  used  in  reconnaissance  cameras.  This  has  the  effect,  in  principle, 
of  compensating  for  the  effects  of  focal  plane  shutters.  In  practice,  this 
compensation  is  not  perfect  due  to  the  time  varying  orientation  parameters 
and  small  errors  in  applying  I.  M.  C.  However,  even  then,  the  large 
magnitude  displacements  induced  by  the  operation  of  the  shutter  ore  reduced  i 
to  quite  small  amounts. 
(v)  The  results  of  the  tests  show-  that  satisfactory  results  can  be  achieved  with 
reconnaissance  frame  photography  using  the  analytical  techniques  and  that 
these  would  provide  useful  metric  and  topographic  information  to  a  wide 
spectrum  of  users.  It  should  be  recognised  however,  that  in  terms  of  accuracy 
measured  in  the  negative  plane,  the  results  from  aircraft  mounted  camers  will 
be  less  satisfactory  than  those  mounted  on  satellites,  which  provide  an 
inherently  more  stable  platform.  The  latter  has  a  special  importance  with  a 
camera  equipped  with  a  shutter  having  a  sequential  mode  of  operation  and  a 251 
a  shutter  transit  time  considerably  in  excess  of  the  exposure  time. 
(vi)  The  results  from  the  satellite  photoqraphy  show  that  satisfactory  results 
can  be  achieved  in  planimetry  at  least  in  terms  of  accuracy,  if  not  always  in 
content,  for  very  small  scale  topographic  maps.  The  results  in  heighting  are 
not  promising,  even  allowing  for  the  poor  geometrical  arrangement  of  the 
photography  used  in  the  tests  conducted  here. 
9.2  Suggestions  and  Recommendations  for  Future  Work 
The  various  possible  approaches  which  have  been  used  successfully  in  tests  can 
be  utilised  according  to  which  is  the  most  appropriate  to  the  particular  situation 
regarding  available  control  and  the  intended  application.  However,  it  is  also 
apparent  that  further  work  should  be  carried  out  on  reconnaissance  frame  photo- 
graphy  at  different  focal  lengths,  B/H  ratios  etc.  to  define  more  exactly  the  limits 
of  the  methods  used.  The  present  tests  are  those  that  can  be  carried  out  by  a  single 
research  student.  If  a  large  mapping  or  intelligence-gathering  agency  could  be 
involved  in  further  tests,  some  of  the  present  limitations  and  uncertainties  could 
be  removed.  For  example  (i)  The  use  of  a  large  test  field  of  suitable  siqnalised 
Mints  of  a  high  accuracy  could  remove  some  of  the  doubts  which  arose  from  the 
use  of  natural  points  with  coordinates  scaled  from  maps  that  had  to  be  used  in 
the  present  tests. 
(ii)  The  use  of  test  points  with  full  control  in  plan  and  height  could  overcome 
the  limitations  of  the  present  tests  using  the  point-by-point  space  resection 
space  intersection  method.  Obviously  this  promising  method  was  limited  in  the 
case  of  the  F-126  photography  by  the  non-availability  of  such  control. 
(iii)  The  comparison  of  the  different  groups  of  the  additional  parameters  was 252 
not  easy,  because  each  group  contains  two  or  more  parameters.  Although 
the  correlation  matrix  would  show  the  correlation  between  the  different 
parameters,  the  elimination  or  addition  of  each  parameter  separately  is  a 
difficult  task  for  programming.  However,  more  investigation  of  this  point 
is  required  since,  in  general,  the  technique  showed  a  very  promising  result. 
(iv)  Further  tests  are  needed  with  cameras  equipped  with  focal  Elane  shutters 
but  without  I.  M.  C.  Photography  of  this  type  taken  with  older  cameras  is 
commonly  available  here  in  the  U.  K.  and  the  application  to  studies  of 
movement,  for  example,  dunes,  spits,  bars,  etc,  in  a  coastal  situation  would 
be  dependent  on  measurements  made  on  such  photographs. 
(v)  Another  obvious  line  of  research  and  development  is  aerial  trianqulation. 
The  results  from  Keller's  limited  test  of  S-190B  photography  showed  how 
powerful  modern  block  adjustment  techniques  are  in  removing  systematic  errors 
and  the  bundle  method  of  block  adjustment  with  additional  parameters  (Bauer 
and  Muller,  1972;  Brown,  1976)  is  an  obvious  and  available  tool  for  such 
studies. 
(vi)  A  study  in  depth  should  be  undertaken  for  reconnaissance  frame  cameras 
equipped  with  rotary  focal  plane  shutters  along  the  same  lines  as  has  been 
undertaken  in  this  present  study  for  parallel-motion  focal  plane  shutters. 
These  shutters  are  inevitably  restricted  by  reason  of  their  construction  to  small- 
format  cameras,  which  is  the  reason  that  comparatively  little  emphasis  was 
placed  on  them  in  this  thesis.  Nevertheless,  they  allow  such  high  shutter 
,-  speeds  that  their  use  must  become  more  widespread. 
(vii)  Many  specialist  users  would  prefer  to  have  output  in  accurate  metric 253 
form  while  retaining  the  original  photographic  image  i.  e.  in  the  form  of 
orthophotographs.  The  necessary  rectification  can  now  be  achieved  in  the 
computer-controlled  optical  transfer  type  of  orthophotoprinter  such  as  the  Wild 
OR-1  Avioplan  and  the  OMI-Nistri  OP-2  devices  introduced  in  prototype 
form  at  the  I.  S.  P.  Congress  at  Helsinki  in  1976. 
Suggestions  such  as  these  above  that  further  research  is  needed  can  be  looked  on 
as  the  inevitable  conclusion  of  any  piece  of  research,  thus  ensuring  (hopefully)  an 
unending  series  of  research  projects  to  the  person  making  the  suggestions!  Neverthe- 
less,  it  must  also  be  understood  that  this  whole  matter  of  the  metric  aspects  of  recon- 
naissance  photography  is  only  now  being  explored  for  the  first  time  and,  as  this 
thesis  has  shown,  it  has  many  ramifications  and  possibilities  that  could  be  explored 
by  a  single  research  student  in  the  course  of  the  work  required  for  a  Ph.  D.  thesis. 
Only  the  advent  of  freely  available  high-speed  computers,  which  could  handle 
the  large  amount  of  computation  inherent  in  the  analytical  methods  which  must 
be  used,  has  made  it  possible  to  contemplate  the  methods  which  have  been  under- 
taken.  Since  computer  power  and  availability  will  continue  to  grow  and,  with 
it,  the  understanding  Of  analytical  methods  in  photogrammetry,  the  extension  of 
research  along  the  lines  outlined  above  would  seem  to  be  appropriate,  if  not 
inevitable, 
Another  possible  line  of  enquiry  and  action  is  to  investigate  further  the 
characteristics  of  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  themselves.  For  example,  to 
what  extent  are  the  lens  distortions  really  assymmetric  and  how  large  are  the 
tangential  distortions  in  practice?  Would  some  quite  small  attention  to  the  assembly 
of  the  lens  elements  results  in  removal  of  these  effects?  The  experience  with  the 254 
Zeiss  Topogon  lenses  points  to  such  a  result.  Therefore  suggestions  along  this 
line  might  include  the  following:  - 
(i)  A  programme  of  camera  calibration  of  the  lenses  of  reconnaissance  frame 
cameras  would  give  valuable  information. 
(ii)  It  might  be  recommended  to  the  designers  of  reconnaissance  frame  cameras 
that.  fiducial  marks  be  incorporated  to  define  the  geometric  centre  of  the 
format.  The  difficulties  encountered  by  the  present  author  with  both  the 
S-190B  and  F-126  photographs  should  not  be  allowed  to  recur. 
(iii)  Following  the  some  line  of  thopght,  it  would  be  very  easy  and  useful 
to  incorporate  a  qrid  of  reseau  crosses  on  cameras  such  as  the  main  large- 
format  British  reconnaissance  frame  cameras,  e.  g.  the  F-126,  which  are  already 
equipped  with  a  register  glass  plate  on  which  the  negative  film  is  flattened. 
This  reseau  could  easily  be  calibrated  and  would  then  form  an  invaluable 
reference  for  metric  purposes. 
(iv)  For  the  application  of  the  first  technique  used  in  the  author's  tests  i.  e. 
correcting  the  image  coordinates  for  the  effect  of  the  focal  plane  shutter, 
before  carrying  out  the  exterior  orientation,  full  information  should  be  made 
available  about  the  direction  of  the  shutter  motion,  the  exact  width  of  the 
slit.  Again  if  a  means  could  be  provided  to  mark  the  photos  during 
exposure,  to  indicate  the  direction  of  motion  of  the  slit,  this  would  be 
inyaluable. 
Most  of  these  suggestions  made  above  move  in  the  direction  of  adding  some 
metric  characteristics  to  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  .  It  is  not  suggested  that 
the  reconnaissance  camera  be  re-designed  to  become  a  metric  one  -  obviously 
the  designer  must  continue  to  emphasize  reliability  and  resolution  as  prim  e 255 
objectives  in  reconnaissance  cameras  and  photography  and  if  these  results  for  example 
in  large  lens  distortions  there  can  be  no  complaint.  However,  the  changes  or 
modifications  to  reconnaissance  frame  cameras  suggested  above  are  comparatively 
trivial  and  would  not  affect  the  camera's  performance,  while  adding  valuable 
metric  properties  to  the  photography.  If  some  of  the  suggestions  made  above  are 
adopted  in  practice,  ft  would  make  this  high-performance  frame  photography  more 
readily  measured,  analysed  and  processed  than  is  possible  at  the  present  time. 
9.3  Epiloque 
Ending  this  thesis  on  a  personal  note,  the  author  has  greatly  benefited  from 
undertaking  this  work  in  various  ways.  For  example,  before  starting  the  project, 
the  author  had  done  no  basic  work  in  computing  science.  Nevertheless,  he  has 
been  able  to  make  full  use  of  the  facilities  available  in  the  computing  service 
and  succeeded  in  developing  several  computer  programs.  Although  these  programs 
are  smaller  in  size  than  some  other  programs  used  in  photogrammetry  such  as  those 
on  block  adjustment,  the  methods  of  devising  a  suitable  algorithm  and  developing 
a  computer  program  have  become  a  familiar  task.  The  photogrommetric  measure- 
ments  on  the  stereo  comparator  were  another  new  field  of  experience  for  the  author 
as  were  the  provision  of  test  data;  the  identification  of  test  points;  the  problems 
of  photo  interpretation  especially  on  the  small-scale  satellite  photography,  etc. 
Thus,  quite  apart  from  the  theoretical  studies,  the  practical  work  carried  out 
during  this  research  has  been  invaluable  to  the  author  from  the  point  of  view  of 
training  and  experience  gained  in  photograTmetry  and  computing.  This  will  be 
of  the  greatest  value  in  his  future  professional  work. 256 
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APPENDIX  A 
COEFFICIENTS  OF  THE  LINEARISED  COLLINEARITY  EQUATIONS 
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APPENDIX  B 
DETAILED  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  COMPUTER  PROGRAMS 
1.  Program  (A)  -  Image  Coordinates  Refinement 
1.1  General  Information 
Program  Identification  IMCERT 
Image  Coordinates  Refinement 
Type  of  Language  Complete  Algol  program 
Computer  The  program  was  first  developed  on  the 
Nottingham  ICL  1906A  main  University 
Computer.  It  was  later  transferred  to  the 
ICL  2980  in  Edinburgh. 








XL,  YL 
Model  Number 
Tog  to  indicate  type  of  correction  to  be 
applied. 
Focal  length  of  the  photography. 
Number  of  image  points  to  be  corrected. 
Absolute  flying  height. 
Average  terrain  height  above  mean  sea  level. 
Number  of  points  used  in  the  data  to  represent 
the  lens  distortion  curve. 
Coordinates  of  the  principal  point  of  the 
left  hand  photograph. 268 
XR,  YR  Coordinates  of  the  principal  point  of  the 
right-hand  photograph. 
CAS  -  Tag  indicating  focal  plane  shutte-T  direction 
of  motion  relative  to  the  flight  direction. 
FK  -  Factor  of  correction  for  the  focal  plane 
shutter  and  IMC. 
ARRAYS 
B  Dynamic  array  containing  the  image  coordinates, 
and  used  to  determine  the  required  corrections. 
LD  Array  containing  the  lens  distortion  correction 
data. 
D,  DT,  V,  T,  DR  Working  arrays  to  determine  the  polynomial 
parameters  for  the  lens  distortion  curve. 
1.3  Detailed  account  of  the  proqram 
A  step-by-step  account  of  the  program  follows: 
(i)  Introduce  the  followinaLng1rix  pEqc2qqts  to  be  used  in  calculating  the 
polynomials  for  the  lens  distortion  curve: 
Procedure  MATVEC  -  Matrix  x  Vector 
Procedure  MATMLT  -  Matrix  x  Matrix 
Procedure  MATRAN  -  Matrix  transpose 
Procedure  INVERT  -  Matrix  inversion 
(ii)  LrjpqLqEData 
Declaration. 269 
Read  in  the  model  number  (PH).  If  the  last  model  is  corrected  then  PH  =  0. 
Read  in  the  Tog  (TAG)  to  indicate  the  type  of  correction  required  (1  to  7) 
as  follows: 
I-  earth  curvature  and  atmospheric  refraction 
2-  lens  distortion  and  atmosPheric  refraction 
3-  lens  distortion,  earth  curvature  and  atmospheric  refraction 
lens  distortion  and  earth  curvature 
lens  distortion 
earth  curvature 
atmospheric  refraction 
Read  in  the  camera  focal  length  (FL),  in  the  same  unit  as  the  image 
coordinates. 
Read  in  the  number  of  points  to  be  corrected  (N). 
If  either  the  atmospheric  refraction  or  the  earth  curvature  or  both  of  them 
are  to  be  corrected,  then  read  the  flying  height  (FH)  and  the  terrain 
height  (TH)  in  kilometres. 
Declaration. 
Read  in  the  image  coordinates  of  all  the  points  into  array  B.  These  are 
read  into  columns  1,2,3,4,5  as  follows: 
a-  the  point  number  in  column  I 
x',  y",  dx,  dy  in  columns  2,3,4  and  5,  respectively. 
Read  the  coordinates  of  the  left-hand  principal  point  (XL,  YL). 
Read  the  coordinates  of  the  right-hand  principal  point  (XR,  YR). 270 
Read  the  number  of  points  whose  radial  lens  distortion  is  given  to 
determine  the  lens  distortion  curve  (AN).  If  the  lens  distortion  is  not 
to  be  corrected,  then  AN  =  0. 
Read  the  tag  (CAS)  to  indicate  the  direction  of  shutter  motion.  IF  the 
shutter  moves  in  the  same  direction  of  flight  for  both  exposures,  then 
CAS  =II.  If  the  shutter  moves  along  the  flight  direction  and  opposite 
to  it  for  the  alternate  exposure,  then  CAS  =  12.  If  the  shutter  moves 
across  the  flight  direction  without  changing  direction  then  CAS  =  22. 
If  the  shutter  moves  acros's  the  flight  direction  reversing  its  direction 
for  the  alternate  exposure  then  CAS  21.  If  no  effect  of  focal  plane 
shutter  is  to  be  corrected  then  CAS  0. 
Read  the  factor  (FK)  for  correction  of  the  effect  of  the  focal  plane 
shutter  and  IMC.  If  no  correction  is  required  then  FK  =  0. 
(iii)  gqrýrqSýtjion  for  the_imoqe  coordinates 
Reduce  the  image  coordinates  of  each  photograph  to  its  principal  point. 
Compute  the  radial  distances  of  the  image  points. 
Compute  the  constant  of  atmospheric  refraction  if  such  a  correction 
is  to  be  applied. 
Correct  for  lens  distortion  after  computing  the  polynomial  that  fits  the 
distortion  curve. 
Correct  for  earth  curvature  if  required. 
Correct  for  atmospheric  refraction  if  required. 
Correct  for  the  focal  plane  shutter  and  IMC  if  required. 271 
(iv)  gýqpqt  Rf  the  results 
Write  text. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  polynomial  parameters  for  the  lens  distortion  curve,  if  lens 
distortion  is  to  be  corrected. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  model  number. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  corrected  image  coordicates. 272 
1.4  Flow  Diagram  for  Program  (A) 
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1  .5 
The  Program 
LINE  STMNT 
I  I  IREGINI 
2  2  ICOMMENTO  IMAGE  COORDINATES 
3  2  REFINEMENT  PROGRAM; 
4  3 
5  3 
6  3  ITNTEGERI  Mt  No  AN; 
7  4  'PROCEDURE,  MATVEC(AgXgZgMgN); 
a  5  IVALUE1  AoXgMtN; 
9  6  $INTEGER#  MqN;  OARRAY'AtXvZ; 
10  8  'BEGIN'  IINTEGERI  Io'J; 
11  10  IRFAL,  SUM; 
12  11  $FOR#  I:  =l  'STEP@  1  $UNTIL'  N  $DO$ 
13  11  IREGINI  SUH:  =0.0; 
14  13  $FOP#  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  IUNTILt  M  IDOI 
15  13  SUM:  =SUM+A$19J!  *X$jl; 
16  14  Z$T!:  =Sumc 
17  is  IFNDI;  IEND,  MATVEC; 
18  17  IPPOCEDUREI  MATMLT(A9UqTqMqNqP  ); 
19  18  lVALUEl  AqUoMqtJqP; 
20  19  IINTEGERI  MoNsP; 
21  20  IPFALI  fARRAY1  AqUsT; 
22  21  9ý3EGINI  'INTEGER'  ItJgK; 
23  23  IFOPI  I:  =l  #STEP$  1  $UNTIL'  N  'DO# 
24  23  IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP#  1  $UNTI0  M  'DO$ 
25  23  IREGINI 
?6  24  T$TqJ!:  =0.0; 
27  25  IFOPI  K:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTIL,  P  'DO$ 
28  25  T$IgJ!:  =T$IgJ!  +A$IgK!  *U$KgJ!; 
29  26  $END'; 
30  27  'END$  NATMLT; 
31  28  'PROCEDURE,  MATRAN(AqATqM9N); 
32  29,  lVALUEl  AqMqN; 
33  30  lARRAYlAtAT; 
34  31  'INTEGER*  MgN; 
35  32  IREGINO 
36  33  1INTEGERIf9i; 
37  34  'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  M  $DO' 38  34  IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL#  N  #DO' 
39  34  ATSI*J!:  =A$JgIl 
40  34  IENnt  MATPAN; 
41  36  1PROCEDUREI  INVERT(A  tNtINVA); 
42  37  IVALUE1  N; 
43  38  IARRAY'  AqINVA; 
44  39  IINTEGERI  N; 
45  40  IREGINI 
46  41  IREALI  tAPRAYI  BSI:  N  *1:  2*N!  t  X$1:  Ngl:  N!; 
47  42  ITNTEGERI  MoItJgK; 
48  43  IREALI  PIVOT9  TT; 
49  44  M:  =?  *N; 
so  45  #FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  #DOI 
51  45  IREGINI 
52  46  IFORt  J:  =l  tSTEPI  1  @UNTIL'  N  $DO' 
53  46  GS19J!:  =A$I9J!; 
54  47  IFORI  J:  =tJ+l  'STEP$  1  'UNTIL'  M  IDOO 
1;  5  47  BS19J!:  =  IIFI  I+N  lE  Ol  J  'THEN'  1  'ELSE$  0; 
56  48  lENDI*lo 
57  49  'FOR,  I:  =]  'STEP'  I  'UNTIL'  N  $DO' 
58  49  IBFGINI 
59  so  PIVOT:  =B$IqIt; 
60  51  'FOR'  J:  =I+l  'STEP'  1  'UNTILI  N  #DOI 
61  51  ITFI  ABS(PIVOT)  ILTI  ABS(B$JtIl)  'THEN' 
62  51  I;  EGINI 
63  52  IFOPO  K:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL#  M  'DOI 
64  52  IBEGINI 
65  53  TT:  =B$IgK!; 
66  54  B$TgK!:  =B$JgK!  t 
67  55  B$JgK!:  =TT; 
68  56  IENDI; 
69  57  PIVOT:  =B$JgIl; 
70  58  IENDI; 
71  59  'FOR$  K:  =M  ISTEPI  -1  'UNTIL'  I  $DOI 
72  59  BSI*K!:  =BSIoK!  /B$Itl  l; 
73  60  'FOR'  J:  =T+l  ISTEPI  I  'UNTIL'  N  #DO' 
74  60  IFOR,  K:  =M  $STEP$  -1  'UNTI0  I  'DOI 
75  60  BSJ*Kl:  =B$JoK!  -B$IgK!  *B$JtIt; 
76  61  IENDI; 
77  62  IFORI  J:  =I.  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  N  tDOI 
78  62  IREGINI 
79  63  K:  =N+J; 
so  64  X$NgJ!:  =B$NtK!; 
81  65 
82  65  IENDI; 
83  66  $FOP#  I:  =N-1  tSTEPI  -1  $UNTIL  '1  'DO' 
84  66  IREGINI 
85  67  $FOR$  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL$  N  $DOI 
86  67  IREGINI 
87  68  M:  =N+J; 
88  '69  X$IqJl:  =B$IqMl; 
89  70  'END'; 
90  71  #FOR#  K:  =N  'STEP'  -1  1UNTILI  1+1  $DO' 
91.  71  IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP$  1  'UNTIL'  N  #DO' 
92  71  X$19J!:  =X$IqJ!  -B$IgK!  *X$KgJl; 
93  72  IENDI; 
94  73  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP*  1  'UNTIL#  N  1009 
95  73  IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  N  'DO' 
96  73  INVA$19J!:  =X$ItJl; 
97  74  IENDIINVERT; 
98  75 
99  75 
100  75  IINTEGERt  Ig  J9  PHI  TAG9  CAS; 
101  76  IREALI  FL9  FH9  KA9  XL9  YL9 
102  76  XR9  YR9  TH9  FK9  KI; 
103  77 
ý 
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105  78 
106  79 
107  80 
108  80 
109  so 
110  so 
ill  80 
112  81 
113  82 
114  83 
115  84 
116  84 
117  84 
118  84 
119  84 
120  84 
121  85 
122  86 
123  87 
124  88 
125  89 
126  89 
127  90 
128  91 
129  91 
130  91 
131  92 
132  92 
133  92 
134  93 
135  93 
136  93 
137  94 
138  96 
139  98 
140  98 
141  98 
142  99 
143  100 
144  101 
145  102 
146  103 
147  104 
148  104 
149  105 
150  106 
151  107 
152  108 
193  108 
154  108 
iss  108 
156  109 
157  109 
158  109 
159  109 
160  110 
161  ill 
162  1ý1 
163  ill 
164  111 
165  112 
166  113 
167  114 
168  114 
169  115 
I  COMMENT  I  READ 
LI:  PH:  =READ; 
IIFI  PH=O  ITHENI 
ICOMMENTI 
TAG  --- 
FL  --- 
N  --- 
TAG:  =READ; 
FL:  =READ; 
N:  =READ  ; 
IN  THE  PHOTO  NUMBER; 
IGOTOI  L9;  278 
READ  IN  : 
THE  TYPE  OF  CORRECTION  REQUIRED9 
THE  CAMERA  FOCAL  LENGTH9 
THE  NUMBER  OF  POINTS  TO  BE  CORRECTED; 
$COMMENT#  FH  AND  TH  ARE  THE  ABSOLUTE  FLYING  HEIGHT 
AND 
THE  AVERAGE  TERRAIN  HEIGHT  IN  KMS 
THESE  APE  NOT  REQUIRED  IF  ONLY  LENS 
DISTORTION  IS  TO  BE  CORRECTED; 
ITF1  TAGILTI  5  IOR,  TAG>5  'THEN'  $BEGIN' 
FH:  =READ; 
TH:  =READ; 
'ENW; 
IREGINt 
IREALI  IARRAYI  B,;  l  :  fJql  :  22! 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  N  'DO$ 
IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP'  I  'UNTILt  22  'DO' 
BSTvJ!:  =0.00; 
'COMMENT#  READ  IN  THE  IMAGE  COORDINATES 
OF  ALL.  THE  POINTS; 
'FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DO$ 
#FOR$  J:  =192939495  'DO$ 
B$ToJ!:  =READ; 
XL:  =READ;  YL:  =READ; 
XP:  =READ;  YR:  =READ; 
#FOP#  I:  =l"STEPI  1  $UNTIL'  N  'DO' 
'BEGIN* 
B$196!:  =B$I*2!  -XL; 
BSI97!:  =B$I93!  +3$195!  -YL; 
BSI98!:  =B$I92!  +B$1v4!  -XR; 
B$I99!:  =B$I93!  -YR; 
'END$; 
IFORN  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  IUNTILI  N  #DO$ 
IREGINO 
BS19101:  =SORT(B$I96!  1**12+BSI97!  1**12)1 
B$Iqll!:  =SQRT(B$Iq8!  l**12+BSI99!  1**12); 
'ENDO; 
WRITE-TEXT(1(11('P')'l.  M-  ELHASSAN 
GEOC3RAPFiY**DEPARTýIENTI(12C#)")I)*t 
'COMMENT1  READ  IN  THE  NUMBER  OF  POINTS 
WHOSE  LENS  DISTORTION  IS  GIVEN; 
AN:  =PEAD; 
ICOMMENTI  READ  IN  : 
CAS  THE  DIRECTION  OF  SHUTTER  MOTIONt 
FK  THE  SHUTTER  CORRECTION  FACTOR; 
CAS:  =READ; 
FK:  =READ; 
ISEGINI 
IREALI  'ARRAY$  LD$1:  AN91:  219  DRSJ:  ANIt 170  115 
171  115 
172  116 
173  116 
174  116 
175  117 
176  117 
177  118 
178  118 
179  119 
iso  120 
181  120 
IA2  120 
Ih3  121 
184  121 
les  122 
186  122 
187  123 
iss  123 
189  123 
190  124 
191  124 
192  125 
193  126 
194  127 
195  128 
196  129 
197  130 
198  131 
lc;  9  131 
200  132 
20  1  133 
2()2  134 
203  135 
2n4  136 
205  137 
206  138 
207  139 
208  140 
209  141 
210  141 
211  141 
212  142 
213  142 
214  142 
215  143 
216  144 
217  144 
218  144 
219  144 
220  145 
221  145 
222  145 
223  146 
224  147 
225  148 
226  149 
227  149 
228  ISO 
229  150 
230  151 
231  151 
232  152 
233  152 
23ý  153 
235  154 
D$I:  AN91:  4!  9  DT$1:  491:  AN!  g  V$1:  491:  419 
T$1:  491:  4!  9  AS1:  41; 
OCOMMFNTI  C014PUTE  THE  CONSTANT  OF 
ATMOSPHERIC  REFRACTION; 
tIFf  TAG=l  *OR$  TAG=2  'OR'  TAG=3  #OR# 
TAG=7  ITHEW  IBEGINI 
KA:  =(0900241*FH)/(FHI**12-6.00*FH+250.00)- 
(TH/FH)*(0*00241*TH)/(THI**12-6*00*TH+250*00) 
IEND190 
IIFI  TAG=l  IORI  TAG=6  ITHENI 
IGOTOI  U; 
IIFI  TAG=7  ITHENI 
IGOTOI  L4'; 
ICOMMENTI  CORRECTION  FOR  LENS  DISTORTION; 
#FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  'UNTIL'  AN  'DOI 
IFORI  J:  =192  'DOI 
Lnslgji:  =PEAD; 
#FOR$  1:  =l  $STEP,  1  'UNTIL'  AN  #DOI 
IREGINI 
DSI9j!:  =LDSI9jl; 
D$192!:  =LD$Igl!  '**13; 
DSIq4!:  =LDSIqj!  l**f7*t 
DRSI!:  =LD$I92!; 
'END$; 




IGOT01  L2; 
IENDI  ; 






L2:  'FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DO' 
IREGINI 
IFORI  J:  =10911  $DOI 
BSI*J+2!:  =A$1!  +A$2!  *B$ItJlt**12+A$3!  *B$ItJ!  I**14+ 
AS4!  *BSI9J!  l**16; 
I  END  I; 
WRITE  TEXT(1(11(14CI)IPOLYN*ýPARAMETERS%FOR% 
LENS6x7DISTORTIONZCURVEI(12C')")*); 





IUNTILI  4  $DO' 
1IFf  TAG=2  'OR'  TAG=5  ITHEN,  #BEGIN# 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP$  1  OUNTILI  N  'DO' 
18EGINI- 
$FOR#  J:  =697  MO' 
BS1qJ!:  =B$IvJ!  *(1,0-B$1q12!  )l 
$FOR#  J:  =899  lDOt 
8$19J!:  =B$IqJ!  *(1.0-B$Iq13!  ); 
IENDI; 
'END'; 236  155 
237  155 
238  156 
239  157 
240  157 
241  158 
242  159 
243  159 
244  160 
245  160 
246  162 
247  163 
248  164 
249  165 
25n  165 
251  166 
252  166 
253  167 
2154  167 
255  168 
256  169 
257  169 
258  170 
259  171 
260  171 
261  172 
262  173 
263  173 
264  174 
265  175 
266  176 
267  177 
268  178 
269  178 
270  179 
271  179 
272  180 
273  181 
274  181 
275  182 
276  182 
277  183 
278  183 
279  184 
280  185 
281  las 
282  185 
293  185 
284  186 
285  186 
286  187 
287  188 
288  188 
2A9  189 
290  190 
291  191 
2Q2  193 
293  193 
294  194 
295  194 
296  195 
297  196 
298  197 
299  199 
300  199 
301  Zoo. 
VIF1  TAG=2  ITHFNI  IGOTOt  L4; 
IIFI  TAG=5  #THEN'  IGOTOI  L5; 
ICOMMENTO'  CORRECTION  FOR  EARTH*CURVATURE; 
L3:  Kl:  ý12740*0*FLI"12; 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  N  $DO$ 
IBEGINI 
IFORI  J:  =10,11  tDol 
18EGINI  M:  =J+4; 
6$19M!:  =((FH-TH)*R$Igjll**12)/Kl; 
IENDI; 
'END$1 
IFORS  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIO  N  tDOI 
IREGINI 
IFOP,  J:  =697  'DO' 
6$19J!:  =B$IgJ!  *(I*O-B$Itl2!  +B$I9l4!  ); 
IFORI  J:  =899  $DOI 
BSIOJ!:  =B$IoJ!  *(1*0-R$I9l3!  +B$Igl5t); 
I  END  f  -op 
#IF$  TAG=4  ITHEN'  'GOTOl  L5; 
tIF'  TAG=6  tTHEN'  'GOTO'  L5; 
ICOMMENTI  CORRECTION  FOR  ATM,  REFRACTION; 
L4:  'IF'  TAG  OLT'  7  'THEN'  'BEGIN* 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  N  IDOI 
IREGINI 
BSI*10!:  =SORT(B$Io6!  1**12+BSI9711**12); 
6$1*111:  =SQRT(BSI98"**12*B$I*9!  1**12); 
'ENDO; 
OFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  N  *DO' 
OREGINO 
IFORI  J:  =10911  'Doe 
B$19J+6!:  =KA*(J.  O+B$Igj!  '**12/FLI**22); 
IENDI; 
$FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DOI 
OBEGINO 
OFORI  J:  =697  1001 
8S19J!:  =8$I9J!  *(1e0-8$Iql6!  ); 
OFOR,  J:  =Sgg  toot 
B5I9J1:  =B$IgJl*(1*0-B$Itl7!  ); 
OENDO; 
ICOMMENTI  COPPECTION  FOR  THE  DISTORTION  DUE 
TO  THE  FOCAL  PLANE  SHUTTER; 
L5:  IIFO  CAS=ll  IORI  CAS=21 
lIF,  CAS=ll  ITHENI  OBEGINI 
OFORO  I:  =l  #STEP'  1  IUNTILI 
#BEGIN' 
B$I*6!:  =BSI96!  +FK*B$I96!; 
BSIq8!:  =B$Iq8!  +FK*B$Iq8!; 
'Ell-IDI;  'END'; 
'THEN'  FK:  =-FK; 
N  'DOI 
lIFt  CAS=12  ITHENO  OBEGIN, 
OFORI  I:  =l  tSTEPI  I  'UNTIO  N  IDOO 
IBEGINO 
B$196!:  =B$I96!  -FK*BSI96!; 
6SI98!:  =8SI98!  +FK*B$Iq8!; 
'ENDO;  'ENDO; 
IjFI  CAS=21  ITHEN,  IBEGINI 
IFORt  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  IUNTILI..  N  IDO, 
280 302  200 
303  201 
304  202 
305  203 
306  205 
307  205 
308  206 
ý09  206 
310  207 
311  206 
312  209 
313  211 
314  211 
315  212 
316  213 
317  214 
318  215 
319  215 
3?  0  215 
321  215 
322  216 
323  217 
324  217 
325  217 
3?  6  217 
327  217 
3?  8  218 
329  218 
330  218 
331  219 
332  220 
333  221 
334  221 
335  222 
336  223 
337  224 
338  225 
339  226 
340  227 
341  229 
342  230 
OREGINO 
BSI*6!:  -2B$I96!  +FK*B$197!; 
B$1q8!:  =B$Iv8!  +FK*b$Iq9j; 
'ENDO;  'ENDO; 
OIFI  CAS=;?  2  ITHENI  #BEGIN' 
OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL*  N  'DOI 
OREGINO 
BSI96!:  =BSIv6!  -FK*B$Iq7l; 
B$I*8!  0*=8$I98!  +FK*b$I99!; 
IEND  I  IENDI  ; 
IFORI  I:  =l  #STEP$  1  OUNTILS  N  IDOO 
OBEGINO 
B$Iv18!:  =B$Tq6!  -B$Iq81; 
B$Iql9!:  =RSI991-8SIq7!; 
'ENDO; 




WRITE  TEXT(1(11(12C')IPOINT%NO*I(14SI)IXJI(IlJSI)t 
Yll('IISI)IX2'(111S')IY2'(IllSl)#DXI(tllSl)t 
￿S  Dv'  C  '2C'  )'')''￿ 
IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  OUNTILI  N  'DO' 
IBEGINI 
PRINT(a$Iol!  9490); 
SPACES(4); 
IFORI  J:  =6979899918919  IDOI 
IBEGINI 
PPINT(B$I*J!  9196); 
SPACES(4); 
'END  I; 
NFWLINES(2)! 
lENDI*9 
'END';  'ENW; 
IGOTOI  LI; 
L9:  I  END  I; 1.6  Input 
47933 
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0*  1  OB3213 






0-ý08  24  921 
C  9084374 
Co071-394 
0  u02Q96-D 
0.035504 
-0  o  (,  'l  0  92.3 





-n.  011000 
Model  number 
Tag  indicating  type  of 
correction  required. 
Camera  focal  length  (m) 
Flying  height  (km) 





































-0.  Ü'&9047 
-0.  U72344 
-0.  C9?  665 
-0.075493 
-0.071168 






































































































0  .0  ()  0389 
282 
(photo-coordinates) 1724  0.038526  -0.029955  -0.079450  -0-000523  C.  1722  0.047500  -0.037630  -09079497  -09000627 
1723  0.045896  -0-039210  -09079497  -0.000627 
C 
1720  0.074800  0.015295  -0*080393  0.000173 
1721  - 
0.081348  0.011975  -09080434  0.000127 
1719  0.087071  0.048138  -09061448  0.000705 
1718  0-086142  0*047730  -09081414  0*000705 
1716  OeO46153  0.024258  -0*079867  0,000429 
1713  -0.010159  0.096971  -0*079423  0.002543 
1714  0.011847  09094707  -0.079091  0*002283 
1715  0.011638  0*094285  -0.079101  0.002283 
0 
Comparator  coordinates  of 
09  00noo  0*000000  L.  H.  principal  point  (XL,  YL) 
Comparator  coordinates  of  0,000noo  0,0000on  R.  H.  principal  point  (XR,  YR) 
17  No.  of  points  used  to  describe 
the  lens  distortio,,  --urve 
. 01 
Tog  to  indicate  direction  of  slit  motion 
12  -0.000  Focal  plane  shutter  consiant 
radial  distance  radial  distortion 
00000000  0.000000 
09010noo  0*000030 
0*020000  0-000060 
0.030000  00000080 
OeO40noo  0-000095 
00050000  0*000094 
OeO60000  00000088  Lens  distortion 
OeO70000  0-000070 
000CO000  09000053  data 
00090000  0*000043 
00100000  09000046 
0*110000  0*000066 
0*120000  0-000092 
Oe130000  0-000115 
Oe140000  0-000135 
00150noo  09000014 
0*160noo  -0,000134 
0  Tag  indicating  end  of 
















i.  7  Output 
I*M*ELHASSAN  ---  GEOGRAPHY**DEPARTMENT 
POLYN.  P4RAMETERS  FOR  LENS  DISTORTION  CURVE 
3.273081P  -3 
-7oO87432@  -1 
5.721788P 
.  -l.  402830P  3 
REFINED  IMAGE  COORDINATES 
MODEL  NUMBER  47933 
POINT  NOo  X1  Yi  X2  Y2  DX  DY 
3761)  -0.019351  0,015496  -0.096809  0.015067  -0.000429 
3767  -0s011463  0*045038  -0.089335  0*043904  0.077872  -o.  001133 
3766  -0,008404  0*047995  -0,086399  0*046812  0.077995  -0.001183 
3770  0.025044  0.012072  -0.053985  0*011832  0.079029  -0*000240 
3771  0.031187  0.011038  -0*048016  0.010821  0.079203  -0.000218 
3762  0.047812  OoOO6040  -0.031817  09005928  0*079629  -0.000112 
3703  OoO46894  0.001212  -0.032690  0*001193  0.079584  -00000019 
3702  0,055846  0.006559  -0.023944  OoOO6478  0.079789  -00000080 
3775  0.081747  OoO2O669  0.001254  OoO2O378  0o080494  -OoOO0290 
3774  0.087681'  0.020044  OoOO7065  0.019775 
4 
OoO80616  -OoOO0269 
3710  OoO82045  -9.026323  0.001849  -0,,  025893  0*080  19  6  OoOO0430 
3735  0.079379  -0*040848  -OoOO0694  -OoO4O233  t""`,,,,,,;  oo080073  0-000615 
3729  0.093659  -0o'052803  0*013392  -0.052072  J  :  0o080267  0.000731 
3751  0.102734  -OoO33318  0.022197  -0.032826 
0  -080538  0.000492 
3750  0.098082  -0.025541  0,017573  -0-025136  -  0*080509  OoOO0406 
3728  0.093969  -0.028300  0.013543  -0*027862  , 
ý . ''  0*080426  0,000439 
3761  0.043148  -0.028424  -0.036177  -0.027946 
ý`  0.079325  0.000478 
3760  0441217  -OoO45795  -0.0379!  ýS  -0*045037  ý,  I%,  0479172  0.000758 
3768  -0*032538  -09020177  -0.109289  -0.019763 
0*076751  09000415 ( 
3714  -0.015072  -0.026691  -0.092585  -0*026166  1  0*077513 
I 
0,000525 
3713  -0.003681  -0.039247  -0.081549  -0.038496 
.  - 
.,, 
0.077868  0.000751 
3759  -0,014982  -0.071237  -0.092465  -OoO69860 
OoO77483  0*001376 
3758  -0.015158  -0.078113  -OoO92538  -0.076596 
0.077380  0*001518 
3757  -OoO16096  -0.093892  -0.093370  -OoO92138 
OeO77274  OoOO1754 
3772  0.014698  -OoO69140  -0.063719  -OoO67957  ., 
OoO78417  OoOO1183 
3755  0.031728  -0.095298  -OoO47018  -0.093825 
0*078746  0*001473 
3754  OoO41031  -OoO96682  -OoO37938  -0-095235 
0.078969  OoOO1447 
3752  0.083665  -00085159  OoOO3648  -0.084082 
OoO80017  OoOO1077 
3753  OolOS299  -0.083834  0.027818  -0.082870 
09080481  0*000964 
1709  0.115309  -OoO7O747  0.034827  -0@069971 
0*080482  0*000776 
1706  Ooll2583  -U-056253  OoO31923  -0*055570 
0.080660  09000683 
1707  OollO280  -0.052074  0.029645  -OoO51406 
OeO8O635  0.000668 
1726  OolO4918  -OoO27276  0.024331  -0-026885 
0.080587  0-000391 
1727  0.107021  -0.025342  0.026418  -0.024955  ,  -'0.080603  0*000387 
0.080570  ',  1  OoOO0384 
1728  09104336  -OoO25842  0.023766  -0*025458  ,  . 
'-OoO80071  OoOO0732 
1725  OoO82496  -0.049686  0.002425  -0.048954 
OoO8O244  0  oOO0968  1703  OoO84371  -OoO73246  OoOO4127  -0*072278  . 
0.080133  OoOO1210 
1710  OoO75382  -OoO93831  -OoOO4750  -09092621  i 
.-  , 0.078848  09001249 
1701  0.029961  -OoO76704  -0*048887  -09075455 
1702  OoO35498  -OoO72287  -0*043454  -0.071125 
Go078951  OoOO1163 
1705  -0.010923  -0*092278  -OoO88690  -0*090558 
OoO77766  0-001721 
1704  -0.015507  -09094230  -0.092832  -0.092474 
0.077326  OoOO1756 
1732  -OoO29768  -OoO17685  -0*106795  -OoOl7352 
'OoO77028  0*000333 




1734  -0.030958  -0.019361  -0.107963  -0*019002 
J 
, 
:  v 
,  ... 
OoO77006  0.000358 
1731  0*014457  -09004738  -0.064203  -OoOO4660  ýý0.078660 
OoOO0078 
1711  -0.010971  0.012898  -0.088823  09012547  0-077851  -0.000351 
1724  0.038472  -0.030021  -09040829  -0*029501 
0.079301  0.000520 
1722  09047459  -0.038205  -0.031921  -09037559 
0*079380  0,000646 
1723  OoO45B56  -0*039783  -0.033525  -OoO39141 
0*079381  0.000642 
1720  0*074778  09015456  -0.005573  0.015247  0*080351  -0.000208 
1721  0.081337  0.012094  0.000911  0,011937  0*080426 
4 






1719  0.087075  0.048821  0.005609 
1718  0*086146  0*048413  09004716 
1716  0.046096  0.024644  -0.033642 
1713  -0.010160  OoO99469  -0.089469 
1714  0,011848  OoO96946  -0*067170 
1715  0.011639  0.096524  -OoO67389 
09048046 








.  079310  ,"0 
0*079018 
0.079028 








2.  Program  (C  -  Absolute  Orientation  and  Polynomial  Adjustment 
2.1  General  Information 
Program  identification  -  ABTAN 
Absolute  orientation  and  polynomial 
adjustment. 
Type  of  Language  -  Complete  Algol  program 
Computer  -  ICL  1906A  of  Nottingham  and  transferred 
to  ICL  2980  Edinburgh. 
2.2  Definition  of  Variables 
MD  Model  number 
BH  -  Base  to  height  ratio  of  the  photography 
Is  -  Image  scale  number 
BN  -  Total  number  of  points  in  the  model 
x-  Number  of  planimetric  control  points 
z-  Number  of  height  control  points 
U-  Number  of  polynomial  parameters  for  X  or  Y. 
UH  -  Number  of  polynomial  parameters  for  Z. 
TA  -  Tog  to  indicate  whether  polynomial  adi  ustment 
is  to  be  applied  or  not. 
. 
ARRAYS 
B  Dynamic  array  containing  the  point  number, 
the  model  coordinates  and  the  ground  coordinates. 
PC,  HC  Arrays  in  which  the  plan  and  height  data  are 
stored. 288 
R  Array  containing  the  orthogonal  rotation  matrix. 
A  Vector  containing  the  absolute  orientation  elements. 
P  Vector  of  the  residuals  of  the  transformed 
coordinates  from  the  known  values. 
D  Array  in  which  the  observation  equations  are 
formed,  in  the  absolute  orientation  phase. 
DI  -  Working  array  to  compute  the  approximate  values 
for  10  and 
T  -  Array  containing  the  normal  equations  matrix. 
DC,  DH  -  Arrays  including  the  observation  equation 
matrices  for  the  plan  and  height  adjustments 
respectively. 
TC,  VC,  V,  DP, 
DR,  PI,  P2,  P3  Working  arrays 
RS  -  Vector  to  determine  the  root  mean  square  errors 
of  the  discrepancies. 
PX'  PY,  PZ  -  Vectors  to  determine  the  polynomial  parameters 
for  X,  Y  and  Z  respectively. 
C-  Vector  containing  shifts  Xo,  Yo  and  Zo. 
2.3  Detailed  account  of  the  program 
A  step-by-step  account  of  the  program  is  given  as  follows: 
(i)  Introduce  the  followin  matrix  pEqRe  9  _4ýjrqs 
to  be  used  when  computing  the 
absolute  orientation  elements  and  the  polynomial  parameters: 289 
Procedure  MATVEC  -  Matrix  x  Vector 
Procedure  MATMLT  -  Matrix  x  Matrix 
Procedure  MATRAN  -  Matrix  transpose 
Procedure  INVERT  -  Matrix  inversion 
00  Ltipmtslfýqtas 
Declaration 
Read  in  the  model  number  (MD).  If  the  last  model  is  transformed,  then  MD  =  0. 
Read  in  the  base  to  height  ratio  (BH)  and  the  image  scale  number  (IS)  -  these 
would  be  used  when  analysing  the  results. 
Read  in  the  number  of  points  in  the  model  (BN),  the  number  of  plan  controls  (X) 
and  the  number  of  height  controls  (Z). 
Read  in  the  number  of  polynomial  parameters  used  in  adjusting  the  X-  or 
Y-coordinates  (U). 
Read  in  the  number  of  polynomial  parameters  used  in  adjusting  the  Z-coordinates 
(UH). 
Read  in  the  tog  (TA)  to  indicate  whether  polynomial  adjustment  is  to  be  applied 
or  not.  If  polynomial  adjustment  is  to  be  applied  then  TA  =  2;  if  not  then  TA, 
U  and  UH  can  be  set  to  1. 
Declaration. 
Read  in  the  model  coordinates  and  the  ground  coordinates  of  all  the  points 
in  the  model;  these  are  read  in  array  B  as  follows:  - 
Columns  I  and  2-  point  number.  The  first  column  is  composed  of  four  digits. 
If  the  point  is  given  in  plan  only  the  first  digit  should  be  I.  If  it  is  given  in 
plan  and  height  then  the  first  digit  should  be  2.  And  if  it  is  given  in  height 290 
only  the  first  digit  should  be  3.  The  three  remaining  digits  are  the  point 
number  which  can  be  chosen  from  0  to  999.  The  number  in  the  second  column 
should  be  2  for  any  point  used  as  control  point.  For  check  points,  this  will 
be  3. 
Columns  3,4  and  5-x,  y,  z  model  coordinates. 
Columns  6,7  and  8-X,  Y,  Z  ground  coordinates. 
(N.  B.  If  the  point  is  given  in  plan  only  then  column  8  will  be  read  in  as 
zero;  if  the  point  is  given  in  height  only,  then  columns  6  and  7  would  be 
read  in  as  zero.  ) 
Store  the  plan  control  data  in  array  PC  and  height  control  data  in  array  HC. 
(iii)  Absolute  orientation  phase 
Compute  approximate  scale  factor  (S)  and  approximate  azimuth  (KAP). 
Compute  approximate  values  for  the  translation  elements  -  array  C. 
Compute  approximate  rotation  matrix,  IT  =  0. 
Form  the  observation  equations  in  array  D. 
Form  the  vector  of  residuals  of  the  transformed  coordinates  from  the  known 
values  (P). 
Solve  the  normal  equations,  deriving  the  corrections  to  the  elements  of 
transformation. 
Compute  the  new  elements  of  transformation. 
Check  whether  corrections  are  significant;  if  any  one  of  the  corrections  is 
greater  than  0.00001  and  the  number  of  iterations  is  less  than  7,  the 
procedure  is  repeated;  starting  by  forming  new  set  of  observation  equations 
and  adding  one  to  IT. 291 
Transform  all  the  model  coordinates  using  the  computed  elements  of  trans- 
formation. 
Compute  the  residuals  and  the  RMSE's. 
(iv)  gLgtpýLt  pf  the  resu  Its 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  number  of  iterations. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  number  of  plan  and  height  ground  control  used. 
Print  out  the  scale  factor,  the  rotation  matrix  and  the  translation  elements. 
Write  text.  0 
Print  out  the  transformed  coordinates  of  all  the  points  and  their  residuals. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  RMSE's  of  the  discrepancies  in  the  ground  scale  and  in  the 
image  scale. 
(v)  EqlXnomiaLqdIL!  sqrIRnLpILaEe 
Store  the  discrepancies  of  the  plan  controls  in  array  PC. 
Store  the  discrepancies  of  the  height  controls  in  array  HC. 
Form  the  observation  equations  for  the  plan  corrections. 
Compute  the  polynomial  parameters  for  the  plan  adjustment. 
Form  the  observation  equations  for  the  height  corrections. 
Compute  the  polynomial  parameters  for  the  height  adjustment. 
Apply  the  corrections  to  the  transformed  coordinates. 
Determine  the  residuals  of  the  adjusted  coordinates  and  find  the  RMSE's. 292 
(vi)  Qutpgt_qf  the_results 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  polynomial  parameters  for  X,  Y  and  Z. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  adjusted  ground  coordinates  and  their  residuals  from  the  known 
values. 
Print  out  the  RMSE's  of  the  discrepancies. 293 
2.4  Flow  Diagram  for  Program  (C) 
START 
Enter  all  procedures 
Read:  MD, 




U,  Ukf,  TA 
Read:  Model  coordinates 
and  ground  coordinates  for 
all  the  points  in  the  model. 
Compute  approximate 
values  for  S,  KAP 
I 
Compute  approximate  values 
of  the  translation  elemer 
I 
Compute  approximate 
rotation  matrix 294 
coordinates  to  ground  coordina 
I  Transform  all  the  model 295 
Derive  the  residuals 
at  all  test  points 
Print  out  the  residuals 
after  the  absolute 
orientation 
Compute  the  root  mean  square 
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2.5  The  Program 
LINE  STMNT 
1  1  18FGINI 
2  2  'COMMENT#  ABSOLUTE  ORIENTATION  PROGRAM; 
3  3 
4  3 
5  3  ITNTEGERI  Yo  Gq  H; 
6  4  IPPOCEOUREI  MATVEC(AqXqZqMqN); 
7  5  IVALUE'  AgXqMqN; 
a  6  IINTEGERI  mN;  fARRAYIA9XqZ; 
9  8  IREGINI  IINTEGFRI  IqJ; 
10  10  tREALI  SUM; 
11  11  #FOR#  1:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DO' 
12  11  IREGINI  SUM:  =0.0; 
13  13  'FOR'  J:  =l  'STEP#  1  OUNTIL,  M  $DO$ 
14  13  SUNI:  =SUM+A$ItJI*X$Jt; 
is  14  zsl!:  =Sum; 
16  is  'END'  'END'  MATVEC; 
17  17  'PROCEDURE,  l'-lAT4LT(AqUqTqMqNqP  ); 
18  18  IVALLIE'  ApUpM-pNqP; 
19  19  ITNTEGERI  MqNqP; 
20  20  OPEALI  1APPAY1  AqUqT; 
21  21  IREGINI  IINTEGERI  IgJgK; 
?2  23  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  $UNTIL'  N  1000 
23  23  IFOPI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  $UNTIL'  M  'DOI 
24  23  IREGINI 
?5  24  T$IoJl:  =O.  O; 
26  25  $FOR$  K:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  P  #DO# 
27  25  TSI*Jl:  =T$IgJI+A$IoK!  *U$KgJ!; 
28  26  'END$ 
29  26  IFN01  t4ATMLT; 
30  28  'PROCEDURE'  f4ATRAN(A-oATqMqN); 
31  29  IVALUE'  AgMttl; 
32  30  lARPAYIA9AT; 
33  31  ITNTEGERI  MqN; 
34  32  IREGINI 
35  33  IINTEGER,  IqJ; 
36  34  #FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  M  'DOI 
37  34  IFOPI  J:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  1001 38  34  ATSI9J!:  =A$JqI1; 
39  35  IENDI  MATRAN*q 
40  36  SPROCEDURE1  INVERT(AqNqIýVA); 
41  37  OVALUE1  N; 
42  38  1ARRAY1  AgINVA; 
43  39  1INTEGERI  N; 
44  40  IREGINI 
45  41  'PEAL'  1APRAY1  8$1:  Nql:  2*N!  g  X$1:  Ntl:  Nl; 
46  42  1INTEGERI  M9I9JqK; 
47  43  IPEALI  PIVOT9  TT; 
48  44  M:  =2*N; 
49  45  'FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  @UNTIL'  N  IDOI 
50  45  08EGINO 
51  46  'FOR'  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL#  N  'DO$ 
52  46  B$19J!:  =A$IgJ!; 
53  47  'FOP#  J:  =N+l  'STEP$  I  'UNTIL'  M  #DO' 
54  47  B$I9JI:  --ý  tIFI  I+N  IEGI  J  ITHEN1  1  'ELSE#  0; 
C35  48  'ENDS 
56  49  $FOR'  I:  =l  @STEP'  1  $UNTIL$  N  #DO' 
57  49  IRFGINI 
58  so  PIVOT:  =B$IgI!; 
59  51  IFOPS  J:  =I+l  $STEP'  1  OUNTILI  N  'DOS 
60  51  ITFI  AbS(PIVOT)  ILTI  ABS(B$JtIl)  'THEN' 
61  51  IREGINI 
62  52  'FOR$  K:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  M  $DOI 
63  52  IBEGINI 
64  53  TT:  =BSIgK!; 
65  54  B11vK!:  =B$JqK!; 
66  55  B$JgK!:  =TT; 
67  56  'END'; 
68  57  PIVOT:  =B$JgI!; 
69  58  IENDI; 
70  59  #FOR'  K:  =M  'STEP$  -1  OUNTILI  I  'DO' 
71  59  B$I*K!:  =BSIiK!  /B$IgI!; 
72  60  'FOR$  J:  =I+l  $STEP'  1  IUNTILt  N  'DO' 
73  60  IFOPI  K:  =M  'STEP'  -1  IUNTILI  1  9000 
74  60  BSJoK!:  =B$J*K!  -B$IgK!  *B$JgIl; 
75  61  1  FND  I;  - 
76  62  IFORI  J:  =l  $STEP$  1  *UNTIL'  N  'DO' 
77  62  #BEGIN$ 
78  63  Y:  =N+J; 
79  64  X$NoJ!:  =  S$NoYl; 
so  65  'END#; 
al  66  'FOR'  I:  =N-1  'STEPS  -1  'UNTIL$  1  'DO' 
82  66  IREGINI 
83  67  IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  *UNTIL'  N  'DOI 
84  67  IBEGINI 
85  68  G:  =N+J; 
86  69  XS19J!:  =  R$IqG!; 
67  70  IF-NDI; 
Be  71  IFORI  K:  =N  ISTEPI  -1  'UNTIL'  I+l  'DO' 
89  71  IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DOI 
90  71  X$19J!:  =X$IqJI-B$IgK!  *X$KgJl; 
91  72  SEND'; 
92  73  IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPO  1  $UNTIL'  N  'DOI 
93  73  IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP$  1  #UNTIL$  N  'DOI 
94  73  INVA$IgJ!:  =X$IgJl; 
95  74  $END  II  NVERT; 
96  75 
97  75 
98  75  IREALI  KAPq  Sq  IS9  BHq 
99  75  Kle  K29  K39  K4; 
loo  76  #INTEGER'  I-P  J-s  Kq  AN9  MD9 
101  76  X-p  Zo  US  UH9  RN9  IT9  TA; 
102  77  'COMMENTI  READ  140DEL  NUMBER; 
103  78  LIWD:  =READ; 
298 104  79 
in5  80 
1116  80 
107  80 
108  80 
109  80 
110  80 
ill  81 
112  82 
113  83 
114  84 
115  85 
116  86 
117  86 
lis  86 
119  86 
120  86 
121  87 
12?  sa 
123  89 
124  89 
125  89 
126  89 
127  90 
128  91 
129  92 
130  93 
131  93 
132  93 
133  93 
134  93 
*135  93 
136  94 
137  94 
138  94 
139  95 
140  95 
141  95 
142  96 
143  96 
144  96 
145  97 
146  97 
147  97 
148  98 
149  98 
iso  98 
151  98 
152  99 
lc;  3  99 
154  99 
155  100 
156  100 
157  101 
158  102 
159  102 
160  102 
161  103 
162  104 
163  104 
164  105 
165  106 
166  106 
167  107 
168  108 
169  108 
IIFI  M  D=O  ITHEN,  IGOTO,  L20; 
I  COMMENT  I  PEAD  IN 
6H  BASE  TO  HEIGHT  RATIO 
IS  THE  IMAGE  SCALE  NUMBER9 
BN  NUMBER  OF  POINTS  IN  THE  MODEL9 
x  NUMBEP  OF  PLAN,  CONTROLSt 
7  NUMBER  OF  HEIGHT  CONTROLS; 
BH:  =READ; 
IS:  =READ; 
SN:  =READ; 
X:  =READ; 
Z:  =READ; 
299 
ICOMMENTI  U  AND  UH  ARE  THE  NUMBER  OF  UNKNOWN 
POLYN.  PAQAMETERS  FOR  PLAN,  AND  HEIGHT 
ADJUSTMFNTS  RESPECTIVELY.  THESE  CAN  BE  ANY 
INTEGERS  IF  NO  ADJUSTMENT  IS  REQUIRED* 
U:  =READ; 
UH:  =READ; 
ICOMMENTt  IF  ABSOLUTE  ORIENTATION  ONLY'IS  REOUIRED 
THEN  SET  TA  TO  I*  IF  POLYNo  ADJUSTMENT  IS 
REOUIRED  THEN  SET  TA  TO  2; 
TA:  =READ; 
AN:  =2*X+Z; 
IBEGINI 
$REAL'  1ARRAY1  BSI:  BN91:  2019  Dl$1:  291:  4!  9, 
PC$1:  Xgl:  14!  9  HC$1:  Zgl:  14!  9  A$1:  719 
T$1:  7-ol:  7!  9  C$1:  191:  319 
DSI:  AN91:  7!  9  DT$1:  791:  AN!  g  V51:  791:  7!  9 
P$l:  AW9  DP$1:  AN!  gR$1:  391:  319  RS$1:  9!  9 
DRS1:  391:  31; 
IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  BN  'DO' 
IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  20  $DO' 
.  8siqJ!:  =oooo; 
$FOR#  I:  =l  #STEP#  1  'UNTIL'  X  'DO$ 
'FOR'  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTI0  14  'DO' 
Pc%lqJ!:  =0G00; 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  Z  9001 
IFORt  J:  =l  'STEP'  I  OUNTILI  14  'DOI 
HC$IgJ!:  =0*00; 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  $UNTIL*  3  'DOI 
IFORI  J:  =19293  'DOI 
R$194!:  =0*00; 
$COMMENT'  READ  IN  THE  MODEL  COORDINATES 
AND  THE  GROUND  COORDINATES  OF  ALL  THE  POINTS1 
IFOPI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  BN  'DO'- 
IFORI  0=19293t4009798  QO$ 
B$ItJ!:  =READ; 
ICOMMENTI  STORE  THE  PLAN*  CONTROLS  IN  ARRAY  PCI 
K:  =O; 
'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP@  1  $UNTIL'  BN  $DO' 
$IF'  R$Iqjj  OLEO  2999  $AND'  B$I921=2  ITHENI 
K:  =K+l; 
'FOR'  J:  =l  *STEP'  1  OUNTILI  8  $DO$ 
PC$KgJ!:  =B$Igj!; 
'ENDO; 
'COMMENT'  STORE  THE  HEIGHT  CONTROLS  IN  ARRAY  HC; 
K:  =O; 
IFORIt  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  BN  'DO' 
$IF#  BSI..  11!  >lggg  IANDt  BSI92!  =2  ITHEN1 170  108 
171  109 
172  110 
173  110 
174  ill 
175  112 
176  112 
177  112 
178  112 
179  112 
IRO  113 
181  113 
1S2  113 
183  114 
184  114 
lss  114 
186  115 
187  115 
lee  116 
189  118 
190  119 
1C)i  120 
192  121 
lc)3  122 
1  C)4  123 
195  125 
196  126 
197  128 
198  129 
199  130 
200  132 
201  133 
202  134 
2n3  134 
2n4  134 
205  135 
206  136 
207  137 
209  138 
209  138 
210  138 
211  139 
212  141 
213  143 
214  144 
215  144 
216  145 
217  145 
218  145 
219  146 
220  147 
221  148 
222  149 
223  152 
224  155 
225  158 
226  158 
227  158 
228  159 
229  159 
230  160 
231  161 
232  161 
233  162 
234  162 
235  163 
IBEGINI 
K:  =K+l; 
'FOR'  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  $UNTIL#  8  $DO' 
HCSK9J!:  =B$I9J!; 
1EN01; 
IFORI  I:  =19293  IDO' 
C$1qI!:  =0.00; 
'COMMENTI  APPROXIMATE  SCALE  FACTOR; 
IFORI  I:  =192  IDOI 
IFORI  J:  =1929394  IDOI 
DIS19J!:  =0.00; 
IFORI  I:  =192  'DO' 
IREGINI 
G:  =I+2;  Y:  =I+S; 
DIS1qI!:  =PCS1qG!  -PC$29GI; 
DI$291!:  =PC$19Y!  -PC$29Y!; 
I  END  I; 
DI$293!:  =01$1,  ol!  *Dl$lil!  +Dl$192!  *DI$192!; 
DI$294!:  =DlS291!  *Dl$291!  +Dl$292!  *Dl$292!; 
Kl:  =DlS192!;  K2:  =Dl$ltll; 
Kl:  =KI/K2; 
K3:  =DI$292!;  K4:  =Dl$2911; 
K3:  =K3/K4; 
KAP:  =ARCTAN(Kl)-APCTAN(K3); 
Kj:  =DIS294!;  K2:  =Dl$293!; 
K3:  =Kl/K2; 
S:  =ABS(SQRT(K3)); 
300 
'COPAIMENT1  APpROo  VALUES  FOR  THE  TRANSLATION  ELEMENTS; 
C$lol!:  =PC$196!  -S*(PC$193!  *COS(KAP)+PC$194!  *SjtJ(KAP)); 
C$192!:  =PC$197!  -S*(PC$193!  *SIN(KAP)+PC$194!  *COS(KAP)); 
C$193!:  =HC$198!  -S*HC$lg5!; 
ICOMMENTI  APPROXIMATE  ROTATION  MATRIX! 
RS191!:  =COS(KAP);  R$1921:  =SIN(KAP); 
R$292!:  =COS(KAP);  RS2q1!:  =-SIN(KAP); 
RS393!:  =1*00; 
IT:  =0  lo 
L2:  IFOPI  I:  =l  'STEP#  1  OUNTILI  AN  'DO' 
IFORI  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  7  'DO' 
IREGINI 
DSI*J!:  =0.00; 
DT$Jgl!:  =0.00; 
IENDI  ; 
DPS1911:  =O.  O; 
DR$291!:  =O*O; 
DRS3911:  =Ooo; 
DRI;  192!:  =O*O; 
DRS292!:  =O*O; 
DRS3921:  =O*O; 
DR$1.,  3!:  =O*O; 
DR$293!:  =O*O; 
UR$393!:  =O*O; 
'COMMENT,  OBSERVATION  EQUATIONS; 
tFORI  I:  =I,  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL$  X  'DO$ 
IREGINI 
Y:  =I+X; 
0$1921:  =-S*(R$391!  *PC$I93!  +R$392!  *PC$I94l+ 
R$393!  *PC$Iq5!  )-C$1931; 
D$I93!:  =  S*(R$291!  *PC$I93!  +R$292!  *PC$I94l+ 
P%3o2!  *PC$Iq5!  )+C$1q2!; 
D$T94!:  =.  R$.  lil!  *PC$It3!  +R$192!  *PC$It4!  +R$193!  *PC$IgSi 236  164 
237  165 
238  165 
239  166 
240  167 
241  167 
242  *  168 
243  169 
244  170 
245  170 
246  171 
247  172 
248  172 
249  173 
250  174 
251  174 
252  175 
253  175 
254  176 
255  177 
256  178 
257  178 
258  179 
259  180 
260  181 
2r,  1  182 
262  183 
263  184 
264  185 
265  186 
266  186 
267  187 
268  188 
269  189 
270  190 
271  192 
272  193 
273  195 
274  197 
275  199 
276  199 
277  199 
278  200 
279  201 
2RO  201 
281  201 
2P2  202 
283  202 
284  202 
2A5  202 
266  202 
287  203 
2AA  204 
2R9  206 
290  206 
291  207 
292  207 
293  208 
294  209 
295  209 
296  210 
2'Q7  211 
29s  212 
299  213 
300  213 
. 
3DI  21ý 
DST*S!:  =  1*00; 
P%I!:  =PCS196!  -S*(R$191!  *PC$I93!  +R$192!  *PC$It4!  + 
P$l-p3!  *PC$Io'5!  )-C$1911; 
D$Ytl!:  =-D$192!; 
DSY93!:  =-S*(R$191!  *PCSI93!  +R$192!  *PC$I94l+ 
PS1v3!  *PCSIq51)-C$1q1!; 
DSY94!:  =R$291!  *PCSI93!  +R$292.1*PC$I94!  +R$293!  *PC$It5!; 
DSY*6!:  =1.00; 
PSY!:  =PCSI97!  -S*(R$291!  *PCSI93!  +R$292!  *PCSI94!  + 
RS2q3!  *PC$I95l)-C$1q219* 
IENDI  ; 
IFOPI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  IUNTILI  Z  IDOI 
29EGINO 
G:  =I+2*X; 
DS5911:  =-S*(RS291!  *HC$I93!  +R$292!  *HC$I*4!  +R$293!  * 
HC$I,  PS!  )-C$l,  p2!; 
DSG92!:  =  S*(R$191!  *HCSI93.  '+R$192!  *iICSI94!  +R$193!  * 
HC$Itq!  )+C$1911; 
D$G*4!:  =RS391!  *HC$I93!  +R$392!  *HC$I94!  +R$393!  *HC$IgS!; 
D%Gq7!  ":  =1e00; 
P$C,!:  =hC$I98!  -S*(P$391!  *HCSI93!  +R$392!  *HC$I94!  + 
RS393!  *HC$I95!  )-CS193!; 






S:  =S+AS4!; 
IFORt  I:  =19293  'DO' 
BEG  IN 
J:  =I+4; 
CS19I!:  =  C$19I!  *A$J!; 
IE  ND  I; 
DRS191!:  =1.0;  DR$2.  p2!:  =1.0; 
DR$393!:  =1.0; 
DR$192!:  =A$3!;  DP$1931:  =-A$2!; 
DQ$2v1!:  =-AS3!;  DR$293!:  =A$11; 
DPS391!:  =A$2!;  DP$392!:  =-A$11; 
'COMMEND  COMPUTE  NEW  ROTATION  MATRIX; 
MATAT(DRoRoR90393); 
301 
ICOMMENTO  CHECK  WHETHER  CORRtCTIONS  ARE  SIGNIFICANT; 
ITF1  ABS(A$J!  )  ILTI  OoOO001  IANDO  ABS(A$2!  )  OLT$  0*00001 
IANDI  ABS(AS3!  )  OLT'  0.00001  OANDI  ABS(A55!  )  OLTt  OoOO001 
AND'  ABS(A$6!  )  OLT'  0,00001  'AND'  ABS(A$7!  )  OLT$  0*00001 
AiNDI  ABS(A$4!  )  ILTO  0.00001 
ITHFNt  fGOTOI  L3; 
$IF'  IT=7  ITHENI  IGOTOI  L.  3; 
IT:  =IT*l;  IGOTOI  L2; 
L.  3:  @FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  $UNTIL$  BN  1001 
:  REGINO 
FOPI  J:  =19293  'DO' 
Y:  =J+R; 
BS19YI:  =S*(R$Jql!  *B$I93!  *R$J92!  *B$I94l+ 
RSJ93!  *6SIq5!  )+CS19J!; 
OFNDI 
'ENDO', 
OCOMIAENTI  COMPUTE  THE  DESCREPANCIES; 
@FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  BN  $DOI 
t  REG  IN  I 
IFORI  J:  =19293  IpOl 41 
302  214  IREGINI 
303  215  Y:  =J+g;  G:  =J+5;  -H:  =J+11;  302 
304  218  BSI-pH!:  =B$I-pY!  -9$IqG!; 
305  219  lENDI*9  9ENDI*, 
306  221 
307  221  WRITE  TEXT(I(tl(lPl),  I.  M.  ELHASSAN%ý%% 
30A  221 
309  221  GEOGRAPHY  ý6,6;  DEPARTMENT904CI)l 
310  221 
311  221  MODEL  %%  NUMBER  l(12Sl)ll)l); 
312  222 
313  222  PRINTVID9590); 
314  223 
315  223 
316  223  IT:  =IT-1; 
317  224  WPITE  TEXT(1(11(12C')INUMBERtOF%ITERATIONSI(12S')")') 
318  225  PRINT(IT9190); 
319  226  NEWLINES(p); 
320  227  14PITE  TEXT(I(tt(12C')INUMBERýOFiPLAN*%CONTROLSI(12S')t 
321  228  PRINT(X929O); 
3P2  229  WPITE  TEXT(0(11(12C')INUM8ERiOF%HEIGHT%CONTROLSO(t2S') 
323  230  PRINT(Z92-PO); 
324  231 
325  231  WRITE  TEXT(1(19(12C')ISCALE  FACTORI(02S')'#)'); 
326  232  PPINT(S9095); 
3?  7  233  WRITE  TEXT(I(tt(14CO)IROTATION%MATRIXI(12C$)")'); 
328  234  'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  3  'DO' 
329  234  IREGINI 
330  235  IFORI  J:  =19293  $DOI 
331  235  'BEGIN' 
332  236  PRIf4T(R$Igj!  go,  5); 
333  237  SPACES(4); 
334  238  IENDI; 
335  239  NEWLINES(2); 
336  240  IENDI; 
337  241  WRITE  TEXT(I(ITRANSLATIONAL  t%  ELEMENTSI(12Cl)ll)l); 
338  242  IFORI  I:  =19293  IDOI 
339  242  IREGINI 
340  243  PRIIJT(C$19I!  9096); 
341  244  NEWLINE; 
342  245  'END$; 
343  246  WRITE  TEXT(1(1l(14CI)t,  (120SI)IGROUND  %%  COORDINATES 
344  246 
345  246  AFTER  647ýZ  ABSOLUTE  %t  ORIENTATION 
346  246 
347  246  1(12C$)IPT.  tJO.  1(115S')IEI(115S')'tJI(115S')I 
348  246 
349  246  HI(IllSI)IDEI(IlOSI)IDNI(IlOSI)IDHI(12C')"it); 
350  247 
351  247  tFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  'UNTIL#  BN  #DO' 
352  247  1  RFEG  IN1 
353  248  PRINMSI9119490); 
354  249  SPACES(2); 
355  250  PRINT(BSI92!  9190); 
356  251  SPACES(4); 
357  252  $FOR'  J:  =9910911  #DOI 
358  252  'BEGIN$ 
359  253  PRINT(6$I*9Jlq7q3); 
360  254  SPACES(4);, 
361  255  $END'; 
362  256  1IFt  9$Igl!  ILT#  1999  'THEN@  'BEGIN' 
363  257  IFORI  J:  =12913  'DO' 
364  257  IREGINI 
365  258  PRINT(R$IqJ!  93q3); 
366  259  SPACES(4); 
367  260  lENDI;. 
_ 368  261  SPACES(3); 
369  262  WRITE  TEXT(I(t  -------  IM;  303 
370  263  IGOTOO  LlOA; 
371  264  1ENnt; 
372  265  'IF,  9$I9l!  lLTO  2999  'THEN#  *BEGIN$ 
373  266  IFORI  J:  =12913914  'DO' 
374  266  IREGINO 
375  267  PPIfJT(b$I9Jlp3q3); 
376  268  SPACES(4); 
377  269  'END@; 
378  270  IGOTOt  L10A; 
379  271  1  FNf)  I  *o 
380  272  91FI  PSlgl!  'LTI  3999  'THEN$  #BEGIN' 
381  273  SPACES(3); 
3P2  274  WPITE  TEXTM'  -------  l(t5S#)$  -------  t(t4S')Il)l); 
383  275  PPIMT(d$I9l4!  q3q3); 
384  276  IGOTOI  LlOA; 
395  277  SEND$; 
386  278  LIOAMEWLINES(2); 
387  279  'END'; 
3F8  280 
389  280 
390  280  ICOMMENTI  PLAN*  ACCURACY; 
391  281  'FOP'  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  9  $DO# 
392  281  RSSJ!:  =0.00; 
393  282  K:  =O; 
394  283  'FOR'  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  OUNTIL,  BN  'DO' 
395  283  IIFI  B$Itl!  OLT$  2999  'THEN' 
396  283  IREGINO 
397  284  K:  =K+J; 
398  285  IVOR'  J:  =192  $DO$ 
399  285  OREGINO 
400  286  H:  =J+11; 
401  287  RSSJ!:  =RS$J!  +B$I9fl!  l**12; 
4  t)  2  2S8  I  END,  ; 
403  289  ENDS; 
404  290  IVOR'  J:  =192  'DO' 
405  290  $BEGIN' 
406  291  G:  =J+3; 
407  292  RS$G!:  =SORT(RS$J!  /K); 
408  293  'END'; 
409  294 
410  294 
411  294  ICOMMENTI  HEIGHT  ACCPACY; 
412  295  K:  =O; 
413  296  OFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL,  BN  @DO# 
414  296  IIFI  RSI91!  >  1999  'THEN*  'BEGIN' 
415  297  K:  =K+I; 
416  298  RSS31:  =RS$3!  +B$Iql4!  1**12; 
417  299  'ENDO; 
418  300  RS%6!:  =SQRT(RS$3!  /K); 
419  301  K4:  =l/IS; 
420  302  'FOR'  J:  =495  1000 
421  302  IBE6INO 
4?  2  303  Y:  =J+3; 
4?  3  304  RSSY!:  =RSSJ!  *K4*10e0l**16; 
424  305  'ENDO; 
425  306  RSS9!:  =RSS6!  *BH*K4*10o01**l6; 
426  307  NEWLINES(2); 
4P7  308  WRITE  TEXT(l(ll(t2C*)ITHE%POOTtMEAN%SQUARE64ERRORSt 
428  308 
429  308  OF  6o  THE  6^  DESCREPANCIES  I(OCI)OAT  t  THE  % 
430  308 
431  308  GROUND  ý  SCALE  %  IN  ýý  METERSI(02CI)l 
432  308 
433  308  RMSE  EI(Il0SI)IRMSE  NI(08SO)ORMSE  HIC12CO)"M; 434  309 
435  309 
436  310 
437  311 
438  312 
439  313 
440  313 
441  313 
442  313 
443  313 
444  313 
445  313 
446  314 
447  314 
448  315 
449  316 
450  317 
491  318 
452  319 
453  319 
454  319 
455  319 
456  320 
457  321 
458  321 
499  321 
460  321 
461  321 
462  322 
463  322 
464  322 
465  323 
466  324 
467  324 
468  325 
469  326 
470  326 
471  327 
472  328 
473  328 
474  329 
475  330 
476  331 
477  332 
478  332 
479  332 
480  333 
481  334 
482  334 
483  ý35 
484  336 
485  336 
486  337 
487  338 
488  338 
489  339 
490  339 
491  339 
492  340 
4c)3  340 
494  341 
495  342 
496  343 
497  344 
498  345 
499  346 
IFORI  I:  =49596  IDO,  304 
IREGINI 
PRTNTCRS$I!  9393); 
SPACES(4); 
I  END  I  *-P 
WPITE  TEXT(1(11(12C$)ITHE%ROOT%MEAN%SQUAREý-ERRORS% 
OF  9o'  THE  0.,  '  DESCREPANCIES  I(ICI)IAT  %  THE  % 
IMAGE  %  SCALE  i  IN  i  MICRONS102P)l 
RMSE  EI  (110S8  )  ORMSE 
#FOPf  1:  =79899  IDOO 
lqEGIN, 
PRIfJT(RS$I!  9390); 
SPACES(10); 
,  Ffjo  ,  *. ) 
NEWLINE; 
NI(18SI)IRIISE  HI(12C')")'); 
lCOMMENTt  POLYNOMIAL  CORRECTION; 
1IFf  TA=2  ITHENI  IBEGINI 
*PEAL'  1ARRAY1  PZ$1:  UH19 
PlSl:  X-19  P2$1:  X!  g  P3$1:  Z!  g  PX$1:  U!  g  PY$I:  U.  'o 
DCS1:  Xgl:  U!  q  DTC$1:  Ugl:  X!  g 
TCS1:  Utl:  tJ!  g  VC$1:  Ugl:  U!  g  DHSI:  Zgl:  UH!  g  DHT$1:  UH91:  Z!  v 
TH$I:  UH,  J:  UH!  g  VH$1:  UH91:  UH!; 
OCOMMENTI  STORE  THE  DESCREPANCIES  OF 
PLAN,  CONTROLS  IN  ARRAY  PC; 
K:  =O; 
OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  BN  'DO, 
IIFI  B$Iql!  OLEO  2999  OANDt  B$1921=2 
K:  =K+I; 
OFORS  J:  =9  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  14  'DOI 
PC$KoJl:  =B$IqJ!; 
'END'; 
'FOR$  I:  =l  ISTEPS  1  IUNTILI  X  $DOI 
OREGINO 
PlSl!:  =PC$Iq12!; 
P2SI!:  =PC$Iql3!; 
'END'; 
THE 
ITHENI  'BEGIN$ 
lCOMMEOTO  STORE  THE  DESCREPANCIES  OF  THE 
HEIGHT  CONTROLS  IN  ARRAY  HC; 
K:  =O; 
'FOP'  I:  =l  'STEP' 
IIFI  BSI91!  >1999 
K:  =K+I; 
OFORI  J:  =9  'STEP' 
HC$KgJ!:  =B$IgJl; 
'ENDO; 
IFOPI  I:  =l  'STEP' 
P3$I!:  =HC$I9l4!; 
1 
. 
#UNTIL'  ON  'DO$ 
'AND'  B$I92!  =2  ITHENI  'BEGIN' 
1  IUNTILI  14  'DO' 
1  'UNTIL'  Z  $DOI 
'COMMENT'  START  THE  ADJUSTMENT  WITH  4  POLYN9 
PARAMETERS  --  AND  ADD  THE  REMAINING  5  ONE  BY  ONES 
'FOR,  I:  =l  ISTEP,  1  'UNTIL,  X  $DO' 
09EGINO 
DCsIql!:  =j.  00; 
DCSI92!:  =PCSI991; 
DC$1q3!:  =PCS1qj0!; 
DCsIq4l:  =PC$Iqqj*pCSI,  pjoj; 
'ENDO; 
$IF$  Uý4  ITHEN,  OBEGINI 500  347 
501  347 
502  348 
503  349 
504  350 
505  350 
506  351 
507  352 
508  353 
509  353 
510  354 
511  355 
512  356 
513  356 
514  357 
515  358 
516  359 
517  359 
538  360 
519  361 
520  361 
521  361 
522  364 
5?  3  364 
5?  4  365 
5?  5  367 
526  368 
527  368 
528  369 
529  37Q 
530  371 
531  372 
532  373 
5733  374 
514  375 
535  375 
536  376 
537  377 
538  378 
539  379 
540  380 
541  381 
542  382 
543  383 
544  383 
545  384 
546  385 
547  386 
548  387 
549  388 
550  389 
551  390 
552 
.  390 
553  391 
554  392 
555  393 
556  393 
557  394 
558  395 
S59  396 
560  396 
561  397 
562  398 
563  399 
564  399 
565  400 
IFORI  Io*=l  'STEP$  1  'UNTIL'  X  $DOI 
DC$195!:  =PC$I991'**12; 
I  END  I; 
ITF1  U>5  ITHENS  IBEGINt 
IFORS  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  X  'DOI 
DC$Iq6!:  =PCSI910!  1**12; 
lENOI*q 
ITF1  0>6  tTHENI  IBEGINI 
IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTILI  X  tDOI 
DCSIv7!:  =DC$Iq5!  *PC$Iql0!; 
I  END  I  ', 
9IFf  U>7  'THEN'  IBEGINt 
#FOP@  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  #UNTIL$  X  #DO'. 
DCSI98!:  =DC$I96!  *PC$I99!; 
'END$; 
tIFf  U>8  tTHENI  IBEGINI 
'FOR$  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILt  X  $DOI 
DC$T99!:  =DC$ItS!  *DC$I96!; 
'END'; 
_  IFORI  1:  =l  'STEP'  I  #UNTIL@  U  'DOI 
'FOR'  J:  =l  'STEP$  1  'UNTIL#  U  $DOI 
1;  3rýGINI  TC$I*Jl:  =VC$IqJ!:  =0.000;  'ENDO; 
IFORN  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  SUNTILI  U  IDOI 
Pxsi!:  =oooo;  PY$I!:  =0.00; 
$END'; 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  UH  'DOI 
Pz$l!:  =0.00; 




IGOTOI  L9; 
IENDO; 








L9:  'FORI  1:  =l  ISTEPI  I  'UNTILI  Z  #DO' 
IBEGINI 
DH$I-pll-:  =1.00; 
DHSI92!  6'=HCSIq9!; 
DH$I9l!:  =HC$IqJ0j; 
DH$Iq4!:  =HC$Iq9!  *HC$I9101; 
IENDt; 
#IF,  UH>4  ITHENI  IBEGINI 
$FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP#  1  'UNTIL# 
DH$I95!:  =HC$Iq9!  1**12; 
'ENDO  ; 
#IF#  UH>5  ITHENt  'BEGINS 
IFORI  1:  =l  'STEP$  1  lUNTILt 
DH$Iq6!:  =HC$IqJ0!  l**12; 
I  ENID  I; 
ITFI  UH>6  'THEN#  'BEGIN' 
'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP$  1  OUNTILI 
DHSI97!:  =0H$Iq5!  *HCSI910!; 
'END'; 
1IF1  UH>7  ITHENI  'BEGIN' 
IFORI  I:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL' 
DHSI981:  =0H$Iq6!  *HC$I99!; 
$END',  * 
z  toot 
Z  $DO' 
Z  'DO' 
Z  #DOI 
305 566  401  ITFO  UH>8  ITHENO  IBEGINO 
567  402  OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  Z  'DO'  306- 
568  402  DH$I99!:  =DH$Iq5!  *DH$I961; 
569  403  'ENDI,  'o 
570  404  IFORI  I:  =l  tSTEPI  1  $UNTIL#  UH  $DO' 
571  404  $FOR'  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  UH  'DO# 
572  404  OREGINO  THSIqJ!:  =VHSIqJ!:  =0,000;  IENDI; 
573  407  IIFI  IJH=Z  ITHENO  IBEGINO 
574  408  INVERT(DH*UHgVH); 
575  409  MATVEC(VH9P39PZtUHtUH); 
576  410  IGOTOI  L10;  OEINDI; 
577  412  MATRAN(DHqDHTqUH9Z); 
578  413  MATKiLT(DHTtDHgTHgUHgUHgZ); 
579  414  INVEPT(THpUHpVH); 
580  415  MATVEC(DHT9P39P3979UH); 
581  416  MATVEC(VH9P39P79UHgUH); 
582  417  L10:  WRITE  TEXT(#('I($Pf)'POLYNOM,  9ýPARAMETERS% 
583  417 
584  417  FORIýiPLAt4%-'CORRECTIONI(12CI)lt)#); 
5ps  418 
586  418  WRITE  TEXT(I(IPARAMETERS%FOR%XI(12C')'$)'); 
587  419  OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  $UNTIL'  U  #DO' 
5AR  419  IREGINO 
589  420  PRItJT(PX$1!  9095); 
590  421  NEWLINE; 
591  422  IENDI; 
592  423  NEWLINES(2); 
593  424  WRITE  TEXT(I(tPARAMETERS%FOR%YI(12CI)II)I); 
5C)4  425  OFORI  1:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  U  IDOO 
595  425  113EGINt 
596  426  PRINT(PY$I!  9095); 
597  427  _  NEWLINE; 
598  428  OENDI; 
599  429  WRITE  TEXT(I(tt(14CI)IPOLYNOM*%PARAMETERS%FORýHEIGHTt 
600  429 
601  429  COPPECTIONI(12CI)ll)t); 
602  430  $FOR#  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  UH  $DO' 
603  430  IRFGINI 
604  431  PRINT(PZ$I!  9095); 
605  432  NEWLINE; 
606  433  1  ENJr)  I; 
607  434  NEWLINES(2); 
6f)8  435 
609  435 
610  435  OCOMMENTI  ADD  THE  CORRECTIONS  TO  THE 
611  435  COMPUTED  GROUND  COORDINATES; 
612  436  $FOR,  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL,  BN  #DOI 
613  436  IBEGINO 
614  437  BS1915!:  =8$199!  -(PX$1!  +PX$21*B$I99!  +PX$31*8$IglO!  + 
615  437  PX$4!  *R$I,  91*Ei$IgIO!  ); 
616  438  B$1916!:  =B$1910!  -(PY$1!  +PY$21*8$I99!  +PY$3!  *B$I#101+ 
617  438  PY$4!  *B$1q9!  *RSIq10!  ); 
618  439  B$1917!:  =R$Itll!  -(PZ$1!  +PZ$2!  *B$I99!  +PZ$3!  *B$IgIOI* 
619  439  P7S4!  *B$Iq9!  *R$Iql0!  ); 
6?  0  440  'ENDO; 
621  441  ITFI  U>4  ITHENI  OBEGINO 
622  442  OFOPI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILt  BN  IDOI 
623  442  IBEGINI 
624  443  BST,  15!:  =R$I,  15!  -i)X$51*B$I99!  1**12; 
6?  5  444  B$T*16!:  =BSI916!  -PY$5!  *B$I99!  0**92; 
6?  6  445  IENDI**  IENDI; 
6?  7  447  'IF'  UH>4  ITHEN,  'BEGIN' 
628  448  'FOR'  1:  =l  'STEP,  1  IUNTILI  BN  'DO' 
629  448  OREGINO 
630  449  BSI917!:  =R$I9l7!  -PZ$5!  *B$I99!  1**t2; 
631  450  'ENDO;  'ENDO; 632  452  IIFI  U>5  ITHENI 
. 
'BEGIN'  307 
633  453  tFOPI  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  IUNTILt  BN  $DO$ 
614  453  'BEGIN' 
635  454  BSI915!:  =R$IolS!  -['X$6!  *R$IqlOll**02; 
636  455  BSI916!:  =B$I9l6!  -PY$6!  *B$ItlOll**12; 
637  456  'ENDO2  'END*; 
638  458  IIFI  UH>5 
. 
#THEN'  'BEGIN$ 
639  459  'FOP'  I:  =l  $STEP#  1  'UNTIL#  ON  $DOI 
640  459  BS1917!:  =B$I9l7!  -PZ$61*B$ItIO!  '**12; 
641  460  IENDO; 
642  461  lIFI  U>6  fTHEN'  OBEGINI 
643  462  OFORt  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  ON  IDOO 
644  462  OREGINI 
645  463  B$1915!:  =RSI915!  -PX$7!  *B$ItlO!  *B$I99!  1**12; 
646  464  B$I9l6!:  =B$I9l6!  -PY$7!  *B$Iglo!  *B$I99!  1**12; 
647  '465  IENDI  ;I  END  I; 
648  467  ITFI  UH>6  ITHENO  fBEGINI 
649  468  'FOP#  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  'UNTIL$  BN  tDOI 
650  468  B$1917!:  =R$I9l7!  -PZ$7!  *B$IglO!  *B$I99t'**92; 
651  469  OENDI*, 
652  470  IIFI  U>7  ITHENI  IBEGINI 
653  471  $FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  BN  #DO' 
654  471  IREGINO 
655  472  B$IglS!:  =R$1915!  -PX$S!  *B$I99!  *BSI910!  9**12; 
656  473  B$I9l6!:  =9$I,  16!  -PYSB!  *B5I99!  *B$IglO!  I**12; 
657  474  OEND'ov  IENDI; 
658  476  'IF,  UH>7  ITHENI  'BEGIN' 
659  477  OFOPI  1:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  BN  *DO' 
660  477  B$I9l7!:  =B$1917!  -PZSBI*9$I99!  *B$ItlOll**12; 
661  478  IENDO; 
662  479  OIFI  U>8  @THEN$  tBEGINI 
663  480  #FOR'  I:  =l  $STEP#  1  'UNTIL'  BN  'DO$ 
664  480  IBEGINO 
665  481  BS1915!:  =RsjglS!  -Px$9!  *B$I99!  *BSI99!  *BSI910!  1**92; 
666  482  BSI*16!:  =B$Ipl6!  -PY$9!  *R$I99!  *B$I99!  *B$ItlO!  '**12; 
667  483  OEMDO;  'END$; 
668  485  IIFI  UH>8  ITHENI  $BEGIN$ 
669  486  'FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  ON  $DO$ 
670  486  B$1917!:  =6$1917!  -PZ$9!  *B$I*9!  *B$It9!  *B$ItlO!  '**12; 
671  487  IENDI; 
672  488  $FOR'  I:  =l  $STEP'  I  'UNTIL'  BN  'DO$ 
673  488  'BEGIN' 
674  489  OFORI  J:  =69798  'DO' 
675  489  IREGINI 
676  490  H:  =J+9;  6:  =J+12; 
677  492  BSIsG!:  =BSIqH!  -3SI9Jl; 
678  493  'ENDI,  *  'ENDO; 
679  495  WRITE  TEXT(1(11('Pl)ll(t20Sl)tGROUND  %  COORDINATES  ýk 
6SO  495 
681  495  AFTER  %  POLYNo  %  ADJUSTMENTI(02CI)l 
6P?  495 
683  495  PTeN0el(Il5SI)l  EI(115S#)l  NI(115SO)l 
684  495 
685  495  HI(Ill5l)IDEI(tlOSI)tDNO(OlOSI)ODHI(12C')")'); 
686  496  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  BN  'DOI 
687  496  IR-FGINI 
6AS  497  PRINT(8$1qj!  q4*0); 
689  498  SPACES(2); 
690  499  PPINT(b$Iq2!  9190); 
691  Soo  SPACES(4); 
692  501  IFORI  J:  =15916917  100, 
693  501  IREGINO 
6Q4  502  PPINT(bSIsJ!  q7q3); 
695  503  SPACES(4); 
696  504  IENDI; 
697  Sns  'IF'  Bllol!  'LTI  19991THENO  OPEGINI 69S  506  OFORI  J:  =18,19  0001 
699  506  OREGINO  308 
700  507  PR  I  fJT([!  $  I*  J!  930) 
701  508  SPACES(4); 
702  509  OFNDI; 
7n3  510  SPACES(3); 
704  511  WRITE  TEXT(I(l  -------  IM; 
705  512  IGOTOO  L11; 
7ln6  513  *END'; 
707  514  ITFO  B$Iqll  OLTI  2999  'THEN'  'BEGIN' 
708  515  OFORI  J:  =18919*20  'DO$ 
709  515  OREGINO 
710  516  PRItJT(6$I9J!  9393); 
711  517  SPACES(4); 
712  518  OENDI*, 
713  519  IGOTOI  L11; 
714  520  IENDI; 
715  521  IIFO  F35I-pl!  OLTO  3999  'THEN'  'BEGINS 
716  522  SPACES(3); 
717  523  WRITE  TEXTM'  -------  1(15S')l  -------  1(14Sl)Il)I); 
718  524  PRIt-.  lT(bSIq20!  q3q3); 
719  525  tGOTO1  L11; 
720  526  IENDI*q 
721  527  Lll:  NEWLINES(2); 
722  528  'ENDO 
723  529 
7?  4  529  OCOtitAENTI  COhPUTE  THE  ROOT  MEAN  SQ.  ERRORS; 
725  530  $FOP'  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  9  #DO$ 
7?  6  530  RS$J!:  =0.00; 
727  531  K:  =O; 
728  532  $FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  BN  'DO' 
7P9  532  IIFI  RSI91!  OLT'  2999  ITHENI 
730  532  IREGINO 
731  533  K:  =K+I; 
732  534  OFORS  J:  =192  'DOI 
733  534  IBEGINO 
734  535  Y:  =J+17; 
735  536  RSSJ!:  =RSSJ!  +B$IgY!  '**12; 
736  537  IFNDI; 
737  538  IFNr)l', 
73A  539  'FOR'  J:  =192  'DOI 
739  539  OREGINO 
740  540  H:  =J+3; 
741  541  RSIH!:  =SORT(RS$JI/K); 
742  542  $ENDO; 
743  543  K:  =O; 
744  544  IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL$  BN  $DOI 
745  544  lIFI  B$Iqll  >  1999  $THEN' 
746  544  OBEGINO 
747  545  K:  =K+I; 
748  546  RS$3!:  =RS$3!  +B$Ig?  0!  1**12; 
749  547  OENDI; 
750  548  RS%6!:  =SQRT(RS$3!  /K); 
751  549  'FOR$  J:  =495  IDOI 
752  549  OREGINI 
753  550  G:  =J+3; 
754  551  RS$Gl:  =RS$J!  *K4*10e0f**l6; 
795  592  IEND,  ; 
756  553  RSS9!:  =RSS6!  *BH*K4*10e01**16; 
757  554  WRITE  TEXT(1(11('?  C')ITHE%ROOT%MEAN%SQUAREýERRORS'54 
758  554 
759  554  OF  Sý  THE  'ý  DESCREPANCIES  I(ICO)l  AT  %  THE 
760  554 
761  554  GROUND  ', Yo  SCALE  %  IN  METERSI(12CO)l 
762  554 
763  554  RMSE  E'(tIOSI)tRtISE  NI(18S$)IRMSE  HI(02C')I')I); 764  555 
765  555 
766  556 
767  557 
768  558 
769  559 
770  559 
771  559 
772  559 
773  559 
774  559 
775  559 
776  560 
777  560 
778  561 
779  562 
780  563 
781  564 
792  565 
7R3  566 
7P4  567 
IFORI  I:  =49596  'DO' 
IREGINI  309 
PRINT(RS$1193-p3); 
SPACES(4); 
I  FNDI  ; 
WPITE  TEXT(1(01('?  C')ITHE%ROOT%MEAN%SQUAREýERRORS% 
OF  ý  THE  1.5,  DESCREPA14CIES  I(ICI)l  AT  %  THE% 
IMAGE  %  SCALE  i:  IN  ýt  MICRONSf('2C')' 
RMSE  EI(OlOSO)IRMSE  Nt(OBSI)IRMSE  HI(92C')11)1); 
IFORI  I:  =79899  1001 
IREGINI 
PRINT(F?  S$TI9390); 
SPACES(10); 
IEND  I 
I  END  I 
I  END  I 
IGOTO,  Ll; 
L20:  1ENDO; "  *-ý  I. 
310  `ý- 
2.6  Input 
Model  number 
p 
47933 
B/H  ratio 
0*47  20000-  Photo  scale 
Maximum  number  of  points  in  any  moder 
57  Number  of  planimetric 
control  points 
15  14  Number  of  height  control  points 
Number  of  unknown  polynomial 
6  6  parameters  for  X  or  Y 
0. .  Number  of  unknown  polynomial.,  `ý, 
2- 
parameters  for  Z 
Tag  indicating  that  pol  nomial  r  l 
adjust  ment  is  to  be  a  i  ed  pp  G  r  ound  coordinates 
Tyýe  of  Mo  del  coordinates  Y  z  Pt.  No 
3769  .  po  ints 
-0  *01  7A6 
x  YM 
0*014214 
z  m 
0.856741  0.000  0.000  149600 
3767  2  -0*010481  0.041193  0.857160  0.600ý  00000  18*600 
3766  3  -0  *007682*  0*043885  0.857219  0.000  00000 
0.000 
19.200 
850  15  3770  2  0.022876  0,011040  0,857306  0.00 
, 
0. 
0  000 
0 
940  14 
3771  3  04,028480  0.010087  0*857344  0.00.0  . 
0.000 
9 
2oo  13 




3703  3  0*042814  0.001106  0.857381  00060 
000  0  11*400 
3702  3  0*050974  0.005999  0*857416  00000 
' 
0 
000  0  11-900 
3775  3  0*074416  0.018824  0.857797  00000  0  *  000  0  11-000 
3774  2  0.079792  0.018247  0.857842  04,000  4. 
0.000  69600 
3710  3  0-074-925  -0.024044  0*857343  0*000 
0  000  59300 
3735  3  0*072552  -0*037351  0.857222  0.000  . 
000  0  3*960 
3729  -2  0*085595  -09048273  0.857236  00000  . 
000  0  3.400 
3751  3  0*093738  -0.030409  0.857466  0-000  0 
000  0  4e600  3750  2  0*089474  -0,023304  0.857496  0.060  0 
000  0  4*900  3728  3  09085749  -0.025833  0.857452  0-000  . 
000  0  9.100  3761  2  0*039486  -0.026029  0.857048  000001 
' 
0  . -1,  000  0  79500  3760  3  0*037773  -09041993  0.856837  00000 
* 
0  ,  000  0  10.970  3714  3  -0*013ý52  -0,024538  0.856433  0-00  01 
.  . 
000  0  8o530  3713  2  -0-003383  -0-036083  0.856445  0.000.  0 
..,  000  0  10*600  3759  2  -0-013792  -0.065605  0.856201  00000 
, 
* 
000  0  80800  3758  3  -0*013973  -0-072030  0.855995  0.000  0 
3757  2  -09014860  -0-086725  0.855785  00  00'01.  "",  00000  6elOO 
3772  2  0*013502  -0.063555  0.856507  0.000 
* 
1.  '  10.000 
9.750 
790  5  3755  3  0-029171  -0-087670  0*856376  0-000  0.000  . 
3754  2  0*037707  -0*088894  0.856445  0.000  00000  6e1OO 
3752  2  09076541  -0*077950  0.857089  0.000  04,000  7,300 
3753  3  00098851  -0-076549  0.857415  0.000  0*000  7.000 
1709  2  0*105361  -0*064689  0.857263  515824*750  . ",  ', "103435.250  0*000 
1713  2  -0*009114  0-089282  0.859861  512625*000  " 
-106222.125 
0  000 
1707  2  0*100565  -0*047506  0.857549  515640*750  ..  -. '-103782.750  0:  000 
1706  3  0*102652  -0-051321  0.857567  515703-250  '-,  103710*250  00000 
1726  3  0-095715  -0-02002  0.857490  5154289875  104248*250  0.000 
1727  2  04,097646  -0.  -023130  0.857471  515462*125  104295*000  0.000 
1728  3  00095198  -0-023592  0*857469  515411*600  ,  ,.  104275,250  0.000 
1725  2  09075439  -0*045448  0*857150  515087-,  750  103709.812  '  ý;  0.000 
1703  3  0*076992  -09066874  0.857450  515221*750  _  *,  "  103253.812  00000 
1710  2  0*068762  -0-085641  0.857504  515133*875  ý"102809-500  0.000 
1701  2  0,027494  -0-070427  0*856648  514170*625  -102943-875  00000 
1702  3  0*032579  -0*066379  0*856630  514261*500'  '  103055.375  00000 
1705  3  -0-010039  -0*084841  0*856440  513428-250  10  245  5*688  00000 
1732  3  -0-027362  -0-016263  0*856413  5127ý0*00.0  ,,.  *  103854*000  00000 1733  3  0*027908  -0.017048  0.856429  5127219625,,  *'  103834.750 
1734  3  -0*028451  -0.017808  0.856435  512713.250,103815.500 
1731  3  0*013225  -0.004332  0.857096  513550  a  060,11,104305.125 
1711  2  -0*010045  0.011810  0.856977  512971*000  104542.875 
1724  2  0.035173  -0.027461  0.857182  514134*375,103907.875 
1722  2  0*043450  -0.034989  0.856986  5143479500',  103785.625 
1723  3  09041964  -0-036435  0.857044  514323*313,,.  ý  103746*687 
1720  2  0*068086  0.014084  0,857767  514648*125-ý'  A04960.125 
1721  3  0*074090  0.011018  0.857705  5147929250  1049219875 
1719  3  0*078439  0*043993  0.859280  5147309375'ý'.  -  105655-250 
1718  2  0*077621  0*043634  0.859245  5147149625'ýý 
, 
105644.750 
1716  2  0*041992  0.022468  0.857694 
, f&..  5140449875,.! 
ý, 
'-  105019-000 
1714  2  09010763  0.088117  0.858097  513061*125  106290*500 
'  1704  2  -0*014309  -0.086998  0.855849  513346*000  ,ý  102387*500 
1715  3  09010571  0*087712  0*858125  513058*750',.  i.,  106281.250 
0  Tag  indicating  end  of  lost  m  odel 
















00000 2.7  Output 
I.  M*ELHASSAN  GEOGRAPHY  DEPARTMENT  312 
MODEL  NUMBER  47933 
NUMBER  OF  ITERATIONS  3 
NUMBER  OF  PLAN.  CONTROLS  is 
NUMBER  OF  HEIGHT  CONTROLS  14 
SCALE  FACTOR  2-211360  4 
ROTATION  MATRIX 
9*769471,  L  -1  -2.13482'P  -1  1.12670-P  -2 
2-134821w  -1  9.76947P  -1  8,34946@  -3 
-1927886to.  -  -2  -5*754249  -3  1.0000op  0 
TRANSLATIONAL  ELEMENTS 
59130302P  5 
1*041769(w  5 
-1*893464@  4 
GROUND  COORDINATES  AFTER  ABSOLUTE,.  -l'ORIENTATION 
PT*NU*  E-  N  H  DE  DN 
3769  2  512793*175  104558*388  14-220  -------  ------- 
3767  2  512822,867  105175.612  179998  ------- 
3766  3  5128709643  105246*995  18.1  ý8.  -------  ------- 
3770  2  513685.891  104681*693  15*630  -------  ------- 
3771  3  5138119468  104687.567  15.007  -------  ------- 
3762  2  514160.541  104660.277  13*136, 
' 
-------  ------- 
3703  3  514163.545  104561.219  4  12.9  1  -------  ------- 
3702  3  514316.742  104705*455  10*758'  -------  ------- 
3775  3  514762*728  105093.261  104,922  -------  ------- 
3774  2  514881.606  105106*183  109470  ------- 
3710  3  514975*986  104169*467  6*193-  ".  '  -------  ------- 
3735  3  514987*511  103870*759  5.881  -------  ------- 
3729  2  515320.854  103696*379  3.892,  -------  ------- 
3751  3  5154129498  104120*795  4e402.  Y.  -------  -------  -',,  ", C 
C 
3750  2  515286.845  104254,166  5.368  ------  -------  0.768 
3728  3  515218.299  104181*936  59770  -------  -------  0,870 
3761  2  5142199665  103959.226  99944  -------  -------  0*844 
3760  3  514257,969  103606.216  7.794  -------  -------  0*294 
3714  3  513060-167  103739*522  11*239  -------  -------  0,269 
3713  2  513340.843  103539*531  10*012  -------  -------  le482 
3759  2  513255.278  102852.557  llo317  -------  -------  0.717 
3758  3  513281*648  102712*860  79630  -------  -------  -1,170 
3757  2  513331.806  1023919166  5*107  -------  -------  -Oo993 
3772  2  513835-331  103025o753  10*104  ---  -------  -------  0.354 
3755  3  514287.653  102578*724  59845  -------  -------  09055 
3754  2  5144779859  102592.591  5.112 
--- 
-------  -------  -0.968 
3752  2  515265.318  103012*472  6*978  -------  -------  -0*322 
3753  3  515740.767  103148*122  79700  1  .  1:  ý  -------  -------  0.7oo 
1709  2  515825.380  1034359048  00988  Oo630  -0*202  ------- 
1713  2  512626*051  106221*472  71o221  10051  -0.653  ------- 
1707  2  515640o721  103783.678  6o483  -0*029  Oo928  ------- 
1706  3  515703.823  103711*116  6*776  0*573  0.866  ------- 
1726  3  515429-217  104249.105  3o673  Oo342  0.855  ------- 
1727  2  515462.564  104296o499  2o482  Oo439  le499  ------- 
1728  3  5154119858  104274o961  3oI88  0*858  -00289  ------- 
1725  2  515088oO88  103709*449  49503  0*338  -0-363  ------- 
1703  3  515222oB63  103253o952  13o424  1o  113  Oo140  ------- 
1710  2  515133-673  102809o670  l9o334  -09202  0.170  ------- 
1701  2  514170089  102943.372  10*140  -09536  -Oe5O3  ------- 
1702  3  514260.830  103054o827  7*788  -0*670  -Oo548  ------- 
1705  3  5134279227  102454.747  17o988  -1-023  -Oo941  ------- 
1732  3  512729o229  103854o5ll  -  l3o564  'r.  ^  -0-771  0.511 
1733  3  512721.143  103834.978  14ol72  -09482  Oo228 
1734  3  512713.002  103815o996  14*555  -09248  0*496  -.;  ------ 
1731  3  513549*910  104303o999  l5o671  -00090  -1*126  ------- 
1711  2  51297Oo954  104542*851  17*567  -OoO46  -0.024  ------- 
1724  2  514133*281  103907*953  l4o309 
.  ý4'  A  ý,  %  1,  -10094  OoO78  ------- 1722  2  514347*586  1037849357 
1723  3  514322.324  103746*114 
1720  2  514648o346  104960o970 
1721  3  514792o514  104923oO66 
1719  3  514731ol9l  105656.274 
1718  2  514715.205  105644o650 
1716  2  514045.017  105018.897 
1714  2  513060o531  106289o814 
1704  2  513345*014  102387o881 
1715  3  5130589302  106280o163 
THE  ROOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  GROUND 
RMSEE 
09638 
THE  ROOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  INAGE 
RMSEE 
32 
SQUARE  ERRORS  OF  THE  DESCREPANCIES 
SCALE  IN  METERS 
RMSEN  RMSEH 
0*732  0*711 
SQUARE  ERRORS  OF  THE  DESCREPANCIES 
SCALE  IN  MICRONS 
RMSEN  RMSEH 
-  37  -  17 
8*592  0*086 
10-479  09989 
l2e651  0-221 
0.264  99973 
39*376  09816 
0.580  38*879 
0*142 
174,350 
-0,,  594 
26*739 
0.986  69401 










-1.087 POLYtlj'OM-  PARAMETERS  FOR  PLAN  CORRECTION 
PARAMETERS  FOR  X 
6*  23362N  4 
-2*45015ta,  -1 
1911837(-  -2 
-1*13361t-  -9 
2.3858716  -7 
-4*94479Pý  -8 
PARAHETERS  FOR  Y 
1  937504[(L  5 
-4-88304(d,  -1 
-2*3078U  -1 
4*49463LW  -7 
4*29489ý,  -  -7 
-9.26812ir--lo 
( 
POLYNOM&  PARAMETERS  FOR  HEIGHT  CORRECTION 
6o439541,  e  3 
-2*91397(i  -2 
2el54n5tal  -2 
3*33140(i  -7 
-5955635P  -9 






































































GROUND  COORDINATES  AFTER  POLYNo  ADJUSTM  ENT  ' 
DE 
E  N  H 
5127939139  104558-264  13*910 
512822-701  105175*811  194,130 
5128709483  105247-250  19*502 
- --------- 
513686-029  104681*980  15-526 
513811-602  104687.849  149909 
514160*637  1046609475  12-990 
514163*666  104561*427  12@626 
514316o788  104705.573  10-676 
514762*513  105092.900  11*507 
5148819326  105105.679  11-064 
514975.887  104169*300  5*657 
514987,498  103870.730  5-335 
5153209672  103696,166  3.521 
515412.107  104120.200  3.930 
515286-512  104253*634  4,907 
515218-037  104181.526  5,276 
514219.948  103959-502  99211 
514258-362  103606@545  7.124 
513060*480  103739.284  10*176 
5133419296  103539*481  9*053 
513255*985  102852*239  10*954 
513282*422  1027129536  79518 
513332*738  102390*822  5*713 
513836*013  103025.991  99805 
514288*454  102579*237  6*673 
514478-593  102593-168  69037 
5152659436  103012.733  79470 
515740*425  103147.889  8*188 
A  0*095  515824.845  103434e472  19064 
512625-635  1062229148  76e517 
49635 
7;  Q  .  510 

































1.188 Jk  -.  %J  0  -04-J  9  UJO.  J%JO  IUJ  (  IU  94be 
1726  3  515428.774  104248a401 
1727  2  515462.080  104295.718 
1728  3  515411o422  104274.262 
1725  2  515088.066  103709.427 
1703  3  515222.915  103254.093 
1710  2  515133.970  102810.116 
1701  -2  514170.759  102943.781 
1702  3  5142619433  103055o248 
1705  3  513428s144  102454.541 
1732  3  512729.373  103853.965 
1733  3  512721.290  103834,411 
1734  3  5127139151  103815o410 
1731  3  513550.141  104304o219 
1711  2  512970o994  104542,856 
1724  2  514133o600  103908.242 
1722  2  514347o892  103784.646 
1723  3  514322o650  103746,414 
1720  2  514648.213  104960,774 
1721  3  514792.320  104922s739 
1719  3  514730o890  105655o736 
1718  2  5147149914  1056449137 
1716  2  514045.051  105019.110 
1714  2  513060.291  106290o533 
1704  2  5133459950  102387o554 
1715  3-  513058.062  1062809879 
THE  ROOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  GROUND 
RMSEE 
09442 
THE  ROOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  IMAGE 
RMSEE 
22 
SQUARE  ERRORS  OF  THE  DESCREPANCIES 
SCALE  IN  METERS 
RMSEN  RMSEH 
09533  09554 
SQUARE  ERRORS  OF  THE  DESCREPANCIES 
SCALE  'IN  MICRONS 
RMSEN  RMSEH 
27  13 
I:  -t-;  0-058 
V 
3o230,  -  -0-101 
2*059-  -09045 
29  752;  Oe422 
49050-  0*316 
139486-jel,  'j.  19165 
20.1  T3  0.095 
10  .  150;.,  -  Oo134 
7.67'01  -0*067 
18.511  -0-106 
12.452  -0-627 
13.049,  -0-335 
13.422l-,  -0-099 
159043'  0*141 
17.232.  -09006 
13*548f-  -0.775 
0*392  79891 
99779  -09663 
12  9  9861.,,  ý 
00088 
10-223  -Ne,  0*070 
0-515  41  4,453' 
40*925ý  0.,  289 
17-877,0.176 
32-12W  -0-834 
7.025  00050 
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(D)  3.  Proqram  -  Space  Resection/Intersection 
3.1  General  Information 
Program  identification  SRESI 
Space  Resection/Intersection 
Type  of  Language  Complete  Algol  Program 
Computer  ICL  1906A  Nottingham  and  transferred  to 
ICL  2980  in  Edinburgh. 
3.2  Definition  of  Variables 
N  Maximum  number  of  points  in  any  one  photograph 
MD  Model  number 
CH  -  Number  of  check  points  in  the  model 
NI  -  Total  number  of  control  points  in  the  photograph 
BH  -  Base  to  height  ratio 
NH  -  Number  of  control  points  in  the  photograph 
and  outside  the  model 
PN  -  Photo  number 
TG  -  Tag  to  indicate  the  direction  of  the  shutter 
motion 
MAXIT  -  Maximum  number  of  iterations  to  solve  for 
the  orientation  elements 
SOL  Tag  to  indicate  type  of  resection  solution 
X  Number  of  unknowns  in  the  normal  equations. 
FL  Camera  focal  length 319 
OMG,  PHY,  KAP  Initial  approximations  for  the  camera 
rotation  elements. 
X0,  YO,  ZO  Initial  approximations  for  the  camera 
translation  elements.  (Exposure  station 
coordinates  in  the  ground  coordinate  system.  ) 
ARRAYS 
B  Array  including  the  point  number,  the  image 
coordinates  and  the  ground  coordinates  of  the 
test  points.  This  array  is  also  a  working  array 
used  in  computing  the  ground  coordinates  in  the 
intersection  phase. 
GC  Array  including  the  known  ground  coordinates 
of  all  the  points,  the  computed  ground  co- 
ordinates  and  the  residuals. 
CN  Array  containing  the  exterior  orientation 
elements.  It  is  also  used  to  compute  the  scale 
factor. 
C,  AC  Working  arrays  to  form  the  coefficients  of  the 
observation  equations. 
PI  Array  containing  the  residuals  of  the  computed 
image  coordinates  from  the  measured  image 
coordinates,  in  the  resection  phase. 
D  Working  array  including  the  normal  equations 
matrix. 320 
DT,  V  Working  arrays  used  in  the  solution  of  the 
normal  equations  in  the  least  squares  method. 
CR  -  Array  containing  the  corrections  to  the 
orientation  elements. 
A,  DS,  ST  -  Working  arrays  to  compute  the  correlation  matrix. 
CS  -  Array  containing  the  correlation  matrix. 
Q-  Array  containing  the  parameters  correcting  for 
the  orientation  elements. 
Al,  E  Working  arrays  to  determine  correction  values 
to  the  orientation  elements  in  the  point-by- 
point  resection  case. 
S  Array  containing  the  root  mean  square  errors 
of  the  discrepancies. 
3.3  Detailed  account  of  the  program 
The  program  is  composed  of  six  parts:  - 
(i)  Entering  matrix  procedures. 
(i  i)  Input  of  data  . 
(iii)  Resection  phase. 
(iv)  Output  of  resection  results. 
(V)  Intersection  phase. 
(vi)  Output  of  final  results. 
A  step-by-step  account  of  these  parts  follows. 
0 321 
(i)  Eqter  the  following  matrix  Procedures  to  be  used  in  solving  the  normal 
equations  in  the  resection  phase: 
Procedure  MATVEC 
Procedure  MATMLT 
Procedure  MAIRAN 
Procedure  INVERT 
Lqpyt  9f  ýLata 
Declaration 
-  Matrix  x  Vector 
-  Matrix  x  Matrix 
-  Matrix  transpose 
-  Matrix  inversion 
Read  in  the  maximum  number  of  points  in  any  one  photograph  (N). 
Declaration. 
Write  text. 
Read  in  the  model  number  (MD). 
Read  in  the  base  to  height  ratio  of  the  model  (BH). 
Read  in  the  number  of  check  points  (CH). 
Read  in  the  number  of  control  points  (NI). 
Read  in  the  number  of  control  points  (NH)  outside  the  model  area. 
Read  in  the  photo  serial  number  (PN). 
Read  in  tag  (TG)  to  show  the  direction  of  the  slit  motion  relative  to  the  flight 
direction  as  follows:  TG  =I  for  motion  along  the  flight  direction, 
TG  =I  for  motion  across  the  flight  direction, 
TG  =3  for  general  case. 
Read  in  the  maximum  number  of  iterations  (MAXIT). 
Read  in  tag  (SOL)  to  indicate  type  of  solution  required,  defined  as  follows:  - 
for  conventional  resection  or  additional  parameters,  SOL  =  2; 
for  point-by-point  resection,  SOL  =I. 
0 322 
Read  in  the  number  of  unknown  parameters  (X)  as  follows:  - 
for  conventional  resection  X=6  (the  exterior  orientation  elements  of 
the  camera); 
for  point-by-point  resection,  X  12; 
for  the  additional  parameters,  X  8,14,16  or  18. 
Declaration  of  arrays. 
Read  in  the  camera  focal  length  (FL). 
Read  in  the  image  data  in  array  (B)  as  follows:  - 
the  point  number  in  column  I  (starting  with  the  control  points); 
the  photo  -coordinates  (x,,  y)  in  columns  2  and  3  with  the  principal  point 
as  origin; 
the  ground  coordinates  (X,  Y,  Z)  in  columns  4,5  and  6,  respectively. 
Store  the  ground  coordinates  in  array  (GC). 
Read  in  the  initial  approximate  values  for  the  exterior  orientation  elements 
of  the  camera:  (Joi,  Joj,  )X 
a.  *  XojP  Yo,  Zo. 
(iii)  Rq;  tcfiqrjpLa  je: 
Store  the  initial  approximate  values  of  the  exterior  orientation  elements 
in  array  (CN). 
Form  the  coefficients  of  the  observation  equations  in  array  (AC). 
Compute  the  correlation  matrix  if  additional  parameters  are  used. 
Form  the  normal  equations  and  solve  for  the  corrections  to  the  initial 
approximations  of  the  camera  orientation  elements. 
Compute  the  new  orientation  elements. 323 
Check  whether  corrections  are  significant.  (If  the  values  of  the  corrections 
are  greater  than  0.00001  repeat  the  procedure  using  the  new  orientation 
I  elements  as  the  new  approximate  values.  ) 
(iv)  PjLtpýLtqtthe  results  after  resection 
_pLqs2: 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  correlation  matrix  if  additional  parameters  are  used. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  corrections  to  the  orientation  elements. 
Print  out  the  number  of  iterations. 
Print  out  the  number  of  control  points  used  in  the  resection  phase. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  correction  parameters  if  point-by-point  resection  is  used. 
Print  out  the  self  calibration  parameters  if  additional  parameters  are  used 
(v)  Intersection  phase: 
Store  the  exterior  orientation  elements  for  each  of  the  overlapping  photo- 
graphs  in  arrays  (B)  and(CN). 
Compute  the  scale  factor. 
Compute  the  ground  coordinates  of.  all  the  test  points. 
Determine  the  residuals  of  the  computed  ground  coordinates  from  the  known 
values. 
Compute  the  root  mean  square  errors  of  the  discrepancies. 
. 
jut  Sfjinal  results: 
Write  text. 324 
Print  out  the  computed  ground  coordinates  of  all  the  test  points,  together 
with  their  residuals  from  the  known  values. 
Write  text. 
Print  out  the  root  mean  square  errors  of  the  discrepancies  at  the  ground 
scale  and  at  the  image  scale. 
Print  out  the  x-paral  lax  corresponding  to  the  root  mean  square  error  in 
height. 325 
3.4  Flow  Diagram  for  Program  (D) 
START 
Enter  all  matrix  procedures 326 
Yes  Is 
PH 
No 
Store  the  ground  coordinates 
of  all  the  points  within  the 
model  in  array  GC. 
Read:  initial  approximate 
values  for(jo,  Jor)X0, 
X0,  Y0,  z0 
IT  = 
Form  the  coefficients  of 
the  observation  equations 
(two  equations  for  each  control  point) 327 
Yes 
/  IS  \ 
SOL=  I 
Add  the  correction 
rameters  of  the  1  1.  No 
orientation  elements 
to  the  observation 
equation  (I  para- 
meter  per  element)  is 
2+-< 
Yes 
Add  the  Rrst  group 
of  the  additional  parameters 
No 
Is  N\ 
X=  14 
Yes  IV 
Add  the  second  group 
of  the  additional  parameters 328 
f 
Is 
No  X  16 
Yes 
Add  the  third  group 
of  the  additional  parameters 
Is 
No  X  18 
Yes 
Add  the  fourth  group 
of  the  additional  parameters 
Is 
No 
SOL  =2 
and 
IT  0 
Yes 
Compute  the  correlation 
matrix 329 
Copy  text 
Print  out  the  correlation 
matrix 
Solve  the  normal  equations 
Copy  text 
Print  out  corrections  to 
orientation  elements 
Add  the  corrections  to  the  approximate 
values  forming  new  orientation  elements 
the  Yes 
corrections 
ignifican 
-4  1 
No 
Yes  Jýls 
1 
-Z  MAXI 
No 330 
+  11 
0 331 
Store  orientation  elements 
of  photo  2 
Store  orientation 
elements  of 
Compute  the  scale  factor 
PH  =PH+  I 
Compute  the  object 
coordinates  by  intersection 
and  determine  the  residuals 
Write  text 
Print  out:  model  number, 
computed  ground  coordi 
and  their  residuals 
Compute  the  RMSE  of  the 
residuals  in  ground  and 
image  scale 
Write  text 
Print  out  the  RMSE  of  the 
residuals 332 333 
3.5  The  Program 
LINE  STWJT 
1  1  19EGINI 
2  2  ICOMMENTI  SPACE  RESECTION-114TERSECTION 
3  2  PROGRAM; 
4  3  'INTEGER'  G9  W9  Y9  Z; 
5  4  IPROCEOUREI  liATVEC(A9X9Z9MqN); 
6  5  IVALUE'  AtXgt-lglJ; 
7  6  IINTEGERI  MoN;  OARRAY'AgXgZ; 
8  8  IREGINI  IINTEGERI  19J; 
9  10  IREALI  SUM; 
10  11  OFORII:  =l  ISTEP11  IUNTILIN  $DO' 
11  11  19EGIN,  SUH:  =0.0; 
12  13  IFORIJ:  =l  ISTEP'l  'UNTIL'  M  1001 
13  13  SUlA:  =SUf4+ASIqJ!  *X$J!; 
14  14  Zs  I!:  =Suri; 
15  15  IENDI  IENDI  '-IATVEC; 
16  17  IPPOCEDUREI  MATMLT(AgUgTgMgNgP); 
17  18  $VALUE'  AoUgf-IgNgP; 
18  19  IINTEGERI  M9119P; 
19  20  IREALI  1ARRAY1  AqU9T; 
20  21  IRE-GINI  IINTEGERI  IgJgK; 
21  23  IFOPI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  N  IDOI 
22  23  $FOR,  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  M  IOUI 
23  23  IBEGINI 
24  24  T$'IgJ!:  =O.  O; 
25  25  $FOR$  K:  =1  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  P  'DO' 
26  25  TSI,  J!:  =TSItJ!  +A$19K!  *U$KgJl; 
27  26  1  END  0 
28  26  IENDI  MATMLT; 
29  28  1PROCEDURE1  MATRAN(AqAT9MqN); 
30  29  *VALUElAqM9N; 
31  30  OARRAY'AtAT; 
32  31  IINTEGERIMqN; 
33  32  'BEG  I  NO 
34  33  lINTEGERlIqJ; 
35  34  IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILIM  1001 
36  34  IFORI  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  0001 
37  34  AT$IgJ!:  =A$JtIl 
38  34  IENDI  MATRAN; 
39  36  SPROCEDUREI  INVERT(AgNgINVA); 
4n 
. 
17  1  VAI  tJFl  Nto 4i  '3ä 
42  39 
43  40 
44  41 
45  42 
46  43 
47  44 
48  45 
49  45 
so  46 
51  46 
52  47 
53  47 
54  48 
55  49 
56  49 
57  so 
58  51 
59  51 
60  51 
61  52 
62  52 
63  53 
64  54 
65  55 
66  56 
67  57 
68  58 
69  59 
70  59 
71  60 
72  60 
73  60 
74  61 
75  62 
76  62 
77  63 
78  64 
79  65 
80  66 
81  66 
82  67 
83  67 
84  68 
85  69 
86  70 
87  71 
88  71 
89  71 
90  72 
91  73 
92  73 
93  73 
94  74 
95  75 
96  75 
97  75 
98  75 
99  76 
100  76 
101  '76 
102  77 
1n3  77 
104  77 
105  77 
106  77 
OARRAY'  AtINVA; 
SINTEGERI  N; 
OBEGINO 
'PEAL'  OARRAYI  B$1:  Ngl:  2*Nlg  X$I:  Ntl:  Nl; 
IINTEGERI  MoItJvK; 
OREALI  PIVOT9  TT; 
M:  =2*N; 
OFORI  I  :  =l  'STEP,  1  OUNTILI  N  DO, 
OREGINO 
'FOR$  J  :  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  N  IDOI 
B$19J!:  =A$IgJ!; 
IFORI  J:  =N+l  #STEP#  1  'UNTILI  M  $DO@ 
B$I.  PJ!:  =  'IF$  I+N  IEQI  J  'THEN$  1  $ELSE'  0; 
#ENDO; 
IFORt  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N  'DO' 
OREGINI 
PIVOT:  =B$1911; 
IFORt  J:  =I+l  ISTEPI  1  fUNTILI  N  $DO' 
IIFO  ABS(PIVOT)  OLT*  ABS(B$JtIl)  'THEN$ 
#BEGIN' 
OFOR,  K:  =l  tSTEPI  1  $UNTIL'  M  $DOI 
IBEGINt 
TT:  =B$IsK!; 
B$ItK!:  =B$JtKl; 
B$J,  K!:  =TT; 
'END#; 
PTVOT:  =B$JgIl; 
IENDI; 
'FOR$  K:  =M  #STEP'  -1  'UNTIL'  I 
B$TgKl:  =B$IgK!  /B$ItI!; 
IFORt  J:  =I+l  ISTEPt  I  tUNTILl  N 
IFORt  K:  =M  ISTEPI  -1  'UNTIL'  I 





IFORI  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  IUNTILI  N  'DO' 
'BEGIN' 
YO=N+J; 
X;  NtJ!:  =  B$NgY!; 
'END#; 
@FOR$  I:  =N-1  'STEP,  -1  'UNTIL'  1  'DO$ 
'BEGIN' 
IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  N  'DOI 
18EGINI 
G:  =N+J; 
X$IoJ!:  =  B$IqGl; 
'END'; 
$FOR$  K:  =  N  'STEP,  -1  'UNTIL'  I+l  1001 
#FOR#  J:  =l  $STEP#  1  'UNTIL'  N  $DO' 
X$IqJ!:  =X$IgJ!  -B$IgK!  *X$KgJl; 
'ENDI's 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  $UNTIL'  N  $DO' 
IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  N  $DO' 
INVA$19J!:  =X$IoJ!; 
'ENDOINVERT; 
IREALI  FL9  X09  Y09  Z09 
OMG9  PHY9  KAP9  BH; 
IINTEGERI  IqJqKqL.  9MvNqPHqITqMD9CH9 
Nlq  PNq  MAXIT9  SN9  NH9 
Hq  TG9  SOL9  Xv  Xl; 
ICOMMENTO  N  IS  THE  MAXe  NUMBER  OF  POINTS 
IN  ANY  ONE  PHOT09 
MD  IS  MODEL  NUMBEP9 
8H  IS  THE  BASE  TO  HEIGHT  RATIO  OF 
THE  MODEL; 
33A 107  78  N:  =PEAD; 
108  79  IqEGINI  335 
log  80  'REAL'  *ARRAY#  BSI:  Ntl:  32!  9  GC$1:  Ntl:  1619 
110  80  CN$1:  Ntl:  2519 
ill  so  C$1:  NqI:  619  ssl:  9!  t 
112  60  AC$1:  Ntl:  36!  9  AU$1:  Nql:  15!; 
113  81  WRITETEXT(10  WPI)f  Ie  Me  ELHASSAN  %%  i% 
114  81 
115  81  GEOGRAPHY  iyt  DEPT. 
116  al  1(04CI)l  SPACE  %  RESECTION  %  INTERSECTION  % 
117  81 
118  81  PROGRAM  1(f5cf)"M; 
119  82 
120  82  LO:  MD:  -"2READ; 
121  83  $IF'  MD=O  'THEN'  tGOTO1  L6; 
122  84  BH:  =READ; 
123  85  ICOMMENTI  CH  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF  CHECK  POINTS; 
124  86  CH:  =READ; 
125  87  'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  N  'DOI 
126  87  IBEGINI 
127  88  IFORt  J:  =l  #STEP'  1  *UNTIL'  25  'DOI 
128  88  CN$ItJ!:  =0*00; 
129  89  $FOR'  J:  =1  tSTEPI  1  1UNTILt  32  *DOI 
130  89  B$IqJ!:  =0e00; 
131  90  IENDII 
132  91  PH:  =l; 
133  92 
134  92  'COMMENT'  PN  IS  THE  SERIAL  PHOTO  NUMBER 
135  92  Nl  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF  GROUND  CONTROLS 
136  92  NH  IS  THE  NUMBER  OF  POINTS  IN  THE  PHOTO  AND 
137  92  OUTSID  THE  MODEL  AREA; 
138  93  LI:  Nl:  =READ; 
139  94  M:  =2*Nl; 
140  95  NH:  =READ; 
141  96  PN:  =READ; 
142  97  SN:  =NI+CH;  H:  =SN-NH; 
143  99  'COMMENT'  TG=l  FOR  SHUTTER  MOVING  ALONG 
144  99  FLIGHT  DIRECTION9 
145  99  TG=2  FOR  SHUTTER  MOVING  ACROSS 
146  99  FLIGHT  DIRECTION9 
147  99  TG=3  FOR  GENERAL  CASE; 
148  100  TG:  =READ; 
149  101  'COMMENTO  SPECIFY  THE  MAX*  NO*  OF  ITERATIONS; 
150  102  MAXIT:  =READ; 
151  103  'COMMENT'  SOL=1  FOR  POINT  SY  POINT  RESECTION 
152  103  SOL=2  FOR  CONV.  RESECTION  AND 
153  103  ADDITIONAL  PARAMETERS9 
154  103  X=  NWWR  OF  UNKNOWN  PARAMETERS 
155  *103  INCLUDING  THE  SIX  ORIENTATION  ELEMENTS; 
156  104  SOL:  =READ; 
157  105  X:  =READ; 
158  106  Xl:  =X-6; 
159  107  18EGINI 
160  108  IREALI  1ARRAY1  Pl$l:  M!  t  P$1:  M91:  619 
161  108  D$1:  Mql:  XttDTS1:  Xgl:  MlgAl$1:  691:  219E$1:  291:  SN!  g 
162  108  QSI:  X!  gA$1:  X!  tV$1:  Xgl:  X!  g 
163  108  CPS1:  691:  SW; 
164  109 
165  109  'COMMENTO  READ  IN 
166  109  THE  CAMERA  FOCAL  LENGTH9. 
167  109  THE  IMAGE  COORDINATES  AND  THE 
168  109  GROUND  COORDINATES  FOR  ALL  THE  POINTS  IN  METERS; 
169  110  FL:  =READ; 
170  Ill  IFORS  I:  =I  fSTEPI  1  OUNTIL,  SN  'DO' 
171  111  IFORS  J:  =19293949596  'DOI 
17Z 
. 
111.  B$IoJl:  =READ; 
--. i73*  112 
174  113 
175  114 
176  115 
177  116 
178  116 
179  117 
180  118 
181  119 
182  119 
183  120 
184  121 
185  122 
186  123 
187  124 
188  124 
189  124 
190  125 
191  125 
192  125 
193  126 
194  126 
195  127 
196  127 
197  127 
198  127 
199  127 
200  128 
201  129 
202  130 
203  131 
204  132 
205  133 
206  134 
207  134 
208  135 
209  136 
210  137 
211  138 
212  139 
213  140 
214  141 
215  142 
216  142 
217  143 
218  144 
219  144 
220  144 
221  145 
222  145 
223  146 
224  146 
225  147 
226  14a 
227  149 
228  150 
229  151 
230  152 
231  152 
232  152 
233  153 
234  153 
235  153 
236  154 
237  154 
238  155 
WRITE  TEXT(1(11(12C*)tPHOTO%NUMBERI(12S  .  1),  .  IM; 
PRINT(PN9590); 
NEWLINES  (2)  ; 
SIFf  PH=2  ITHENI  IGOTOI  LOA; 
IFORI  I:  =l  $STEP$  1  IUNTILI  H  tDOI 
IBEGINI 
Y:  =  I+NH; 
GC$Ttl!:  =  B$Ygll; 
#FOR'  J:  =29394  #DO' 
IREGINI 
G:  =J+2; 
GC$TgJ!:  =  B$YgG!; 
9  END  t; 
IENDI; 
ICOMMENTI  PHOTO  RESECTION  PHASE; 
LOA:  fFORf  I:  =l  'STEP$  I  'UNTIL'  N  1001 
IFORI  J:  =19293949596  'DOI 
CNSI*J!:  =0*00; 
$FOR$  1:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  X  'DOI 
A$I!:  =0*00; 
336 
'COMMENT'  READ  IN  THE  INITIAL  APPROXe  VALUES  FOR  THE 
ROTAT  I  ONS  AND  TRANSLATIONS 
OF  THE  PHOTO  PERSPECTIVE  CENTRE  IN  RADIANS  AND 
METERS  RESPECTIVELY; 
OMG:  =READ; 
PHY:  =READ; 
KAP:  =READ; 
XO:  =READ; 
YO:  =READ; 
ZO:  =READ; 
IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL#  SN  $DO' 
IBEGINI 
CN$Igl!:  =OMG; 
CNSI92!:  =PHY; 
CNSI93!:  =KAP; 
CNSI94!:  =XO; 
CNSI95!:  =YO; 
CNSI96!:  =ZO; 
IENDI; 
LIA:  'FOR'  I:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  X  $DO$ 
Q$I!:  =0*00; 
IT:  =O; 
L2:  $FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL#  N  'DO' 
IFORI  J:  =19293  $DO' 
C$Iojl:  =Oeoo; 
$FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  fUNTILl  SN  'DO#. 
IBEGINI 
IFORI  J:  =19293  IDOI 
IBEGINI 
Y:  =J+3; 
C$ItJ!:  =SIN(CN$I*J!  ); 
C$19Y!:  =COS(CN$Igjl); 
#END'; 
'ENDI; 
IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  I  IUNTILI  N  IDOI 
@FOR$  J:  =l  OSTEPI  1  'UNTIL'  36  'DO' 
ACSIqJ!:  =0*00; 
tCOMMENT,  COMPUTE  THE  COEFFS.  FOR  THE 
OBSERVATION  EOUATIONS; 
IFORt  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  IUNTILI  NI  tDOt 
*BEGIN' 
AC$Iql!:  ýC$I95!  *C$Iq6ll 239  156  AC$1921:  =C$194!  *C$I93!  +C$Iol!  *C$I92l*CSI96!; 
240  157  AC$193!:  =C$Iol!  *C$I93!  -C$It4l*C$I92!  *C$I96l; 
241  158  AC$I94!:  =-C$Iq5!  *C$Iv3!; 
242  159  ACSI95!:  =C$I94!  *C$I96!  -C$Itl!  *C$I92!  *C$I93!; 
243  160  AC$I96!:  =C$191!  *C$I96l+C$I94!  *CSI92!  *C$I93!; 
244  161  AC$I97!:  =C$I92!; 
245  162  ACSI98!:  =-C$Igl!  *C$1951; 
246  163  AC$I99!:  =C$I94l*C$IgSl; 
247  164  ACS1910!:  =0*00; 
248  165  AC$Iglll:  =-AC$I93!; 
249  166  AC$1912!:  =AC$I921; 
250  167  ACSI913!:  =0*00; 
251  168  AC$I9l4!:  =-AC$I96!; 
252  169  ACSI915!:  =AC$IvS!; 
253  170  AC$I9l6!:  =0.00; 
254  171  AC$I9l7!:  =-AC$I991; 
255  172  AC$1918!:  =AC$ItBl; 
256  173  AC$I9l9!:  =-C$I92!  *C$I961; 
257  174  AC$1920!:  =C$Igl!  *AC$191!; 
258  175  AC$I92l!:  =-AC$I99!  *C$I96!; 
259  176  ACSI922!:  =C$Iq2!  *C$I931; 
260  177  AC$It23!:  =AC$ItB!  *C$It3!; 
261  178  AC$I924!:  =AC$Iq9!  *C$I931; 
262  179  AC$1925!:  =C$I95!; 
263  180  AC$I926!:  =C$Itl!  *C$192!; 
264  181  ACSI9271:  =-C$I941*C$Iq2!; 
265  182  ACS1q28!:  =AC$I94!; 
266  183  ACS1929!:  =AC$I951; 
267  184  ACSI930!:  =AC$I*61; 
268  185  AC$Iq31!:  =-ACSIql!; 
269  186  ACSI932!:  =-AC$I921; 
270  187  AC$Iq33!:  =-AC5Iq3!; 
271  188  ACSI934!:  =0.00; 
272  189  AC$I935!:  =0.00; 
273  190  ACSI936!:  =0.00; 
274  191  OENDO's 
275  192  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP@  1  tUNTIL,  Nl  1001 
276  192  $FOR'  J  :  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL#  15  'DO' 
277  192  A8$19J!:  =0900; 
278  193  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP$  1  OUNTILI  M  1000 
279  193  OBEGINO 
280  194  Pisil:  =0000; 
281  195  OFORI  J:  =19293949596  IDOO 
282  195  P$Itj!:  =0*00; 
283  196  'ENDO; 
284  197  OFORI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  OUNTILI  Nl  $DOI 
285  197  OBEGINI 
286  198  OFORI  J:  =19293  'DOI 
287  198  IBEGINI 
288  199  Y:  =  J+3; 
289  200  AB$ItJ!:  =  B$IgY!  -CN$IgYl; 
2(;  o  201  'ENDO; 
291  202  IFORI  J:  =l  ISTEPI  1  'UNTIL,  12  0001 
292  202  IREGINO 
293  203  K:  =2*(J-1)+J; 
294  204  Y:  =  J+3;  G:  =K+l;  W:  =K+2; 
2c)5  207  AB$IoYl:  =AC$ItK!  *AB$Igl!  +ACSI*G!  *AB$I92!  + 
296  207  AC$ItW!  *AB$I93!; 
297  208  *ENDO; 
298  209  IENDI; 
299  210 
300  210 
301  210  OCOMMENTO  COMPUTATION  OF  P-VALUES; 
302  211  IFORII:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  Nl  'DOI 
303  211  *BEGIN' 
304  212  Y:  =I+Nl; 
337 3  0*5-*  213  Pl$I!:  ý(-AB$I96!  *B$It2!  -ýL*AB$I94!  )/AB$I96!; 
306  214  PI$Yl:  ý(-AB$It6!  *BSI931-FL*AB$I951)/AB$I96l; 
307  215  IFORI  J:  =19293  'DOI 
368  215  IREGINI 
309  216  L:  =3*J+4; 
310  217  G:  =J+3;  W:  =L+2;  K:  =L+l;  Z:  =J+6; 
311  221  P$IgJ!:  =(  AB$IgW!  *B$I92!  +FL*AB$IgLl)/AB$1961; 
312  222  P$I*G!:  =(-ACSIvZ!  *B$I*2!  -FL*AC$IgJl)/AB$I961; 
313  223  P$Y*J!:  =(AB$ItW!  *B$I93!  +FL*AB$IgKl)/ABSI961; 
314  224  P%YoG!:  =(-AC$I*Z!  *B$I93!  -FL*AC$ItG!  )/AB$It6!; 
315  225  'END$; 
316  226  tENDI; 
317  227 
318  227  IFORI  I:  =l  OSTEPI  1  $UNTIL'  M  $DO' 
319  227  IFORt  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL,  X  $DO@ 
320  227  IREGINI 
321  228  D$Iojl:  =0.00; 
322  229  DT$JgI!:  =0900; 
323  230  'END#; 
324  231  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL,  X  tDOI 
325  231  'FOR#  J:  =l  tSTEPt  I  IUNTILt  X  IDOI 
326  231  V$Iqj!:  =0.00; 
327  232  1IFf  SOL>l  ITHENI  IGOTOt  LlS; 
328  233  'FOR$  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  N1  'DO' 
3?  9  233  ISEGINt 
330  234  Y:  =  I+Nl; 
331  235  'FOR'  J:  =O  tSTEPI  I  'UNTIL#  5  IDOI 
332  235  IREGINI 
333  236  K:  =1+2*J; 
334  237  W:  =  J+l; 
335  238  D$IgKl:  =  P$IgWl; 
336  239  D$YtK!:  =  P$Ygwl; 
337  240  'END; 
338  241  'END'; 
339  242 
340  242  'IF'  TG=2  'OR'  TG=3  $THEN'  IGOTOI  L3D  'ELSE' 
341  242  18EGINI 
342  243  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP$  1  $UNTIL'  N1  tDOI 
343  243  IBEGINI 
344  244  Y:  =I+Nl; 
345  245  'FOR$  J:  =O  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  5  $DO$ 
346  245  18EGINt 
347  246  K:  =1+2*J; 
348  247  W:  =  i+l;  L:  =K+l; 
349  249  DSIqL!:  =  P$19W!  *B$I92l; 
350  250  D$YgL!:  =  P$YgWI*BSI921; 
351  251  'END$; 
352  252  IENDI; 
353  253  IGOT01  L20; 
354  254  'END$; 
355  255  L3D:  FOR'  I:  =J  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  NJ  ID91 
356  255  $BEGIN$ 
357  256  Y:  =  I+Nl; 
358  257  #FOR@  J:  =O  ISTEPt  1  'UNTIL'  5  'DO$ 
359  257  IBEGINI 
360  258  K:  =1+2*J; 
361  259  W:  =J+l;  L:  =K+l; 
362  261  D$ItL!:  =  P$ItW!  *B$I93!; 
363  262  D$YtL!:  =  P$YgWI*B$I93l; 
364  263  IENDI; 
365  264  $END'; 
366  265 
367  265  L20:  'IF$  N1=6  #THEN' 
368  265  IREGINI 
369  266  INVERT(D9129M 
370  267  MATVEC(V9Pl9A9l2tl2): 
338 371  268 
372  269 
373  270 
374  270 
375  271 
376  271 
377  272 
378  273 
379  273 
380  274 
381  275 
382  276 
383  277 
384  278 
385  279 
386  280 
387  280 
3F8  281 
389  282 
390  282 
391  283 
392  284 
393  285 
394  286 
395  287 
396  288 
397  289 
398  290 
399  291 
400  292 
401  293 
402  294 
403  295 
404  295 
405  296 
406  297 
407  298 
408  299 
409  300 
410  301 
411  302 
412  303 
413  303 
414  304 
415  305 
416  306 
417  307 
418  308 
419  309 
420  310 
421  311 
422  312 
423  313 
424  314 
425  314 
426  315 
427  316 
428  317 
429  318 
430  319 
431  320 
432  321 
433  322 
434  323 
435  323 
ý36  32.1t 
IGOTOt  U; 
I  END  I  't' 
LIS:  IIFI  SOL=2  $THEN#  'BEGIN' 
IFORI  I:  =l  #STEP$  1  IUNTILI  Nl  $DO# 
19EGINI 
Y:  =  I+NI; 
IFORI  J:  =19293949596  IDOI 
18EGINI 
D$19J!:  =P$IgJl; 
DSYoJ!;  =P$YtJ!; 
IENDI; 
IENDI 
I  END  I 
tIFf  X=6  ITHENI  'GOTO,  LlC; 
lCOMMENTO  ADDITIONAL  PARAMETERS; 
VIFI  SOL=2  IANDI  IT=O  #THEN'  IBEGINI 
'FOR'  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  SN  $DO' 
I  REG  I  NO 
B$I924'-:  =8$Iq21; 
B$I922!:  =8$1q31*B$I92!  1**l2; 
B$I923!:  =B$Iq2!  *BSIq3!  1**12; 
B$Iq31!:  =BSIq2!  1**l2; 
BSI932!  t=8SIq3!  f**12; 
B$19261:  =R$1931!  *8SIq32!; 
B$I9271:  =SQRT(B$Iq3l!  +B$Iq321)ý 
IENDI; 
IENDI's 
2IFf  SOL=2  ITHENI  'BEGIN$ 
$FOR$  I:  =l  @STEP$  1  'UNTIL#  Nl 
IBEGINI 
Y:  =I+Nl; 
D$I97!:  =B$I92!;  - 
D$I981:  =B$I93!; 
D$Y97!:  =-B$I93!; 
D$Y981:  =B$I92!; 
$END'; 
IIFI  X>8  'THEN$  'BEGIN' 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP*  1  'UNTIL'  Nl 
IBEGINI 
Y:  =I+Nl; 
DS199!:  =B$I92l!; 
DSI910!:  =B$I923!; 
D$1911!:  =8$19221; 
D$Y9l2!:  =8$Iq21!; 
D$Ytl3!:  =B$I923!; 
D$Yql4!:  =6$I9221; 
'END110, 
'ENDO; 
1IF1  X>14  ITHENI  $BEGIN' 
IFORI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  $UNTIL'  Nl 
'BEGIN$ 
Y:  =I+Nll 
D$1915!:  =B$Iq2!  *B$I927!  1**12; 
D$I9l6!:  =8$Iq2!  *B$Iq271l**15; 
D$Yql5!:  =B$Iq3!  *B$Iq27!  9**12; 
D$Y9l6!:  =B$Iq3!  *B$Iq2711**15; 
IENDI; 
IENDI; 
orFs  X>16  ITHENI  9BEGINI 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  NI 
tBEGINI 






339 437  325  D$I*17!:  =1*0; 
438  326  DSY918!  00=190; 
439  327  1  END  I;  340 
440  328  'ENDO; 
441  329  OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  Nl  'DO' 
442  329  OREGINI 
443-  330  Y:  =I+Nl; 
444  331  Pl$ll:  =Pl$I!  -(0$7!  *D$I97!  *0$8!  *D$1981); 
445  332  Pl$Y!:  =Pl$Y!  -(0$7!  *DSY97!  +Q$8!  *D$Y98l); 
446  333  'END$; 
447  '334  IIFI  X>8  'THEN$  OBEGINI 
448  335  OFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  Nl  $DOI 
449  335  $BEGIN' 
450  336  Y:  =I+Nl; 
451  337  Pl$l!:  =Pl$I!  -(0$9!  *D$I99!  +0$10!  *D$ItlO!  +QSJJ!  *D$Iglll); 
452  338  Pl$y!:  =PlSy!  -(0$12!  *DIY912!  +Q$13!  *D$YP13!  + 
453  338  0$14!  *D$Ytl4l)g 
454  339  'ENDO; 
455  340  OENDI; 
456  341  ITFS  X>14  ITHENt  'BEGIN$ 
457  342  'FOR,  I:  =l  'STEP$  I  'UNTIL$  Nl  $DOI 
458  342  OBEGINO 
459  343  Y:  =  I+Nj; 
460  344  Pl$l!:  =Pl$I!  -(0$15!  *D$I9l5!  +0$16!  *D$Igl6l); 
461  345  PlSY!:  =Pl$Y!  -(OS15!  *D$Y,  15!  +QS16!  *D$Y9l6!  ); 
462  346  'END'; 
463  347  IENDI; 
464  348  ITF1  X>16  tTHENI  *BEGIN$ 
465  349  OFOR,  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL'  Nl  $DO# 
466  349  OBEGINI 
467  350  Y:  =I+Nl; 
468  351  Pl$l!:  =PlSI!  -0$171; 
469  352  plsy!:  =Plsy!  -0$181; 
470  353  'ENDO; 
471  354  OENDI',  ' 
472  355  IENDII 
473  356 
474  356 
475  356  'COMMENT'  COMPUTE  THE  CORRELATION  MATRIX; 
476  357  IIFO  SOL=2  OANDO  IT=O  ITHENS  IBEGINO  ' 
477  358  'REAL,  OAPPAYI  DSS1:  Mgl:  Xllg  ST$1:  Xlgl:  Mlg  VS$1:  Xlgl:  Xllg 
478  358  cssl:  xlvl:  xl!; 
479  359  IFORI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  $UNTIL'  M  IDOI 
480  359  OFORI  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  Xl  IDOI 
481  359  IBEGINI 
482  360  K  :=  J*61 
483  361  DS$IgJl:  =  D$IoKl; 
4S4  362  IENDI; 
485  363  MATRAN(DS9STqXlqtl); 
4S6  364  MATMLT(ST*DSgVSgXltXlgM); 
487  365  INVERT(VSoXlgVS); 
488  366  IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  Xj  @DOI 
489  366  OREGINO 
490  367  'FOR'  J:  =l  'STEP$  I  'UNTIL'  Xl  $DOI 
491  367  CS$IoJl:  =SQRT(VS$IgJlt**12/(VS$ItI!  *VS$JgJ!  )); 
492  368  1  END  1  *9 
493  369  WRITE  TEXT(t(lt(12C$)ICORRELATION%%MATRIX% 
494  369 
495  369  %OFigý-THEýýCALIBRATION8mýýPARAýIETERSI(12CI)lt)l); 
496  370 
497  370  9FORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  I  IUNTIL,  Xl  'DOI 
498  370  $BEG  IN1 
499  371  $FOR$  J:  =l  'STEP'  1  @UNTIL$  X1  IDOO 
500  371  PRINT(CS$19J!  9192); 
501  372  NEWLINES(2); 
502  373  9  END  1  *9 503  374 
504  375 
505  375 
506  376- 
507  377 
508  378 
509  379 
510  380 
511  381 
512  382 
513  382 
514  383 
515  383 
516  383 
517  384 
518  385 
519  386 
520  386 
521  387 
522  390 
5?  3  392 
524  393 
525  394 
526  395 
527  396 
528  397 
529  398 
530  399 
531  399 
532  399 
533  400 
534  400 
535  400 
536  401 
537  401 
538  402 
539  403 
540  403 
541  404 
542  405 
543  406 
544  406 
545  407 
546  408 
547  408 
548  409 
549  409 
550  409 
551  409 
552  409 
553  409 
554  409 
555  409 
556  409 
557  409 
558  409 
559  409 
560  409 
561  410 
562  410 
563  411 
564  412 
565  413 
566  414 
567  414 
5§8 
. 
ý.  1.5 
I  END  #  *9 
LIC:  'FOR'  I:  =l  $STEP' 
ASI!:  =0.00; 
ICOMMENTI  COMPUTATION 
MATRAN(Dq0TqXqM); 
MATMLT(DTqD9V9XqXqM); 
MATVEC(DTvPl9A,  pM,  tX); 
INVERT.  (VqX9V); 
MATVEC(V9A9AqX9X); 
1  'UNTIL'  X  IDOI 
USING  LEAST  SQUARE  METHOD; 
IIFI  SOL=2  tTHENI  IBEGINI 
IFORt  I:  =l  'STEP#  1  IUNTILt  SN  'DO$ 
#FOR$  J:  =1929394t596  $DO' 
CRSJ*I!:  =A$J!; 
IGOT01  L2S; 
IEND  I; 
L3:  IFORI  J:  =192  IDOI 
IREGINt 
G:  =J+2;  W:  =J+4;  K:  =J+6; 
L:  =J+8;  Y:  =J+10; 
AIS19J!:  =A$Jl; 
AIS29J!:  =ASG!; 
AIS3@J!:  =A$W!; 
AIS4vJ!:  =A$K!; 
AI$59J!:  =A$L!; 
AI$69J!:  =A$Y!; 
'END$; 
341 
$COMMENT'  CORRECTION  VALUES; 
IFORI  I:  =192  $DO# 
$FOR$  J:  =l  $STEP'  1  *UNTIL,  SN  'DO# 
E$Iojl:  =0.00; 
IFORI  I:  =l  STEP'  1  lUNTILf  SN  $DOI 
ESI,  I!:  =1.00; 
ITF1  TG=2  $OR'  TG=3  ITHENI  IBEGINI 
IFORt  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  $UNTIL,  SN  'DOI 
ES29I!:  =B$Iq3l; 
IGOTOI  L3C; 
IENDf; 
IFORI  I:  =l  $STEP'  1  1UNTILI  SN  'DOI 
E$2*I!:  =B$I92!; 
L3C:  MATNlLT(AjqEqCRqSN96q2); 
L2S:  lIFf  IT=O  ITHENI 
IBEGINI 
WRITE  TEXT(1(11(02C')ICORRECTIONS%TO%ORIENTATIONt 
ELEMENTS647DURING%SUCCESSIVEýITERATIONSI(02C')I 
ROTATIONSiAPE%GIVENtINtRADIANSýWHILE%TRAtISLATIONS% 
APE6,  oGIVENtMMETEPSI('2Cl)' 
PT.  NO.  1(16S$)'D-OmEGAI(OlOSO)ID-PHII(112St)I 
D-KAPAI(OlOSO)ID-XOI($12S')'D-YOO(112S$)'D-ZO 
I(Icl)l  $)I  ); 
I  END  II 
SPACES(2); 
PRINT(b$191!  9590); 
SPACES(4); 




'UNTI0  6  'DOI 569  416 
570  417 
571  418 
572  419 
573  419 
574  419 
575  420 
576  420 
577  421 
578  421 
579  422 
580  422 
591  423 
582  424 
583  424 
584  425 
585  426 
586  426 
587  426 
588  426 
589  426 
590  427 
591  428 
592  429 
593  429 
5q4  429 
595  429 
596  430 
597  431 
598  432 
599  432 
600  433 
601  434 
602  435 
603  436 
604  436 
605  436 
606  437 
607  437 
608  438 
609  441 
610  443 
611  444 
612  445 
613  446 
614  447 
615  448 
616  449 
617  450 
618  451 
619  452 
620  453 
621  454 
622  455 
623  456 
624  457 
625  458 
6?  6  459 
627  460 
628  461 
629  462 
630  462 
631  462 
632  463 
633  463 
634  464 
SPACES(4); 
I  END  I  go 
NEWLINE; 
ICOMMENTI  NEW  ORIENTATION  ELEMENTS; 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP,  I  $UNTIL'  X  'DOI 
QSII:  =Q$I!  +A$Il; 
$FOR#  I:  =l  'STEP$  1  IUNTILI  SN  $DO' 
IBEGINI 
IFORI  J:  =19293949596  IDOI 
CN$IgJl:  =CN$IgJI+CR$JgI!; 
I  END  1  *9 
342 
'COMMENT'  CHECK  WHETHER  CORRECTIONS  ARE  SIGNIFICANT; 
IIFI  IT=MAXIT  'THEN'  IGOTOI  L2A; 
flFf  ABS(CR$191!  )  <0.00001  VANDI  ABS(CR$2911)  < 
0.00001  IANDI  ABS(CP$391!  )  <  0900001  IANDI 
A8S(CR1491!  )  <  0.00001  IANDI  ABS(CR$5911)< 
0*00001  IANDI  ABS(CR$691!  )  <  0*00001 
ITHENI  IGOTOI  L2A; 
IT:  =IT+l; 
IGOTOI  L2; 
L2A: 








'IF$  SOL=l  'THEN'  IBEGINI 
WRITE  TEXT(9(11(12CO)OCORRECTIONI-ZPARAMETERs%FOR%THEt 
POTNTýbYýPOINT6,  RESECTIONI(12C')$$)#); 
'IFORI  I:  =192  'DO' 
OBEGINI 
G:  =I+2;  W:  =I+4;  K:  =I+6; 
L:  =I+8;  Y:  =I+10; 
PPINT(OSI19098); 
SPACES(2); 











I  END  I; 
IIFI  SOL=l  SANDI  TG=3  ITHENI  #BEGIN$ 
TG:  =l; 
IGOTOI  LIA; 
IENDI; 
IIFI  SOL=2  'AND#  X>6  ITHENI  fBEGINI 
WRITE  TEXT(1(11(02C')ISELF  t  CALIBRATION 
PARAMETERSI(12Cl)ll)I)l 
'FOR#  I:  =7  ISTEPI  1  OUNTILI  X  'DOI 
IBEGINt 













































































































'ENDO;  343 
OFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  OUNTIO  SN  $DOI 
OBEGINO 
B$I921:  =B$192!  +(0$7!  *B$I924!  +Q$8!  *B$I9251); 
B$I*31:  =B$I93!  +(-0$7!  *B$I925!  +0$81*B$I924!  ); 
'ENDO; 
'IF'  X>8  ITHENI  IBEGINt 
IFORI  I:  =l  #STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  SN  $DOI 
I  BEG  I  NO 
BSI92!:  =B$192!  +Q$9!  *B$I92l!  *QS10!  *B$I9231+0$111*8$I9221; 
8$1931:  =B$I93!  +QSl2!  *B$I92ll+Q$l3l*b$I923!  +Q$14!  *B$I92211 
I  END  I; 
'ENDO; 
91FI  X>14  ITHENI  OBEGINO 
IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  SN  'DO' 
OREGINO 
B$I92!:  =B$192!  +0$15!  *B$I9241*B$It2711**12+ 
QS16!  *BSIq241*RS1q27!  1**15; 
B$1931:  =B$I93!  +0$15!  *B$I925!  *B$I92711**12+ 
QS16!  *BSIq25!  *6$1q27!  1**15; 
END  I; 
END  II 
IIFI  X>16  tTHEHl  IBEGINI 
IFOPI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  SN  #DO' 
IREGINI 
9$Is2!:  =B$I92!  +Q$17!; 
B$1931:  =B$Iq3!  +Q$181; 
'END'; 
IENDI  I 
'END'; 
$FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP#  1  $UNTIL'  N  $DO' 
IFORI  J:  =19293949596  $DO$ 
cslqj!:  =Oooo; 
IFORt  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  tUNTILI  N  $DO' 
$FOR'  J:  =l  ISTEPt  1  tUNTILl  36  'DO' 
AC$I9Jl:  =0o00; 
IFORI  I:  =l  #STEP'  I  OUNTILS  H  DO' 
IFORI  J:  =19293  'Doe 
IBEGINI 
Y:  =  I+NH;  G:  =J+3; 
C$19J!:  =SINCCN$YvJl); 
CS19GI:  =COS(CN$YgJl); 
'END'; 
ICOMMENTI  COMPUTE  THE  ORIENTATION  FACTORS 
FOR  THE  -INTERSECTION  PHASE; 
IFORI  I:  =l  9STEPI  1  tUNTILl  H  IDOI 
11BEGIN' 
AC$Ioll:  =C$ItSI*C$I96t; 
AC$I*2!:  =C$I94!  *C$I*3!  +C$Igl!  *C$It2l*C$I96l; 
AC$193!:  =C$Itl!  *C$I93!  -C$I94!  *C$I92!  *C$I96l; 
AC$I941:  =-CSI951*C$I93!; 
AC$195!:  =CSI94!  *C$I96!  -C$Iolt*C$I92!  *C$I93l; 
ACS196!:  =C$Igl!  *C$I96!  +C$I94!  *C$I92!  *C$I93!; 
AC$I97!:  =C$I92l; 
ACSI98!:  =-C$Itl!  *C$IoSl; 
ACSI99!:  =C$Ii4!  *C$I951; 
I  END  II 
IFORI  I:  =l  $STEP$  1  IUNTILI  N  $DOI 
IFORI  J*0=79899  $DO' 
B$Igjl:  =0.00; 
$FOR'  I:  =l  ISTEPt  1  'UNTIO  H  #DO' 
tFORI  J**=19293  'DOI 
'Pý;  GIW 
_ 701  512  Y:  =  I+NH;  G:  =J+3;  K:  =J+6;  344  702  515  B$19K!:  =AC$IgJ!  *BSY92!  +AC$ItGI*B$Yt3l- 
703  515  FL*AC$IgK!; 
704  516  tENDI;  I  705  517  ITFI  PH=l  ITHENI  IGOTOI  L4  'ELSE*  IGOTOI  LS; 
706  518  L4:  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  $UNTIL*  H  $DO' 
707  518  tBEGINI 
708  519  IFORI  J:  =49596  'DO' 
709  519  1  BEG  IN  I 
710  520  Y:  =  I+NH;  G:  =J+3;  K:  =J+6; 
711  523  B$I*Kl:  =B$I*G!; 
712  524  CN$19K!:  =CN$YtJ!; 
713  525  'END'S 
714  526  'END#; 
715  527  PH:  =2;  IGOTOI  US 
716  529 
717  529  ICOMMENTI  INTERSECTION  PHASE; 
718  530  L5:  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  'UNTIL$  H  1001 
719  530  18EGINO 
720  531  IFORt  J:  =49596  1009 
721  531  tF3EGINl 
722  532  Y:  =  I+NH;  G:  =J+3;  K:  =J+9; 
723  535  BS1qK!:  =  B$IgG!; 
724  536  CNSI9K!:  =CN$Y9Jl; 
725  537  'END19 
726  538  'END'S 
7?  7  539 
728  539  ICOMMENTI  SCALE  FACTOR; 
729  540  $FOR$  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  OUNTILI  H  'DOI 
730  540  IBEGINI 
731  541  CýISI916!:  =B$1910!  *BSI915!  -BSI913!  *B$Iol2lI 
732  542  CNSIq17!:  =CN$1913!  -CN$Iql0!; 
733  543  CNS1q18!:  =CN$Iql5!  -CN$Iql2l; 
734  544  'END'S 
735  545  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  OUNTILI  H  'DOI 
736  545  IBEGINI 
737  546  CtJS19191:  =(CN$1917!  *B$IglS!  -CN$I9l8!  *B$Igl3l)/CN$1916! 
738  547  CN$I92Ol:  =(Ctl$1918!  *B$IglO!  -CN$I9l7!  *B$I9l2!  )/CN$Itl6I 
739  548  'END'S 
740  549 
741  549 
742  549  ICOMMENTI  GROUND  COORDINATES; 
743  550  IFORI  I:  =l  ISTEPI  1  $UNTIL'  H  $DOI 
744  550  IFORI  J:  =19293  IDOI 
745  550  18EGINI 
746  551  K:  =J+4;  G:  =J+7;  Y:  =J+9;  W:  =J+12; 
747  555  GC$ItKl:  =CN$IqY!  +B$I-oY!  *ABS(Cý,  I$I9l9!  ); 
748  556  GCSItG!:  =CN$IgWI+B$IsW!  *ABS(CN$I92O1); 
749  557  *END'; 
750  558  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  IUNTILI  H  'DO' 
751  558  IFORI  J:  =59697  $DO, 
752  558  'BEGIN' 
753  559  K:  =  J+6;  L:  =J+3; 
754  561  GC$IgKl:  =(GC$IgJI+GC$ItL!  )/2*00; 
755  562  1END11 
756  563  'FOR'  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  'UNTILI  H  IDOI 
757  563  IFORI  J:  =29394  'DO' 
758  563  IBEGINI 
759  564  K:  =J+12;  L:  =J+9; 
760  566  GC$19K!:  =GC$19LI-GC$ItJll 
761  567  'END'S 
762  568  NEWLINES(5); 
763  569  WRITE  TEXT(1(01('Pt)'MODELý%NUMBERI(14S$)10)9); 
764  570  PRINTOID9690); 
765  571  NEWLINESM; 
766  572  WRITE  TEXT(9(11(12C')IFINALiýRESULTSI(12CO)I 345 
767  572 
768  572  THE  COMPUTED  %  GROUND  %  COORDINATES  % 
769  572 
770  572  Xt  Y9  ýA-  AND  ýA-  Z9  ýS  AND  t(tC')' 
771  572 
772  572  THEIR  %  DEVIATIONS  ýZ-  DX9  %  DY  9ý  AND  t  DZ  % 
773  572 
774  572  ARE  %  GIVEN  ý  IN  t  METERS  1(12CO)l 
775  572 
776  572  1)0); 
777  573 
778  573  WRITE  TEXTMIPOINT  ý;  NUMBERI(16S')#  X 
779  573 
7.80  573  1(014SO)l  Y  1018sl)l 
781  573 
782  573  ZI(111SI)l  DXI(111S')'  DYI(IllSt)l  DZ 
783  573 
784  573  '(02CI)II)l); 
785  574  IFORI  I:  =l  'STEP'  I  SUNTILI  H  'DOI 
786  574  IBEGINI 
787  575  SPACES(2); 
788  576  PRINT(GCSI91!  9590); 
789  577  SPACES(3); 
790  578  IFORI  J:  =11912913  IDOI 
791  578  18EGINI 
792  579  PPINT(GCSIqJ!  98q3); 
793  580  SPACES(3); 
794  581  IENDII 
795  582  IFORI  J:  =14915916  ID01 
796  582  IBEGINI 
797  583  PPINT(GC$ItJ!  9593); 
798  584  SPACES(3); 
799  585  'END#; 
800  586  NEWLINES(2); 
801  587  'END$; 
802  588 
803  588  COMMENT$  ACCURACY  OF  THE  RESULTS; 
804  589  IFORI  J:  =l  #STEP$  1  OUNTILI  9  'DOI 
805  589  S$jl:  =0900; 
806  590  IFORI  J:  =19293  'DOI 
807  590  IBEGINI 
808  591  K:  =  J+13; 
809  592  IFOPI  I:  =l  'STEP'  1  1UNTILI  H  IDOS 
810  592  S$Jl:  =S$J!  +GCSIqK!  l**12; 
811  593  'END$ll 
812  594  IFORI  J:  =19293  'DO' 
813  594  IBEGINI 
814  595  Y:  =  J+3; 
815  596  SSYI:  =SQRT(S$J!  /H)i 
816  597  IENDI; 
817  598  $FOR$  J:  =495  IDOI 
818  598  19EGINO 
819  599  Y:  =J+3; 
820  600  SSYI:  =(S$J!  *10.00**06)/ABS(CN$1919!  ); 
821  601  'EN00; 
822  602  S$9!:  =(S$6!  *BH*10.01**96)/ABS(CN$1*19!  ); 
823  603  WRITE  TEXT(1(91(12C')ITHE%ROOT%ý1EAt4%SQUAR%ERRORSý 
824  603 
825  603  OF  iF6  THE  t  DISCREPANCIES  I(ICI)l  AT  %  THE 
826  603 
827  603  GROUND  %  SCALE  %  INS6  METERS  1(02C')' 
828  603 
829 
.  Ran- 
603 
. 960L- 
RMSE  X1010Sf)IRMSE  YI(28SI)IRMSE  ZI(12C$)Il)'); 633  605  PRINT(S$I!  9393);  346 
834  606  SPACES(4)t 
835  607  tENDl*, 
836  608  WRITE  TEXT(1(11(02C')ITHE%ROOT%MEAN%SQUAREtERRORSt 
837  608 
838  608  OF  THE  636ý  DISCREPANCIES  I(ICI)i  AT  %  THE 
839  608 
840  608  IMAGE  %  SCALE  ý,  IN%  MICRONS  1(12C')' 
841  608 
842  608  RMSE  X'(110SI)IRMSE  YI(18S')IRMSE  ZI(12C')$')$); 
843  609 
844  609  IFORI  I:  =79899  'Do' 
845  609  lBEGI?  Jl 
846  610  PRINT(S$I19390); 
847  611  SPACES(10); 
848  612  'ENDIS 
849  613  'END$; 
850  614  IGOTOI  LO; 
851  ,  615  L6:  tENDI; 
852  616  'END'; 347 
3.6  Input 
56 
47933 
No.  of  test  points 
Model  number 
Oe47  B/1-1  ratio 
21-  No.  of  check  points 
29  -  No.  of  control  points 
0 
47933 
No.  of  control  points 
outside  model  area 
No.  of  first  photo. 
Tag  to  indicate  direction  of  shutter  motion 
Maximum  number  oF  iterations 
Type  of  solution 
18  No.  of  unknown  parameters 
0*156135  Principal  distance 
Photo  -coordinates  Ground  coordinates 
Pt.  No.  x  1  x  y  z 
1709  0.115251  -0.0  0747  515824.750  103435e250  0.988 
1113  -0,010154  0.099469  512625.000  106222-125  7lo221 
1707  0.110225  -0-052074  515640.750  103782.750  6,483 
1706  0*112527  -0.056253  515703.250  1037109250  69776 
1726  0*104866  -0.027276  515428.875  104248-250  3967:  3 
1727  0*106968  -0.025342  515462-125  104295*000  2,483 
1728  09104284  -0.025842  515411*000  104275*250  3*188 
1125  0.082455  -OoU49686  515087.750  103709*812  4e503 
1703  09084329  -0.073246  515221.750  103253-812  13.424 
irio  0*075344  -0.093831  515133.875  102809*500  19-334 
1701  OoO29946  -OoO76704  514170o625  102943*875  10914() 
1702  0*035480  -0.072287  514261*500  1030559375  7.781a 
005  -OoO10918  -0-092278  513428-250  102455o668  l7o9BES 
1732  -0.029753  -OoOI7685  512730.000  1038b49000  13.564 
1733  -0.030350  -OoO18535  512721-625  103834*750  149172 
1734  -0.030942  -0.019361  512713o250  103815.500  14o55S 
1131  OoO14449  -OoOO4738  513551-500  104305e125  15*671 
1711  -OoOlO966  OoO12898  51297loOOO  104542*875  17956-1 
1724  0438453  -OoO30021  514134*375  103907o675  l4o309 
1122  OoO47436  -0-038205  514349*000  103785ob25  8.59,2 
1123  0.045833  -O.  U39783  514323o313  103746*687  10&479 
1720  0.074741  OoO15456  514648ol25  104960o125  12o6SI 
1721  0,081296  0*012094  514792.250  10492lob75  9*97,3 
1719  OoO87032  OoO48821  514730o375  105655.250  39.376 
1718  0.086103  0.048413  514714.625  105644o750  38o879 
1716  OeO46073  0.024644  514044*875  1050190000  17o3S() 
M4  0*011642  OoU96946  513061o125  106290.500  26.73c4 
1704  -0.015499  -0*094230  513346oOOO  102387o5OO  6*401 
1115  0*011633  0.096524  513058.750  10628lo250  27o46,  co, 






















































































































































10,,  60() 




6,,  10() 
7.3oo 
7900() 
0.00  Approximate  rotation  elements  W,  iY) 
513250.000  104300*000  3100-000  Approximate  translational  elem,.  nl,, 
Xor  Yof  ZO 
(second  photo)  -- 
29  No.  of  control  points  (second  photo) 
0 
41934 
No.  of  control  points 
outside  model  area 
No.  of  second  photo 
-Tog  indicating  direction  oF  shutter  motion 
Maximum  no.  of  iterations 
Tag  indicating  type  of  solution 
2  18  No.  of  unknown  parameters 
0*156139  Principal  distance 






















































71.2a  1 






13,  A24 
19*3, 

















































































































































































































































































4960  rj 
4.9()() 












0-00-  Approximate  rotation  elements  (second  photo) 
104600-000  3100.000 
Approximate  translational 
elements 
Tag  indicating  that  last  model  is  tested. 350 
3.7  Output 
JeMeELHASSAN  GEOGRAPHY  DEPT* 
SPACE  PESECTION  INTERSECTION  PROGRAM 
PHOTO  NUMBER  47933 
CORRELATION  MATRIX  OF  THE  CALIBRATION  PARAMETERS 
1.00  0.00  0.03  0.25  0.02  0.11  0.03  0.05  0.21  0914  0,40  0906 
0000  1*00  0*04  0*01  0.13  0.08  0.33  0*14  0906  0.14  0.08  0*30 
0*03  no04  1*00  0*50  0*93  0.23  0.28  0.33  0941  0,59  0*26  0019 
0.25  0.01  0.50  1.00  0.39  0.18  0.22  0.26  0.13  0*38  0*22  0*14 
0.02  n*13  0993  0.39  loOO  0*29  0*39  0*43  0*50  0*74  0.25  0*17 
0.11  0.08  0.23  0.18  0.29  looo  0.43  0.89  0*36  0*40  0.08  0,25 
0.03  6.33  0.28  0.22  0.39  0.43  1900  0.28  0*39  0*50  0*09  0.35 
0005  0*14  0.33  0.26  0.43  0.89  0.28  1.00  0.38  0*53  0.12  0.24 
0.21  0.06  0.41  0*13  0*50  0.36  0.39  0*38  1900  0.86  Oe45  0.19 
0*14  OoI4  0,,  59  0-38  0.74  Oo4O  0*50  0*53  Oo86  loOO  0*34  Oo23 
0*40  0.08  0.26  0.22  0.25  0.08  0.09  0.12  0-45  0.34  1*00  0*07 
'.  " 
Aýý, 
OeO6  0*30  0..  19  OeI4  0*17  0*25  0.35  0.24  0,19  0.23  0*07  1000 
CORRECTION  S  TO  ORIEN  TATION  ELEMENTS  DURING  SU  CCESSIVE  ITERAT  IONS 
ROTATInNS  ARE  GIVEN  IN  RA  DIANS  WHILE  TRANSLAT  IONS  ARE  GIVEN  IN  METERS 
PT.  No.  D-OMEGA  D-PHI  D-KAPA  D-XO  D-YO 
17n9  -8.57061  0  -3  1*44663P  -2  2*18438@  -1  -3.55252@  1  ýýS.  40563lp 
' 
0 
1709  2.36979  0T  -4  -1.44556P  -4  -  3.29350P  -3  -3.97960@  -2  ý,  21.29583  0  ,  1 
1709  2.01174  f  -7  0  -5.37333("J  -7  2.04752CO  -6  1.80302@  0  , 
,,  ', -  8.03427P  -1 
1709  1.51605  ra-  11  3.57321@-10  -5.34338@-lo  4,8SJ99@  -4  -"2,44342P  -4 
1709  7.88288  '@-14  -5940446@-13  2.11598P-12  5,.  19404@  -7  2  113  2P  -7 
v 
NUMBER  OF  ITERATIONS  4 
NUMBER  OF  CONTROLS  29 
D-ZO 
1.55026P  2 
-7*36271(a  I 
-5.33979P  -2 
-3.11609La  -5 
3*62596@  -9 351 
SELF  CALIBRATION  PARAMETERS 
5-537420  -4 
1  *85473(&-  -6 
-1*18578(W  -3 
-6.67717(0  -2 
-1*91417(wl  -2 
1*07918(0  -2 
2-070900f  -2 
3939444141  -2 
2975294P  -2 
1-66679CO  1 
3*91SA7(0  -3 
8977814(ul  -4 
PHOTO  NUMBER  47934 
CORRFLATION  MATRIX  OF  THE  CALIBRATION  PARAMETERS 
1-  00  0.13  0.32  0.08  0.32  0*07  0918  0.38  0*  01  0.27  0*24  0.27 
09  13  1*00  0.02  0.09  0.26  0.27  0*40  0*01  0-  20  0*04  0,35  Os39 
0*  3?  n.  02  1*00  0*32  0.93  0*02  0*02  0.28  0*  26  0*41  0937  0*03 
0*  08  n*09  0*32  1900  0*39  0900  0903  Oe46  0*  22  0*66  0.15  Oo13 
1  0*32  0.26  0.93  0*39  1.00  0.05  0*08  00  30  0-20  Oo44  Oe27  0*05 
0*07  0.27  0*02  0900  0*05  1*00  0904  0.70  0920  0909  0913  0*42 
0918  0,40  0-02  0*03  0.08  0,04  1,00  0.02  0*12  0-09  0*14  0*28 
0.38  0.01  0.28  0*46  0.30  0*70  0.02  1.00  0*22  0.53  0911  0.26 
0-01  0*20  0.26  0*22  0.20  0.20  0*12  0.22  1.00  0977  0.37  0*41 
0.27  n,  04  0*41  0*66  0.44  0*09  0909  0.53  0*77  1.00  0.22  0.26 
0.24  n*35  0*37  0*15  0.27  0.13  0914  0*11  0.37  0.22  1.00  0*16 
0.27  0939  0.03  0.13  0*05  Oe42  0.28  0.26  0-41  0*26  0*16  1.00 352 
CORRFCTIONS  TO  ORIENTATION  ELEMENTS  DURING  SUCCESSIVE  ITERATIONS 
ROTATIONS  ARE  GIVEN  IN  RADIANS  WHILE  TRANSLATIONS.  ARE  GIVEN  IN  METERS 
PT*NO.,  -OMEGA  D  D-PHI  D-KAPA  -XO  D  D-YO 
17n9  -4.712940  -3  2.568S9P,  -2  2.17400(w  -1  -1.11297@  2'1-.  1  08124RD  2 
17n9  -1.33744n  -4  -4.85661P  -4  -3.32922ý-w  -3  -2.59359(d  1"ý 
-,,  tý'-6:  95727,  d)  0 
17n9  1.693790  -7  -3.44890rel  -7  -9,34645(w  -7  1  *37872(@  -5-31750.0  T,  -2  17n9  8.195810-12  -2.726540-10  1,97622(@  -9  8944953@  ,.  -4ýý  '-  . 
"'-8*  17053,  "a  -5  17n9  -8.76081ra-14  1*938541(1-13  3906483LO-13  1.82009P  ",  7. 
NUMBER  OF  ITERATIONS  4 
NUMBER  OF  CONTROLS  29  lyý 
SELF  CALIB  RATION  PARAMETERS  J", 
-3*50404P  -4 
-1947399(w  -4 
-1*41930P  -2 
-5.56061P  -2 
-8943119(@  -2 
1  *48468FGI  -2 
6997188P  -2 
3*019'199  -2 
1905997P  -1 
-1-2347911  1 
2*926n3r,  u  -3 
-9933OqS(@  -4 
D-ZO 
1*754320  2 
-7-01639(w  1 
-7*79551@  -2 
-3*05637P  -5 
-1931020CW  -8 353 
MODEL  NUMBER  47933 
FINAL  RESULTS 
THE  COMPUTED  G  ROUND  COORDINATES  Xg  Yo  AND  Zq  AND 
THEIP  r)EVIATIO  NS  DX9  DY9  AND  DZ  ARE  GIVEN  IN  METERS 
POINT  NUN18ER  x  y  z  DX 
17n9  5l58?  4o98l  103434*482  1*144  0*231 
1713  512625*163  106222*214  719266  09163 
17n7  515640.071  103783*167  6*490  -0*679 
17n6  515703*224  103710*556  6*721  -09026 
17?  6  515428  .  628  104248,546  3o577  -Oo247 
1727  515461*881  104295o9ll  29583  -0*244 
276  1778  515411.276  1042749403  39138  0. 
1725  515087.973  103709.509  49539  0*223 
l7n3  515222.624  103253*999  13*215  0.874 
1710  515133*542  102809.806  19,243 
-.  t, 
-00  333 
17nl  514170.890  102944*125  10*358  00,265 
l7n2  514261o609  103055*546  7,958  -t  0.109 
17n5  5134P8.240  102455-020  18-164  -00010 
1732  512729.591  103854*496  139559  -Oo4O9 
7 
1713  512721*439  103834*955  14*072  -0*186 
1714  512713.261  103815*959  14*430  0.011 
1731  513550.969  104304*009  15*567  -0.,  531 
1711  512971.6()2  104542.794  179434  09  02 
1724  514134*109  103908*179  14.321  -0*266 
17P2  514348.293  103784*685  8.730'  -0*707 
17P3  514323.069  103746o4O6  10*307  -0.244 





0  5146489453  1049609403  12*716  .. 
I 
09328 
1721  5147929468  104922*497  9*945  0*218 
1719  51473n.  334  105655.746  39.372  -0*041 
17*18  514714*404  105644*141  38*816  -0*221 
























































1714  513060.9?  2  106290-606  26o894  0  03  0*106.  0*155 
17n4  513346.216  102387*968  6*362  0*216  0*468  -0*039 
1715  513058.658  10628Oo978  279535 
-OoO92  -0*272  0.071 
3769  512793.677  104558.327  14*179  0.538  OsO63  -0*421 
3767  512823.349  105175*588  l7e925  '0.648  -0*223  -0,675 
3766  512871*230  105246*975  18&168  0*747  -0.275  -1.032 
3770  513686.964  104681*528  15*498  0*935  -04,452  -0*352 
3771  513812,488  104687*399  149869  00886  -0*450  -0.071 
3762  514161.363  104660.016  12*937  09726  -0*459  -0,263 
37n2  514317*407  104705.114  109832  'ý  %ý'  0*619  -09459  -0*568 
, 
3775  514762*628  105092*623  10.994  0*115  -0.277  -0,,  906 
3774  51488lo321  105105*525  10.523 
-00005  -0*154  -0,477 
3710  514975.909  104169*253  6*251  0*022  047  -0  349  -0  *  . 
3715  514987-529  103870.736  5*757  0,,  031  09006  0,457 
37P9  5153?  0.551  103696-239  3,812 
-0*121  0*073  -0*14B 
3751  515411.907  104120.341  4*448 
-ý-0*200  Ool4l  19048 
37c;  O  515286-345  104253*698  59425  0*167  O  O64  0  825 
37;?  8  515217.919  104181.558  5,741 
e  . 
-oolis  0*032  0,841 
3761  514220,490  103959*419  9.895  0*542  -0  083  0  795  4,  . 
3760  514258.803  103606e665  7*800  1 4  ;  Oo441  0-120  0.300 
3714  513061*023  103739.697  119345  0*543  0  413  75  9  093 
3713  513341.914  103539-885  10.158 
618  O  e  0*404  le628 
37C;  9  513256.289  102852o921  11.527 
0  *304  09682  0*927 
37c;  8  513282*805  102713-304  8*002  0  38  3  9  0.768  -0.798 
37r-;  7  513333.039  102391*250  5.018 
01  "  ,  ý.  ""  301  0  9  0*428  -1*082 
3772  513836*317  103026*366  10,160  0*304  375  0  .  0*410 
37SS  514288,468  102579*465  6.063  OsO14  0  228  -  0.273 
37c;  4  514478,492  102593-386  5,435 
-0.101  0  218  .  -Oe665 
37c;  2  515265.265  103012.536  6.806 
-171  -0  197  -0  .  -0*494 
3753  515740.183  103147*842  8.318 







THE  POOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  GROUND 
RMSEX 
0.423 
THE  POOT  MEAN 
AT  THE  IMAGE 
RMSEX 
21 
SQUAR  ERRORS  OF  THE  DISCREPANCIES 
SCALE  IN  METERS 
RMSEY  RMSEZ 
09436  0.523 
SQUARE  ERRORS  OF  THE  DISCREPANCIES 
SCALE  IN  MICRONS 
RMSEY  RMSEZ 
22  12 356 
4.  Program  (E)  -  Plot  discrepancies 
4.1  Definition  of  variables 
N  Number  of  points  to  be  plotted. 
ARRAY 
B  Array  containing  the  point  number,  the  ground 
coordinates  and  the  discrepancies. 
4.2  Point  numbering 
As  in  the  case  of  the  absolute  orientation  program  (Program  C),  each 
point  has  a  system  of  two  numbers.  The  first  number  is  to  be  read  in  column  I 
of  array  (B).  This  indicates  the  serial  number  of  the  point.  This  second  number 
which  classifies  the  point,  is  read  in  column  2  of  array  (B).  A  control  point 
is  classified  by  the  number  2  and  the  check  point  is  classified  by  the  number  3. 
4.3  Flow  diagram 
START 
Read  in  the  number 
of  points  (N) 
I 
Read  in  the  point  number,  the 
discrepancies  and  the  ground 
coordinates  of  all  the  points. 357 
Apply  the  scale  factor  to  the 
discrepancies  in  X,  Y  and  Z 
6 
Declare  the  physical  and 
mathematical  regions  of 
the  graph  plotter 
Draw  headings  at  specified  position  I 
in  the  graph 
I 
Plot  the  positions  of  the  I 
points  and  the  error  vectors 
Draw  triangles  at  the 
control  points 
I 
STOP 
4.4  Detailed  account  of  the  program 
A  step-by-step  account  of  the  program  fo  II  ows: 
Declarations. 
Read  in  the  number  of  points  to  be  plotted. 
Declarations. 
Read  in  the  point  number,  the  discrepancies  and  the  ground  coordinates. 358 
Multiply  the  discrepancies  by  an  appropriate  scale  factor. 
Call  Algol  subroutine  to  switch  on  the  plotter. 
Declarations  of  the  physical  regions,  the  border  limits  and  the  mathematical 
limits  of  the  plotter  .  output. 
Call  Algol  subroutines  to  draw  the  heading  in  specified  size,  and  in 
specified  position  in  the  graph. 
Call  Algol  subroutine  to  draw  the  point  number  in  specified  size. 
Plot  all  test  points  and  their  error  vectors  (control  points  are  plotted  in 
red  pen). 
Draw  small  triangles  at  the  control  points. 
Call  Algol  subroutine  to  terminate  the  current  plot. 4.5  The  Program 
0  OBEGINI 
I  OINTEGFRI  I#J,,  NpK; 
2  N:  =REAn; 
3  OBEGINO 
4  IREALI  OARRAYO  8  W4#1167j,  X  IIN?  p 
5y  lit.  I?,,  DY  1:  N?; 
5  'FOR'  T:  =I  IS7EP'  I  IUNTILI  N  'DOI 
6  IFORI  J:  =l  'STEP'  I  IUNTILI  6  'DOI 
79  jjj?!  =REAL); 
a  'FOR'  1:  =l  'STEP'  I  IUNTILI  N  IDOO 
91  t3EG  I  tj  I 
10  X  7?  1=4  114?  1 
11  v  I?  I=R  IP5?  00 
12  DY  1?:  =B 
13  OENDI; 
14  PAPER(I)l 
15  PSPACE(ý).  IPlO.  75otJ.  lt4otAo75); 
16  MA  P(5j2ij00.  i,  jp51  6500.0p 
I  ý42jý&J@op  106500,0)  11 
17  SCALES;  tjL)R[)Lp; 
10  ITALTC(l);  PLACF(12#3); 
21  TYPLCS(ICIVLCTOR  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  LPRORSI)1#29); 
22  CTPllAC,  (IP);  ITALIC(O);  PLACE(30#9)1 
25  TYPECS(I(IMUDEL  NUMbER  7  **  PHOTO  SCALE  I/M001)1#38); 
26  PLACE(2doll)) 
27  TYPECSCI(IMAP  SCALE  1/26300  VECTOR  SCALE  1/2001)1#40); 
28  PLACE(AJ#13); 
29  TYPECS(IPSOLUTION  NUMBER  All)l#18); 
30  CTRMAG(5); 
31  'Fok'  J:  zI  ISTEPI  I  OUNTILI  N  IDOI 
32  IBEGINO  J:  =8  101?; 
34  PLOTNI(X  I?  jY  1?  #J); 
35  'ENDO; 
36  K:  =I; 
37.  Lit  OFORI  It--I  'STEP'  I  OUNTILI  N  'DOI 
39  IBEGINO 
40  1IFt  B  1#2?  23  ITHEP41  IBEGINI 
42  POTNT(X  1?  #Y  I?  ); 
43  LINE0,00#0Y  I?  )) 
d4  I  EfJV  I;  OENDO; 
46  K:  =K+I;  'IF$  KX2  ITHENI  IGOTOI  LI; 
49  CIRSET(4)1  REDPEW 
51  K:  21; 
52  L211  FOR,  I:  =I  'STEP'  I  IUNTILI  N  $DOI 
54  OBEGINI 
55  'IF'  F3  I#2?  =2  'THEN'  OBEGINI 
57  POINT(Y  1?,  Y  I?  ); 
56  PLOTNC(X  I?  py  17#50); 
59  LINE(V.  40#DY  I?  ); 
60  $ENDO;  IENOI; 
62  K:  =K+ll  OIFO  K=2  IT14ENI  IGOTOI  L211 
65  GREND; 
66  'END';  IEIlDI 
359 360 
4.6  Input 
28  No.  of  points  to  be  plotted 
Pt.  No. 
69  2 
67  2 
66  3 
23 
28  3 
53  2 
58  3 
70  2 
71  3 
62  2 
33 
75  3 
74  2 
10  3 
35  3 
29  2 
51  3 
50  2 
61  2 
60  3 
14  3 
13  2 
59  2 
57  2 
72  2 
55  3 
54  2 
52  3 





















































































102592ob,  39 
1030129478 
4.7  Outpu  See  Vector  maps  in  Appendix  C. 361 
5.  Proqram  (F  -  Transformation  of  Geographic  Coordinates  to  Secant 
Plane  Coordinate  System 
5.1  General  Information 
Type  of  Language  -  Basic 
Computer  -  This  is  a  small  program,  therefore  the 
Wang  2200  in  the  Department  of  Geography, 
University  of  Glasgow  is  used. 
5.2  Definition  of  Variables 
A-  Ellipsoid  major  semidiameter. 
B-  Ellipsoid  minor  semidiameter. 
C-  Square  of  the  ellipsoid  eccentricity. 
N-  Length  of  the  normal  of  the  ellipsoid,  through 
the  point  to  be  transformed. 
M  Length  of  the  normal  of  the  ellipsoid  through 
the  origin. 
H  Height  of  point  above  ellipsoid. 
ARRAY 
F  Dynamic  array  including  the  coordinates  of 
the  point  in  the  Geographic  and  Secant  Plane 
systems. 362 
5.3  Flow  Diagram  for  Program  (F) 
START 
Input  the  Geographical 
coordinates  of  the  point 
Assign  values  of  latitude 
and  longitude  of  the  origin. 
Assign  values  for  I 
A,  B  and  C 
Compute  N 
CoMpute  M 
Transform  to  geocentric 
system 
Rotate  the  geocentric 
system  to  make  the  Z-axis 
coincide  with  the  origin  normal 363 
Translate  the  X-Y  plane 
an  amount  approximately  equal 
to  M 
Print  out  the  X,  Y 
and  Z  Secant  Plane 
coordinates  of  the  point 
I 
there 
Yes  another 
-__: 
ýe 








1-0--SELE  D 
-Ü  Ri  N-  f  ý'  Pf  -p  LAT  i--LO  -NG-P-HT  -' 
50  INPUT  F(4)pF(5)pF(6) 
- ýgg  ý-g-  60  -ýý  11-4  RUET  - 
Ozn7  g#F-  (4k  F--  (:  5  17-6  0  61 
4-0  +  1-.  0  ý-6  o-- 
130 
_M  ='A  2ý/'-(-(  A  --ý2-*  -W-  2+B*  -V--2  -)-  0  -*5-) 
210  )ýýMA-ffl*SI-N(G) 
230  Z=(N*(1￿0-C)-fH)*S+M*C*V 
250  F(8)=-X*V*SIN(L)-Y*V*-,  CO9-(-C-)+Z-ict%T 
80--,  SELECT:  -PRINT-:  ý-OlDt100- 
290«'PR'INTýF(l-0).  uF(77f;  F  Cg)  i,  F  (9) 365 
5.5  Input 
Latitude  Longitude  Height 
Pt.  No.  0  0  (feet) 
2404  39  42  48.706  89  11  47*874  61690 
2405  39  41  3,062  89  11  46-220  616*0 
2406  39  40  10.746  89  11  45-380  617.0 
2407  39  39  18.137  89  11  44*855  614*0 
2408  39  40  11.760  89  7  13-931  624*0 
2460  39  40  10.746  89  6  6.113  627*0 
2426  40  9  52.894  89  17  31*542  60490 
2427  40  9  52*996  89  16 
' 
23*091  609*0 
2428  40  9  26.195  89  16  56-644  610*0 
2433  40  1  12.739  89  26  32*713  577*0 
2458  40  0  20-623  89  26  32-581  59490 
2431  40  0  17-276  89  18  39-350  61490 
2432  40  0  179683  89  20  4*978  605*0 
2430  40  5  31,065  89  17  -31*780  607*0 
2429  40  6  23-654  89  17  31-911  608*0 
2459  40  4  38.978  89  17  31-252  627.0 
2420  40  20  0.810  89  10  6-880  685.0 
2421  40  19  34.069  89  10  69748  695.0 
2422  40  19  7.166  a9  11  15*416  689*0 
2423  40  19  34-393  89  8  14-320  700.0 
2424  40  17  47*611  89  10  59424  704oO 
2401  39  58  6*168  89  10  52-236  615.0 
2402  39  56  46-729  89  10  50-921  610eO 
2403  39  56  32.931  89  11  57-894  608*0 
2436  40  5  35-675  89  4  0*370  671-0 
2437  40  5  30-608  89  9  51*161  61190 
2434  40  10  52.789  89  5  7-856  77690 
2435  40  10  0.253  89  5  8.095  766.0 
2450  39  43  35-733  88  49  51-988  704*0 
2451  39  43  35*632  88  51  0-867  708*0 
2452  39  43  34-691  88  52  8.439  71090 
2453  39  42  429412  88  50  59-289  71090 
2455  39  37  30-304  88  59  45-302  643*0 
2438  39  58  30,082  89  15  48-771  616*0 
2439  39  58  31-502  89  18  38-887  607*0 
2440  39  58  31.908  89  19  46*985  599*0 
2441  39  56  51.001  89  26  33*963  624&0 
2447  40  11  32-901  88  35  32-247  726*0 
2448  40  7  37-607  88  33  32-775  708,0 
2449  40  6  48-317  88  43  33*039  707*0 
2409  39  56  7.6U1  88  56  13-027  68690 
2410  39  54  489928  88  56  11.734  681*0 
2411.  39  56  3*435  88  59  34*418  67490 
2412  39  54  44.032  88  59'  34*418  676.0 
2413  39  57  54-377  88  55  6.073  694*0 
2414  39  57  51000  88  53  55*454  68790 
2418  40  20  29.068  88  52  51-050  793.0 
2419  40  15  12.4b8  88  52  49-329  804*0 
2442  40  22  9.743  88  40  10-723  770.0 
2443  40  21  17.076  88  40  10*458  780.0 
2444  40  21  15-962  88  36  449986  767*0 
2445  40  21  15-557,  88  35  35-746  769*0 
2462  40  23  27-326  88  35  359746  786*0 
2456  39  50  31-323  88  51  35-244  680.0 
2415  39 
. 
58.  53ý.  182  88  50  299677  687.0 
-'!  I 2416  39  57  21.653  88  50  47-422  685*0 
C,  2417  39  57  8.7:  33  88  50  30-712  689*0 
2446  40  17  43-894  88  31  39283  786*0 
2425  40  12  3.254  89  18  41-303  60loO 
C  2461  40  12  4*068  89  16  23-979  603*0 
2465  40  10  44.542  89  18  40-775  603.0 
2630  39  43  35-733  88  49  51*988  704*0 
C,  2631  39  43  35*632  88  51  0-867'  708.0 
2632  39  43  34-691  88  52  b9439  710*0 
2633  39  42  42*412  88  50  59-.  289  710.0 
C  2634  39  41  48*080  88  50  579449  71190 
2635  39  58  53.182  88  50  299677  687&0 
2636  39  50  31-323  88  51  35*244  68090 
2637  39  49  39-060  88  51  34oO34  675oO 
2662  40  23  ?.  7-326  68  35  35-746  786*0 
2647  40  11  32-901  88  35  32-247  72690 
2649  40  6  48-317  88  43  33*039  707.0 
2641  39  57  21*653  68  50  47-422  685*0 
2642  39  57  8.733  88  50  30-712  689,0 
2639  39  56  7-601  88  56  139027  68690 
2640  39  54  48,928  88  56  11-734  681.0 
2643  39  57  54-377  88  55  6,073  694*0 
2644  39  57  5.000  88  53  55*545  687.0 
2645  40  21  15-557  88  35  35-746  76990 
2601  40  0  39*584  88  19  55*335  690*0 
2602  40  0  38.883  88  18  48-296  691,0 
2603  40  1  31-324  88  19  489702  69000 
2604  40  1  32*338  88  19  56*045  690*0 
2605  40  1  5.766  88  19  22-373  692*0 
2bO6  40  3  18.349  88  19  57.515  693.0 
2665  40  1  30o6O8  88  17  40*040  727*0 
2618  39  51  52o347  88  36  11-316  68490 
2619  39  50  8-.  322  88  36  11*316  677*0 
2620  39  50  7.916  88  35  37-368  676.0 
2621  39  49  15*852  88  35'  37-631  672*0 
2622  39  48  23.765  88  35  38*947  669oO 
2616  39  49  139417  88  18  40*140  674*0 
2617  39  48  21.939  88  18  40.403  665.0 
2611  39  59  46-226  88  18  47*069  686*0 
.  2615  39  54  559608  88  17  35-344  693.0 
2614  39  54  54.733  88  15  19*579  705*0 
2613  39  55  21.269  88  15  19-185  70490 
2612  -39  58  53.964  88  19  549087  b93*0 
r  2666  39  54  29.828  88  18  42-733  694*0 
2628  39  36  30-893  88  44  269421  650.0 
2629  39  36  31.824  88  45  19*422  655*0 
2609  40  7  39.501  88  24.  269633  708.0 
.  2607  40  7  39-355  88  22  10-730  721.0 
2610  40  8  31.9U2  88  22  11-136  737*0 
2608  40  11  8,961  88  17  46*463  783.0 
2623  39  44  21.3U6  88  31  45*388  678.0 
2624  39  43  29.105  88  31  44-993  674oO 
2625  39  42  36-625  86  32  52*667  675*0 
2626  39  42  37.031  88  34  0-902  68800 
2627  39  40  50-338  88  31  43-168  670.0 
2667  39  42  36.880  88  30  36-736  681.0 
2646  40  17  43.894  88  31  3-263  78690 
2668  40  4  10*494  88  18  49-716  701*0 
2669  40  4  10.650  88  19  57*972  699,0 
2681  39  56  3*435  88  59  34-418  674*0 
2682  39  54  44,032  88  59  349418  676.0 
366 Outpul 
ýýROUND--TOORDI  NA 
367 
5V  -  -5A- 
2405  -30413*090  -36855*866  158#743 
12  4  Wý--l  3039 
--- 
4  8-469-1:  ý54YAEý-::  ý=54YE  60- 
ýL)40  -40091#955  138,656  -30393#327 
14  ---239  --A  2460  -22312#889  -38497+307  185+809 
2 2427 
1-65-29.5  -2ýoe-.  56  6753  6  + 
20  04  týA  l0gýF 
-::  4-212. 
22f  ýýý432 
--A21-027*17"ý  2-410--  -  ---384  f  -Y-+-53O  +G-4-57.37  -'..  11-4-.  0-00 
24  =--z  E Ef-  ý -f-ý2-  42  9=7  38  41-4-,  -42  :  -"' 
9  5  #or  :3---  ----2-22  8415#190  +  65SST  #  143  - 
2r,,  ýý-420-  : E--`27781--*-Z8  523ff-ý*34  Pý  00=1793, 
-  -  -  -  -  -  2421  9  6  2  o4  -27781#327  +34414+151  0  B 
---  - 
2ZEý  -;  ý62  -  3587-iB-35-ý-  ý-ý9405 
2423  --'251'27-#-663--  -F3A41-4*-'-16-4---221--o-012--- 
F,  3=.  9-z-7R 
898-4-; 
-'  - 
ý77S&ýZ-28ý---2  #  _9  2-40T-  --ýý30576-,  6  a  -8-175-#B7B  2  5-7-* 
34  ý  ýý4  36  ="  VV  1  -9  7=+--',.  '  19.1  -320-iTI-2-  -  -- 
-785  839-6-#-31-0  2 
3r,  ýýý-ý2-43  4- 
-  2435  -20779#362  +16692*003  327-s9ZS- 
38ýý  ýý45(Xff:  - - 
+905ýo-Z 
- 
2-20  --  837;  11-4  ---  - 
245  1  73  5,1  37 
ýý  -  4cEEH=Eý4521:  ---=ýw2344-4-4  0-  --  2--  ý 
2453  -697#704  -33852*411  276#457 
42  ý 
-463e-*644  234#611 
-4; 
12:  ýýý  0-077-i---;  39 
2440  -41693*245  -4453#459  195#093 
46  fil  3717ý*Z4  ýI 
+  19  5  5-6.9-125  -SUC.  096 
48  -  "30.  -  -oa- 
OBU*6n--- 
-2  -  --244  7--+9(3-74-*-733  +  1074V.  -S33----34B-*-936 
50  fýýýAO9  81-A  47-4  6-4ý=E 
24i-6-  -  -8-116#79-Ef-  -114-4-0#72-7-34:  2--o'..  17 
52  ý  ---  41  -1  -wf--:  f  iý  17.26Z98'  -7  &gQ6  2f  35 
--*  -2-A  2412  -12931#135  -11585#682--332-#-5-6-2 
54  55.  Fi 
-72 
-  '  ----  2  4f  4  -4B77#216  -:  ý-!  -246-*-62-0---3-5-3--*-  63 
56  63,  ý  ýý.  53;  ý"  5 
--  -  2418  -3329#270  +360  -5-  9#  0  288  -  +800  91 
40-4  020 
rso  UggýEý  443  1-4620-;  43  0-t-32B  --  ------ 





2462  +21091#992 
M 
245ý7  -I-b22+823 
+41586,928  218  +  9432 
-21002+031  321+047 
24  15- 
- 
9rl 
2416  -413+548  -6734+539 
10  241-  -A  *--902 
24-46-  070 
12  4-0  0 
--22-4-6-1--  3-6  75-4  -4-8-7 
14  465 
-- 
0002f,  =-üiý1-2 
- 
245i3  24S4O 
----  "'  II  'L  16  43,551-4  ýQjlli:  7 
2Z02------+4S104-.  3-2  -  ST 
6 
-0  -3 
F43662;  27_ 
26-(ý-4  ý43488#079  -ýFf  12  f  -.  -  7 
20  Tqj  0ýýJA  29=0  30 
SM  03434#541  1*24 
+204  M-8-3-.  9ý  -  7-  -3  O'T. 
24  647E  204  18 
-;  -Z 
r-I 
---2620------  +21225  -#576---7-0 
21223j 
tj  1;  4-u  7f 
0 
1)  Q  I)  4of  U* 
616Lý---- 
-657-ýEa4%EFýý 
tr7M  2-  =ý  ý  +455  423  ijXi 
26-17----  +4542-6-*-4  70-----  23245-*--543----T4FJ#1 
+46899  -+6-4-4 
32ý  ý61-4-  501-24--i 
261Z  435,  -6  -2  7.  A  -,  6'S  --3  7  -4  5T7  211-+716 
34ý  ý6  13  0282-fý  .  ý=ýl 
-7Z*  - 
36 
2621ý-----  -ý7409#-3-56--4-5-27-a-#0-50---I-Ef-4-+ý, 
38  --,  r-'6  0  9-.  ý`  70 
2607 
40  0216ý*-230 
2608  +46451+872  +18925+003  191#755 
26778;  ý9g2Eý_  07554A 
2624  +267  94+012  -3  2  365  +061 
44  &2  57ýý  25IB7=Stfý-  33 
2626  +23562+065  -339a2+039  225+638 
46  6-27  2-6  8 
--Q  ---ýý7  - 
2667  +28425+618  -33970+141  203+774--- 
4sf  ýý-ý6-46-=:  -ý  -  -174-ýZl 
-  ý-2755 
2668  +45032+033 






6.  Program  (G  -  Transformation  of  Geographic  coordinates  to  UTM  system 
6.1  General  Information 
Type  of  Language 
Computer 
6.2  Definition  of  Variables 
Complete  Algol  program 
ICL  2980  in  Edinburgh. 
M  Number  of  points  to  be  transformed. 
PT  Point  number. 
H  Height  of  point  above  the  ellipsoid. 
ARRAYS 
F  Array  including  the  geographic  positions 
of  the  points. 
K  Dynamic  array  to  compute  the  transformation 
parameters. 
G  Dynamic  array  containing  the  transformed 
UTM  coordinates  of  the  point. 370 
6.3  Flow  Diagram  of  Program  (G) 
START 
Read  in  M 
Read  in  FT 
Read  in  thr-  gqographic 
Compute  the  X  and  Y  coordinates 
of  the  point  in  the  UTM  system 
-E- 
Write  text 
t 
Print  out  the  X,  Y  and  Z 
coordinates  of  the  point 
Is 
there  another 




6.4  The  Proqram 
LINE  STMNT 
1  1  BEG  11.40 
2  2  1  COIUME14T  I  TRANSFORMATION  OF  GEOGRAPHIC 
3  2  COURDI14ATES  TO  UTM  RECTANGULAR  SYbTEM; 
4  3  IINTEGERI  IgPT9%'.  T; 
5  4  IREALl  A9BqCqL9;  ýp0qRqSqTq 
6  4  H  .1M  ON  q  r.,  9  V; 
7  5  IREALI  'ARRAY'  K51:  15!  9  FS1:  1019  GS1:  8!; 
8  6  CT:  =l; 
9  7  A:  =637820694;  3:  =6356583*8; 
10  9  C:  =((A'**02)-(Bl**12))/(Al**92); 
11  10  C:  =SQRT(C); 
12  11  R:  =((A'**92)-(B$**12))/(61**12); 
13  12  lCUMMENTO  READ  li,  4  CENTRAL  MEREDIAN  UF 
14  12  THE  AREA  19, 
15  13  L:  =0*9ýj%;  M:  =READ; 
16  15  Ll:  PT:  =READ;  'IF'  PT=O  ITHENI  IGOTOI  L2; 
17  17  'FOR$  1:  =l  'STEP'  I  IUNTILI  8  'DO$ 
18  17  GSII:  =U*00; 
19  16  $FOR'  1:  =l  ISTEPI  1  IUNTILI  10  100, 
20  18  Fl-;  I#.:  =0.00; 
21  19  'FOR$  1:  =l  #STEP$  I  'UNTIL'  15)  1009 
22  19  KSI!:  =U.  00; 
23  20  'COMMENTO  READ  It.,  THE  GEOGRAPHIC  CUORUINATES; 
24  21  'FOP$  1:  =l  $STEP'  1  IUNTILI  6  1001 
25  21  F5I!:  =tEAD; 
26  22  H:  =PEAU; 
27  23  H:  =H/3-28084; 
28  24  T:  =FSl!  +F52!  /60*0+F$3!  /3b00.0; 
29  25  T:  =T*3*14159264/jm090; 
30  26  FS9!:  =I,  $6!  +Fý*;  5!  *oO*O+F!  b4!  *3600*0; 
31  27  FS10!:  ýM*3600*0-F59!; 
32  2d  P:  =(Iou&-4)*FS10!; 
33  29  S:  =SI.  -4(T);  Q:  =COS(T); 
34  31  W:  =S/Q;  V):  =vJ  I  **  12; 
3b  33  N:  =SIýi(3*14159264/(180.0*3600.0)); 
36  34  V:  =C*S*C*S; 
37  35  V:  =A/((100-V)'**10.5); 
38  36  KS9!:  =0367399-669*L; 
39  37  KSlC!:  =21*73b07-0*11422*Q1**l2; 
40  38.  K$111:  =5104-57398-KS10l*Ul**12; 41  39  KT-,  12!:  =T-S*o*KS111*1.  o&-b; 
42  40  KSl!:  =KS9!  *K$12!; 
43  41  KS2!  :  =V*S*0*L*(  (H  )12.0; 
44  42 
45  43 
46  44  KS3!:  =KS13!  *(5.0-vl+K$14!  )*L; 
47  45  KS4!:  =V*Q*N*L*(l*()&4); 
48  46  KS15!:  =(1.0-W+R*Q#**92)*L; 
49  47  KI;  S!:  =((Ilt**13)*(l,,  Gt,  12))*V*(01**13)*K$15!  /6*0*9 
50  48  6$3!:  =((tll**16)*(JoOt.  24))*V*S*(01**05)/720.0; 
51  49  6$41:  =(vJ#**12)+27ueO*R*(U$**12)-330-0*R*S'**12; 
52  50  GSjýl!:  =(Pl**'6)*3$31*L; 
53  51  KS6!:  =o$8!  *(6jeO-58*0*4+GS4!  ); 
54  52 
55  53  GS6!:  =noO-18-0*0+(W'**02)+1490*R*U#**12; 
56  54  GS7!:  =0bb!  -56-O*R*S'**'2; 
57  55  K$71:  =(P'**15)*G$5!  *(3$7!  *L/120*0; 
. 93-8  56  G$J!:  =NSJ!  +K$2!  *(ý,  '**02)+KS3!  *(P#**14)+K$61; 
b9  57  OS2!:  =H*K$4!  +(P#**t3)*K$5!  +K$7!  +500000,0; 
60  58  1IF"  CT=j  lTmENI  'ýJEGINI 
61  59  WRITE  IEXT(l("('Pl)tl(1651)0  GkOUNU  %% 
62  59  COORDIHATES  %% 
63-  59  Iýliýq;  UNIVERSALce.  %TRAi,  JSVERSEý3%MLRCATOR%% 
64  59  SYSTEM  1(13C')' 
65  59  l(IlOSI)IPT.  tjO.  I(112S')IEI(115S$)Ii'41(115SO)I 
66  59  H  O(lcl)l  I)l 
67  60  1  EW)  I; 
68  61  CT:  =CT+l; 
69  62  NE4LINt., 
70  63  SPACES(10); 
71  64  PRIiJT(PT9490); 
72  65  SPACES(5); 
73  66  PRINT(652!  9793); 
74  67  SPACES(6); 
75  68  PRIKIT(US1!  9793); 
76  69  SPACES(6); 
77  70  PR  INT  (H  939  3)  ; 
78  71  IGOTOI  Ll; 
79  72  L2:  'El-IDO; 
372 373 
6.5  Input 
87*00  Cent'ral  meridian 
Latitude  Longitude  Height 
Pt.  No.  0  1  11  0  1  (feet) 
2404  39  42  48*706  89  11  47e874  616*0 
2405  39  41  3.062  89  11  46*220  616*0 
2406  39  40  10.746  89  11  45.380  617*0 
2407  39  39  18.137  89  11  44*855  614*0 
2408  39  40  11*760  89  7  l3o931  624*0 
2460  39  40  10*746  89  6  6*113  627.,  0 
2426  40  9  52.894  89  17  31*542  604oO 
2427  40  9  52.996  89  16  23.091  609*0 
2428  40  9  26.195  89  16  56*644  610-0 
2433  40  1  l2o739  89  26  32  713  577oO 
2458  40  0  209623  89  26  32:  581  59490 
2431  40  0  17-276  89  18  39-350  614*0 
2432  40  0  17.683  89  20  4.978  605*0 
2430  40  5  31.065  89  17  31*780  60790 
2429  40  6  23,654  89  17  31-911  608*0 
2459  40  4  38.978  89  17.  31-252  62790 
2420  40  20  0.810  89  10  6-880  685.0 
2421  40  19  34*089  89  10  6.748  69590 
2422  40  19  7,166  89  11  15*416  68990 
2423  40  19  34.393  89  8  14-320  700*0 
2424  40  17  479611  89  10  59424  704,,  0 
2401  39  5B  6*168  89  10  52#236  615*0 
2402  39  56  46*729  89  10  50*921  610.0 
2403  39  56  32s931  89  11  579894  608*0 
2436  40  5  359675  89  4  0-370  671-0 
2437  40  5  30.608  89 
.9 
51-161  611*0 
2434  40  10  52.789  89  5  79856  776.0 
2435  40  10  0*253  89  5  8.095  766*0 
2450  39  43  35.733  88  49  510988  704*0 
2451  39-  43  35*632  88  51  09867  708*0 
2452  39  43  34.691  88  52  8*439  710*0 
2453  39  42  42*412  88  50  59-289  710*0 
2455  39  37  30*304  88  59  45-,  302  643*0 
2438  39  58  30-082  89  15  48-771  616.0 
2439  39  58  31*502  89  18  389887  607*0 
2440  39  58  31.908  89  19  46*985  59900 
2441  39  56  51*001  89  26  33,,  963  624*0 
2447  40  11  32*901  88  35  32-247  72690 
2446  40  7  37*607  88  33  32*775  708*0 
2449  40  6  48.317  88  43  33*039  7070 
2409  39  56  7*601  8.8  56  13-027  686*0 
2410  39  54  48.928  88  56  11.734  681*0 
2411  39  56  3*435  88  59  34*418  674*0 
2412  39  54  44.032  88  59  349418  676*0 
2413  39  57  54*377  88  55  6.073  694*0 
2414  39  57  5.000  88  53  55*454  687.0 
2418  40  20  29.068  88  52  51*050  793*0 
2419  40  15  129458  88  52  49*329  804*0 
2442  40  22  9.743  88  40  10*723  770sO 
2443  40  21  17.076  88  40  109458  780.0 
2444  40  21  15,962  88  36  44-986  767*0 
2445  40  21  15*557  88  35  35*746  769oO 
2462  40  23  27*326  88  35  35.746  786*0 
2456  39  50  31.323  88  51  35*244  680.0 
241  c,  39 
-5 
B  53.182 
-88-50..  . 
299677. 
---687*0- 2416  39  57  21*653  88  50  47o422  685oO 
2417  39  57  8.733  88  50  30o712  689*0 
2446  40  17  43*894  88  31  3.283  78690 
2425  40  12  3.254  89  -18  41e303  601.0 
2461  40  12  4,068  89  16  23*979  603oO 
2465  40  10  44.542  89  18  40*775  603*0 
2630  39  43  35.733  88  49  51-988,  70490 
2631  39  43  35o632  88  51  0*867  708*0 
2632  39.  43  34*691  88  52  8*439  71090 
2633  39  42  42*412  88  50  59-289  710*0 
2634  39  41  48*080  88  50  579449  71loO 
2635  39  5B  539182  88  50  29-677  687*0 
2636  39  50  31-323  88  51  35*244  680*0 
2637  39  49  39*060  88  51  34*034  675oO 
2662  40  23  27-326  88  35  35*746  786*0 
2647  40  11  32-901  88  35  32*247  7264,0 
2649  40  6  48-317  88  43  33*039  70790 
2641  39  57  214,653  88  50  47*422  685*0 
2642  39  57  8.733  88  50  309712  689*0 
2639  39  56  7*601  88  56  13-027  686*0 
2640  39  54  48,928  88  56  119734  68190 
2643  39  57  54o377  88  55  6*073  694*0 
2644  39  57  5*000  88  53  559545  687*0 
2645  40  21  15*557  88  35  35-746  769*0 
2601  40  0  39*584  88  19  55-335  690*0 
2602  40  0  38.863  88  18  48-.  296  691*0 
2603  40  1  31.324  88  19  48-702  690*0 
2604  40  1  32-338  88  19  56-045  690*0 
2605  40  1  5.766  88  19  22o373  692*0 
2606  40  3  18-349  88  19  57-515  693*0 
2665  40  1  30*608  88  17  409040  727*0 
2616  39  51  52.347  88  36  11-316  684*0 
2619  39  50  89322  88  36  11-316  677*0 
2620  39  50  79916  88  35  37*368  676eO 
2621  39  49  15.852  88  35  37-631  67290 
2622  39  4B  23.785  88  35  38*947  669eO 
2616  39  49  139417  88  18  40*140  67490 
2617  39  4B  21,939  88  18  40*403  6654,0 
2611  39  59  46-226  88  18  47*069  686eO 
2615  39  54  559608  88  17  35*344  69390 
2614  39  54  54*733  88  15  19-579  705oO 
2613  39  55  21.269  88  15  19*185  704*0 
2612  39  5B  53,964  88  19  54.087  693.0 
2666  39  54  299828  88  18  42*733  694*0 
2628  39  36  30-893  88  44  28*421  650*0 
2629  39  36  31,824  88  45  l9o422  655.0 
2609  40  7  39*501  88  24  26-633  708-0 
2607  40  7  39.355  88  22  10*730  72loO 
ý610  40  8  31.902  88  22  11*136  737oO 
2608  40  11  8.961  88  17  46o463  783*0 
2623  39  44  21.306  88  31  45e388  678*0 
2624  39  43  29-105  88  31  44*993  674*0 
2625  39  42  369625  88  32  52*667  -675*0 
2626  39  42  37,031  88  34  0.902  688*0 
2627  39  40  50-338  88  31  43.168  670*0 
2667  39  42  36*880  88  30  36*736  681.0 
2646  40  17  43#894  88  31  3.283  786#0 
2668  40  4  10*494  88  18  49-716  701.0 
2669  40  4  lOo65O  88  19  57-972  699*0 
2681  39  56  3*435  88  59  34e418  674*0 
2682  39  54  44-032  88  59  34*418  67690 
374 
Tog  indicating  that  last  point 
is  transformed. 6.6  Output 
GROUNU  COORDI14ATLS  IN  UNIVERSAL  TRAt4SVERSE  ME14CATOR  SYSTEM 
PT  9  NO  E  N  H 
2404  311701.512  4398059.299  187*757 
2405  311661*110  4394601*046  187.757 
2406  311641,632  4393187-522  188-062 
2407  311614*446  4391565.149  187*147 
2408  318110o641  4393063.270  190-195 
2460  319725*9U6  4392994.001  191-110 
2426  304804.309  4446344.537  184*099 
2427  3U6423.789  4446306*076  1859623 
2428  305608.757  4447500.015  185-928 
2433  291560.673  44326469478  175.870 
2458  291519.731  4431039*392  181.051 
2431  3U2738.898  44306369989  187-147 
2432  3UO7089695  4430702*450  184o4O4 
2430  3V4590*402  444U271.186  185*014 
2429  304629.108  4441892.  o4l  185.318 
2459  3U4561.513  4436654.772  1910110 
2420  315782o587  4466825o6O9  2O8o788 
2421  315765.509  44boDO1.578  21lo836 
2422  314124o337  4465211*257.  210oO07 
2423  318419,172  44bb946o436  213o360 
2424  315716.339  4462717.521  214*579 
2401  313716o7l7  4426315.311  187*452 
2402  313686oOl3  4423865ol42  185,928 
2403  312088.033  4423478*702  1859318 
2436  3e3810.142  4439942ob32  204.521 
2437  315498*654  44399839917  186o233 
2434  322441.465  4449757*916  236*525 
2435  3e2397.756  4446138.129  233o477 
2450  343066,554  43968059554  214o579 
2451  341426.604  4398836*108  215.798 
2452  339817o226  4398840.464  216*408 
2453  34143Oo3O9  4397194,478  216*408 
2455  328690oO14  4387840*196  195.986 
2438  3U6699.929  4427227.951  187.757 
2439  3u2665.296  4427375o222  185*014 
2440  301050oO95  4427429.766  182o575 
2441  291309.801  4424576o6l7  190o195 
2447  3b4458o384  445U125oI46  22lo285 
2448  3b7156.125  4442820o218  215.798 
2449  352918.791  4441562.928  215o494 
2409  334496o819  4422178*056  209*093 
2410  334474.871  441975lo68l  207-569 
2411  329713o643  4422154.830  205*435 
2412  329658,971  4419706*599  2069045 
2413  3J6156.870  4425435*948  211o531 
2414  337799.965  4423877o669  209o398 
2418  340244.936  4467137o912  241.706 
2419  340078.254  4457374o562  2459059 
2442  358243.446  4469882o344  234*696 
2443  3t,  8219oO41  44662589283  237o744 
2444  363065.516  4468134*046  233o782 
2445  3b4698o671  446609lo972.  2349391 
2462  364771.875  44721549941  239*573 
2456  340674,450  4411669*579  207-264 
2415  342752.086  4427110.872  209o398 
2416  342272.727  4424297o486  208.788 
2417  34266loO13  4423890-933  210.007 
2446  371014o2O3  4461452o663  239o573 
2425  3U3258o6O6  4452406o986  183ol85 
2461  3U6506.304  4452348.242  183e794 
2465  303207.  d73  4449979.550  183o794 2630  3,  +30669554  43988059554  214-579 
2631  341426,604  4398836.108  215*798 
2632  339817o226  4398840.464  216,408 
2633  341430.309  4397194.47b  216*408 
2634  341439.574  43955189439  216-713 
2635  342752*086  4427110*872  209o398 
2636  340874*450  4411669.579  207e264 
2637  340869.700  44100579602  205*740 
2662  364771,875  447.21549941  239-573 
2647  364458*384  4450125*146  221-285 
2649  3b2918,791  4441562o928  215.494 
2641  342272*727  4424297*486  208.788 
2642  31+2661.013  4423890.933  210*007 
2639  334496.819  4422178.056  209-093 
2640  334474*871  4419751.681  207-569 
2643  3j6156.870  4425435.948  21lo531 
2644  3j7797.806  4423877*715  209-398 
2645  3b4698.671  4468091.972  234*391 
2601  366311.134  4429617-193  210#312 
2602  387900.240  4429571*990  2109617 
2603  3t64929215  4431210.072  210.312 
2604  3b63189624  4431243-936  210.312 
2605  367104*615  4430412o785  210-922 
2606  3o6332.695  44345129961  211*226 
2665  30954le693  4431143.074  221.590 
2618  3o2879.329  4413742*534  2089483 
2619  362821.811  4410535.292  206.350 
2620  3b3628.534  4410508*355  2069045 
2621  3o3593.676  440d903*265  204-826 
2622  363533.782  4407298*532  203*911 
2616  3d7783.238  440843b.  500  205*435 
2617  367753.725  4406848o497  202.692 
2611  3879059409  4427946-066  209-093 
2615  369476,408  44ld963*094  211.226 
2614  392699*350  4416890*120  2149884 
2613  392720.209  4419708-119  214*579 
2612  366292,067  4426360*326  211*226 
2666  367864o782  44181919607  211-531 
2628  3tý05159894  4385553*861  198*120 
2629  349300.154  4385606.224  199*644 
2609  380083*678  4442662.,  957  215*798 
2607  363300*247  444e6O8.218  2199761 
2610  303315.609  4444228*511  2249638 
2608  309649-369  4446977*067  238*658 
2623  368960.136  4399725.784  206.654 
2624  368942*076  43981169232  2059435 
2625  3673029942  4396525,890  2059740 
2626  365678.266  4396566,624  209*702 
2627  3b89029081  4393220*624  204.216 
2667  370540.022  4396478*563  2079569 
2646  3710149203  4461452-663  239-573 
2668  367962*835  443bO96-813  213*665 
2669  3663469014  4436125*660  213*055 
2681  329713.643  4422154*830  205*435 
2682  329658.971  4419706*599  206*045 APPENDIX  C 
Vector  Maps  of  the  height 
and  planimetric  Residuals  for 
377 
the  tested  photography 378 
1-  S-190B  Photography 379 
-11EC,  TOP  IIIAP  OF  HEIGHT  EPPOPS 
MODEL  NUMSEP-4-++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/94S6001 
MAP  SCALE  1/580000  ++  VECTOR  HALE  !.  /2901.1,  '. ', 






1-400,  n,  o 
-4,00,00  2  %, 'J  Id,  0n  -)  r2.11)  11 
'10% 
Li  e-  %j  %jj 380 
IVECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  EPPOPS 
MOOEL___NU_MBER  6  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  1/94S600 
r%  MAP  SCALE  1158000u  +*  VECTOR  SCALE  1/29000 







-20000  0  20000  40000  6003.3 381 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  EPPOPS 
M  E-L  NUMBER  4  PHOTO  SCALE  1/945600 
. 
POL 
MAP  SCALE  1/580000  *,  k  VECTOR  SCALE  1/29000 







vi  1 
234 
isl 




sz.  37, 
sail  37"ut 










,  60000  -40000  -20000  0  20000 382 
HEIGHT  EtýIýOR5  VEC  TOP  MA  P  OF  I 
MOSELNUMBER  6  ++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/945630 
MAP  SCALE  1/5800%-IJO  **  VECTOR  SCALE  1/29000 













:  2PI  cc  20 
25  f,  ý  57 
24 
291 
20000  40  0003-  60000 383 
VECTOR  IqAP  OF  HE.  TGHT  ERROR5 
'R  4  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  1/945,600  MODEL 
MAP  SCALE  115SUODO  #+  VECT13R  SCALE  1/29000 









Z!  tit  f 
34f 
V. 






-60000  -40000  -20000  0  20000 38A 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  EPROP.  5 
MODEL  NUMBER  6  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  !  J945600 
-MAP  5CALE  11SOu'000  +  VECTOR  SCALE  1/29000 












24  1 




-2000-0  0  20000  40000  60000 385 
VEC  TOR  MA  P  OF  HE  I  GH  T  EPPOR5 
JTo  NODEL  NIJM.  f3E'R  4--**  PH  SCALE  1/94S600 
MAP  SCALE  I/SGU030  -,  *  VEECTOR  SCALE  !  /290CO 
c  ER  11,  ii  IOLUTION  NUMBE 
40000 
22 














s-)z-,  43 
45, 
&7  t 
441 
551 
-60000  -40000  -20000  0  20000 386 
VEC  TOP  IVA  P  OF  HELgH  T  ERRORS 
MODEL_  NUMBER  6  +*  PHOTO  SCALE  V945600 
'000  ++  VECTOR  SCALE  1/29000  MAP  SCALE  115SU 








Ti,  t 








-20000  0  20000  40000  6.0000 3C7 
VECTOR  MAP  OF  POSITION  ERROFID 
MODEL  NUMSER  4  +*  PHOTO  SCALE"!  /945-6uw 
MAP  SCALE  1/580000  *+*  VECTOR  SCALE  !  /4000 





-40.  ror, 
r%  f'%  r%  nn 
-6  u  r,  -41ODuu 
F"  00u 
-20uutj  0  20-900 388 
VECTOR  MAP  OF  P051TION  EPROR5 
MODEL  NUMBER  6  ++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/94S60un 
MAP  SCALE  !  /S600000  -4-*  VECTIOR  SCALE 






n  rN  0  r%  nn  l6n  r.  r  url  00  .3  2-0  uu  40uuu  u0".  )  : 389 
11ECTOP  814P  OF  P051TION  Ewops 
MODEL  NUMBEF  10  SCALE  !  19456u" 
-A 
PHO'  L) 
MAP  SCALE  1/5800000  **+  VECTOR  SCALE  1/4000 






-60000  -40  %00  0  -20000  0  200  0  Ou 390 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  POSITION  ERRORS 
MODEL  NIUMBER-6  +*  PHOTO  SCALE  1/945600 
MAP  SCALE  1/580000  *4+  VECTOR  SCALE  1/4000 






r%  rN 
-2  GOO  0  20000  4  0000  600%j%j 391 
VEC  TOR  MA  P  OF  PO51  TI  ON  ERR0R5 
MOOEL  NUNSLER 
_4_ 
**  PHOTO  SCALE  !  /945600 
MAP  SCALE  I/S60030  4.  ++  VECTOR  ciCALF  1/4000 








u2  'D  00  U'  000 392 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  POSITION  EPROR5 
MODEL  NUMBER  6  +*  PHOTO  SCALE  1/945600 
MAP  SCALE  1/56UDOO  *++  VECTOR  SCALE  1/4000 






r%  m  r%  - 
-20000  0  20000  40000  6uuuti 393 
VECTOR  IVA  P  OF  P051  TION  EPPOR5 
A  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  1/9456%  MOOEL  NUMKER  0 
MAP  SCALE  1/560000  **+  VECTOR  SCALE  1/4000 











30  34. 





1.?  a 
4ý-& 
12'.  13,4 




-60000  -40000  -20000  0  20000 394 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  POSITION  ERRORS 
OTO  SCALE  1/94S6"  M09L'--'L  NUMBER  6-  ++  PH  I  -j  _I%j 
MAP  SCALE  l/S60000  +*+  VECTOR  SCALE  1/4000 














-2  %00  %j  0 
r,  n  rN  n 
00  00  40  Oj  %'j  U'  6uu%.  i%j 395 
2  ý-  F-126  Photography 396 
IVECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  E.  RPOP5 
MOOEL  NUMBEQ  5  ++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/40000 
MAP  SCALE  1/526,00  -**  VECTOR  SCALE  1/400 









II  onn.  r) 
24 
fj4 
211  t2 
1  ---434000  4350000  436000  437000  438000  439000  440000  441000  442000 397 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  ERRORS 
MODEL  NUMBER-7,  ++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/200'UU 
nr%  MAP  SCALE  ',.  /263%'J'O  VECTOR  SCALE  !  /2%ju 
'S  I  ION  NUMBER  ,  JOLUT  14 
102U 
I  20%ljb  51,2500  5  30010  IV  n  5114000  5  11  '1  00  GO  ',  15  50  Ou  'S  16  0  0"  -)1450'0 398 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  ERROPS 
'100 
MOD,  '-L___N:  u',  '),  r)ER  5  +-  PHDTO  SCALE  !  /40V' 
MAP  SCALE  1/52600  VECTOR  SCALE  !  /400 













21  12 
271  4 
cFVIL  23,221 
17  5m 
I---- 
434000  4350.0  436,000  437GrQrj'  4380.30  4390,00  44,00,00  4410,00%  442-00,.  j 399 
VECTOR  MAP  OF  HEIGHT  ERROR5 
MODEL  NUMBER  7  ++  PHOTO  SCALE  1/200-00 
%j  MAP  SCALE  1/26300  VECTOr',  SCALE  11200 









121'  ,  :305  12  5  10'  05  13  000350  C)  0005  14  50050  15  5 400 
VEC.,  TOR  MA  P  OF  PO5  I  TI  ON  EPROR5 
MODEL  NUM5ER  5  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  1/40000 
MAP  SCALE  1/52600  +4  VECTOR  SCALE  1/400 












434000  435000  436000  437000  43380"00  43:  59000  440000  441'-^-'-  44200C, 401 
VECTOP  MAP  OF  POSITION  ERRORS 
NUMSER  ?  +*  PHOTO  SCALE  1120000 
MAP  SCALE  1/26300  **  VECTOR  SCALE  1/200 
SOLUTION  NUMBER  14 
ll  106000 
105000 
1.04500 
10  4  00  0 
I  IU'3500 
103000 
102500 




9,  b" 
11  1\  '512000  512500  513000  513500  514000  514500  515000  c-:,  15500  5160.3 402 
VEC.  TOP  MAP  OF  P051  TI  ON  E  RPORS 
MODEL  NUM5ER  5  *+  PHOTO  SCALE  1/40000 
MAP  SCALE  1/526000  **  VECTOR  SCALE  1/400 




1  1150,00 
1114000 
i  113000 
12,00  0 
1111000 
1  110,000 
PA 
74A. 
1  434000  4735000  436000  437000  438000  439000  440000  441000  442000 403 
VEC  TOR  MAP  OF  PO5I  TION  ERROr?  5 
_MODEL 
NUMBER  7  ++  PHOTO  SCALE 
on  Q  MAP  SCALE  1/263'v*'j  VECT  r%  SCALE  1/20U 
SOLVIFION  NUMBER  19 
106  0  00 
105500 




110  3  On  %nj  .9 
102500 
512000  512500  513000  513.500  514000  51,4500  511500)0  51550"0  511  633,  -, 